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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The site selection process for the LMFBR demonstration plant was carried

out by TVA. Screening studies were conducted for eleven potential "new"

sites and nine potential "hook-on" sites. The screening studies served

to narrow, the range of potential sites, and led to detailed engineering,

environmental, and economic studies for two hook-on alternative sites

(John Sevier and Widows Creek) and a new site on the Clinch River.

Selection of a site for the. LMFBR demonstration plant was based on siting

criteria established by considering the joint TVA-CE proposal, the AEC's

request for proposals and other applicable requirements. Site selection

criteria were established in recognition of the developmental nature of

the LMFBR concept and the urgency for getting the demonstration phase

under way. The economic benefits to the Nation from the LMFBR have been

shown to be strongly time dependent. Therefore, immediate availability

of a si~te for the demonstration plant was highly desirable. In addition,

it had been determined that any potential site must not require unusual

design features or special licensing considerations and should permit

the construction of a plant that would conform in every respect with

applicable environmental standards.

An important consideration in selecting the site was to assure that the

demonstration plant would not have an adverse effect on TVA's ability to

provide an adequate supply of electricity to the region it serves. While

there was no basis to assume that the plant would not be a reliable pro-

ducer of electric energy, it was not considered to be an integral part of

TVA's power system capacity. Additionally, because of the-scarcity of

suitable new sites for commercial nuclear power plants, preference was

given to those sites which were not expected to be used in the near future

for commercial generating plants.
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TVA's screening studies for selection of candidate hook-on sites are

described in Sections 9.2.1-9.2.3 of the CRBRP-ER. These studies re-

sulted in the selection, for detailed study, of John Sevier and Widows

Creek as candidate hook-on sites. TVA's initial screening studies of

potential new sites for the LMFBR demonstration plant identified eleven

potential sites. The eleven sites, considered in the screening studies,

and some of the major characteristics of each site are listed in

Table 9.2-2 of the CRBRP environmental report. It was concluded from

this study that a comparison of site features and environmental factors

showed no apparent overall advantage of these sites over the Clinch River

site. There were no known physical, engineering, or environmental rea-

sons that would preclude consideration of a new plant at the Clinch

River site. However, among the eleven sites considered, only Clinch
River satisfied the new site selection criteria: (1) immediate avail-

ability, and (2) no use for commercial generation in the near future.

Therefore, it was concluded that the Clinch River site was preferable to

alternative potential new sites and should be considered for detailed

study as a potential site for an entirely new plant.

Subsequently developed information on the eleven new sites confirms the

results of TVA's initial screening studies. Further examination of the

eleven sites disclosed that four were found to have questionable geologic

or seismic characteristics and thus have received only limited examination

since the initial siting evaluation of the LMFBR was performed. These

sites: Spring Creek, Caney Creek, Buck Hollow, and Lee Valley were found

to have less favorable geologic site characteristics and were eliminated

from further consideration (see pages

The results of ongoing site studies conducted by TVA for the remaining

six sites can be summarized as follows:

1. The Murphy Hill site was added to TVA's inventory of sites

in 1971. This site is under consideration as a potential
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location for future commercial capacity application, and

does not show any apparent environmental, economic, or

technical advantages over the Clinch River site (see pages

2. The Blythe Ferry site met the engineering requirements

for a power facility, but development of the site would

entail more costly access facilities, primarily rail, than

the other potential sites. Rail access to the site has

been estimated to require approximately 20 miles of new

track and 6 bridges. The site is also located adjacent

to the Hiwassee Island Wildlife Area, and may present

environmental problems of a sensitive nature (see pages

3. The Taylor Bend site was examined extensively by TVA as

a potential location for a nuclear facility, but has been

eliminated from further study because of the development

of a major land use conflict at the site (see pages

4. The Phipps Bend site has been identified by TVA for

inclusion on its inventory site program and has sub-

sequently been authorized by the' TVA Board of Directors

for purchase. This site is under study as a potential

location for future capacity additions (see pages

5. The Hartsville site was added to TVA's inventory of

sites in 1973. This site has been selected by TVA as

the preferred location for the addition of four boiling

water reactors scheduled for commercial operation in the

1980-82 period. An application to locate a plant on this

site was filed with the AEC in July 1974 (see pages
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6. The Rieves Bend site received examination by TVA as an

alternate location to the Hartsville site. During the

site evaluation studies of the proposed Hartsville plant,

a potential water use conflict was identified with the

Duck River project. One of the purposes of the Duck

River Water Resource Development Project is to provide

a water supply for this region. Accordingly, the con-

sumptive use of water required for cooling tower operation

possibly could affect one of the purposes of the Project

(see pages

In light of the continuing studies conducted by TVA since the initial

siting studies of the LMFBR, the site factors resulting from these

studies., and the fact that the available sites continue to offer no

overall environmental or other advantage when compared to the Clinch

River site, it is concluded that the Clinch River site is the preferred

candidate site for detailed study, and consideration against the two

candidate alternative hook-on sites (John Sevier and Widows Creek).
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2.0 SPRING CREEK SITE

2.1 SITE DESCRIPTION

The site is located in Lawrence County, Alabama, on the left bank of the

Tennessee River at TRM 283. It is approximately five miles northeast of

Courtland, Alabama, on the east side of the Spring Creek Embayment.

The area covered by the site is approximately 1,500 acres, 200 acres of

which is already owned by TVA. Presently the site area consists of

various agricultural uses and forest lands, as shown in Figure A2.0-1.

2.2 ACCESS FACILITIES

Barge access by water presents no problem at this site.

Approximately six miles of new track will be required to connect the

site with the Southern Railroad. Several gorges must be crossed to

complete this project.

Approximately two miles of new road and four miles of reconstruction of

existing road will be required to connect the site with the nearest

existing primary road.

2.3 TRANSMISSION FACILITIES

Two 161-kV lines lying to the south-southwest pass within six miles of

the site. One 500-kV'lying to the southeast passes within four miles of

the site.
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2.4 ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS

2.4.1 FOUNDATION CONDITIONS

Recent on-site examination indicates the presence of sink holes which

indicates possible foundation problems and solution cavities.

2.4.2 SEISMOLOGY

The site lies within the Southern Appalachian Tectonic Province. This

area is one of minimum earthquake hazard.

2.4.3 COOLING WATER

It is believed that sufficient cooling water exists at this site.

2.4.4 FLOOD CONDITIONS

The general site grade will be approximately elevation 595. The pre-

liminary maximum possible flood has been estimated at elevation 573.

2.4.5 SITE TOPOGRAPHY

The site lies on rolling terrain adjacent to the Wheeler Reservation.

Site elevations vary from approximately 530 to 650 feet.

2.5 POPULATION

The nearest population centers are listed below.

Town Population

Muscle Shoals, AL
Athens, AL
Decatur, AL
Huntsville, AL

6,900
14,400
38,000

137,800

Distance and
Direction

21 miles; west
18 miles; northwest
19 miles; southeast
38 miles; east
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2.6 PROXIMITY TO RECREATION AREAS OR WILDLIFE REFUGES

One public boat launching site lies across the embayment to the west of

the site. A TVA Public Use Area is planned for the right bank of the

embayment immediately south of the site.

2.7 CONCLUSIONS

Due to foundation conditions as described in Section 2.4.1 above, this

site has been dropped from further investigation.
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3.0 MURPHY HILL SITE

3.1 SITE DESCRIPTION

The Murphy Hill site is located on two broad peninsulas which jut out

from the southern bank of Guntersville Lake on the Tennessee River at

TRM 370, approximately 12.5 miles from Guntersville, Tennessee, as shown

in Figure A3.0-1. The property is divided into two physiographic areas

totaling 1,235 acres, all of which have been acquired by TVA, see

Figure A3.0-2. Terrain adjacent to Guntersville Lake is characterized

by low hills gradating into an undulating plain. All of the existing

flood plain surrounding Murphy Hill has been inundated by the construction

of Guntersville Dam. The site is bound on the southeast by a northeast

trending ridge and on the northwest by Guntersville Lake and Murphy Hill

from which the site derives its name. To the northeast and southwest

the site is bound by embayments of Guntersville Lake. The general ele-

vation of the site area is around elevation 615 and the plant grade is

estimated at elevation 621. The elevation of the ridgecrest to the

southeast averages 900 feet above sea level, while the highest point on

Murphy Hill is slightly over elevation 680.

3.2 ACCESS FACILITIES

Highway access-would require 16 miles of road improvement from the site

to U.S. Highway 431.

Railroad access would consist of building 16.5 miles of new track, with

an embayment crossing, to the existing L&H lines.

Barge facilities are feasible at this site.

An aerial photograph of this site with a 4,000-foot exclusion radius is

shown in Figure A3.0-3.
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3.3 ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS

3.3.1 SEISMOLOGY

The Murphy Hill site lies wholly within the Southern Appalachian Tectonic

Province. In this province, which has experienced moderate seismic

activity in the past, the maximum earthquake that has occurred in the

province is. assumed for design purposes to recur at the site. For this

site, the maximum earthquake would be the May 31, 1897, quake in Giles

County, Virginia, which had a reported epicentral intensity of VIII on

the Modified Mercalli scale.

This area is one of minimum earthquake hazard, not only because it is

structurally stable itself, but also because of its distance from known

areas of past earthquake activity. The area has been the site of epi-

centers of a few small earthquakes which were not related to known faults

and, the seismic origin of some of these shocks is questionable. Similar

small quakes are to be expected in the future, but the effects of such

quakes would be less at any of the proposed sites than the attenuated

effects from major earthquakes occurring on the Reelfoot Tectonic

Structure to the west.

3.3.2 HYDROLOGY

The Murphy Hill site is located on Guntersville Reservoir at Tennessee

River mile (TRM) 369L. The Tennessee River has a drainage area of

40,910 square miles at its mouth and approximately 23,780 square miles

above the proposed plant site. Flows past the site are controlled by

the upstream reservoir regulation. Mean daily streamflow at the proposed

Murphy Hill site is 39,360 cfs. The natural 7-day, 10-year low flow,

used by the State of Alabama in applying the water quality criteria to

unregulated streams, is 6,250 cfs. For regulated streams the instantaneous

minimum flow is used. The minimum instantaneous flow of record applicable

at Murphy Hill is 0 cfs.
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Preliminary hydrologic investigations have been made to determine the

maximum flood elevations that could be expected for the candidate site.

These elevations take into consideration wind wave additives and allow-

ances for possible seismic failure of upstream dams. At Murphy Hill,

probable flood elevation is 618. The estimated plant grade is 621.

3.3.2.1 GROUNDWATER

The Murphy Hill site is underlain by the Knox Dolomite in the northwest-

ern part and by the Chickamauga Limestone in the southeastern part.

Water occurs in openings formed along fractures and bedding planes, some

of which are solutionally enlarged, especially in the Knox Dolomite

which is a major water-bearing formation.

Groundwater occurs under unconfined (water table) conditions and is re-

charged by local precipitation. Based on measurements made in June 1971

in seven exploration holes, depth to the water table ranges between 8 and

16 feet and averages 12 feet. Discharge is to Guntersville Lake.

3.3.3 CLIMATOLOGY

In summarizing the general climatological features of the Murphy Hill

site area, the representative temperature data from the Scottsboro, Ala-

bama, Cooperative Observer's Station show a mean annual temperature of

59.2 degrees F with the mean monthly temperature ranging from 38.1 degrees F

in January to 77.6 degrees F in July. The highest temperature for the

period is 109 degrees F in July and the lowest is -16 degrees F in February,

resulting in an extreme annual range of 125 degrees F.

Precipitation data collected for Scottsboro, Alabama, by the TVA Hydraulic

Data Branch show the greater precipitation amounts occur in December-April

and in July and the least in October. The extreme monthly maximum rainfall

is 13.80 inches in January and the maximum 24-hour rainfall is 5.81 inches

in December.
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Data from the Scottsboro, Alabama, Cooperative Observer's Station show

that snowfall occurs mostly during the period December through February

with an average annual total of 2.8 inches. Reasonably representative

data from the Huntsville locality show a maximum 24-hour snowfall of

17.1 inches in December 1963.

The National Weather Service data from Chattanooga indicate that heavy

fogs (visibility equal to or less than one-fourth mile) occur about 36

days annually with a maximum monthly frequency of six days in October,

and a minimum of two days each month in February through July. At the

Huntsville Airport during the six years ending with 1973, the annual

frequency of heavy fog was 20 days. Although Huntsville is closer to

the Murphy Hill site, the major terrain features (pronounced Valley-ridge)

in the Chattanooga locality are present in the site area, but not at

Huntsville. Thus, heavy fog probably occurs on about 30 days annually

in the Murphy Hill site area.

Annual and monthly relative humidity values based on a six-year period

(1968-1973) of data collected at the Huntsville National Weather Service

Station show an average annual relative humidity of 72.6 percent with

the average monthly range from 66.8 percent in April to 76.5 percent in

September. The six-hour diurnal distribution of the monthly average shows

that the highest relative humidities occur at 0600 central standard time

(CST) in July, August and September with respective values of 89, 89 and

90 percent. The lowest monthly average is the April 1200 CST value of

54 percent.

3.3.3.1 SEVERE WEATHER

Severe wind storms may occur several times a year. Records show 63 mph

and 82 mph, respectively, for the fastest mile of wind speed recorded in

the Huntsville locality and at the Chattanooga Airport. High winds may

also accompany thunderstorms, which occur about 57 times a year with a

maximum in July.
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3.3.3.2 METEOROLOGY (DISPERSION CHARACTERISTICS)

Evaluation of dispersion characteristics for the Murphy Hill site is

based on wind direction, wind speed and stability data from the Belle-

fonte Nuclear Plant site station for April 1973 - March 1974. The

Murphy Hill site lies approximately 15 air miles southwest of the

Bellefonte site.

The Murphy Hill plant site is located about 12 miles northeast of

Guntersville, Alabama. It lies on the flat flood plain, about 615 feet

MSL, on the southeast bank of the Tennessee River (Guntersville Reservoir)

which flows southwestward through the region. About theee miles north-

east of the plant site lies a ridge (1,100 feet MSL) paralleling the

river. About 1.2 miles southeast lies a lower ridge, aligned northeast-

southwest and rising to about 800 feet MSL. About 2.5 miles southeast

of the plant site lies the Sand Mountain escarpment rising to about 1,100

feet MSL.

Vertical temperature gradient measurements between 33 and 130 feet above-

ground at the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant site indicate surface-based in-

versions occurred about 48 percent of the total hours for the period

April 1973 - March 1974. A study of the occurrence of atmospheric

stagnation cases, or widespread stable atmospheric conditions, lasting

seven or more days shows that four to six such stagnation episodes could

be expected annually in the Bellefonte-Murphy Hill site areas and would

likely occur in the fall, particularly in October.

Wind measurements at 33 feet aboveground at the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant

site meteorological facility from April 1, 1973 - March 31, 1974, are

used to describe the expected local wind patterns in the Murphy Hill site

area. These wind patterns can be considered reasonably representative

because of the proximity of the Bellefonte and Murphy Hill sites and the

probable absence of appreciable terrain interference of 33-foot wind
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patterns. The Bellefonte data indicate that the wind predominates from

the northeast with secondary maxima distributed among south-southwest,

southwest and south. The data also show about 20 percent of the wind

speed within the 0.6-1.4 mph range, 26 percent within the 1.5-3.4 mph

range and 18 percent within the 3.5-5.4 mph range. About 9 percent of

the data show calm conditions at the 33-foot level.

Atmospheric stabilityconditions at the Murphy Hill site are estimated

from representative wind measurements at 33 feet aboveground and repre-

sentative temperature measurements at 33 and 130 feet aboveground at the

Bellefonte meteorological facility. The data show that the Pasquill

stability classes E, F and G occurred about 66 percent of the time. The

most critical class, G, occurred about 10 percent of the time. The

least stable classes A, B and C, occurred about 15 percent of the time,

while the neutral class, D, occurred about 19 percent of the time.

The most critical atmospheric dispersion condition, class G, 0.6-1.4 mph,

occurred 4.11 percent of the'time with an additional 2.76 percent calm.

Classes E and F had respective frequencies for the 0.6-1.4 mph and calm

conditions of 6.16, 1.85, 6.34 and 2.99 percent.

3.4 POPULATION

Of an estimated 9,653 people within 10 miles of the Murphy Hill site,,

Scottsboro (population 9,324 in 1970) is the only community which has a

population greater than 1,000.

Within 50 miles of the site there are an' estimated 914,361 people. Two

major urban concentrations are included within this 50-mile radius.

Huntsville, located between the 20-mile and 40-mile radii in the north-

west and west-northwest sections, contained a population of 139,282 in

1970. The Attala, Gadsden, Glencoe and Rainbow City urban concentration
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located between the 20-mile and 50-mile radii in the south and south-

southeast sectors, contained a population of 67,446 in 1970.

Figure A3.0-4 depicts the 1970 population distribution at various dis-

tances and directions for the Murphy Hill site.

3.5 ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

3.5.1 LAND USE

Because of the abundance of water resources the Murphy Hill area has

developed as a prime water oriented recreation area. Included are Lake

Guntersville State Park, Bucks Pocket State Park, numerous commercial

boat docks and reservoirs, as well as many lake-front cottages and homes.

Although no communities of any size are in the immediate vicinity of the

site, Marshall County is experiencing substantial population growth.

Future population growth is expected to concentrate in the towns of

Albertsville, Arab, Boaz and Guntersville. In recent years, limited

industrial activity has begun to develop along the Guntersville shoreline

including a large Monsanto plant about five miles downstream on the left

bank.

3.5.2 ARCHAEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE

Archaeological investigations at the Murphy Hill site were conducted in

1973 by Carey B. Oakley, Research Associate in Archaeology, Department

of Anthropology, University of Alabama, see Appendix I to Section 3.0.

The site survey produced four sites of archaeological significance, three

of which may be classified as habitational while one represents a probable

mound. Sparcity of the sites was attributed to the relative long distance
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from the site to the original river bank. In that context only the sites

located nearest the river were recommended for further investigations.

Excavation of the mound referred to above was begun in 1974 and during

this investigation another mound was discovered. Both of these mounds

proved to be significant.

3.5.3 HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE

A historic survey of this site reveals three structures whose historical

significance is currently being examined. TVA has purchased an old log

house--the Culbert House of the 1840 period--located on the plant site

near the purchase boundary. The Marshall County Historical Society has

shown interest in this house based on its architectural significance.

However, the former owner has retained salvage rights to this structure.

Discussions are under way among interested local development groups and

the owner regarding the possible removal of the house to another site and

subsequent use by these groups. The other two properties identified are

located off the plant site and separated by a ridge. The first is another

log structure of the 1840 period on the Hodge property located approxi-

mately one-half mile from the site, and the second, a 1900 period house

on the Mays property located almost two miles away. While potential im-

pact on these structures is being examined, no appreciable effect is

anticipated. The Alabama Historical Commission has reviewed historical

properties in this area and identified no others that might be affected

by this project.

3.5.4 RECREATIONAL AREAS

Guntersville Lake shoreland in the vicinity of the Murphy Hill site has

moderate to high capability for development of a range of recreation

facilities. Existing recreation developments within 10 miles of the site

and the 1973 annual visitation to these areas are as follows: (1) two
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state parks, 406,000 visits; (2) two local parks, 307,000 visits;

(3) six reservoir public access areas, 43,000 visits; (4) one wildlife

management area, 85,000 visits; (5) six group camps, 129,000 visits;

(6) thirteen commercial boat docks, 531,000 visits; and (7) twenty-one

seasonal second home areas, 494,000 visits. Use of undeveloped public

reservoir land within 10 miles of the plant was estimated at 196,000

visits during 1973, for a total of 2,191,000 visits to all developed

and undeveloped recreation areas within 10 miles of the site.

There are no plans for recreational development in the immediate site

vicinity by private developers. However, one tract located one mile

upstream from the site (TRM 371) has been identified as having suitability

for a large commercial recreation complex.

3.6 ECOLOGY

3.6.1 VEGETATION

The study site totals approximately 1,200 acres with one-third open and

two-thirds forested. All but the southeastern one-third of the site,

which is heavily forested, is a mosaic of cultivated fields, pastures.

and woodland. At least 63 tree species occur on the site. The most

common tree species are loblolly pine, Virginia pine, eastern red cedar,

chestnut oak and shagbark hickory.

The apparent major impact of the proposed facility upon the vegetation

would be the clearing of existing forest (150-190 acres) for plant purposes.

No rare or endangered plant species or habitats have been identified to

date. Location of a plant at Murphy Hill will not have a regional or

locally significant impact on vegetation.
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3.6.2 WILDLIFE

Because of habitat diversity, a rich fauna exists at Murphy Hill. Of

the 123 terrestrial vertebrate species observed at the site, there were

13 species of amphibians, 18 species of reptiles, 67 species of birds

and 26 species of mammals. No rare, unique or endangered species were

found.

3.6.3 FISHERIES RESOURCE

Based on knowledge of the site and Guntersville Reservoir in general,

large numbers of larval fish would probably be entrained at the Murphy

Hill site. The proximity of South Sauty Creek embayment (three river

miles upstream) would probably increase the entrainment of larval fish,

particularly if the discharge from South Sauty moves along the shoreline

to the intake structure. This would be additive to the entrainment

losses at Bellefonte and Widows Creek Steam Plants. Further information

is contained in Appendix II to Section 3.0.

3.7 CONCLUSION

This site is currently held by TVA as an inventory site and is presently

being considered for commercial application.
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Figure 3.0-2 RESERVATION BOUNDARY MAP -- MURPHY HILL SITE
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AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE

MURPHY HILL GENERATING PLANT SITE

At the request of the Tennessee Valley Authority, an archaeological

survey was conducted to locate any aboriginal or historical sites that

might be disturbed by the construction of the Murphy Hill generating

plant facility. Field reconnaissance for this project was completed on

April 1, 2, 3, 1973 by Mr. Carey B. Oakley, Research Associate in Archaeo-

logy, College of Arts and Sciences, University of Alabama.

Natural Setting

The property selected for the site of the Murphy Hill generating

plant facility is located on two broad peninsulas which jut out from the

southern bank of Guntersville Lake. The property is divided into two

physiographic areas. The terrain adjacent to Guntersville Lake is char-

acterized by low hills gradating into an undulating plain. All of the

existing flood plain surrounding Murphy Hill has been inundated by the

*construction of Guntersville Dam. The area south of Murphy Hill is pri-

marily composed of rough mountain slopes. Soils vary from a sandy loam

to a cherty clay. Many areas of Murphy Hill exhibit erosional gullies

resulting from extensive row crop cultivation and consequent sheet erosion

(Fussell 1959).

Archaeological Background

Much of the prehistory of this area was defined by the extensive

archaeological investigations conducted within the Guntersville Reservoir

during the 1930's. At that time some 343 sites were located in Jackson

and Marshall Counties (Webb 1951). Later excavations in the Sand Mountain

area have also contributed a large amount of data concerning the earliest

inhabitants utilizing this general area (Clayton 1965). The most recent

archaeological survey was conducted on the property selected for the pro-

posed Bellefonte power generating facility (Oakley 1972). The results of
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these archaeological investigations indicate that this area has been

extensively inhabited for eight to ten thousand years.

The Survey

Initial survey procedures consisted of contacting previous landowners

and other local residents who may have had knowledge of existing archaeo-

logical sites. Most of these people gave vivid descriptions of Indian

"burial grounds" located alongthe original bank of the Tennessee River

which now has been inundated by the construction of Guntersville Dam.

However, one landowner did provide some information about possible location

of archaeological sites on the Murphy Hill property. These areas were

checked and a general survey was executed to locate any additional arch-

aeological areas.

Four sites were recorded during this survey:

lMs 300 (Elevation 460' - 660') - This site was reported by Mr. Sidney T.

Johnson, a previous landowner, who had noticed-an "unnatural" mound posi-

tioned on one of the low knolls which comprises the Murphy Hill landscape.

An inspection of the area revealed an oval mound measuring approximately

forty feet by fifty-five feet with a height of three to four feet. However,

the ruins of an old farm house left some doubt as to the aboriginal nature

of the mound. Mr. Johnson assured the investigator that as a boy he had

been familiar with the historic dwelling and that there was no connection

between the two (Johnson personal communication). One test pit and several

soil tests were excavated in order to ascertain the significance of this

site. These tests revealed a strata of dark red clay which extended to an

average depth of forty-five centimeters. At this point a thin band of

wood charcoal was observed scattered over a zone of light red clay. This

latter band of clay had an average thickness of-ten to fifteen centimeters.

Random soil tests around the mound did not produce the scattered charcoal

nor the lighter clay band. Although no cultural artifacts were found it

is my opinion that this site represents an aboriginal mound typical of the
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Copena burial mounds associated with the Woodland period of Northern

Alabama. Copena mounds have been reported in the Pickwick (Webb and

DeJarnette 1942), Wilson (Fowke 1928), Wheeler (Webb 1939) and Gunters-

ville Reservoirs (Webb and Wilder 1951).

Material Analysis: No material collected.

Cultural Affiliation: Middle Woodland.

IMs 301 (Elevation ? - 600') - Scattered amounts of lithic debris were

found over an area of approximately fifty feet along the existing reser-

voir shoreline. Although no cultural deposit was detected it is possible

that the major portion of this site may have been inundated by Gunters-

ville Lake. Random tests revealed a sterile clay subsoil beneath a thin

humus cover.

Material Analysis: 2 biface knives

2 unidentifiable worked stone

5 flakes

3 utilized flakes

2 decortication flakes

2 utilized decortication flakes

7 chunks

Cultural Affiliation: Archaic

IMs 302 (Elevation 595' - 600') - This small intermittent campsite is

located on a low knoll overlooking the shoreline of Guntersville Lake.

Sparse amounts of lithic material were recovered from an area of approxi-

mately fifty feet by seventy feet. Several test pits revealed a sterile

clay strata immediately beneath the plowzone.
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Material Analysis: 1

1

3

8

3

2

2

1

projectile point; 1 stemmed

side scraper

abrader/hammerstone

unidentifiable worked stone

flakes

utilized flakes

decortication flakes

utilized decortication flakes

chunk

Cultural Affiliation: Late Archaic
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Murphy Hill

Vegetation

The Murphy Hill site in Marshall County, Alabama, is characterized by a

wide diversity in landscape features and vegetation types. The study

site totals approximately 1,200 acres with one-third open and two-thirds

forested. The southeastern one-third of the site consists of heavily

forested hills having strong local relief, with steep slopes and elevation

differences of up to 250 feet with a few hundred yards. Most of the re-

mainder of the area is a mosaic of cultivated fields, pastures, old home

sites, as well as understocked, heavily cut-over woodland and some

scattered well-stocked forest. A paved county road bisects the site.

An approximate breakdown of general vegetation categories is as follows:

Cover Types Acres Percent of Total

Open land (370) (31)

Cultivated 70 6

Pasture and old fields 300 25

Forest lands (830) (69)

Pine 250 21

Hardwoods 240 20

Mixed pine-hardwoods 250 21

Cedar-hardwoods 70 6

Cedar 19 1

1,200 acres 100 percent

At least 63 tree species occur on the site, which is a large number for

an area of this size. The most common tree species are loblolly pine,

Virginia pine, shortleaf pine, eastern redcedar, chestnut oak, shumard

oak, southern red oak, shagbark hickory, red hickory, and sugarberry.

Most of the hardwood stands are dominated by some combination of oaks

and hickories. At least 14 oak and five hickory species are present.
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The apparent major impact of the proposed facility upon the vegetation

would be the clearing of existing forest. Allowing for rerouting of the

*existing paved road and assuming that practically all of the exclusion

area will be cleared or severely impacted, an estimated 150-190 acres of

woodland would be affected. The remainder is in pasture, old fields, or

cultivated fields (about 40-50 acres of the latter). Most of the forested

area involved is in understocked and/or low quality hardwood stands which

have been cut over without any regeneration measures. Other than in the

fields which have been cultivated for row crops, the dominant land use

of the plant location and exclus~ion area appears to have been for cattle

grazing. Much of the hardwood stands show heavy grazing pressure. Most

of the slopes have undergone moderate to heavy erosion. In short, due to

poor past management practices, most of the forest and pasture likely to

be affected'is in only fair to poor condition.

No rare or endangered plant species or habitats have been identified in

the study area to date. *Location of a plant at Murphy Hill will not have

a regional or locally significant impact on vegetation.

Wil 1 di fe

A rich fauna exists at Murphy Hill and this is directly related to habitat

diversity. The site habitat situations range from wetlands along Gunters-

ville Lake to the heads of hardwood coves along the edge of Sand Mountain.

A total of 123 species of terrestrial vertebrate were observed on. the site

in June 1974. This total included 13 species of amphibians, 18 species of

reptiles, 67 species of birds, and 26 species of mammals. No rare or en-

dangered species were found. The terrestrial vertebrate fauna of the plant

site is typical of that found in the Tennessee River Valley in northeastern

Alabama.

The Murphy Hill area is frequented by wintering populations of waterfowl,

primarily diving ducks and coots. We do not feel that the area is a unique

waterfowl-shorebird area.
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Fisheries Resource

No fish sampling has been done at Murphy Hill. The following observations

are based on our knowledge of the site and Guntersville Reservoir in

general. The Murphy Hill site is located on a shallow overbank area, and

the cooling water intake would probably entrain large numbers of larval

fish. The proximity of South Sauty Creek embayment (three river miles

upstream) would probably increase the entrainment of larval fish, parti-

cularly if the discharge from South Sauty moves along the shoreline to

the intake structure.

Any loss of larval fish from Guntersville at the Murphy Hill site would

be additive to the entrainment losses at Bellefonte and Widows Creek

Steam Plant. Murphy Hill is about 22 miles downstream from the Bellefonte

site. The State of Alabama presently has serious reservations regarding

the location of another nuclear plant on Guntersville Lake. Their concern

is apparently largely aquatic. Murphy Hill, therefore, does not appear

to be a preferred site from a fisheries standpoint.
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4.0 BLYTHE FERRY SITE

4.1. SITE DESCRIPTION

The Blythe Ferry site is located on the east shore of Chickamauga Reservoir

at TRM 499 at the confluence of the Hiwassee and Tennesee Rivers approxi-

mately six miles from Dayton, Tennessee. Based on a 1,100-acre site

acquisition requirement an additional 900 acres of privately owned pro-

perty would be required, see Figure A4.0-1.

4.2 ACCESS FACILITIES

Highway 60 passes through the plant site. Approximately eight miles of

the existing highway would require some maintenance for access to the site.

The nearest existing railroad is the Southern Railway one mile west of

Charleston, Tennessee. Approximately 19 miles of railraod would be re-

quired for rail access to the plant. Six bridges would be required--five

over creeks and one over Interstate Highway 75.

Barge facilities are feasible at this site.

4.3 ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS

4.3.1 SEISMOLOGY

The site lies within the Southern Appalachian Seismotectonic Province.

The maximum historic earthquake recorded in this province was in Giles

County, Virginia, in 1897. This earthquake had an intensity of MM VIII..

4.3.2 HYDROLOGY

At the normal pool elevation of 682.5, the Chickamauga Reservoir is
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58.9 miles long and has an area of 35,400 acres with a volume of

628,000 acre-feet. The reservoir has an average width of nearly one mile,

and navigation is provided by maintaining a minimum channel depth of

11 feet. Average annual flow at the Chickamauga Dam is 32,800 ft 3/s.

The reservoir is located in a region which derives ground water from pre-

cipitation which over the 1931-55 time period had averaged about 48-55

inches per year. Some of the precipitation evaporates, runs off into

streams, seeps into the soil to be absorbed or used by vegetation, or

seeps downward to become ground water. Movement of ground water at the

site would be dependent on the underlying geologic formations.

The site has ready access to the Tennessee River for an adequate supply

of water for necessary heat dissipation, auxiliary cooling and other

plant needs.

4.3.3 METEOROLOGY

The site is located in the eastern Tennessee portion of the Southern

Appalachian Region which is dominated much of the year by the Azores-

Bermuda anticyclonic circulation. This circulation is most pronounced

in the fall and is accompanied by extended periods of fair weather and

wide-spread atmospheric stagnation. In winter the normal circulation

pattern becomes diffused over the southeastern states as the eastward

moving migratory high and low pressure systems, associated with the

midlatitude westerly current, bring alternating cold and warm air masses

into the area with resultant changes in regional and local wind direction,

wind speed, atmospheric stability, precipitation and other meteorological

elements. In summer the migratory systems are less frequent and less

intense and the area is under the dominance of the western edge of the

Azores-Bermuda anticyclone with a warm moist air influx from the south.
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The meteorology of this area provides a rather limited range of atmospheric

conditions for transport and dispersion of plant emissions. Conditions

are generally most favorable in winter through spring months when migra-

tory pressure systems move alternately through the area, accompanied by

moderate to occasionally high wind. Atmospheric dispersion is least favor-

able in the fall months.when extended periods of atmospheric stagnation

reach highest frequency.

4.4 POPULATION

The site is located six miles south of the nearest town of Dayton, Tenn-

essee, which has a population of 4,361, and 30 miles northeast of the

nearest city with a population over 25,000, Chattanooga, which has a

population of 119,082 based on 1970 census data. The population within

5, 10 and 50 miles of the site are 3,691, 16,768 and 683,226, respectively.

4.5 ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

4.5.1 LAND USE

No development is located near this site. However, the site is just down-

stream and adjacent to the Hiwassee Island Game Management and Waterfowl

Refuge Area which is of major importance to east Tennessee. The com-

patibility of the site with the continued existence of the wildlife

refuge has not been determined. It is judged, however, that impacts of

constructing a plant on this site would affect the refuge only during

the construction period and no permanent damage to the refuge would result.

4.5.2 RECREATION

Chickamauga Lake is very suitable for recreation and attracted nearly

5.7 million visitors in 1973. It has good sport fishing, clean waters,

water contact sports, and attracts about 3,636,000 visits annually.
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These visits occur'at boat docks and resorts, state and local parks,

wildlife areas, public access areas and private residences located along

the shoreline.

4.6 ECOLOGY

4.6.1 FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE

Studies of fish and other aquatic life inhabiting Guntersville and

Chickamauga Reservoirs indicate that neither of these reservoirs is

unique with regard to species populations.

A 1970 Chickamauga Reservoir fish population survey indicated on the

basis of numbers 12 percent game fish, 55 percent rough fish and 33 per-

cent forage fish. Bluegill and other sunfish, largemouth bass, spotted

bass, white crappie and white bass dominated the game fish. Gizzard and

threadfin shad were the dominant forage fish. Two species of buffalo

and freshwater drum dominated the rough fish.

The site is in the vicinity of wildlife management area of waterfowl

refuge, the Hiwassee Island Game Management and Waterfowl Refuge. This

refuge supports the largest concentration of geese in the valley region

east of Wheeler Wildlife Refuge and is responsible for an annual hunter

harvest of an estimated 2,000 to 5,000 geese per year. Some disturbance

of wildlife inhabiting the nearby refuges or waterfowl using the areas

seasonally would result during any construction period. The degree of

this disruption cannot be predicted. However, after the major con-

struction activities have ceased, the uses of the areas are expected to

return to normal and the operation of a plant is not expected to signi-

ficantly affect the wildlife of the areas.
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4.7 CONCLUSION

This site was judged to be of lesser desirability due to possibility of

land use conflicts.associated with the close proximity of the site to the

Hiwassee Island Game Management and Waterfowl Refuge Area. Also it was

estimated that extensive costs would be incurred to provide rail access

to the site which would require approximately 16 miles of new track and

six bridges. In addition Highway 60, which passes through the site and

connects with a ferry crossing adjacent to the site, would have to be

relocated.
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Figure 4.0-1 BLYTHE FERRY SITE, TENNESSEE RIVER MILE 499L
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5.0 cANEY CREEK SITE

5.1 SITE DESCRIPTION

The site is located in Roane County, Tennessee, on the Tennessee River

at TRM 562R. It is approximately 4.5 air miles southeast of Rockwood,

Tennessee and 5.5 miles southwest of Kingston, Tennessee.

The area covered by the site is approximately 1,036 acres of primarily

rough, rolling, wooded terrain. A part of the site area has been laid

out for a subdivision, but as yet, no houses have been constructed.

Since a portion of the land required for the site lies within the Watts

Bar Reservoir boundary (65 acres), not all the 1,036 acres will have

to be purchased. There are four cemeteries which will have to be re-

located, see Figure A5.0-1.

5.2 ACCESS FACILITIES

Barge access is easily available in Watts Bar Lake with minimal dredging.

Approximately six miles of new track will be required to connect the

site with the Southern Railroad to the north. The tracks would have to

go over some rough and steep terrain, several drainage structures would

be required and grade separation structures would be required at U.S.

Highways 27 and 70.

Approximately 4.5 miles of road will have to be improved to connect the

site to U.S. Highways 27 and 70 to the northeast of the site.

5.3 TRANSMISSION FACILITIES

Two 161-kV transmission lines pass within 4-1/2 miles of the site. One

500-kV transmission line passes six miles southeast of the site.
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5.4 ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS

.5.4.1 FOUNDATION AND SEISMIC CONDITIONS

Based upon a reconnaissance of the site the geologists have determined

that there are five faults within 2.5 miles of the site to the northwest.

The nearest fault is no more than 0.5 mile away.

5.4.2 COOLING WATER

It is believed that sufficient cooling water exists at this site.

5.4.3 FLOOD CONDITIONS

The general site grade will be approximately elevation 820. The pre-

liminary maximum possible flood has been estimated at elevation 771.

5.4.4 SITE TOPOGRAPHY

The site is located on a peninsula of rough, rolling terrain. Ground

surface elevations vary from about 600 feet to around 900 feet at some

of the high ground summits in the general area.

5.5 POPULATION

Nearest population centers to the site are Rockwood, Tennessee (population

4,100, 4.5 miles northwest), Kingston, Tennessee (population 4,100, 5.5

miles northeast), Harriman, Tennessee (population 8,700, 7.5 miles northeast).

5.6 PROXIMITY TO RECREATION AREAS OR WILDLIFE REFUGES

Roane County Park is about 1.5 miles northeast of the site. There are

public access areas along the eastern edge of the peninsula on which the

site is located.
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5.7 CONCLUSIONS

Because of questionable foundation and seismic conditions, Section 5.4.1,

no further investigations will be made at this site.
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Figure 5.0-1 CANEY CREEK SITE, TENNESSEE RIVER MILE 562R
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6.0 TAYLOR BEND SITE

6.1 SITE DESCRIPTION

The Taylor.Bend site is located in Jefferson County, Tennessee, on the

Douglas Reservoir at French Broad River mile 64R, approximately seven

miles northwest of Newport, Tennessee.

The site is situated on a large peninsula called Taylor Bend on the

Douglas Reservoir and is characterized by gently sloping terrain that

increases in elevation from about elevation 1,030 in the eastern portion

of the site to approximately elevation 1,100 in the western portion of

the site.

The site consists of approximately 1,480 acres (assuming a 4,000-foot

exclusion zone) 580 acres of which are under a permanent flowage easement

to TVA. However, due to the physical configuration of the site, it is

highly probable that acquisition of the entire peninsula would be re-

quired since the plant area would block access to the southern portion

by land. Under this criteria approximately 3,030 acres would be involved

in the purchase 1,650 acres of which are under permanent flowage ease-

ments. An aerial photograph of the site is shown in Figure A6.0-1.

6.2 ACCESS FACILITIES

Two major. highways are in close proximity to the site, Interstate 40 and

U.S. 25E. To gain plant access about two miles of new road would be re-

quired to connect the site with U.S. 25E.

The nearest rail facility is Southern Railroad which passes about four

miles north of the site. Approximately 4-1/2 miles of new track would

be required to connect the site with the nearest rail facilities.
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.The French Broad River at the Taylor Bend site does not provide barge

access. Nearest accessible point by barge is at Knoxville, Tennessee,

about 33 air miles west of the site.

6.3 ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS

6.3.1 SEISMOLOGY

The Taylor Bend site lies within the Southern Appalachian Province. The

largest earthquake known in this province occurred in Giles County,

Virginia, on May 31, 1897, with a reported intensity of MM VIII.

6.3.2 GEOLOGY

The Taylor Bend site has been core drilled to determine the underlying

geologic structure. At this time 85 holes have been drilled. The re-

sults of analyses of these cores show that the foundation rock consists

of Sevier shale and that the overburden which would be.removed varies in

depth from 2 to 72 feet with an average of 35 feet. Foundation treatment

of this site would probably be on a limited scale only and a blanket

grouting program would not be expected.

6.3.3 HYDROLOGY

French Broad River is the major river in east Tennessee which joins with

the Holston River near Knoxville, Tennessee, to form the Tennessee River.

The French Broad, which is impounded by TVA's Douglas Dam located at

FBRM 32.3, has a drainage area of 5,124 square miles at its mouth.

Approximately 4,400 square miles of this drainage area is located above

the proposed plant site at river mile 64. Reach of the French Broad

River in the vicinity of the plant site is impounded by Douglas Reservoir

(Douglas Dam located at mile 32.3) when the reservoir is at normal summer

pool elevation of 1,000 feet MSL. On January 1 of each year when Douglas
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Reservoir is drawn down to normal minimum pool elevation of 920 feet MSL

for flood control purposes, about ten miles of open river will occur

between the site and the headwaters of Douglas Reservoir (about FBRM 53).

When Douglas Reservoir is at about elevation 960 feet MSL,-the headwaters

of the reservoir will extend up to the site. Based on the current operat-

ing rule curve for Douglas Reservoir, the river in the vicinity of the

site would normally be impounded from about mid-March to mid-December of

each year. There are two reservoirs in the French Broad River basin up-

stream from the site which have only minor effects on the regulation of

the streamflows at the plant site. These are listed in Table A6.0-1.

6.3.3.1 GROUNDWATER

The Taylor Bend site is located in a belt of Sevier Shale, which locally

is a moderately productive aquifer capable of yielding up to 100 gpm to

well. Water occurs in the Sevier Shale in openings formed along fractures

and bedding planes, some of which have been solutionally enlarged.

Groundwater at the site occurs under unconfined (water table) conditions

and is recharged by local precipitation. Water movement is from higher

to lower topographic areas and discharge is to French Broad River. Locally,

semi-confined conditions cause water levels in a few core holes to rise

above land surface. Depths to the zone of saturation normally range from

50 feet in the higher parts of the site area to zero locally in lower areas

near drainageways. Mean depth to water, based on measurements in 29

exploration holes in December 1972,. is 12 feet.

6.3.3.2 PRESENT WATER SUPPLIES WITHIN A 20-MILE RADIUS

there are presently 11 public and 8 industrial water supplies within a

20-mile radius of the proposed site. The locations of the water supplies

are shown in Figure A6.0-2 and are tabulated in Table A6.0-2.
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6.3.3.3 -WATER QUALITY

Water quality at the site is generally quite good. In the past, large

waste discharges by industrial water users, particularly paper mills,

textile mills, tanneries, and mining and washing operations, caused a

deterioration in certain stream reaches of the French Broad River and

its tributaries which, to a limited extent, adversely affected water

quality (color and suspended solids) in the vicinity of the proposed

site. Extensive improvements in waste treatment are being implemented

by the upstream dischargers. These improvements in treatment have re-

sulted in some improvementin the quality of the already high-quality

water which occurs in the vicinity of the proposed plant site. However,

color levels in the headwaters of Douglas Reservoir would still be ex-

pected to be above desirable aesthetic levels.

The annual variations in the water temperature of Douglas Reservoir at

Douglas Dam (FBRM 32.3) and at Swann Bridge (FBRM 54.4) for the period

from July 1943 through August 1948 are shown in Figures A6.0-3 and A6.0-4,

respectively. Although these data are quite old, there are no known

changes in thermal discharges or land use in the French Broad drainage

area above Douglas Dam that would indicate that these data would not be

representative of present temperature conditions of the reservoir. The

maximum daily water temperature of 86 degrees F, which occurred during

this period was recorded at Swann Bridge (river mile 54.4) in September

1947 and in July 1948. In June 1969, a surface water temperature of

94.6 degrees F was observed at mile 54.0 during a TVA water quality survey.

Surface temperatures above 90 degrees F were observed generally over the

entire lake during this survey.

6.3.3.4 FLOODING ELEVATIONS

Based on preliminary analysis, the estimated maximum possible flood level

at the Taylor Bend site is 1,016 feet MSL. With the application of
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coincident wind wave runup, an estimated four to six feet would be added.

The resulting maximum water levels would be from 1,020 to 1,022 feet MSL.

There are no upstream dams which might fail from flood or seismic forces.

6.3.4 METEOROLOGY

A preliminary and subjective appraisal of the expected low-level atmo-

spheric dispersion at Taylor Bend is based on limited meteorological

data from an area of minimal familiarity. In assessing the low-level

dispersion, joint percentage frequencies of wind direction*and wind speed

for the stability classes (Pasquill A-G) were developed. These were

based on (1) hourly wind data from the John Sevier Steam Plant meteoro-

logical facility located 30 miles northeast of the Taylor Bend site,

(2) hourly temperature gradient data from the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant

meteorological facility and (3) general synoptic conditions from the

daily National Weather Service meteorological charts. One year (1972)

of hourly wind direction, wind speed and stability values was extra-

polated, including modification based on the expected effects. of the

local valley-ridge terrain. The results of this analysis are presented

on Tables A6.0-3 and A6.0-4.

6.4 POPULATION

The site is located in a sparsely populated region. The nearest population

center to the site with a total population in excess of 5,000 is Newport,

Tennessee, approximately five miles southeast of the site with a 1970

population of 7,300. The 1970 populations within 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50

mile radii were roughly approximated based on 1970 census data and are

29,190, 104,595, 200,310, 464,850, and 796,000, respectively.
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6.5 ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

6.5.1 LAND USE

The predominant existing land use on this site is agriculture. Based

on'February 1973 and March 1973 aerial photographs of the site, more

than one-half of the land is cleared.

Present land use in the vicinity of the site is an intermixing of agri-

culture, low density housing and industrial uses. The largest industrial

developments are the Lowland Plant, a division of American Enka, located

approximately nine miles northeast of the site and an industrial park

just north of Newport, Tennessee, about five miles southeast of the site.

The Lowland Plant is the largest industrial facility in the area and is

judged to have a high potential for future expansion. Although other in-

dustrial organizations exist within the site area, these are the two

most prominent. Further identification of land use within the immediate

site vicinity is shown in Figure A6.0-5.

The site area (approximately 500 acres) is currently being developed by

Mini Farms, Inc., a recreational land developer. The development known

as Lakeland will include a 18-hole golf course, a marina, clubhouse,

riding stables and tennis courts surrounded by approximately 2,000

homesites.

6.5.2 ARCHAEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE

TVA has had a surface survey conducted by Dr. Major C. R. McCollough,

Mr. Lloyd N. Chapman and Mr. Howard Earnest, Jr., in January of 1973

for the purposes of locating and evaluating archaeological sites and

historic features of the site. No surface indications relating to pre-

historic human occupation or utilization were found within the central

plant area or exclusion zone. A copy of this report is attached as

Appendix I to Section 6.0.
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6.5.3 HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE

There are three historic sites listed in the National Register of Historic

Places within 10 miles of the site. The closest one is about five miles
from the site.

6.5.4 PROXIMITY TO WILDLIFE REFUGES

There are no wildlife refuges within the immediate vicinity of the site.

The nearest refuge identified.is approximately 10 miles southwest of the

site

6.5.5 RECREATION

The immediate site area is being developed extensively for recreational

use (see land use discussion). This is considered the most significant

recreational factor in the site area.

6.6 ECOLOGY

6.6.1 BENTHIC FAUNA SURVEY

Qualitative and quantitative benthic fauna samples were collected at the

Taylor Bend site on February 21, 1973. These samples were collected to

determine species of aquatic fauna that occur in the area and whether any

are endangered.

Thirty genera or families of aquatic organisms representing 13 orders were

found in the two inflowing streams at Taylor Bend, see Figure A6.0-6 and

Table A6.0-5. Twenty-five genera were collected at Station 1 and fifteen

at Station 2. Ten of the same genera occurred in both streams. Station 1

had the greatest biomass with an average of 6.55 g/m 2, while Station 2 had

3.20 g/m 2, as shown in Table A6.0-6.
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The species of organisms shown in Table A6.0-5 are usually considered

indicators of good water quality. Because of the abundance and wide

distribution of the organisms, the present water quality of these streams

is good and consequently, none were considered endangered.

6.6..2 VEGETATIONAL SURVEY

A survey was conducted of the vegetational conditions at the Taylor Bend

site in October 1972 by Allen C. Skorepa, Department of Botany, University

of Tennessee. The results of this survey are described in Appendix II

to Section 6.0.

6.6.3 FISH SURVEY

A survey was conducted of the fisheries resources in the Douglas Reservoir

during June 1973. The results of this survey are presented in Appendix III

to Section 6.0.

6.7 CONCLUSION

The Taylor Bend site appears to meet the basic criteria used to select

new generating plant locations and was considered a good potential site.

However, the noteable land-use conflicts cited previously were judged

to be of over-riding significance and therefore the site was not considered

further as a candidate location.
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DAMS LOCATED

Dam

Walters

Nolichucky

FABLE A6.0-1

UPSTREAM FROM FBRM 64.0

Ri ver

Pigeon

Nol i chucky

Mile

38.0

46.0
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TABLE A6.0-2

WATER SUPPLIES WITHIN 20-MILE RADIUS OF PLANT SITE

Taylor Bend

Approximate Radial
Distance From Site

Water Supply (miles)

Public Supplies

1. Morristorn* 16

2. Jefferson City** 15

3. Newport 9

4. Parrottsville School 10

5. Bulls Gap 18

6. White Pine 6

7. Dandridge 8

.8. Piedmont Elementary School 14

9. Swannsylvania School 7

10. Chestnut Hill School 7

11. Sevierville 17

Estimated
Population

Served

37,541

6,653

10,122

600

1,035

1,838

1,688

174

155

197

5,658

T,,!3

Average
Daily Use
(gallons)

3,460,00.0

1,140,000

887,000

15,000

68,000

121,000

143,000

4,400

3,900

4,900

500,000

53,000,000

135,000

350,000

1,000,000

450,000

180,000

10,500

Holston River, Spring, Wells

Spring

Cocke County Utility District

Well and Cocke County Utility District

Spring+

Wells

Spring and Well

Well

Well

Well

Little Pigeon

Nolichucky River.

Long Creek

Wells

Well

Wells

Little Pigeon River

Wells

Spring

Source

Industrial Supplies

1-I. American Enka Corporation

2-I. White Pine Stone Company

3-I. A.C. Lawrence Leather Co.

4-I. Cosby Poultry

5-I. Bush Brothers Company

6-I. Cherokee Textile Mills

7-I. Stokely-Van Camp, Inc.

8-I. Douglas Dam Powerhouse

9

8

8

14

8

19

20

15

*Includes Alpha-Palcott Utility District, Bean Station Utility District, Russellville-Whitesburg

Utility District, South Morristown-Witt Utility District.
**Includes New Market Utility District data. Jefferson City has contracted to serve the

New Shady Grove Utility District

+Spring is located in Hamblen County.



TABLE A6.0-3

PERCENT OCCURRENCE OF ATMOSPHERIC STABILITY

Pasqui 1
Stability Class

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Vertical
Temperature Difference

AT < '1.9, C/100 m

-1.9 < AT < -l.70 C/100

-1.7 < AT < -1.50 C/IO0

-1.5 < AT < -0.5' C/100

-0.5 < AT < -1.5' C/1O0

1.5 < AT < 4.00 C/100 m

AT > 40 C/lO0 m

m

m

m

m

Taylor Bend*

0.68%

2.48%

15.46%

38.07%

26.62%

12.51%

4.19%

10O0.01%

*Extrapolated
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TABLE A6.0-4

PERCENT OCCURRENCE OF WIND SPEED*

Wind Speed (mph)

Plant Site.

Taylor Bend

Calm 0.6-3.4 3.5-7.4 7.5-12.4 12.5-18.4 18.5-24.4 >24.5

1.87 32.42 42.63 18.01 4.39 0.49 0.19

*Extrapolated from wind speed data from John Sevier Steam Plant meteorological
facility, located 30 miles northeast of Taylor Bend. Wind speed sensor 80 feet
aboveground.
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TABLE A6.0-5

DISTRIBUTION OF AQUATIC MACROINVERTEBRATES IN THE TWO STREAMS SAMPLED,

TAYLOR BEND, DOUGLAS RESERVOIR - FEBRUARY 21, 1973

Organism Station 1 Station 2

Amphipoda
Gammarus sp. X X

Basommatophora
Physa sp. X

Coleoptera
Psephenus sp. X
Stenelmis sp. X

Decapoda
Cambarus sp. X X

Diptera
Chironomus sp. x
Coelotanypus sp. X x
Culicoides sp. X
Simulium sp. X
Tipulasp. X X

Ephemeroptera
Caenis sp. X
Centroptilum sp. X
Heterocloeon sp. X
Stenonema sp. X X

Heterodonta
Sphaerium sp. x

Isopoda
Asellus sp. X
Lirceus sp. x

Megaloptera
Chauliodes sp. X X

Odonata
Calopteryx sp. X X
Cordulegaster sp. X
Dorocordulia sp. X

Plecoptera
Acroneuria sp. X X
Capnia sp. X
Nemoura sp. x

Prosopora
Lumbriculidae X X

Trichoptera
Cheumatopsyche sp. X X
Chimarra sp. X
Hydropsyche sp. X
Neophylax sp. X
Rhyacophila sp. X

Total (30 genera or 25 15
families)
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TABLE A6.0-6

NUMBER AND WET WEIGHTS OF MACROINVERTEBRATES COLLECTED IN EACH SURBER

SAMPLE AT TWO STREAMS, TAYLOR BEND, DOUGLAS RESERVOIR

FEBRUARY 21, 1973

Station 1
Sample No.

Organism 1 2 3

Station 2

:1 2 3

Amphipoda
Gammarus sp.

Coleoptera
Psephenus sp.
Stenelmis sp.

Diptera
Coelotanypus sp.
Culicoides sp.
Simulium sp.

Ephemeroptera
Caenis sp.
Heterocloeon sp.
Stenonema sp.

Heterodonta
Sphaerium sp.

Isopoda
Lirceus sp.

Megaloptera
Chauliodes sp.

Plecoptera
Acroneuria sp.
Capnia sp.
Nemoura sp.

Prosopora
Lumbriculidae

Trichoptera
Cheumatopsyche sp.
Chimarra sp.
Hydropsyche sp.
Neophylax sp.
Rhyacophila sp.

1 3

3

2

8

2

3

4

4

3

3
1
4

5 17
3

2

14

2 1

1 1

21 7 5

3

2

1

5

1 1

4
1
2

2

2

35
1

2
11 14

1
2

4
1

Total wet biomas•
of each 0.093-mr
sample 0.763 0.649 0.413 0.405 0.263 0.223

Average wet biomass
at each station (g/m 2 ) 6.55 3.20
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE TAYLOR BEND STEAM PLANT SITE

ON DOUGLAS LAKE NEAR WHITE PINE, JEFFERSON COUNTY, TENNESSEE

Dr. Major C. R. McCollough
Research Assistant Professor
Department of Anthropology
The University of Tennessee

Conducted for the Tennessee Valley Authority
in Accordance with Contract TV-36493A

February 15, 1973
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ABSTRACT

On January 20, 1973, Dr. Major C. R. McCollough and two trained

field assistants, Mr. Lloyd N. Chapman and Mr. Howard Earnest, Jr.,

conducted a surface survey of the Taylor Bend steam plant site for

the purpose of locating and evaluating archaeological sites and

historic features which would be affected by steam plant construction

and operation in this area. No archaeological sites or surface

indications, pointing to prehistoric human occupation or utilization

of the zone, were found strictly within either the central plant area

or the larger exclusion circle. The plant sitedoes, however, lie

adjacent to bottom lands ("Dutch Bottoms" and "Indian Walk Shoals",

intermittently inundated by the waters of•Douglas Lake) which have

long but inadequately been known as the loci of numerous rich archaeo-

logical sites. The survey was extended to the small section of

temporarily-exposed bottom terraces which was considered likely to be

affected by plant construction; three Woodland sites and a single

surface indication were encountered in this section. Surface

collections from the latter sites, described in the following report,

are stored *in the Department of Anthropology, The University of

Tennessee.
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The revised central area of the Taylor Bend plant site lies in

and on both sides of a small stream which flows southward into the

French Broad River (Douglas Lake), just above the point in the stream

valley where the normal pool (1000 foot elevation) ceases to flood the

stream channel (Figure 1). The central core drilling area is largely

wooded with small mixed deciduous-coniferous cover, further marked by

small canebrakes in the stream bottom and laurel groves on its flanks.

Surrounding terrain within the larger exclusion area consists of high

alluvial terraces, the highest terrace being at elevation 1100'AMSL,

one hundred fifty feet above the pre-impoundment level of the French

Broad River. The generalized soil profile for the entire area of the

upland exclusion area comprises:

A-B Horizon (including plow zone)--thickness 1.5 feet.
Gray-brown clayey loam with small terrace
gravel derived from C horizon.

C Horizon -- thickness 2.0-3.0 feet. Bright red-brown
clayey loam incorporating large quartzite
terrace gravel.

Shale Bedrock At many locations less than 3.0 feet below
present surface, and exposed in stream
channels, road cuts, and margins of Douglas
Lake.

The methodology and terminology employed in the conduct and re-

porting of the Taylor Bend survey are those which have been described

in detail in an earlier and entirely comparable report (McCollough n.d.:1-3).

All available surface exposures in the steam plant area were investigated

in the course of the survey, and these included:

a. the entire wooded area which is the locus of core
drilling, in which a considerable amount of distur-
bance has been effected by TVA equipment and
relatively large exposures of topsoil could be
surveyed;

b. plowed fields and those with standing or harvested
crops;
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c. areas recently opened by the Lakeland residential-
recreational development, an 1100-acre project
which continuously borders on and intrudes into the
exclusion area on West, North and East sides--a
complex network of newly-graded roads, a nine-hole
golf course under construction on the East side of
Harrison Ferry Road, and another projected nine-
hole course on the West side of the road which may
abut the projected central area of the Tennessee Valley
Authority construction zone (Figure 1);

d. and the denuded slopes of the lower stream valley,
made accessible by the current low level of Douglas
Lake, 942'AMSL, which closely approximates the
original river level.

Absolutely no evidence of prehistoric occupation was encountered

strictly within either the central core-drilling area or the larger

exclusion circle by the survey party. The personnel of the Lakeland

development reported that they had encountered no such evidence in

their recent extensive clearing and grading operations, and resident

farmers who were contacted reported no significant sites or stray

finds in this upland area. The latter informants referred consistently

to sites on the lower, flooded.terraces of the river at Taylor Bend

which have been known to exist for some time and have been officially,

although inadequately, recorded in state survey ffles (see below).

It is this author's opinion that the absence of sites within the exclusion

area proper is not only apparent, but real, the whole of the immediate

upland zone presenting only undisturbed upper soil horizons and derived

terrace gravels, even at the few locations which would seem to have been

most favorable for prehistoric occupation.

The only historic feature of consequence which was encountered by

the survey party is the Graham Chapel Cemetery (Figure l)--containing

ca. 75 graves, many of them unmarked, which dated interments made between

1800 and 1963.
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The broad, lowlying.terraces of the French Broad River immediately

to the West and South of the plant site, colloquially known as the

"Dutch Bottoms" locality, are the loci of many important archaeological

sites, none of which hasapparently been professionally surveyed, tested,

or excavated, either before or after the impoundment of Douglas Lake;

these siteshave been collected and potted.by amateurs on a scale scarcely

equalled in any other locality of upper East. Tennessee, and their exact

locations and contents are largely unknown. The previously-known sites

in closest proximity to the steam plant site are shown on Figure 1;

site designations are in the Lewis and Kneberg system, and the inexactitude

of locations and attributions is due to the fact that most information

was supplied by collectors and not further investigated. In essence, the

right-bank margin of the French Broad River along the four-mile strip

immediately Southwest of the steam plant site has previously been identified

as a single mammoth site, 9Je9, with ill-defined subunits. The descriptive

entry for the site in the state survey files maintained at the McClung

Muesum (University of Tennessee n.d.) reveals little more than that a

wide range of Woodland and post-Woodland occupations are represented some-

where on the "site":

Village sites and small occupation areas extending
continuously along bank for several miles. Characterized
by many pits containing fire-cracked rocks. Pottery:
Watts Bar Fabric Marked and Cord Marked, Deptford Check
Stamped, Mossy Oak Simple Stamped,'Cherokee types from
lower end of-site (from earlier site survey). Surface
collection of Reeves includes Watts Bar Fabric Marked
and Long Branch Fabric Marked. Burial excavated by
Reeves seems to be flexed Woodland burial. Camp Creek
projectile point in possible association.

A "substructure" (presumably Mississippian) mound (site 17Je9) and a

stray find of a raptorial bird pendant were reported in the downstream

end of the large site (Figure 1), and an apparently distinct concentration

of material has been marked, but not otherwise identified, at the mouth

of the small stream which drains southward from the steam plant site.
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Large and likewise ill-defined sites have also been reported for the

left bank directly opposite Site 9Je9.

The January, 1973 steam plant survey was extended southwestward

along the stream valley which drains the proposed construction zone,

to its confluence with the French Broad River, on the assumption that

extensions of construction, plant connections with the lake, watershed

alterations, etc. would most likely follow this path. Indications of

significant prehistoric occupation were found on the stream valley

slopes and terraces, immediately outside the plant exclusion area on

terrain denuded and silted-over by high water of Douglas Lake, in the

form of one minor surface indication and three sharply-delimited sites

which are probably attributable to the Woodland period. This rapid

survey was facilitated by a low water level in Douglas Lake (942'AMSL

on January 20, 1973, closely approximating, the original river level in

this vicinity) whi.ch presented broad expanses of denuded bottom land.

From the heights above Dutch Bottoms, distinct prehistoric sites could

easily be discerned by visual inspection, marked by dense concentrations

of fire-cracked stone and differentially dark soil coloration. It should

be noted that at low water, our knowledge of the specific locations,

sizes, and configurations of the component si.tes in the rich 9Je9

locality could be greatly advanced by the simple means of aerial

reconnaissance survey.

Among the specific prehistoric occupation sites to be described

below as "discovered" by the 1973 survey party, sites 40JE26 and

40JE27 may have been included in the almost-worthless 9Je9 designation,

although they are situated on slightly higher terrace locations than

are indicated for 9Je9 in the survey records; in contrast, site 40JE25

and Surface Indication 1, situated on even higher terraces, are unlikely

to have been collected or significantly disturbed in the past. All of

the sites have been intermittently inundated and to varying degrees,

destroyed, by Douglas Lake. If the stream valley and adjacent bottom
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land Southwest of the plant area are affected by plant construction or

use, rich archaeological data remaining in the Douglas Lake pool,.

including those described below, are certain to be totally destroyed;

provisions should be made in that case to test and salvage sites

detailed in this report which. would be affected, and in fact to test

all low terrace loci on a proposed right-of-way because the concentration
of archaeological sites is so dense and silting may obscure some of the

major sites. If connections with the river are envisioned, they would

better be made to the East of the plant construction zone (mile 63.7

area on Douglas Lake) where there are no low level terraces, due to

river *cutting into the shale bluff.

Surface Indication 1

36 001'50"N.Lat., 83 0 16'26"W.Long., elevation 980'AMSL

This prehistoric locus is situated high on the steep western slope

of the stream valley, just south of the plant.exclusion circle within

the area denuded and regularly flooded by Douglas Lake, but less than

seventy-five feet from the lake's high water line (Figure 1). Here a

small amount of material (N=5) was found in a 50' x 50' area of the

denuded slope:

Projectile points/knives
Side nothced serrated (cf. Palmer) -l

Scrapers
Hollow side (spokeshave) -I

Bi faces
Crude'leaf-shaped, vein quartz -I

Flakes
Unretouched -I

Cores
Block -I
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An Archaic, possibly Early Archaic, attribution is advanced for

this surface indication, and it is suspected that the material could

have been washed to its present position on the slope from an undisturbed

deposit at a slightly higher elevation, although no other exposed point

of derivation could be found at the time of the survey. Testing at

this. locus, if required, would consist of small test pits at the present

location of the material and at two points directly upslope, near the

high water line and on the edge of the 1000' terrace.

Site 40JE25

36001'45"N.Lat., 83 0 16'36"W.Long., elevation 970'AMSL

This site is situated on the leading edge of a small high terrace

bench formed by downcutting of the small stream through the main river

terraces; the location is 1600 feet East of the right bank of the French

Broad River and 400 feet North of the small'stream channel (Figure 1).

It moreover lay in close proximity to two modern features which were.

relocated or destroyed when Douglas Lake was impounded--Moore Cemetery,

situated 200 feet to the North, and an unimproved road leading from

Halls Corner to Nina, which passed within ca. 75 feet of the site to

the West. The site is now manifest as a dense concentration of fire-

Cracked quartzite cobbles and artifacts in a narrow band encircling

the riverward edge of the bench point, and from present surface indications

and dimensions of the site appear to be 50'(NE-SW) x l00'(NW-SE). The

site area has been denuded by lake waters, but the effects of silting

are minor compared with those on the lower terraces. Nevertheless,

the.site is probably larger than the estimate would indicate, extending

northeastward onto the level area of the small bench; silting and redis-

tribution of archaeological materials could have skewed the original

surface configuration of the site. A small but highly varied surface

collection indicates that this was a small, well-delineated base camp on

which a wide range of activities were carried out in Middle/Late Woodland

times (N=47):
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Projectile points/knives
Small straight base lanceolate -1
Fragments: segment -1

Scrapers
End -1
Side -1

Perforators
Fragments: segment -2

Flakes
Misc. retouched -4
Unretouched -17

Cores
Amorphous: Quartz -1

Flint -3

Nutstones
Fragmentary, quartzite -1

.Ceramics, aboriginal
Grit-tempered cordmarked -3
Grit-tempered residual -1I
Limestone-tempered plain -1
Limestone-grit-tempered net impressed -1
Limestone-grit-tempered cordmarked -4
Limestone-grit-tempered plain -2
Limestone-gri t-tempered residual -2

Ceramics, historic
Blue feather-edge ware (ca. 1820-1840) -1

As stated above, site 40JE25 is likely to have been disturbed little,

if at all, in recent times, in contrast to the large-scale collecting

and potting which have been reported for the lower areas in Dutch Bottoms.

The site should be given high priority for testing, should further

disturbance be envisioned to result from plant construction and use,

and the reasons are several.' The site location is unusually high and

optimally situated for use of both river and tributary stream resource

areas, as well as lowland and highland resources; multi-activity status

is demonstrated for the compact occupation (perhaps a single house site),

on which, ideally, evidence of all such activities could be easily

recovered by archaeological means; the site is intact relative to many

others in the locality and probably comprises undisturbed midden deposits,
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but has been destroyed and veiled to an undetermined extent by Douglas

Lake, verifiable only be testing; professional testing and/or excavation

would furnish essentially unique data concerning Middle/Late Woodland

occupations in the area; and one artifact in the surface collection.

The extent of damage to the site due to fluctuations in lake level,

potting, etc. could be determined only by testing, but is assumed to

have been heavy in this case. A short-term testing program is recommended

for site 40JE26 should plant construction threaten further damage.

Site 40JE27

36001 '34"N.Lat., 83'16'42"W.Long., elevation 950'AMSL

This site lies adjacent to 40JE26 on the first low floodplain

terrace above the right bank of the French Broad River, in an entirely

analogous position but on the South side of the stream cut; it lies

1000 feet Southeast of 40JE26, 900 feet East of the river bank, and

400 feet South of the stream channel (Figure 1). As in the case of site

40JE26, the occupied area (50' x 150', long axis N-S) can be recognized

from a distance as an oval of dark soil littered with fire-cracked stone,

in a surrounding context of featureless silt. On site 40JE27, the

concentration of artifacts and rock is greatest in a narrow band on

the riverward edge of the terrace lobe; this feature, which may be

compared with that observed on site 40JE25, is attributed to the combined

effects of stream and lake waters in a fluctuating lacustrine environment

and probably does not reflect the original distribution of material on

the site. Materials recovered from 40JE27 (N=11) comprise:

Scrapers
End -I
Side -I

Bifaces
Thick fragmentary -I
Thin fragmentary -l
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Flakes
Unretouched -2

Cores
Crude subconical -1
Amorphous -1

Slate
Fragment, retouch one edge -1

Fired clay
Chunk w/unidentified impressions -1

No definite cultural attribution can be made on the basis of the

small surface sample exposed at the time of survey, but site 40JE27 is

tentatively identified as a base camp occupied during the Woodland

period; the presence of a rich midden deposit is suspected, and the

extent to which its archaeological value has been destroyed by inundation

could be determined only by testing.

An attempt was made to survey a presumably significant site which

was plotted on old state survey maps (no other data available), lying

between sites 40JE26 and 40JE27 on the same low terrace but only 200

feet from the right bank of the river (Figure 1). It was impossible to

reach this location on foot, but its surface characteristics could be

observed to be identical to those of 40JE26 and 40JE27 (oval area of

dark soil discoloration and heavy concentration of fire-cracked stone).
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FISH INVENTORY DATA, DOUGLAS RESERVOIR, 1973

Introduction

This report contains recently gathered information on fishes living

along the shoreline and in the coves of Douglas Reservoir. It gives the

result of sampling studies done during June 1973 by the Tenneseee Valley

Authority.

Technical data presented will be used by various agencies involved

with fish management and fishery resource development. They should be

helpful to biologists called on to investigate fish kills or other effects

of changes in water quality, to evaluate the introduction of exotic fish

into the reservoir, and to assess the impact of.any future changes in this

lake or on its watershed.

Specific data reported here reflect the number, size, mass, and

variety of species found and indicate reproductive success of the various

fishes which inhabited the cove and shoreline areas of Douglas Reservoir

in 1973. This littoral zone is the most productive; it is where most

fish.and fishing activity occurs, and where the most representative fish

population samples can be taken in a large lake.

This report was prepared by TVA biologist Tommy L. Sheddan.
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FISH INVENTORY DATA DOUGLAS RESERVOIR

Sample Areas and Procedures

Douglas Reservoir is in Sevier, Hamblen, Jefferson, and Cocke Counties,

Tennessee. The dam, at French Broad River kilometer 51.9, was completed

in 1943. At full pool (elevation 1000 MSL) Douglas Reservoir has a total

surface area of .12,302 hectares. During the sample period, June 4 and

June 29, lake elevation fluctuated between 995.9 and 998.3 MSL; reservoir

area varied between 11,622 and 12,020 surface hectares; and surface temp-

eratures varied between 24°C and 31'C.

No coves adequate for sampling were found above river kilometer 96.6.

The remainder of the reservoir was divided into four major areas (see map)

and three coves sampled in each area (Table 1). Cove size ranged from .27

to .82 surface hectares, average depth from 1.8 to 3.7 meters. Surface to

bottom water quality in the coves ranged as follows: dissolved oxygen

13.5 to 2.4 mg/l; temperature 30.2°C to 19.8°C. Similar data were found

in the river channel.

Field procedures for treatment of each cove and collection of data

followed methods accepted for cove rotenone sampling throughout the

Southeast. Coves were blocked with nets and treated at the rate of 1 mg/l

with 5% emulsifiable rotenone; fish were picked up for two days. A

complete list of the fishes found in this inventory is given in Table 2;

size classes and subsamples used in data analyses are shown in Table 3.

Summary of Findings

Average cove population--40,006 fish and 285.5 kilograms per hectare (Table 4).

Major fish classes by number--game 91 *percent, rough 1 percent, forage 8

percent (Tables 5 and 8).

Major fish classes by weight--game 30 percent, rough 62 percent, forage 8

percent (Tables 5 and 8).
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Dominant species by number.--larval crappie 53 percent, largemouth bass

36 percent, gizzard shad 7 percent, and bluegill 1 percent (Table 6).

Dominant species by weight--smallmouth buffalo 27 percent, carp 21 percent,

white crappie 12 percent, and channel catfish 8 percent (Table 6).

Size distribution of game fish by number--young-of-year 98 percent,

intermediates 1 percent, harvestable (adults) 1 percent (Tables 7 and 8).

Size distribution of all fish by number--young-of-year 96.6 percent, inter-

mediate 1.6 percent, harvestable,(adults) 1.8 percent (Table 8).

Spawning success--good survival of young-of-year crappie, largemouth bass,

and gizzard shad; young-of-year numbers of other species were low.

Growth of fish--growth of largemouth bass and black and white crappie was

better in 1961 than in 1973. Sauger and channel catfish growth re-

mained about the same.

General Conclusions

The last fish population inventory on Douglas Lake was done in August

1961, although for a special study a 46.5 hectare arm and several subcoves

were rotenoned in September 1965 (Hayne, Hall and Nichols).

In 1961 there were 5,525 fish and 85 kilograms per hectare compared

to 40,006 fish and 286 kilograms per hectare in 1973. Because the 1973

sample was done two months earlier, many more larval fish were collected,

and a comparison of total numbers of young. fish is not valid. However,

there was a significant increase in numbers and weights of intermediate

and harvestable fish in 1973. Keeper size sport fish increased from 235

fish and 15 kilograms per hectare in 1961 to 1,156 fish and 98 kilograms

per hectare in 1973. Individual sport species that showed significant

increases in intermediate and harvestable sizes included crappie*, large-

mouth bass, channel catfish, bluegill, and sauger. Rough fish increased

*Combined black and white crappie. White make up about 95% of the inter-
mediate and harvestable crappie population.
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from 217 fish and 36 kilograms per hectare in 1961 to 494 fish and 177

kilograms per hectare in 1973. Forage fish numbers and weights were

similar in both years.

Threadfin shad numbers were low. This may be due to the early sample

date, possibly before major shad spawn occurred. Low numbers of threadfin

shad may account for the slower growth rates of black and white crappie

and largemouth bass in 1973 over 1961.

Douglas Reservoir's standing fish crop of 286 kilograms of fish per

hectare in 1973 is much above the 13-year average of 181 kilograms per

hectare for Tennessee Valley tributary reservoirs. Douglas Lake now has

the largest standing crop of game fish, especially crappie and bass, of

any tributary reservoir in the Tennessee Valley.

Samples in Area IV in the upper end of the lake had the highest

average standing crop of fish. This area contains a site for a possible

new TVA steam plant.
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Table 1. SAMPLE AREA LOCATIONS, DOUGLAS RESERVOIR, 1973

Data from U.S. Geological Survey Topographic Maps, 7.5 minute series, 1961

Douglas Dam Quadrangle (Topographic) 156 NE

AREA I

Cove 1

Cove 2

Cove 3

AREA I I

Cove 1

Cove 2

Cove 3

Flat Creek Arm near Saddle Dam #6. 120°SE of BM DSR 68,1009

Shady Grove Quadrangle (Topographic) 164 NW

French Broad River kilometer 55.5 on the islands. 1030 SE of
BM DSR 96,1008

F.B.R. kilometer 59.1 McCracken Branch NE (left hand) prong.

F.B.R. kilometer 62.8, right bank* 2300 SW of BM 45-17-12, 1045.

F.B.R. kilometer 65.9 Muddy Creek Arm, on an island. 3000 NW
of BM DSR 76, 1013

F.B.R. kilometer 68.1, left bank 1100 SE of BM DSR 10,1010.
Back and of long cove.

Chestnut Hill Quadrangle 164 NE

AREA III

Cove 1

Cove 2

Cove 3

AREA IV

Cove 1

Cove 2

Cove 3

F.B.R. kilometer 80.5, Indian Creek Arm 340 NNE of BM 45-36-3,
1079.

F.B.R. kilometer 81.3, left bank 2750 W of BM 45-37-8, 1003

White Pine Quadrangle 163 SE

F.B.R. kilometer 85.8, right bank 2980 NW of BM DSR 33,1012

F.B.R. kilometer 90.6, right bank 2100 (and .6 mile) from BM

JAW 110,1013

F.B.R. kilometer 91.7, left bank 270' W of BM DSR 40,1008

F.B.R. kilometer 96.6, left bank

*Left and right banks are indicated when facing downstream.
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Table 2. COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES* OF FISHES IN ROTENONE SAMPLES -

DOUGLAS RESERVOIR, 1973

Game

Rainbow trout (Salmo gairdneri)
White bass (Morone chrysops)
Redbreast sunfish (Lepomis auritus)
Warmouth (Lepomis "ulosus
Bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus)
Largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides)
White crappie (Pomoxis annularis)
Black crappie (Pomoxis nigromaculatus)
Sauger (Stizostedion canadense)

Rough

Spotted gar (Lepisosteus oculatus)
Shortnose gar (Lepisosteus platostomus)
Mooneye (Hiodon tergisus)
Carp (Cyprinus carpio
River carpsucker Carpiodes cario)
Quillback (Carpiodes cyprinus)
Smallmouth buffalo (Ictiobus bubalus)
Golden redhorse.(Moxostoma erythrurum)
Shorthead redhorse (Moxostoma macrolepidotum)
Blue catfish (Ictaluris furcatus)
Channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus)
Flathead catfish (Pylodictis olivaris)
Drum (Aplodinotus grunniens)

Forage

Gizzard shad (Dorosoma cepedianum)
Threadin shad (Dorosoma petenense)
Stoneroller (Campostoma anomalum
Goldfish (Carassius auratus)
Spotfin shiner Notropis spilopterus)
Golden shiner (Notemigonus crysoleucas)
Emerald shiner (Notropis atherinoides)
Steelcolor shiner (Notropis whipplei)
Bluntnose minnow (Pimephales notatus)
Logperch (Percina caprodes)

*From American Fisheries Society Publication Number 6, third edition, 1970
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Table 3. SIZE CLASSES* AND SUBSAMPLES USED IN 1973 FISH INVENTORIES

Species Young-of-year Intermediate Harvestable

Ga-e Length in Millimeters ------------Game

White bass 1-150 151-200 201 and over
Yellow bass 1-150 151-200 201.

Rock bass 1-75 76-1 25 1.26 "

Bluegill 1-50 51-125 126
Other sunfishes 1-50 51-125 126 .

Smallmouth bass 1-100 101-200 201
Spotted bass 1-100 101-200 201
Largemouth bass 1-100 101-225 226
Crappie 1-75 76-175 176
Sauger 1-200 201-275 276
Walleye 1-200 201-275 276
Rainbow trout 1-150 - 151

Rough

Gar 1-300 301-475 476.
Skipjack herring 1-150 151-275 276
Mooneye 1-150 151-275 276
Carp 1-200 201-300 .301
Carpsuckers 1-200 201 226
Buffalo 1-200 201-300 301
Redhorses 1-175 176-250 251
Bullhead 1-100 101-175 176
Blue catfish 1-125 126-225 226
Channel catfish 1-125 126-225 226
Flathead catfish 1-125 126-275 276
Drum 1-125 .126-200 201

Forage**

Threadfin shad 1-125 - 126 "

Gizzard shad 1-125 - 126
Miscellaneous forage fishes

Subsamples: Mixed threadfin and gizzard shad (125 mm and less) - 3 kg
Mixed species other than shad (75 mm and less) - 1.5 kg
Sorted individual species (75 mm and less) - 1.5 kg

*The size class divisions for each species are arbitrary, but based on know-
ledge of growth rates and information from creel census and commercial
harvest records.

**Shad were recorded either as young-of-year or adult; sizes of other forage
fish were not differentiated..
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Table 4. STANDING CROP OF FISH BY SAMPLE AREA, DOUGLAS RESERVOIR, 1973

Weight by fish
Sample Size Mean Depth No. of fish Pounds/ Kilograms!
Area Acres Hectares Feet Meters Acre Hectare Acre Hectare

Area I
Cove 1 1.06 0.43 10.9 3.22 2,871 7,094 312.2 350.2
Cove 2 1.39 .56 9.8 2.38 16,578 40,966 111.6 125.2
Cove 3 1.69 .68 10.0 3.05 33,188 82,010 112.9 126.6

Area II
Cove 1 2.03 .82 12.1 3.69 11,748 29,029 169.2 189.7
Cove 2 0.87 .35 10.2 3.11 11,097 27,420 217.7 244.1
Cove 3 1.08 .44 6.2 1.89 48,794 120,571 407.6 257.1

Area III
Cove 1 0.93 .38 8.3 2.53 20,080 49,620, 196.0 219.8
Cove 2 1.45 .59 9.5 2.90 18,436 45,556 423.5 474.9
Cove 3 1.17 .47 8.6 2.62 11,419 28,216 191.8 215.1

Area IV
Cove 1 0.66 .27 9.7 2.96 12,692 31,364 866.9 972.2
Cove 2 1.65 .67 9.0 2.74 3,067 7,578 206.8 231.9
Cove 3 1.49 .60 12.3 3.75 6,653 16,442 237.9 266.8

All areas 15.47 6.26 9.55 2.91 1.6,190 40,006 254.6 285.5

T,
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Table 7. SIZE DISTRIBUTION PER HECTARE BY SPECIES, DOUGLAS RESERVOIR, 1973

Species Young-of-year Intermediate Harvestable Total
No. Kg. No. Kg. No. Kg. No. Kg.

Crappiea 2
Largemouth bass 1
Gizzard shad
B1 uegi 1.1
White crappie b
Bluntnose minnow
Smallmouth buffalo
Threadfin shad
Drum
Channel catfish
Logperch
Carp
Sauger
.Golden shiner
Black crappie
Goldfish
Mooneye
Spotted gar
Warmouth
Quillback carpsucker
Flathead catfish
Spotfin shiner
Stoneroller
Redbreast sunfish
Golden redhorse
River carpsucker

1,19
4,13
2,62

14

19
6

12

8

2

2

t

t

3 8.4 --

8 2.4 27
'2 2.8 *
.2 0.2 209

-- 132
'3 0.3 --

8 5.6 55
2 0.2 *
1 t 88
1 t 27
4.4 --

4 0.1 t
9 0.3 57
3 0.3 --

-- 4
9 t --

-- 11
7 0.1 1

t 6
2 0.1 --

t t
3 t --

2 t --

1 t t

t t
1 t* --

t --

t --

t --

3.1

5.3
3.6

12.5

4.6
1.6

t

6.1

0.2

0.7
0.5
0.1

t

t

t

34
97

149

204

59
3

23
59

57
9

21
10
5

2
1
3
3

2
1
1

t

1

t
t

11.4
16.4

9.9
29.9

58.1
0.1
4.3

22.2

60.1
2.7
0.7
1.4
1.3

.1.4
0.2
1.6
2.3

0.2
0.3
0.9
0.4

0.1

0.I
t

21,193 8.4
14,199 16.9
2,719 19.2

500 15.4
336 33.5
193 0.3
182 76.2
125 0.3
112 8.9

87 23.8
'84 0.4
81 60.2
75 9.1
44 1.0
14 1.6
14 1.3
11 0.7
10 2.0

7 0.3
5 1.7
3 2.3
3 t
2 t
2 0.2
2 0.3
1 0.9

t 0.4
1 t
1 0.1

t t
t t
t 0.1
t t

Shortnose gar
Emerald shiner
White bass

t

t
Shorthead redhorse t
Steelcolor shiner t
Blue catfish
Rainbow trout

-All fish 38,645 21.2 617 38.3 744 226.0 40,006 285.5

a = larval fish

b = minnows considered only as young-of-year
* = shad considered either as young-of-year or adult

t = less than 0.5 percent
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Table 8. SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF MAJOR FISH GROUPS, DOUGLAS RESERVOIR, 1973

Percent by Number Percent by Weight
Fish Young-of- Inter- Harvest- Young-of- Inter- Harvest-
Groups year mediate able Total year mediate able Total

Game 88.7 1.1 1.0 90.8 3.9 6.5 19.5 29.9

Rough 0.2 0.5 0.5 1.2 2.0 7.0 53.2 62.2

Forage 7.7 * 0.3 8.0 1.4 * 6.5 7.9

All Fish 96.6. 1.6 1.8 100.0 7.3 13.5 79.2 100.0
IrCo

*Shad considered either as young-of-year or adult.



Table 7. SIZE DISTRIBUTION PER HECTARE BY SPECIES, DOUGLAS RESERVOIR, 1973

Species Young-of-year Intermediate Harvestable Total
No. Kg. No. Kg. No. Kg. No. Kg.

Crappiea
Largemouth bass
Gizzard shad
Bluegill
White crappie b
Bluntnose minnow
Smallmouth buffalo
Threadfin shad
Drum
Channel catfish
Logperch
Carp

21,19
14,13
2,62

14

19
6

12

2

Sauger
Golden shiner
Black crappie
Goldfish
Mooneye
Spotted gar
Warmouth t
Quillback carpsucker
Flathead catfish t
Spotfin shiner
Stonerol 1 er
Redbreast sunfish
Golden redhorse
River carpsucker
Shortnose gar t
Emerald shiner
White bass t
Shorthead redhorse t
Steelcolor shiner t
Blue catfish
Rainbow trout

2

3 8.4 --

8 2.4 27
2 2.8 *

2 0.2 209
-- 132

13 0.3 --

58 5.6 55
2 0.2 *
1 t 88
1 t 27
4 0.4 --

_4 0 '1 t
9 0.3 .57
3 0.3 --

_ __ 4
9 t --

- -- 11
7 0.1 1

t 6
2 0.1 --

t t
3 t --

2 t --

1 t t

t t
1' t --

t --

t -_

3.1

5.3
3.6

12.5

4.6
1.6

t

6.1

0.2

0.7
0.5
0.1

t

t

t

34
97

149
204

59
3

23
59

57
9

21
10
5

2
1
3
3

2
1
1

t

1

t

11.4
16.4

9.9
29.9

58.1
0.1
4.3

22.2

60.1
2.7
0.7
1.4
1.3

1.4
0.2
1.6
2.3

0.2
0.3
0.9
0.4

0.1

21,193 8.4
14,199 16.9
2,719 19.2

500 15.4
336 33.5
193 0.3
182 76.2
125 0.3
112 8.9

87 23.8
84 0.4
81 60.2
75 9.1
44 1.0
14 1.6
14 1.3
11 0.7
10 2.0

7 0.3
'5 1.7

3 2.3
3 t
2 t
2 0.2
2 0.3
1 0.9

t 0.4
1 t
1 0.1

t t
t __

21.2 617

-- t
0.1 t
t t

t
0.1
t

All .fish 38,645 38.3 744 226.0 40,006 285.5

a = larval fish

b = minnows considered only as young-of-year

* = shad considered either as young-of-year or adult

t = less than 0.5 percent
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Table 8. SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF MAJOR FISH GROUPS, DOUGLAS RESERVOIR, 1973

Percent by Number Percent by Weight
Fish Young-of- Inter- Harvest- Young-of- Inter- Harvest-
Groups year mediate able Total year mediate able Total

Game 88.7 1.1 1.0 90.8 3.9 6.5 19.5 29.9

Rough 0.2 0.5 0.5 1.2 2.0 7.0 53.2 62.2

Forage 7.7 * 0.3 8.0 1.4 * 6.5 7.9

All Fish 96.6 1.6 1.8 100.0 7.3 13.5 79.2 100.0

Co

*Shad considered either as young-of-year or adult.



Table 9. AVERAGE GROWTH RATES FOR SOME DOUGLAS RESERVOIR FISHES IN 1973 and 1961

Calculated average total length in mm's--end of year
Species Year No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

White crappie 1973 82 33 137 208 270
1961 60 81 195 269 330

Black crappie 1973 28 39 158 198
1961 37 109 272 284 292

Largemouth bass 1973 84 139 240 328
1961 33 155 294 371 434

Sauger 1973 38 -216 348 410
1961 26 193 343 396

Channel catfish 1973 100 97 193 276 350 381 418 433 455

1961 16 91 172 251 294 333 388 434 449

Flathead catfish 1973 17 90 199 326 407

Bluegill 1973 66 34 91 131 160

'.0CD
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Figure 1 DOUGLAS RESERVOIR -- SAMPLE CAVES, 1973
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THE FALL FLORA OF TAYLOR BEND,

JEFFERSON COUNTY, TENNESSEE
1

Allen C. Skorepa

Taylor Bend is a point of land projecting into Douglas Lake about

eight miles northwest of Newport in Jefferson County, Tennessee. The

area is mostly in private ownerships. About 40 percent of the study

area is wooded; the remaining land is composed of pasture, fields and

wasteland. Some of it is in cultivation. The forest is situated on

steep-sloped hills and is dominated by oak trees. The area is underlain

by dolomite, and some outcrops occur. But no interesting plants typical-

of limestone areas elsewhere in Tennessee were observed.

Observations on the flora were made during October of 1972. Plants

in flower or fruit were collected and pressed in the field. They were

later identified in the laboratory. Some species were identified in the

field and were not collected. Many remnants of the spring and summer

flora were found; some could be recognized while others could not be

identified due to a lack of flowers. A study of the spring and early

flora would reveal a larger number of.species. Specimens of most of

thespecies collected in the area have been deposited in the University

of Tennessee Herbarium (poor specimens were discarded).

Vegetation of the Major Habitats

Three major habitats are available to plants at Taylor Bend-wood-

lands, open areas away fromthe lake, and low, open areas near the lake.

A fall flora is typically dominated by sun-loving plants, and, as would

be expected, very few plants in flower were found in the woodlands. In

the spring, the situation would be reversed. Most herbs of woodlands

I-Department of Botany, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee
37916.
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mature in April or May before sunlight is excluded by the canopy. Most

of the species were found in waste places, fields, and along roads.

The largest family in such habitats is Compositae.

Open areas away from the lake are due to disturbance by man, and

they form a typical habitat for non-native, as well as native, species.

These areas are dominated by herbs such as grasses and composites. The

development of trees and shrubsis usually limited to roadsides and

fence rows. Some of most conspicuous species are kudzu vine (Pueraria

lobata), princess-tree (Paulownia tomentosa), tree-of-heaven (Ailanthus

altissima), white mulberry (Morus alba), honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica),

and privet (Ligustrum sinense), all of which represent species intro-

duced from Asia. Also common along roads and fences are native species

like roses (Rosa), blackberries (Rubus), elms (Ulmus), hackberry (Celtis

occidentalis), grapes (Vitis), Virginia creeper (Parthenocissus

quinguefolia), persimmon (Diospyros virginiana), smooth sumac (Rhus

glabra), elderberry (Sambucus canadensis), sassafras (Sassafras albidum),

and briers (Smilax). Herbaceous plants which are most common along

fence rows are milkweeds (Asclepias, Cynanchum), Indian grass (Sorghastrum

nutans), purpletop (Triodia flava), Canada thistle (Cirsium arvensis),

ground cherry (Physalis), and some nightshades (Solanum).

Dipsacus sylvestris (teasel) is an unusual and somewhat rare species

that was found once on a roadside bank. This plant'reaches a height of

seven feet and is covered by spines. The stem is topped by several dry,

conical "fruits" which are surrounded by long spines. Teasel is not

common in Tennessee but ranges from Missouri to the northeastern states

where it is fairly common. Furthermore, it is a native of Europe,

which renders its comparative rarity in Tennessee of little significance.

A few ponds in the Taylor Bend area harbor some plants not found

in the drier fields. The most typical are sedges (Cyperus, Carex),

rushes (Juncus), and cattails (Typha).

Most of the species encountered during the course of this study

were in fields and pastures. Many of them were introduced from Europe
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and are considered "weeds." Most of the species belong to the aster

family (Compositae--also called Asteraceae) as would be expected in the

fall flora of any, given area in Tennessee. The most common asters

found are ragweed (Ambrosia), aster (Aster pilosus), spanish needles

(Bidens), fireweed (Erechtites hieracifolia), fleabane (Erigeron),

prickly lettuce (Lactuca scariola), dandelion (Taraxicum officinale),

goldenrod (Solidago petiolaris), and frostweed (Verbesina virginica).

Other species in Gramineae (grasses), Leguminosae (beans), and

Euphorbiaceae (purslanes) combined with Compositae dominate the vege-

tation of fields at Taylor Bend. These are foxtail (Setaria), clover

(Lespedeza, Trifolium, Melilotus) panic grass (Panicum), purslanes

(Euphorbia, Croton), crabgrass (Digitaria sanguinalis), goosegrass

(Eleusine indica), and broomsedge (Andropogon virginicus).

Certain areas along the lake are regularly inundated, but the water

level drops in the late summer and fall, and a terrestrial habitat

becomes available for plants. The mud flats exposed by the receding

shore line are inhabited by plants that require very wet situations or

that typically grow in areas that are only periodically inundated. The

most conspicuous plant in the mud flats is cocklebur (Xanthium strumarium).

Xanthium is about one foot high, and the plants often form a regular

cover over areas of several hundred square feet. Dodder (Cuscuta

campestris) is an unusual, non-green, filamentous vine that covers some

patches of Xanthium like a spider web. In slightly drier areas further

up the shore, the bindweed vine (Convolvulus arvensis) grows vigorously

over rocks and other plants. A beautiful Hibiscus bush with large,

yellow flowers also grows in wet areas near the lake, it is not too

common in Tennessee. Some other plants most typical of lakeside habi-

tats are buttonbush (Cephalanthus occidentalis), sedges (Cyperus, Carex),

rushes (Juncus), bachelor's button (Centauria cyanus), buttonweed

(Diodia virginiana), lovegrass (Eragrostis poaeoides), moneywort

(Lysimachia nummularia), and willow (Salix).
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On certain dry slopes the scrub pine (Pinus virginiana) is common,

but most of the forested areas are dominated by oaks (Quercus) and

hickories (Carya). Willow oak (Quercus phellos) and pin oak (Quercus

palustris) are the most important trees in low woods. Afew herbs were

found only in the low woods in association with willow oaks. They are

Palmer's amaranth (Amaranthus palmeri), false nettle (Boehmeria

cylindrica), eclipta (Eclipta alba), Indian tobacco (Lobelia inflata),

and water pimpernel (Samolus parviflorus).

Trees in the upland woods form a mature forest. They are large, and

there is little ground cover, but cattle range through much of the

forest detracting from its natural beauty. The, oaks which dominate this

forest form the largest genus of plants found at Taylor Bend. Other

common trees and shrubs include hickories, bladdernut (Staphylea trifolia),

spicebush (Lindera benzoin), beech (Fagus grandifolia), black walnut

(Juglans nigra), strawberry bush (Euonymus americana), and sugar maple

(Acer saccharum).

Floristics

The fall flora of Taylor Bend is represented by 168 species in

56 families. Compositae, Leguminosae, Fagaceae, Gramineae, Euphorbiaceae,

Rosaceae, and Solanaceae are the largest families. Twenty-eight families.

are monotypic or are represented by only one species. The families with

3 or more representatives are listed in Table 1.

Rare Species

No endangered species were encountered during the course of this

study. A few species which are considered to be not common in Tennessee

were found. Dipsacus and Hibiscus have already been mentioned. Hibiscus

moscheutos is considered to be "not common" but is also not rare.
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Eragrostis poaeoides is known from only a few localities in

Tennessee. This grass grows appressed to mud at the margins ofreceding

lakes. This is a habitat that is not often collected which may, in part,

account for the apparent rarity of the grass. This species is wide-

spread in the. United States, and it is native to Europe, which lessens

its importance as a rare species in any state flora.

Melothria pendula is a native vine of low woods in the southeastern

states. It is not very common but occurs in scattered localities in

Tennessee.
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TABLE 1. The families of plants from Taylor Bend with three or more

representatives. Numbers indicate the number of species

found,.

Compositae

Leguminosae

Fagaceae

Gramineae

Euphorbiaceae

Rosaceae

Solanaceae

Aceraceae

24

13
10

9

5

5

5

4

Convolvulaceae

Juglandaceae

Polygonaceae

Anacardiaceae

Cruciferae

Liliaceae

Salicaceae

4

4

4

3

3

3

3
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LIST OF SPECIES FOUND

The Latin names of the species are listed in alphabetical order.

Each name is followed by the common name and the family. The numbers

given under "habitat" refer to the habitat in which the species is most

typically found as follows:

1. roadsides, fence rows, fields, pastures (open areas away

from the lake).

2. low open areas near the lake.

3. low woods or wetareas away from the lake.

4. upland woods.
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Latin Name Common Name Fami I Y Habi tat
Latin Name Common Name Family Habitat

Acalypha setosa A. Rich.;

Acalypha virginica L.

Acer negundo L.

Acer rubrum L.

Acer saccharinum L.

Acer saccharum Marsh.

Ailanthus altissima (Mill.) Swingle

Allium canadense L.

-Amaranthus palmeri S. Wats.

Amaranthus spinosus L.

Ambrosia artemisiifolia L.

Ambrosia trifida L.

Ampelopsis cordata Michx.

Andropogon virginicus L.

Arctium minus (Hill) Bernh.

Asclepias syriaca L.

Asplenium platyneuron (L.) Oaks

Aster linariifolius L.

Aster pilosus Willd.

Aster prenanthoides Willd.

Aster surculosus Michx.

Copperleaf

Three-seeded mercury

Box Elder

Red Maple

Silver Maple

Sugar Maple

Tree-of-Heaven

Wild Onion

Palmer's Amaranth

Spiny Amaranth

Common Ragweed

Great Ragweed

American Ampelopsis

Broomsedge

Burdock

Common Milkweed

Ebony Spleenwort.

Toadflax

Aster

Aster

Aster

Euphorbiaceae

Euphorbiaceae

Aceraceae

Aceraceae

Aceraceae

Aceraceae

Simaroubaceae

Liliaceae

Amaranthaceae

Amaranthaceae

Compositae

Compositae

Vitaceae

Gramineae

Compositae

Asclepiadaceae

Polypodiaceae

Compositae

Compositae

Compositae

Compositae

3
1

1

.3

3
4



Latin Name Common Name Family Habitat

!r

CD

Bidens bipinnata L.

Bidens tripartata L.

Bignonia capreolata L.

Boehmeria cylindrica (L.) Swartz

Brassica erucastrum L.

Brassica juncea (L.) Cosson

Campsis radicans (L.) Seem.

Carex sp.

Carya cordiformis (Wang.) K. Koch.

Carya glabra (Mill.) Sweet

Carya ovata (Mill.) K. Koch.

Cassia fasciculata Michx.

Cassia occidentalis L.

Celtis occidentalis L.

Centauria cyanus L.

Cephalanthus occidentalis L.

Cercis canadensis L.

Chenopodium album L.

Chrysanthemum leucanthemum

Cichorium intybus L.

Cirsium arvensis (L.) Robs.

Spanish Needles

Spanish Needles

Cross Vine

False Nettle

Mustard

Leaf Mustard

Trumpet Creeper

Sedge

Bitternut Hickory

Pignut Hickory

Shagbark Hickory

Partridge Pea

Coffee Senna

Hackberry

Bachelor's Button

Button Bush

Redbud

Lamb's Quarters

White Daisy

Chicory

Canada Thistle

Compositae

Compositae

Bignoniaceae

Urticaceae

Cruciferae

Cruciferae

Bignoniaceae

Cyperaceae

Juglandaceae

Juglandaceae

Juglandaceae

Leguminosae

Leguminosae

Ulmaceae

Compositae

Rubiaceae

Leguminosae

Chenopodi aceae

Compositae

Compositae

Compositae

1

1,2

1,4

3

1

2

1

2,3

4

4

4

1

1

1,4

2

2

4

1

*1
1



Latin Name Common Name Familv ý . Habitat
Latin Name Common Name Fml aia

N)

Cocculus carolinus (L.) DC.

Convolvulus arvensis L.

Croton. monanthogynus Michx.

Cuscuta campestris Yuncker

Cynanchum laeve (Michx.) Pers.

Cynodon dactylon (L.) Pers.

Cyperus sp.

Daucus carota L.

Desmodium laevigatum (Nutt.) DC.

Digitaria sanguinalis (L.) Scop.

Diodia virginiana L.

Diospyros virginiana L.

Dipsacus sylvestris Huds.

Ecliptaalba (L.) Hassk.

Eleusine indica (L.) Gaertn.

Eragrostis poaeoides Beauv.

Erechtites hieracifolia (L.) Raf.

Erigeron canadensis L.

Erigeron strigosus Willd.

Euonymus americana L.

Moonseed

Bindweed

Prairie Tea

Dodder

Trailing Milkweed

Bermuda Grass

Sedge

Queen Anne's Lace

Beggar Tick

Crabgrass

Buttonweed

Persimmon

Teasel

Eclipta

Goosegrass

Love-Grass

Fireweed

Canada Fleabane

Daisy Fleabane

Strawberry Bush

Berberidaceae

Convolvulaceae

Euphorbiaceae.

Convolvulaceae

Asclepiadaceae

Gramineae

Cyperaceae

Umbelliferae

Leguminosae

Gramineae

Rubiaceae

Ebenaceae

Dipsacaceae

Conipositae

Gramineae

Gramineae

Compositae

Compositae

Compositae

Celastraceae

1
1

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

2

1
1

2,3

3

1

2

1
1

1

3,4



Latin Name Common.Name Family Habitat

Euphorbia dentata Michx.

Euphorbia maculata L.

Euphorbia supina Raf.

Fagus grandifolia Ehrh.

Fraxinus americana L.

Euphorbia

Eyebane

Milk Purslane

Euphorbiaceae

Euphorbiaceae

Euphorbiaceae

1
1

1

Beech Tree

White Ash

Fagaceae

Oleaceae

4
4

Galium aparine L.

Gleditsia tricanthos L.

Gnaphalium obtusifolium L..

Helenium tenuifolium Nutt.

Hibiscus moscheutos L.

Hydrangea quercifolia Bartr.

Hypericum gymnanthum Engelm. & Gray

Impatiens pallida Nutt.

Ipomoea hederacea (L.) Jacq.

Ipomoea pruinosa (L.) Roth

Juglans nigra L.

Juncus effusus L.

Juniperus virginiana L.

Bedstraw

Honey Locust

Rabbit Tobacco

Bitterweed

Swamp Rose

Oak-leaved Hydrangea

Touch-Me-Not

Morning Glory

Morning Glory

Black Walnut

Rush

Eastern Red Cedar

Rubiaceae

Leguminosae

Compositae

Compositae

Malvaceae

Saxifragaceae

Hypericaceae

Balsaminaceae

Convolvulaceae

Convolvulaceae

Juglandaceae

Juncaceae

Cupressaceae

1

1,3

1

1

2

4

3

1
1

1

4
1,2

1



Latin Name• Common Name Family Habitat

:

Lactuca scariola L.

Lepidium virginicum L.

Lespedeza cuneata (Dum.) G. Don.

Lespedeza stipulacea Maxim.

Ligustrum sinense Lour.

Lindera benzoin (L.) Blume

Liriodendron tulipifera L.

Lobelia inflata L..

Lonicera japonica Thunb.

Ludwigia alternifolia L.

Ludwigia linearis Walt.

Lysimachia nummularia L.

Medicago sativa L.

Melilotus alba Desr.

Melothria pendula L.

Morus alba L.

Nyssa sylvatica Marsh.

Ostrya virginiana (Mill.) K. Koch.

Oxalis repens Thunb.

Prickle Lettuce

Peppergrass

Bush Clover

Korean Clover

Privet

Spicebush

Tuliptree

Indian Tobacco

Honeysuckle

Seedbox

Slender Loosestrife

Moneywort

Alfalfa

White Clover

Creeping Cuccumber

White Mulberry

Black Gum

Hop Hornbeam

Woodsorrel

Compositae

Cruciferae

Leguminosae

Leguminosae

Oleaceae

Lauraceae

Magnoliaceae

Campanulaceae

Caprifoliaceae

Onagraceae

Onagraceae

Primulaceae

Leguminosae

Leguminosae

Cucurbitaceae

Moraceae

Nyssaceae

Betulaceae

Oxal idaceae

1
1

4

4

3
1

3

2

2

1

1

3

4

1



Latin Name Common Name Fami 1 Y Habi tat
Latin Name Common Name Family Habitat

0

Panicum oligosanthes Schult

Parthenocissus quinquefolia (L.) Planch.

Passiflora incarnata L.

Paulownia tomentosa (Thunb.) Steud.

Physalis heterophylla Nees

Physalis pruinosa L.

Phytolacca americana L.

Pinus virginiana Mill.

Plantago lanceolata L.

Plantago rugelii Deene.

Plantanus occidentalis L.
Polygonum pensylvanicum L.

Polygonum persicaria L.

Polygonum scandens L.

Populus deltoides Marsh.

Potentilla canadensis L.

Prunus serotina Ehrh.

Prunus sp.

Pueraria lobata (Wilid.) Ohwi

Panic Grass

Virginia Creeper

Passion Flower

Princess-Tree

Ground Cherry

Ground Cherry

Pokeweed

Scrub Pine

English Plantain

Plantain

Sycamore

Pinkweed

Lady's Thumb

False Buckwheat

Cottonwood

Cinquefoil

Black Cherry

Cherry

Kudzu Vine

Gramineae

Vitaceae

Passifloraceae

Scrophulariaceae

Solanaceae

Solanaceae

Phytolaccaceae

Pinaceae

Plan~taginaceae

Plantaginaceae

Platanaceae

Polygonaceae

Polygonaceae

Polygonaceae

Salicaceae

Rosaceae

Rosaceae

Rosaceae

Leguminosae

1,3

1,4

1

1

1

1,3

1

dry slopes

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1
1

1

1

Quercus alba L.

Quercus coccinea Muench.

White Oak

Scarlet Oak

Fagaceae

Fagaceae

4

4



Latin Name Common Name Family Habitat

Quercus

Quercus

Quercus

Quercus

Quercus

Quercus

Quercus

falcata Michx.

meuhlenbergii Engelm.

palustris Muench.

phellos L.

prinus L.

rubra L.

velutina Lam.

Ir

Rhus aromatica Ait.

Rhus glabra L.

Rhus radicans L.

Robinia pseudoacacia L.

Rosa multiflora Thunb.

Rubus sp.

Rudbeckia hirta L.

Rumex obtusifolius L.

Salix fragilis L.

Salix nigra Marsh.

Sambucus canadensis L.

Samolus parviflorus Raf.

Sassafras albidum (Nutt.) Nees.

Southern Red Oak

Chinquapin Oak

Pin Oak

Willow Oak

Chestnut Oak

Red Oak

Black Oak

Fragrant Sumac

Smooth Sumac

Poison Ivy

Black Locust

Wild Rose

Blackberry

Black-eyed Susan

Broadleaf Dock

Crack Willow

Black Willow

Elderberry

Water Pimpernel

Sassafras

Fagaceae

Fagaceae

Fagaceae

Fagaceae

Fagaceae

Fagaceae

Fagaceae

Anacardiaceae

Anacardiaceae

Anacardiaceae.

Leguminosae

Rosaceae

Rosaceae

Compositae

Polygonaceae

Salicaceae

Salicaceae

Caprifoliaceae

Primulaceae

Lauraceae

4

1

1,4

1

1 ,2

1,2

1

1

2,3

2,3

1
.3

1

4

4

3

3

4

4

4



Latin Name Common Name Family Habitat

!

o

Setaria magna Griseb.

Setaria viridis (L.) Beauv.

Sida spinosa L.

Smilax bona-nox L.

Smilax rotundifolia L.

Solanum carolinense L.

Solanum nigrum L.

Solanum sarrachoides Sendt.

Solidago petiolaris Ait.

Sorghastrum nutans (L.) Nash

Staphylea trifolia L.

Taraxacum officinale Wigg.

Tilia americana L.

Trifolium pratense L.

Trifolium procumbens L.

Triodia flava (L.) Smyth.

Typha latifolia L.

Foxtail

Foxtail

Prickly Mallow

Greenbrier

Bullbrier

Horsenettle

Black Nightshade

Nightshade

Goldenrod

Indian Grass

Bladdernut

Dandelion

Basswood

Red Clover

Hop Clover

Purpletop

Cattail

Gramineae

Gramineae

Malvaceae

Liliaceae

Liliaceae

Solanaceae

Solanaceae

Solanaceae

Compositae

Gramineae

Staphyleaceae

Compositae

Tiliaceae

Leguminosae

Leguminosae

Gramineae

Typhaceae

3

1

1

4

1
1

1

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

3

Ulmus alata Michx.

Ulmus americana L.

Ulmus rubra Muhl.

Winged Elm

American Elm

Slippery Elm

Ulmaceae

Ulmaceae

Ulmaceae

1
1

1



Latin Name Common Name Family Habitat

Verbesina virginica L.

Vitis riparia Michx.

Vitis rotundifolia Michx.

Vitis rupestris Scheele

Woodsia obtusa (Spreng.) Torr.

Xanthium strumarium L.

Frostweed

Riverbank Grape

Muscadine Grape

Sand Grape

Woods Fern

Cocklebur

Compositae

°Vitaceae

Vitaceae

Vitaceae

1

3
1

1

4

2

Polypodiaceae

Compositae

0
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7.0 HOLSTON RIVER - BUCK HOLLOW SITE

7.1 SITE DESCRIPTION

The site is located in Jefferson County, Tennessee, on the Holston River

at mile 39L. -It is approximately 5.5 miles northwest of Jefferson City,

Tennessee.

The area.covered by the site is approximately 1,570 + acres of primarily

pastureland, see Figure A7.0-1. Approximately 100 acres of the total

area required for the exclusion area lie on the far side of the river.

All of the land must be purchased.

7.2 ACCESS FACILITIES

The Holston River is not navigable. The nearest point accessible by

barge is at Knoxville, Tennessee, 20 + air miles from the site.

Approximately four miles of new track will be required to connect the

site with the Southern Railroad south of the site.

It will be necessary to construct approximately 0.5 mile of new road

and improve 3.5 + miles of existing road to connect the site with U.S.

Highway liE southeast of the site.

7.3 TRANSMISSION FACILITIES

A 161-kV (Cherokee Dam-Norris Dam) transmission line passes through the

site. A second 161-kV (Cherokee Dam-Douglas Dam) transmission line

passes 2 + miles south of the site. Two 161-kV (John Sevier Steam Plant-

Knoxville) transmission lines pass 3 + miles north of the site. The

500-kV (Bull Run Steam Plant-Appalachian Power Company) transmission

line passes 2.5 + miles north of the site.
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7.4 ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS

7.4.1 FOUNDATION CONDITIONS

Seismic investigation of the site indicates an overburden with an average

thickness of 60 feet overlies the Copper Ridge Dolomite. The geologic

report indicates the dolomite will be badly pinnacled with extensive

weathering along joints and bedding planes.

7.4.2 SEISMIC CONDITIONS

A geologic map (1:250,000) shows a fault 2 + miles southeast of the site.

Two additional faults are shown 4 + miles southeast of the site.

7.4.3 COOLING WATER

It has been found that during certain periods of the year, there will be

an insufficient amount of make-up water available for cooling due to the

operation of the Cherokee Reservoir.

7.4.4 FLOOD CONDITIONS

The general site grade will be approximately elevation 1,035. The pre-

liminary maximum possible flood has been estimated at elevation 950.

7.4.5 SITE TOPOGRAPHY

Except for a narrow strip of flood plain along the western edge of the

site, the terrain is rolling. Surface elevations vary from about 900

to 1,160.
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7.5 POPULATION

The nearest, population. centers to the site are Jefferson City, Tennessee

(population 5,100 +, 5.5 + miles southeast), Morristown, Tennessee

(population 20,300 +, 17 + miles northeast), and Knoxville, Tennessee

(population 174,600 +, 23 + miles southwest).

7.6 PROXIMITY TO RECREATION AREAS OR WILDLIFE REFUGES

None in the vicinity of the site.

7.7 CONCLUSIONS

Due to a probable undesirable foundation (see 7.4.1 above) and the

problem of cooling water supply (see 7.4.3 above), this site will not

be core drilled nor considered further as a potential s.ite at this time.
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Figure 7.0-1 BUCK HOLLOW SITE, HOLSTON RIVER MILE 39L
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8.0 HOLSTON RIVER - LEE VALLEY SITE

8.1 SITE DESCRIPTION

The site is located in Hawkins County, Tennessee, on the Cherokee

Reservoir at Holston River mile 88L. It is approximately 11 miles

northeast of Morristown, Tennessee, and 10 + miles southwest of

Rogersville, Tennessee.

Area covered by the site is approximately 1,365 acres. A small portion

of this area is within the boundary of the Cherokee Reservoir, see Fig-

ure A8.0-1.

.8.2 ACCESS FACILITIES.

The Holston River is not navigable. The nearest point accessible by

barge is at Knoxville, Tennessee, 47 + air miles from the site.

Approximately six miles of new track will be required to connect the

site with the Southern Railroad, south of the site.

8.3 TRANSMISSION FACILITIES

Two 161-kV (John Sevier Steam Plant-Knoxville) and one (John Sevier

Steam Plant-Cherokee Dam) transmission lines pass 2 + miles north of

the site. A 500-kV (Appalachian Power Company-Bull Run Steam Plant)

transmission line passes 2 + miles south of the site.

8.4 ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS

8.4.1 FOUNDATION CONDITIONS

Based on a reconnaissance of the site, the geologists believe the site

is underlain by steeply dipping rock units of Ruthledge'limestone
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Rogersville shale, Maryville limestone and probably Nolichucky shale

with overburden varying in thickness within the site, but generally
thin over the shale and relatively thick over the limestone.

8.4.2 SEISMIC CONDITIONS

A geologic map (1:250,000) shows a fault (Rocky Valley) lies within the

site area with three additional faults 0.5 mile, 1 mile and 1.5 miles

north of the site.

8.4.3 COOLING WATER

Due to the seasonal fluctuation of the Cherokee Reservoir, the intake

to the pumping station would be located approximately,8,000 to 10,000 feet

from the site to take water from the old river channel.

8.4.4 FLOOD CONDITIONS

The general site grade will be approximately elevation 1,120. The pre-

liminary maximum possible flood has been estimated at elevation 1,089.

8.4.5 SITE TOPOGRAPHY

The site lies in a relatively narrow valley which is flanked on both

sides by high and rugged terrain. Ground surface elevations vary from

about 1,070 in the valley to over 1,660 at some of the high ground

summits in the general area.

8.5 POPULATION

Nearest population centers to the site are Rogersville, Tennessee (popu-

lation 4,000 +, 10 + miles northeast) and Morristown, Tennessee (popu-

lation 20,300 +, 1 + miles southwest).
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8.6 PROXIMITY TO RECREATION AREAS OR WILDLIFE REFUGES

A Boy Scouts of America camp occupies a large portion of the site

adjacent to the Dry Branch embayment. Additional facilities within

ten river miles of the site include a TVA public use area, two commer-

cial. boat docks and eight boat launching sites.

8.7 CONCLUSIONS

Because of the questionable foundation (see Sections 8.4.1 and 8.4..2)

no additional investigations will be made of this site at this time.
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Figure 8.0-1 LEE VALLEY SITE, HOLSTON RIVER MILE 88L
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9.0 PHIPPS BEND SITE

9.1 SITE DESCRIPTION

The Phipps Bend site is located in Hawkins County, Tennessee, on the
*right bank of the Holston River at HR mile 122, approximately 2.5 miles

east of Surgoinsville, Tennessee. The site will consist of approximately

1,350 acres. The site is characterized by terrain variations of a flood

plain along the east side, raising to a ridge of high ground on the

west side. Surface elevations range from about 1,110 along the flood

plain to over 1,260 at the peaks. Plant grade is estimated to be at

elevation 1,175. See Figures A9.0-1 through A9.0-3 for locality map,

reservation boundary map and aerial photograph.

9.2 ACCESS FACILITIES

Approximately one mile of new road and improvement of one mile of

existing road will be required to connect the site with U.S. Highway 11W

to the north.

A total of 1.5 miles of new track will be required to tie in with the

Southern Railroad north of the site.

Since the Holston River is not navigable, barge access is not feasible.

9.3 ENGINEERING FEASIBILITY

9.3.1 SEISMOLOGY

The Phipps Bend site lies wholly within the Southern Appalachian Tectonic

Province. In this province, which has experienced moderate seismic

activity in the past, the maximum earthquake that has occurred in the

province is assumed for design purposes to recur at the site. For this
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site the maximum earthquake would be the May 31, 1897, quake in Giles

County, Virginia, which had a reported epicentral intensity of VIII on

the Modified Mercalli scale.

9.3.2 HYDROLOGY

The Phipps Bend site is located on the Holston River at HRM 120-122.

The Holston River is one of the major tributaries of the Tennessee River.

The Holston River has a drainage of 3,776 square miles at its mouth and

over 2,800 square miles above.the proposed plant site at river mile 122.

Mean daily streamflow at the proposed Phipps Bend site is 3,600 cfs.

Minimum daily flow at the site is about 800 cfs based on TVA's contractual

agreements with Tennessee Eastman Company located on the South Fork of

the Holston River. The natural 3-day, 20-year low flow in Tennessee in

applying the water quality criteria to regulated *streams is 815 cfs.

For regulated streams the instantaneous minimum flow is used, which in

all probability would be identified as the applicable streamflow at the

Phipps Bend site. The minimum instantaneous flow recorded after closure

of the Ft. Patrick Dam in 1953 but prior to the above contract was 485 cfs.

Flooding criteria present no limiting conditions at the Phipps Bend site

although the site is only marginally acceptable.

9.3.3 GROUND WATER

The Phipps Bend site is located in a wide belt of Sevier Shale, which

locally is a moderately productive aquifer capable of yielding up to

100 gpm to wells. Regionally, the most significant aquifer is the Knox

Dolomite, which occurs in a belt to the north of the site. No other

aquifers capable of yielding substantial quantities of water are known

in the area.
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Water. occurs in the Sevier Shale in openings formed along fractures and

bedding planes, some of which are solutionally enlarged. Drilling for

foundation information at the site has not disclosed the presence of

large open solution channels. Some cavities greater than one foot thick

are present but nearly all are clay filled.

Ground water at the site occurs under unconfined (water table) conditions

and is recharged by local precipitation. Water movement is from higher

to lower topographic areas and discharge is to Holston River. Depths

to the zone of saturation range from zero in a small area that may be

a zone of perched water to a known maximum of .75 feet. Mean depth to

water table, based on measurements in 44 exploration holes in May 1973,

is 10 feet.

9.3.4 CLIMATOLOGY

RepresentatiVe temperature data from the Rogersville, Tennessee, Coopera-

tive Observer's Station show a mean annual temperature of 55.8 degrees F

with the mean monthly temperature ranging from 35.2 degrees F in January

to 73.8 degrees F in July. The highest temperature for the period of

record (1887-1973) is 104 degrees F in June and the lowest is -18 degrees

F in December, resulting in an extreme annual range of 122 degrees F.

The data show the greatest monthly average precipitation amounts occur

in December-April and in July and the least in October. The extreme

monthly maximum rainfall (at Rogersville) is 10.04 inches in March; the

maximum 24-hour rainfall (at Rogersville) is 4.20 inches in June. Snow-.

fall occurs mostly during December-March with an annual average of

9.2 inches.

The average annual relative humidity is 71.4 percent with the average

monthly range from 63.5 percent in March to 78.0 percent in August. The

six-hour diurnal distribution of the monthly average shows that the
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highest relative humidities occur at 0700 eastern standard time (EST)

in July, August and September with respective values of 91, 92 and 91 per-

cent. The lowest monthly average value of 51 percent occurs at 1300 EST

in March and April.

Vertical temperature gradient measurements between 33 and 150 feet

aboveground at the Phipps Bend site for the period December 19, 1973,

through June 30, 1974, indicate surface-based inversions occurred about

37 percent of the total hours.

The National Weather Service data from the Bristol-Johnson City-Kingsport

Station indicate that heavy fog (visibility equal to or less than one-

fourth mile) occurs in the Phipps Bend site area about 43 days annually

with a maximum monthly frequency of eight days in August and a minimum

of one day per month in March and April.

9.3.4.1 METEOROLOGY

The Phipps Bend Nuclear Plant site is located in a flat open area on the

north side of the Holston River. There are no appreciable ridges or

mountainous areas within a mile of the temporary meteorological tower.

Wind measurements at 33 feet aboveground at the Phipps Bend.site meteo-

rological facility from December 19,1973 to June 30, 1974, are used to

describe the expected local wind, patterns in the area. The Phipps Bend

data indicate that the wind predominates from the west-southwest with

secondary maxima distributed among northeast, southwest and north-northwest.

A general southwest-northeast bimodal wind pattern is quite evident.

The'Phipps Bend wind data also show about 12 percent of the wind.speed

within the 0.6'to 1.4 mph range, 30 percent within the 1.5 to 3.4 mph

range and 22 percent within the 3.5 to 5.4 mph range. About 5 percent

of the data show calm conditions.
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Atmospheric stability conditions at the Phipps Bend site are estimated

from temperature measurements at 33 and 150 feet aboveground at the

Phipps Bend meteorological facility. The data show that the Pasquill

stability classes E, F and G occurred about 66 percent of the time.

The most critical class, G, occurred about 8 percent of the time. The

least stable classes, A, B and C, occurred about 7 percent of the time,

while the neutral class, D, occurred about 27 percent of the time.

The most critical atmospheric dispersion condition, class G, 0.6 to

1.4 mph, occurred only 2.86 percent of the time with an additional

0.53 percent calm. Classes E and F had frequencies for the 0.6 to 1.4 mph

and calm conditions of 4.94 and 2.31 percent for class E, and 3.36 and

1.89 percent for class F, respectively.

9.4 POPULATION

Nearly 18,000 people live within 10 miles of the Phipps Bend site, with

over 70 percent of the population between 5 and 10 miles. Two small

towns, Mount Carmel and Church Hill, are located between about 6 to

9 miles and 9 to 12 miles, respectively, from the site. Their combined

1970 population was 5,643 with 55 percent living in the 5- to 10-mile

area. The growth in and around these two places is expected to account

for a substantial *portion of the growth in the 10-mile radius. The

remaining area is sparsely settled.

Although there are no major urban concentrations (a population of 50,000

or more) within 50 miles of the site, there are six small population

centers (a population between 10,000 and 50,000). To the east-southeast

are Johnson City (population 33,770) and Elizabethton (population 12,269),

located between about 31 and 36 miles, respectively, from the site.

Kingsport (population 31,938) is to the east-northeast (with a very small

amount to the east) between about 11 and 19 miles. The two Bristols,

located in Tennessee and Virginia (combined population of 34,921 in 1970),
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are also to the east in the 30- to 40-mile sector. To the west-southwest

and southwest is Morristown (population 21,318), between about 26 and

36 miles. Greeneville (population 13,722) is to the south between about

18 and 23 miles. Nearly 80 percent of the population growth to the

year 2000 is expected to occur in and around these population centers.

9.5 ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

9.5.1 LAND REQUIREMENTS

It is estimated that the total acreage required for the Phipps Bend site

is approximately 1,350. TVA has not as yet acquired ownership of the

Phipps Bend site.

9.5.2. LAND USE CHARACTERISTICS

The land use in the area surrounding the Phipps Bend site is generally

characterized as agricultural in use with associated low density housing.

However, there is a marked tendency toward industrial usage as evidenced

by the location of several large industrial facilities within 10 miles

of the plant area. The Alladin Plastic Co. is located north of the

plant exclusion zone.

9.5.3 RECREATION

There are no known major recreational developments proposed in the

vicinity of the site and only two intensive use areas presently exist

within 10 miles of the site.. These areas consist of a campground/park--

Greenland Park and Campground (annual visitation - 22,000) and a swimming

pool - Silver Lake Swimming Pool (annual visitation - 30,000).

No other factors of significance or uniqueness.in either land use or

character were identified at the site. Some dispersed use is made of
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this section of the Holston River for such activities as canoeing, fishing

and hunting. This use is estimated at 4,000 visits per year, for a

total visitation of 56,000 to all recreation areas within 10 miles of

the site.

9.5.4 ARCHAEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE

The Phipps Bend site was surveyed by Dr. Major C. .R. McCollough in

January .1973, see Appendix I to Section 9.0.. The preliminary archaeo-

logical assessment survey indicated seven archaeological sites and five

surface indications of prehistori~c sites. Because most of the area

surveyed was in dense ground cover, a thorough examination of the area

was not possible.

9.5.5 HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE

Based on a 1973 review of the site by the State Historical Commission,

no historic buildings or areas were identified either within or in close

proximity to the site boundary. In a 1974 review of the "National

Register of Historic Places" (the most current information available on

the Tennessee Plan for historic preservation) and a listing of Tennessee

historical markers, no historic structures or sites were identified.

within the plant site. There is a National Register property located

approximately one mile north of the plant sit e at Stony Point. Another

National Register property, a house known as Long Meadow, is located

about 3 to 4 miles northwest o f the plant site. Neither of these should

be adversely affected by the proposed facility.

9.6 ECOLOGY

An ecological survey repor~t is attached as Appendix III to Section 9.0.
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9.6.1 FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE

The Holston River at the Phipps Bend site is characterized by low river

flow. Preliminary sampling indicates that larval fish concentrations

are low; however, the percentage of total larval fish potentially entrained

would probably be high. Potential for damage to the fishery resource

in the Holston River and John Sevier Reservoir is high. Flow augmentation

from Fort Patrick Henry Dam might reduce the potential for damage.

9.6.2 WILDLIFE

Investigations thus far have revealed the presence of several unique

faunal elements. Nesting Virginia rails have been found at Phipps Bend

during the spring 1974 studies. Also, Willow fly catchers were found

nesting in riparian vegetation along the Holston-River. This bird

normally is not found nesting at this latitude as it is a more northerly

species.

The section of river between the Holston Ordinance Plant and John Sevier

Steam Plant supports some of the highest concentrations of wood ducks

the state and is classified as the best wood duck area in east Tennessee.

The Phipps Bend area also provides good habitat for shore birds.

Development.of a nuclear plant at Phipps Bend will not have a significant

impact on local or regional terrestrial ecosystems. The fact that unique

species exist on the site cannot be considered categorically adverse.

In fact, some unique species derive benefit from existing within an

exclusion zone.

9.7 CONCLUSION

This site is currently receiving active consideration by TVA for commer-

cial application.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE PHIPPS BEND STEAM PLANT SITE

ON THE HOLSTON RIVER NEAR SURGOINSVILLE, HAWKINS .COUNTY, TENNESSEE

Dr. Major C. R. McCollough
Research Assistant Professor
Department of Anthropology
The University of Tennessee

Conductedfor the Tennessee Valley Authority
in Accordance with Contract TV-36493A

February 15, 1973
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ABSTRACT

On January 21 and 27, 1973, Dr. Major C. R. McCollough and two

trained field assistants conducted an intensive surface survey of the

Phipps Bend steam plant site for the purpose of locating and evaluating

archaeological sites and historic features which would be affected by

steam plant construction~and operation in this area; the survey party

was filled on January 2.1 by Mr. Lloyd.N. Chapman and Mr. Howard

Earnest, Jr., and on January 27 by Mr. Chapman and Mr. Stanley Z.

Guffey. Seven archaeological sites and five relatively minor surface

indications were encountered, and these are located on relatively low-

lying terraces around the perimeter of the larger plant exclusion circle.

Surface collections from these sites, described in the following report,

are stored in the Department of Anthropology, The University of Tennessee.
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The central area of the Phipps Bend plant site comprises the

moderately populated rural settlement of Phipps Bend, the North-South

road along which.the structures of the settlement are clustered, and

the agricultural land immediately surrounding the settlement, all of

this on a high but broad and level terrace above the Holston River

(Figure 1). The larger plant exclusion area extends to include other

relevant topography to the West and East; in the former case, sharply-

dissected terrain at the highest elevations represented in.Phipps

Bend, and in the latter, the broad level second terrace .of the Holston,

marked by a foreslope with very sharp relief.

The methodology and terminology employed'in the conduct and re-

porting of the Phipps Bend survey are those which have been described

in detail in an earlier and entirely comparable report.(McCollough n.d.:

1-3). All available surface exposures in the steam plant area were

investigated in the course of the survey, and these included:

a. Plowed.fields, stands of corn, and lightly sodded fields
in bottom land on the West side of Phipps Bend adjacent
to an area of limestone shoals in the Holston River
(Clamon-Rhoton farm).

b. Cultivated areas on the dissected middle terraces in the
South sector of the exclusion area--Dobbs, Christian,
Patterson, Britton properties; permission for survey on
Christian property in the Southeast sector was denied,
in absence of permit.

c. Gardens, tobacco patches, cattle paths, and recently
extensively cleared wooded areas at high elevations in
the West sector of the exclusion area--Burton, Dobbs,
Arnott, Baines, Manis, Clamon-Rhoton properties..

d. All gardens, tobacco patches, barnyards, unpaved roads,
and stream gullies concentrated around the road and
dwellings in the central plant area--all property owners
except Clamon-Rhoton.

e. All exposures in the relatively large second-terrace
fields in the East sector of the exclusionarea, ending
at the riverward edge of the second terrace--Arnott property.
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Permanent pasture cover was predominant in the central plant area

and only a few of the locations which could be surveyed there constitute

favored locations for prehistoric occupation (.level areas above small

streams which flow across the terraces, riverward terrace rims, etc.).

Nonetheless, the central plant area occupies a high terrace on which

,intensive prehistoric occupation might not be expected. As was anti-

cipated, the residents of Phipps Bend (including a collector/pot-hunter

of the most uninformed order) reported that whereas stray finds only

had been recovered from the plant exclusion area, the lower terraces

East of the plant had yielded "pickup truck loads" of prehistoric arti-

facts and a "graveyard site.." At the time of.the survey, these bottom

fields lay almost exclusively in permanent pasture and could not be

investigated effectively. The contents of-the local collection corro-

borated the existence of a rich site which has yielded numerous late

prehistoric/historic Indian burials to collectors, who have reportedly"

used a backhoe in their work. This site has previously been located on

state survey records (University of Tennessee n.d.--no additional data

available) and lies on the floodplain adjacent to the right bank of the

Holston River at mile 123 (J.C. Jones property), just North of the mouth

of Stony Point Creek (Figure 1), and has almost certainly been destroyed

Only one site (40HW36) was encounteredin the East-bottom fields during

the survey--this in the single small field which is currently under

cultivation in the relevant area; Site 40HW36 will be described below.

Should disturbance be effected by plant construction or operation on

the first and floodplain terraces'East of the exclusion circle, des-

truction of major archaeological data can be anticipated with certainty.

Absolutely no trace of prehistoric occupation was encountered in

the central plant area, but,. given the limitations of surface survey

techniques and the predominance of heavy vegetational cover in the zone,

the statement does not connote that no such evidence exists here.

Likewise, no occupational evidence was- found in large open areas at

high elevations in the West sector of the exclusion circle. Two potent-

ially important sites (40HW34 and 40HW35) were found within the
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northeastern limit of.the exclusion circle, on the riverward rim of

the imposing second terrace (Arnott property). The additional five

sites and five surface indications documented in this report are

situated on first and second terraces around the periphery of the

exclusion circle; these locations will be effectively isolated in the

toe of the Phipps Bend peninsula upon construction of the plant, and

full details for the sites are presented below, against possible effects

on any or all of them due to plant construction and operation.

Four noteworthy historic features were encountered by the survey

party. A small modern cemetery, not indicated on topographic maps,

was found high in the West sector of the exclusion circle, 1300 feet

WNW of the Phipps Bend Freewill Baptist Church and 350 feet WNW of

a small frame barn at the rear of the property owned by Nora Baines

et al. (Figure 1); it thus probably pertains to the Clamon-Rhoton farm.

The 50' x 50' fenced plot apparently contains ca. 20 interments, with

headstones on only 1.0-15 of the graves; dated gravestones indicate

that the cemetery was in use from 1930-1960. Surface indications of

a razed house and associated features were encountered just inside the

Northeast limit of the exclusion circle on the James Arnott property,

in close proximity to prehistoric sites 40HW34 and 40HW35. The house

was constructed prior the Civil War, purchased by Arnott's father

ca. 1905, and razed ca. 1968 (James Arnott, personal communication).

Because the proximity of the house rubble to site 40HW34 presents a

problem of interpretation, more will be said of the historic feature

below, where data for the prehistoric site are presented in full.

Little can be reported regarding the construction of the house, except

that it was a brick structure with a crude limestone foundation mea-

suring ca. 18' x 50' (long axis NW-SE). Although many impressive and

finely-preserved early historic log and brick structures are to be

found in the Surgoinsville area., the only other notable historic build-

ings in the plant locality pertain to the C. B. Britton farm at the

South end of Phipps Bend, outside the South sector of the exclusion

circle. The main house on the Britton farm has a well-preserved log
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log section at its rear, on the edge of the second terrace, and brick

rubble found at a spring location at the rear of the first terrace,

800 feet East of the house, suggests that a substantial brick spring-

house or other structure related to the Britton complex stood here

(Figure 1).

The seven prehistoric sites and five minor surface indications

discovered during the January, 1973 survey of the Phipps Bend steam

plant site are documented below in the order most convenient for a

discussion of their status and potential.

Site 40HW31

36 0 27'54"N.Lat., 820 49'24"W.Long., elevation 1120'AMSL

This site is located on a front lobe of the broad first terrace on

the Clamon-Rhoton farm, near the river channel on the right bank opposite

mile 120, just Southeast of the mouth of a small stream, and adjacent

to an unpaved road which parallels the river bank (Figure 1). A moder-

ate surface scatter of material was encountered here in a 150' x 300'

area within a plowed field; most of the material was concentrated on the

Northwest rim and foreslope of the 1120' terrace where it falls toward

the stream channel, possibly indicating only that the.most active erosion

of a buried midden is occurring there. The presence of a Middle/Late

Archaic hunting and butchering station is indicated by the surface

collection (N=32):

Projectile points/knives
Large straight stemmed -I
Small contracting stemmed -1
Small slightly expanding stemmed, convex base -2
Small side notched -2

Scrapers
Side, uniface -l
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Bifaces
Segment, large quartzite biface, -1

cf. Appalachian stemmed
Fragments -4

Chopper, quartzite -I

Flakes
Misc. retouched, -
Unretouched -15

Cores
Amorphous -I

Palette, fine-grained sandstone--ground -I

Net sinker, sandstone cobble--possible -I

Surface Indication 4

36°27'58"N.Lat., 82 0 49'25"W.Long., elevation 120'AMSL

Surface Indication 4 is a small locus (40 feet in diameter). situated

300 feet directly North of site 40HW31, on the same terrace and plowed

field and equally near the small stream channel (Figure I). Debris on

the surface consists of a few small flint flakes, and it is tentatively

suggested that this is a small Archaic flint-knapping floor related to

the large site immediately to the South.

Site 40HW32

36 027'51"N.Lat., 82 049'21"W.Long., elevation 1120'AMSL

This site, 75' x 75' in apparent extent, is centered 200 feet

Southeast of the eastern fringe of site 40HW31; on another lobe of the

same terrace in the plowed field; 300 feet Northwest of the Rhoton house;

and within 200 feet of the right bank of the Holston River (Figure 1).

The surface presents a moderate concentration of fire-cracked quartzite

and a low density of artifactual remains in the small area; a Late.

Archaic or Woodland attribution is advanced, the latter being more likely,

but it is impossible to assess settlement type on the basis of the small
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surface collection (N=6). An undisturbed midden deposit is probably

present in this area.

Projectile points/knives

Fragment, indeterminate -l

Wedge, splintered (wood- and bone-working) -1

.Flakes

Unretouched -1

Cores
Amorphous -1

Nutstone, quartzite -I

Mussel shell, fragment -I

Site 40HW33

.36"27'37"N.Lat., 82°48'43"W.Long., elevation 1180'AMSL

Site 40HW33 is a small Woodland occupation locus situated high on

a dissected finger of.the bluff 800 feet Northeast of the right bank of

the Holston at mile 120.75 (Figure 1). It lies in a small garden plot

(75' x 75') immediately South of the Ray Dobbs house and may extend

beneath that structure; the Phipps Bend road passes just West of the

site, and a former spring is situated between the site and the road.

The location is 300 feet outside the SW quadrant of the plant exclusion:

circle. A Woodland attribution is advanced on the basis of a single

ceramic sherd, the additional yield from the surface scatter being small

and fragmentary (N=23). The presence of an undisturbed midden is very

strongly suspected, and the site could yield important Woodland data,

particularly in view of its unusually high spring-oriented location on

the bluffs. A short testing program is recommended for 40HW33 since

plant construction, should it involve only razing of the Dobbs house,

is considered to directly threaten the site.
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Projectile points/knives
Stem fragment -1
Distal fragment -1

.Segment -1

Bifaces
Thick, amorphous -l

Flakes
Misc. retouched -1
Unretouched -17

Ceramics
Grit-tempered residual body sherd -1

Site 40HW30

36 0 27'33"N.Lat., 82°48'18"W.Long., elevation 1160'AMSL

This site is located on the C. B. Britton farm just Southeast of

the plant exclusion circle. It lies atop and well back on the second

terrace; 400 feet Northeast of the main Britton house and 1100 feet

North of the right bank of the Holston at mile 121.3 (Figure 1). The

site covers an area approximately 75' x 100' (long axis East-West)

adjacent to the South wall of the large barn on the Britton property

and probably extends northward beneath the building. Materials re-

covered from a moderate surface scatter in the garden plot at this

location denote a (Middle?) Archaic occupation (N=28). A short testing

program is recommended for this site if it is to be affected by activities

attendant to plant construction, including razing of the barn by heavy

equi pment.

Projectile points/knives
Basal notched -l
Weak side notched -2
Stem fragment -l

Scrapers
Side -1
Hollow side (spokeshave) -l
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Bifaces
Small ovate -I*
Small amorphous -5

Notched flakes -I

Flakes
Misc. retouched. -4
Unretouched -9

Cores
Amorphous -1

Worked slate

Surface Indication 1

36°27'32"N.Lat., 82 048'16"W.Long., elevation 1155'AMSL

Surface Indication 1 comprises a light scatter of surface material

in a band 75' long (North-South) and 50' wide, centered one hundred

fifty feet Southeast of site 40HW30 (Figure 1). This location is on a

gentle slope between the highest elevation of the second terrace and

the main riverward rim of that feature. The surface collection from

Surface Indication 1 (N=6) consists of a cf. Palmer corner-nothcdd and

serrated projectile point and five unretouched flakes, suggesting the

existence of an Early.Archaic station. The surface material could repre-

sent an extension of. site 40HW30 or a derivative context, to which the

material has washed from the larger site above; testing should not be

required.

Surface Indication 2

36°27'35"N.Lat., 82 0 48'17"W.Long., elevation 1160'AMSL

Surface Indication 2 occupies an area roughly one hundred feet in

diameter and is situated in the triangle formed by three barns on the

Britton property, 200 feet NNE of site 40HW30 on the same high ridge

of the second terrace above the Holston (Figure 1). The moderate surface
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scatter (N=20) recovered from this area, most recently planted in corn,

includes:

Projectile points/knives
Fragments: proximal, indeterminate -1

dismal, indeterminate -l

Flakes
Misc. retouched -3
Unretouched. -15

The occupation represented by Surface Indication 2 is tentatively ascribed

to the Archaic period, and further to the Late Archaic because none of

the relatively clear diagnostic indicators of earlier attribution was

found; testing is not indicated.

Surface Indication 3

36 0 27'36"N.Lat., 820 48'14"W.Long., elevation 1160'AMSL

This is a manifestation similar to Surface Indication 2, likewise

tentatively diagnosed. as a Late Archaic station; it occupies an area one

hundred feet in diameter and lies 200 feet Northeast of Surface Indication

2 in the same ridge-top cornfield on the Britton farm (Figure 1). The

surface collection from Surface Indication 3 (N=13) comprises:

Projectile points/knives
Fragments: segment -1

Flakes
Misc. retouched -1
Unretouched -9

Cores
Amorphous -1
Core rejuvenation flake -1

Testing is not specifically recommended in this case; however, should

testing and/or excavation be undertaken on site 40HW30 in anticipation
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of its destruction, a limited effort involving test excavations should

be made to determine the relationship between the site and the nearby

cluster of surface indications (1, 2 and 3).

Site 40HW34

36 0 28'05"N.Lat., 820 48'16"W.Long., elevation 1140'AMSL

This site is located within the'Northeast quadrant of the plant

exclusion circle, just behind the bold riverward edge of the second

terrace above the right bank of the Holston at mile 122.6, and 1900

feet West of the river bank on the James Arnott property (Figure 1).

It lies in a tobacco field 300 feet East of a large abandoned stable

on the Arnott farm and at the East end of an unpaved lane which formerly

led from the stable to a house at the edge of the terrace. The site

is represented by a moderate surface scatter in a 50' x 150' area with

its long axis paralleling the edge of the terrace. At the North end

of the site area lies a similarly-oriented rectangular sand-filled

depression (measuring 18' x 50') which represents the razed Arnott

house; the slightly-depressed area contains a small quantity of brick

rubble and a few limestone foundation blocks; modern trash from the

house, including brickbats, ceramics and bottles, is scattered through-

out the site area and more widely in the tobacco field. With the ex-

ception of two bottle fragments and a few historic sherds which could.

pre-date 1900, all of this trash is attributable to twentieth century

occupation of the house. Mr. James Arnott.(personal communication)

furnished the following essential details of thehistory of the house,

sought because a problem of contextual interpretation was raised by the

juxtaposition of historic and prehistoric features and artifacts on the

surface.

About 1905, Arnott's father purchased the brick house, which had

been constructed before the Civil War. Soon after James Arnott's birth,

probably in the 1920's, the family moved to Surgoinsville, but. they have
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retained the property to the present; presumably the house was rented

until it became unfit for occupancy (ca. 1968) and then was razed.

Most of the ruined structure was deposited, as a safety precaution, in

a well shaft which lies approximately fifty feet behind (East of) the

house location just below the brow of the terrace and above a former

spring. The bulky remainder of the rubble was pushed eastward off the

house site to the rim of the terrace, and the smaller debris has since

been spread over the area surrounding the house by plowing for tobacco

cultivation.

The distinctive nature of the prehistoric artifacts initially re-

covered by the survey party at this locus, and their spatial relation-

ships with the ruined house, raised the suspicion that they had been

collected elsewhere in the Phipps Bend locality by a farmer or casual

collector, stored in the house., and moved to their present positions

on the surface by the house demolition process and subsequent plowing.

A grooved dolomite axe, referable to the Archaic period, was found

just outside the Northeast corner of the house depression, a large

quartzite maul just outside the Southwest corner, and two bi-pitted

anvil/hammerstones in the sandy fill of the depression itself. Stone

axes (with unbroken projectile points and certain other artifacts) are

commonly noticed on the surface and collected by casual observers.

Pitted anvil stones, although symmetrical in form and extensively

modified from natural cobble morphology, are less likely to have been

collected casually, and the large quartzite maul is definitely not a
"collectable." The material initially found at the house site, although

homogeneous in terms of probable Archaic attribution, could nevertheless

not certainly be interpreted-as other than a farmer's collection. Mr.

Arnott could not identify the recovered material or shed further light.

on the problem of interpretation.

A second investigation of the area produced ample evidence .of an

Early/Middle Archaic site, as initially described in this treatment.

Flint knapping debris and fragmentary projectile points and bifaces
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('iicluding a crude Early Archaic bifurcated-base point)--none of which

can be considered to have been casually collected--were found in the

area immediately surrounding the house depression on all sides and

extending southeastward from the house in a band 100 feet long and 50

feet wide along the edge of the terrace. The heavy tools initially

recovered in close proximity to the house are still not ruled out as

collected items, but their "fit" with the Archaic materials from the

overall area of site 40HW34 which are definitely in place, and the fact

that the house depression definitely lies with the boundaries of the

prehistoric site, weaken the easy explanation based on a "farmer's"

collection".

The total prehistoric.surface inventory from site 40HW34 (N=29)

comprises the following:

Projectile points/knives
Bifurcated-base -I
Side notched (fragmentary) -2
Rounded stemmed (fragmentary) -1

Bifaces
Fragments -3

Wedge, splintered -1

Flakes
Misc. retouched -4
Unretouched -9

Cores
Amorphous -1
Unworked block -1

Pitted Anvil/hammerstones, quartzite
Pitted both faces -2
Pitted one face -1

Grooved Axe, dolomite -l

Maul, quartzite cobble -l

Bone
Burned long bone fragment (mammal) -1
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Site 40HW34 is in fact on a very favorable location which combines

the well-drained commanding edge of the second terrace, with sharp relief

giving onto the bottoms immediately to the East, a spring (captured in

historic times by the Arnott well) which issued from the foreslope of

the terrace at this point, and a stream valley 800 feet to the North.

Other archaic manifestations in analogous locations (Site 40HW35 and

Surface Indication 5, described below) suggest that similar sites may

exist in an almost continuous distribution along the terrace edge.

Permanent pasture cover on most of the terrace rim made it impossible

to test this hypothesis fully by means of surface survey; beyond the

specific recommendations made for testing the two sites which were

documented in this favored zone, it is strongly urged that a testing

program be undertaken in any portion of the second terrace rim at the

eastern limits of the plant exclusion area, for which earthmoving or

other major disturbance may be proposed.

The presence of an undisturbed midden deposit is suspected for

site 40HW34, and the site contains data from an early temporal horizon

which has rarely been investigated by means of controlled excavations.

For these reasons, and because 40HW34 (with 40HW35) is the most likely

of all sites encountered to be immediately threatened by plant construction,

highest priority for testing and possible excavation is given to these

sites.

Site 40HW35

36 0 28'07"N.Lat., 82°48'17"W.Long., elevation 1140'AMSL

This site is centered three hundred feet Northwest of site 40HW34

in the same tobacco field on the James Arnott property; its positi;on
on the riverward edge of the second terrace is analogous to that of

40HW34, and it moreover commands the small stream valley immediately

to the North (Figure 1). The site is represented by a moderate scatter

of lithic material in a 75' x 100' area (long axis NW-SE, paralleling

the edge of the terrace), and an Archaic occupation, roughly contemporary
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with that of site 40HW34, is indicated. A small amount of twentieth

century material from the nearby Arnott house was also found in this

area, with a single green feather-edge sherd (ca. 1820-1840) which

constitutes the earliest historic surface indication on the old Arnott

homestead. The surface collection of prehistoric artifacts from site

40HW35 includes (N=47):

Projectile points/knives
Small side notched serrated (Early Archaic--Palmer variant?) -1
Small side notched -1
Side notched fragment 'I
Small stemmed -I
Corner notched fragment -1
Distal fragments -2
Segments -3

Flakes
Misc. retouched -2
Unretouched -28

Cores
Amorphous -7

Differentials in the artifact-class composition of materials from

sites 40HW34 and 40HW35 suggest that they may in fact be spatially and

functionally segregated areas of a si.ngle occupation zone of "site."

The presence of an undisturbed midden is suspected for site 40HW35,

and it is given highest priority for testing and possible excavation,

for the reasons detailed in the treatment of site 40HW34.

Surface Indication 5

36°28'18"N.Lat., 82°48'26"W.Long., elevation 1155'AMSL

This surface indication consists of a stray find (bifacial perforator

or drill fragment) recovered from the East-West road which separates the

James Arnott and J. C..Jones properties, at the point at which the road

cuts through the bold riverward rim of the second terrace (Figure 1).

This.position is entirely analogous to that of sites 40HW35 and 40HW34,
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located 1250' and 1550', respectively, to the Southeast on the brow of

the terrace, and points up the contention that the entire terrace front,

little of which could be surveyed because of heavy sod cover, can be

expected to yield a nearly-cont~inuous distribution of occupation loci,

attributable primarily to the Archaic period. Testing is not recommended

for the Surface Indication 5 location itself, but it is again strongly

urged that a test program employing random sampling techniques be carried

out on any segment of the eastern second terrace rim which is to be

damaged by construction activities. Such a program could be facilitated

by longitudinal plowing and controlled surface collection on the terrace

rim prior to excavation, to test the hypothesis which ascribes numerous

occupation loci to the rim zone.

Site 40HW36

360 28'21"N.Lat., 82 0 48'20"W.Long., elevation 1130'AMSL

This site, located on a small hummock in the middle of the broad

first terrace above the right bank of the Holston at mile .123, was the

only one encountered. on the bottom terraces, by virtue of location in

a cornfield in an otherwise densely-sodded context. It lies on the

J. C. Jones property immediately North of the property line with James

Arnott; 1600' West of the river bank and 1400' Southwest of the
"cemetery" site.at the mouth of Stony Point Creek; and 900 feet outside

the Northeast quadrant of the plant exclusion circle (Figure 1). The

small site area (ca. 75' x 75') is littered with a moderate concentration

of fire-cracked stone, and it yielded the following artifactual material

during a brief surface reconnaissance (N=20):

Projectile points/knives

Crude spike point -1

Perforators -l

Wedge, splintered -I
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Flakes
Misc. retouched -1
Unretouched -14

Cores
Amorphous -I

Hammerstone -I

A (probably Late) Woodland occupation and the presence of an undisturbed

midden deposit are suspected, although no pottery was recovered. Testing

will not be required on the site unless unforeseen activities related to

plant construction and use are to affect its specific location. The

existence of the site does, however, evoke the recommendation that, if

such plant-related construction, grading, trenching, etc. are to intrude

on the first and floodplain terraces outside the exclusion circle and

above the right bank of the Holston between miles 123 and 121, a testing

program be undertaken for the areas or rights-of-way which are to be

affected. The reports of the local residents that the bulk of prehistoric

evidence is to be found on these low terraces are probably correct;

relatively large and recent (Woodland and Mississippian) sites could be

numerous here, and are most likely to be located on elevated areas above

stream channels and dissected lobes of the terrace terrain. Although

large and productive of more material than Archaic sites within the

plant area proper on the high second terrace, these occupation areas

are not likely to have been year-round or permanent base camps because

flooding approaching the modern maximum probable level (1137') would

have inundated or effectively isolated them.
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Phipps Bend

Vegetation

The Phipps Bend site, located on the Holston River in Hawkins County,

Tennessee, is characterized as an area of small farm agriculture.

Approximately 84 percent is open land which is utilized (or has recently

been utilized) in agricultural endeavors', the remaining 16 percent is

wooded. Water on the site is contained in several small farm ponds and

12-15 creeks, many of which are dry during the summer months. The ele-

vation varies from 1,100 feet at the river's edge to 1,300 on the ridge

tops.

Land use at the site is as follows:

Use Acreage

Forest 230

Pasture 600

Cultivated 530

Other 55

Total 1,415

Open land may be further categorized as cultivated, pasture, old field,

or river border.

Open Land

Cultivated land--Cultivated land is primarily in corn, tobacco, or hay.

Most hay crops are timothy, orchard grass, and clover. Some hay fields,

although harvested, have been poorly tended and are heavily invaded by

weed species (ragweeds, bush clover, asters, bidens). A few fields have

remained uncut and are replete with the above mentioned species plus

goldenrod, violets, and wingstem.
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Pasture--Of the open land available, most (approximately 40-50 percent).

is devoted to pasture. Pastures exhibit considerable variability, most

of which is a function of the degree of usage by livestock, time since

last grazed, and elevation-distance from the river-soil moisture. Domi-

nant species appear to be Dallis grass, fescue, orchard grass, lespedeza,

and clover. In several pastures there are low, poorly drained areas

which are floristically interesting, but make little contribution to the

overall ecology of the area.

Old field--Some pasture land has been left ungrazed for a sufficient

length of time to permit successional advancement. These few areas are

characterized by broomsedge, asters, and thistle.

River border--The river water level fluctuates so as to create a transi-

tional zone sufficiently well drained to be occupied by terrestrial,

although hydrophyllic species of a density warranting this separate

classification. Most apparent in this border strip is wingstem, jewel-

weed, poison hemlock, boneset, joe-pye weed, and marsh purselane.

Forest Lands

Of the total 230 acres of woodland, approximately 128 acres contain

merchantable timber. All wooded lands are mixed hardwood with the

exception of 15 acres in small stands of cedar-hardwood, pine-hardwood,

and Virginia pine. Almost all wooded areas have been open to livestock

to an extent sufficient to interfere with the shrub layer and the ground

cover. Almost all areas appear to have been selectively cut at some

time. One stand has experienced selective cutting within the past

18 months.

Mixed hardwood--All'stands contain some mature trees forming the canopy.

Rejuvenation patterns indicate that these stands were most likely

mixed hardwood in the past, having a species composition not unlike that
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seen today. The dominant species forming the canopy are beech, hickory,

oaks (mostly white oak), and yellow-poplar. The same species are heavily

represented.in the secondary layer (greater than three meters but not

in the canopy), with the addition of sourwood, ash, sweet gum elm,

cucumber, and red maple. Also, a greater number of northern and southern

red oaks are seen in this layer than the canopy.

The shrub layer (less than three meters) again contains representatives

of the above mentioned species. This seems to indicate a healthy reju-.

venation~pattern towards a mixed hardwood climax. Also represented in

the shrub layer are spice bush, euonymous, vaccinium, sumac, and dogwood.

The ground cover in these areas varies greatly due to the extent of

grazing and cutting.

Cedar-hardwood, pine-hardwood, and Virginia pine--These remaining three

types possess sufficient similarity, and occupy such limited area, that

they are discussed together. They exist on well-drained slopes having

soil allowing rapid percolation and runoff. There is little rejuvenation

of softwoods with the exception of-red cedar encroaching on old fields.

The secondary layer composition indicates an advance on these enclaves

by hardwoods. The ground cover is sparse under pines and consists pri-

marily of legumes (trefoils).

No plants have been found on the area that have been classified as rare

or endangered. The flora of the area is that fairly typical of the

region (east Tennessee portion of the ridge and valley province). Use

of the site for nuclear plant development should in no way have a sig-

nificant impact on the vegetation, locally or regionally.
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Wildlife

Wildlife species of the Phipps Bend site are largely representative of

those found in the region. Investigations thus far have, however,

revealed the presence of.several unique faunal elements. Nesting Virginia

rails have been found at Phipps Bend during the spring 1974..studies.

There are six known nesting records of this species in Tennessee. Also,

Willow flycatchers were found nesting in riparian vegetation along the

Holston River. This bird normally is not found nesting at this latitude

as it is a more northerly species.

The section of river between the Holston Ordinance Plant and John *Sevier

Steam Plant supports some of the highest concentrations of wood ducks in

the state and is classed as the best wood duck area in east Tennessee.

The Phipps Bend area also provides good habitat for shorebirds.

It is likely that fall and winter investigations will not reveal any rare

or endangered species, nor do we anticipate finding additional unique

habitats or species. Close coordination with construction personnel and

careful land use planning will be necessary at.Phipps Bend. We will be

looking at these unique elements at Phipps Bend and at the completion of

our.field studies provide recommendations regarding them. It is our

opinion that development of a nuclear, plant at Phipps Bend will not have

a significant impact on local or regional terrestrial ecosystems. The

fact that unique species exist on the site cannot be considered cate-

gorically adverse. In fact, some unique species derive benefit from

existing within an exclusion zone.

Fisheries Resource

The Holston River at the Phipps Bend site is characterized by low river

flow. Preliminary sampling indicates that larval fish concentrations are

low; however, the percentage of total larval fish potentially entrained
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would probably be higher than at other proposed sites which have higher

river flow. Potential for damage to the fishery resource in the Holston

River and John Sevier Reservoir is high. Flow augmentation from Patrick

Henry Dam might reduce the potential for damage. Based on fishery

considerations, Phipps Bend is not a "preferred" nuclear plant site.
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10.0 HARTSVILLE SITE

10.1 SITE DESCRIPTION

The Hartsville site is located on the north shore of the Old Hickory

Reservoir at Cumberland River mile 285, in Smith and Trousdale Counties,

Tennessee, approximately five miles southeast of Hartsville, Tennessee,

shown in Figure AIO.O-, which'has a population of 2,243. It is 40 miles

from the nearest city with a population over 25,000 -- Nashville,

Tennessee, with a population of 447,877 based upon the 1970 population

census. The site would consist of some 1,400 acres of rolling terrain

with surface elevations ranging from 460 to 560 above mean sea level.

The site would be located in an area where the predominant land uses are

for agricultural purposes and forest development. An aerial photograph

has been attached as Figure AlO.0-2.

10.2 ACCESS FACILITIES

Highway access would require rebuilding about .5 mile of existing second-

ary road to connect the site with Tennessee State Highway 25, located

north of the site.

Rail access would require approximately 6.4 miles of new track to connect

the site with the L&N Railroad near Hartsville, Tennessee.

Barge facilities *are feasible at this site.

10.3 ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS

10.3.1 SEISMOLOGY

The site lies within the Nashville Dome tectonic province. Design

criteria for the site would be governed by a reoccurrence of a major
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earthquake in the Reelfoot Tectonic Structure west of the Nashville

Dome. Analysis of a major earthquake reoccurring in the Reelfoot

Tectonic Structure shows that the maximum intensity felt at the sites

would be MM VII.

For design purposes it was assumed that the greatest acceleration

affecting the site would be the result of a major earthquake occurring

on the eastern boundary. of the Reelfoot Tectonic Structure. Based on

the envelope of attenuation curves prepared during the western area

earthquake study, the maximum intensity at the site from a major quake

on the Reelfoot Tectonic Structure would range from a high of MM VII

to a low of MM III.

10.3.2 HYDROLOGY

The hydrologic features of the Cumberland River site would be affected

by the operation of the newly constructed Cordell Hull Dam. The site

has ready access to the Cumberland River for an adequate supply of water

for necessary heat dissipation, auxiliary cooling and other plant needs.

10.3.2. 1 GROUNDWATER

The Hartsville site is located in an outcrop area of Middle Ordovician

Limestone. .Water occurs in openings formed along fractures and bedding

planes, some of which are solutionally enlarged. Most of the cavities

are shallow; the majority of the larger cavities are clay filled.

Groundwater at the site occurs under unconfined (water table) conditions

and is recharged by local precipitation. Water levels range in depth

from 75 feet to less than 10 feet and average 22 feet, based on measure-

ments made in 35 exploration holes in July 1973.
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10.3.2.2 FLOOD CONDITIONS

The general site grade will be approximately elevation 545. Preliminary

studies indicate the maximum possible flood level to be elevation 538.5.

10.3.3 METEOROLOGY

A detailed discussion and data for the Hartsville site are included in

TVA's Hartsville Nuclear Plants Environmental Report (Environmental

Report).

10.3.3.1. REGIONAL CLIMATE

The proposed Hartsville Nuclear Plant site is locatedin a temperate

latitude in north-central Tennessee about 450 miles north of the Gulf

of Mexico and in a region dominated by the Azores-Bermuda anticyclonic

circulation.(1) This circulation is most pronounced in the fall and is

accompanied by extended periods of fair weather, widespread atmospheric

stagnation and smog. (2) In the winter, the normal circulation becomes

diffuse over the southeastern part of the country as the eastward-moving

migratory high- or low-pressure systems, identified with the mid-latitude

westerly upper circulation, bring alternately cold and warm air masses

into the Hartsville site area with resultant changes in wind, atmospheric

stability, precipitation and other meteorological elements. In summer,

the migratory systems are less frequent and less intense since the site

area is under the influence of the western extension of the Azores-Bermuda

anticyclonic circulation with frequent incursions of warm moist air from

the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico.

10.3.3.2 LOCAL METEOROLOGY

Because of the shallow valley and surrounding irregular terrain, marked

throughout by low rolling hills, there is an absence of. pronounced
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river-valley or. valley-ridge features in the proximity of the plant

site area. Some minor discontinuities can be expected in the prevailing

low-level regional wind because of the higher terrain to the north-

northeast through east which slopes downward into the shallow and

elongated east-west valley where the plant site is located. The

principal effect of. this topographic configuration on. the dispersion

of gaseous effluent releases from the Hartsville plants would be one

of limited confinement within the shallow valley by the weak and stable

east and east-northeast downvalley drainage winds. Ground-level con-

centrations therefore would likely be the greatest in. the west and

west-southwest downvalley sections.. No local wind effects are expected

from differential surface heating between land and water because of

the narrow Cumberland River as it flows westward along the south boundary

of the plant site.

10.4 POPULATION

The site is located about six miles northwest of Hartsville, Tennessee,'

which has a population of 2,243. Carthage, Tennessee, population

2,500 is about 10 miles southeast of the site.

10.5 ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

10.5.1 LAND USE

No major development is located near this site. The land is presently

used for agricultural and forestry purposes. There are no public

recreation areas in the immediate vjcinity (I to 2 miles) of this site.

10.5.2 ARCHAEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE

The Hartsville site was surveyed by Dr. Major C. R. McCollough, TVA's
archaeological consultant. The investigation consisted principally of
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the identification of archaeological sites and historic features which

could be affected by steam plant construction and operation at each

site. The investigation revealed that the Hartsville site is a relatively

rich archaeological location.

10.5.3 HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE

Based on a review of the "National Register of Historic Places", state
(3)preservation plans and detailed onsite consultant reports,. the

Hartsville site was judged to have, some potentially significant his-

torical developments. Development of Hartsville would require coordi-

nation with appropriate Federal, state and local officials to ensure

the proper consideration of any structures that might be affected by

plant construction which are determined to be significant under the

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966.

The procedures outlined by the National Park Service, Department of the

Interior,(4) provide that historical and environmental considerations

may be combined in a single document, the environmental statement, which

will be distributed widely for comment by appropriate Federal, state

and local agencies, and interested persons. After consideration of all

comments received, a final decision can be made regarding the historical,

architectural, archaeologicaland cultural significance of properties

within the area affected bythe project.

10.6 ECOLOGY

10.6.1 TERRESTRIAL

The Hartsville site has been used intensively by man for agricultural

purposes for many years. Heavily fenced, it consists primarily of

pasture, cropland and understocked woodland. Human activity, particularly

cultivation, has continually disrupted plant and animal communities.
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The site is located in the Nashville or Central Basin physiographic

province and is within the western mesophytic forest region.

The vegetation of the Hartsville site has been tentatively categorized

into seven arbitrary zones: (a) limestone knolls with mostly closed

woods but occasional open space.s; (b) open woods and deciduous tree rows

primarily occurring along property lines; (c) pastures;(d) old fields;

(e) cultivated areas; (f) fence rows; and (g) riparian woodlands.

Principal plant communities are shown in Figure AlO.O-3.

The site has no unusual terrestrial habitats, primarily because of the

relatively intense argicultural activities in *the area. There are no

river bluffs or caves on the site. The wooded knolls afford the largest

amount of terrestrial bird and small mannal habitat. The riparian wood-

land areas along Dixon Creek, the Cumberland River and Dixon Island

constitute. another important habitat type at the site.

In summary, the wooded areas, although quite small relative to the size

of the entire site, are expected to support a myrilad of songbirds,

herpetiles and small mammals. Fence rows. also should support a variety

of wildlife species.

No unique, rare, or endangered animal species are known to occur on the

site..(5) A rare and endangered plant, marbleseed (Oposmoduim molle),

was found in open areas on the limestone knolls. This species will not

be affected by plant construction since it is located well outside the
*areas of plant construction.

10.6.2 AQUATIC

Site assessment studies of fish populations were initiated in the fall

of 1972. In May 1973, two limnological site surveys were made by TVA

*to assess the general biological conditions of the area. One survey was
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to collect general limnological data at three stations on the Cumberland

River in the vicinity of the Hartsville site and the other was a pre-

liminary benthic faunal survey of streams located near the site.

Detailed discussions of the nature of both the terrestrial and aquatic

communities in the site vicinity can be found in the environmental report

submitted to the AEC by TVA on July 1, 1974.

10.6.2.1 FISH

The piscine community near the Hartsville site is a mixture of stream

and lake forms as is typical- of reservoir headwaters. Four cove samples,

shown in Table A1O.O-1, yielded an estimated standing crop of 149.5 to

826.9 pounds per acre. In the four.cove samples, gizzard shad were

numerically dominant as they were in gill net samples, Table A1O.O-2,

and electrofishing samples, Table AlO.O-3. Bluegill, carp and drum were

also abundant in cove samples. A total of 35 fish species were collected

in the four cove samples.

10.6.2.2 OTHER AQUATIC LIFE

Studies revealed a moderately varied phytoplankton and zooplankton

community. Diatoms (Chrysophyta) and green algae (Chlorophyta) dominated

the phytoplankton. Keratella crassa (Rotifera) was the most abundant of

42 zooplankton taxa noted in preliminary site studies.

The benthic fauna community diversity was quite low at all stations.

Detailed-data can be found in the environmental report submitted to the

AEC by TVA on July 1, 1974.
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10.7 CONCLUSION

A thorough assessment of the Hartsville site is provided in the TVA

Hartsville Environmental Report which was submitted to the AEC on

July 1, 1974. The site is currently proposed as the location of a

commercial-sized, four unit LWR generating facility.
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TABLE AIO.O-l

SPECIES COMPOSITION BY NUMBERS AND WEIGHT
COVE-ROTENONE SAMPLING IN THE VICINITY

SEPTEMBER 1972 AND SEPTEMBER

OF FISHES TAKEN BY
OF DIXON CREEK;
1973

Species

Paddlefish
Longnose gar
Skipjack herring
Gizzard shad
Threadfin shad
Carp
Golden shiner
Emerald shiner
River carpsucker
Quillback
Smallmouth buffalo
Bigmouth buffalo
Black buffalo
Spotted sucker
Black redhorse
Golden redhorse
White sucker
Black bullhead
Yellow bullhead
Channel catfish
Mosquitofish
Brook silverside
White bass
Green sunfish
Warmouth
Bluegill
Longear sunfish
Redear sunfish
Smallmouth bass
Spotted bass
Largemouth bass
White crappie
Black crappie
Sauger.
Freshwater drum

Percent
1972

A* B**

t 0.2
t 0.4
0.4 1.0

87.3. 51.9
0.3 2.5
4.4 4.6

0.2
-- 1.5
0.1 0.6

0.4 1.3

0.6 0.4

t 0.2

0.2 --

-- 0.2
t --

t 0.4
t --

t --

0.1 -

-- 1.3
2.4 20.5
0.1 0.4
-- 0.2
-- 0.2

t --

0.1 --

0.4 2.5
0.'I 3 0.6
0.2 0.2
2.3 8.8

by Number
1973

A B
1972

A B
1973

A B

Percent by Weights

t
t
89.2

1.6
1.4

0.1

0.3
t

0.2

0.3

t

0. 1

t
t
t
0.1
4.5

0.3
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.8

0.1

91.2

0.2

t
0.3
0.2

t
t

t

0.4
t

t
0.1
2.8

t

0.5
t
t
45.3
t
37.9

1.5
0.6
0.1

26.3
0.1

27.6
t
t

t

0.7 2.9

3.1 11.4
6.7 6.0

0.2 1.1

0.4 --

-- 1.6
t 2.6

0.1
0.1

71.7
0.2

15.7

0.7

3.6
0.6

1.0

1.5

0.1
0.5

t
t
t
t
1.4

0.1

0.6
0.2
0.2
0.2
1.5

0.2

65.7

1.4

0.1
3.5
3.1
0.6
0.1

0.1

1.2
0.1

t
t

0.8
t

0.1

0.1
0.5

t
0.1
0.8

t

I

I

t

0.3
1.9

-- 0.2
0.6 5.5

0.1
- - 0.1
-- 0.1
0.2 --

0.6 --

0.2 2.8
0.4

0.4 0.I
3.0 9.4

0.1
0.1
0.4

I

Total Standing Crop
(Pounds/acre) 826.9 231.7 149.5 394.4

*Dixon Creek cove
**Cove 2.5 km (1.6 mi) below the

t = less than 0.05 percent
mouth of Dixon Creek
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Table A1O.O-2

RESULTS OF GILL NET SAMPLING ON
OLD HICKORY RESERVOIR NEAR DIXON SPRINGS

Date 9/72 9/73 11/73 1/74* 4/74
Net-Nights 12 12 34 40 30,

Paddlefish -- -- .... 1
Longnose gar 1 7 4 ....
Skipjack herring .... 1 15 14
Gizzard shad .... 51 55
Threadfin shad . ....... 1
Mooneye .... 1 1 --

Carp 2 4 15 -- -

River carpsucker 3 3 11 1 1
Quillback ........ 1
Smallmouth buffalo -- 2 23 2 2
Bigmouth buffalo .... 1 ....
Spotted sucker .... 1 7
Black redhorse ...... 5 4
Golden redhorse -- 7 1 4 12
Shorthead redhorse -- 2 -- -- --

Channel catfish -- 1 7 14
Yellow bullhead 1 ..
Black bullhead ...... 1
White bass ........ 2
Striped bass .... 1 ....
Bluegill -- 3 3 --

Redear sunfish -- 1 .....
Largemouth bass - ....... 1
Sauger .... 1 -- 1
Walleye .... 1 9 --

Freshwater drum 2 2 1 289 16

*All nets on these nights were in the backwater areas of Dixon Creek.
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TABLE AIO.O-3

RESULTS OF ELECTROFISHING ON
OLD HICKORY RESERVOIR NEAR DIXON SPRING

Species 9/72 9/73 4/74

Number of hours of
electroshocking 10 0.75 1.5

Longnose gar 2 -- --

Gizzard shad 598 9 149
Threadfin shad 70 -- 19
Mooneye 15 -- 3
Emerald shiner.. -- -- 7
Carpsucker 1 .....
Carp 78 8 1
Smallmouth buffalo 10 2 6
Bigmouth buffalo 1 ....
Black redhorse 1 "
Golden redhorse -- 10 --

Black bullhead 1 ....
Bluegill 130 7 --

Longear sunfish 30 ....
Spotted bass I ....
Largemouth bass 3 2 --

Logperch .I--
Walleye 3 --

Freshwater drum 3-- 1
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Figure 10.0-1 HARTSVILLE SITE, CUMBERLAND RIVER MILE 285R
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Figure 10.0-2 LOCALITY MAP, HARTSVILLE SITE
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11.0 RIEVES BEND SITE

11.1 SITE DESCRIPTION

The Rieves Bend site is located. on the south shore of the proposed

Columbia Reservoir at Duck River mile 146, about three miles southeast

of Columbia, Tennessee. The site consists of approximately 1,500 acres.

Ground elevations vary from 630 feet. at the Duck River shoreline to 740

feet. Figure AII.O-1 is an aerial view of the site.

There is no intensive development in the immediate vicinity of the site

nor is any expected in the future.

11.2 ACCESS FACILITIES

Highway access for the site would require about 2.5 miles of new road to

connect the site with Tennessee State Highway 50 which connects with 1-65.

Rail access would require 2.5 miles of new track and the crossing of two

embayments of the Columbia Reservoir to connect the site with the L&N

Railroad.

Barge facilities are not feasible at the site due to the non-navigability

of the Duck River.

11.3 ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS

11.3.1 SEISMOLOGY

The Rieves Bend site lies within the Nashville Dome Tectonic Province.

This area is one of minimum earthquake hazard, not only because it is

structurally stable itself but also because of its distance from known

areas of past earthquake activity such as the locus of the New Madrid
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quakes--the Reelfoot Tectonic Structure. It has been the site of epi-

centers of a few small earthquakes which were not related to 'known faults

and the seismic origin of some of these shocks is questionable. Similar

small quakes are to be expected in the future, but the effects of such

quakes would be less than the attenuated effects from major earthquakes

occurring on the Reelfoot Tectonic Structure to the west.

There are no active faults in the vicinity of the site and there is no

physical evidence of any seismic activity. The nearest known epicenter

of damaging intensity (MM VII) is over 100 miles from the site. The

maximum intensity estimated to have been felt at the site during recorded

history of the area is probably MM VII-VIII associated with the December

16, 1811, New Madrid earthquake.

11.3.2 HYDROLOGY

The Rieves Bend site is located on the Duck River. The site is at river

mile 146 and about 1,000 square miles of the Duck River drainage area

are above the site.

11.3.2.1 GROUNDWATER

The Rieves. Bend site is located in an outcrop area of Middle Ordovician

Limestone. Water occurs in openings formed along fractures and bedding

planes, some of which are solutionally enlarged, and a few exceed three

feet in thickness. Most of the larger cavities are within 20 feet of

the top of bedrock.

Groundwater at the site occurs under unconfined (water table) conditions

and is recharged by local precipitation. Water levels range from a

known maximum depth of 84 feet to less than 10 feet, based on measurements

made in June 1972 in 30 exploration holes. Mean depth to water table is

33 feet. Discharge is to Duck River and its tributary, Fountain Creek.
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11.3.2.2 STREAM FLOWS

The mean daily streamflow, based on. a 1953-69 period of record, is
3 3.

1,710 ft 3 /s. The minimum daily flow is only 27 ft is. As stated pre-
viously, the Duck River is now unregulated, but two major reservoirs

(Columbia Dam and Normandy Dam) are planned. The Normandy Dam site is

at river mile 248.6, about eight miles north of Tullahoma, Tennessee.

The Columbia Dam site is at river mile 136.9, about nine miles down-

stream from the proposed Rieves Bend site, which would be on the reser-

voir when the dam is built. Future flows at the Rieves Bend site will

depend on the operation of both the Columbia and Normandy Dams. Reversals

of flow could occur, the duration of which is not known.

11.3.2.3 WATER SUPPLY

The Rieves Bend site is locatedat Duck River mile 146. The proposed

Normandy Dam is to be located upstream from Rieves Bend, but the pro-

posed Columbia Dam is about nine miles downstream from Rieves Bend.

Thus, Rieves Bend would be located on the Columbia Dam Reservoir. The

main water use for the Columbia and Normandy Dam areas will be to reduce

local flooding; provide a new range of recreation, fish and wildlife

opportunities; and provide a more dependable, improved municipal and

industrial water supply.

There are now 7 public and 12 industrial water supplies within a 20-mile

radius of the proposed plant site. Five of the surface supplies, in-

cluding the municipal supply for Columbia which serves 26,200 people,

are downstream of the proposed plant site.

The Duck River area, particularly in the vicinity of Columbia, Tennessee,

has in the past experienced severe water supply shortages during periods

of low streamflow. A portion of the justification for the Duck River

project is directly associated with thewater supply and water quality
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control needs of the basin. Contracts have already been negotiated

with local governments for the reimbursement of the portion of the

Federal investment in the project allocated for water supply purposes.

The evaporative losses resulting from the development of this site

could result in water use conflicts with the proposed Duck River project.

The low streamfiows and high natural stream temperatures at this site

could severely restrict the amount of waste heat that could be discharged

without violating the Tennessee thermal criteria, and the system for

recycling cooling tower blowdown would probably be required.

11.3.2.4 WATER QUALITY

The general water quality above the site is good although high concen-

trations of total and fecal coliform bacteria have been observed several

times. The maximum observed water temperature during this period was

83 degrees F at DRM 156.5. Daily water temperatures observed at the

USGS stream gage at Columbia (about 13 miles downstream from the site)

for the years 1946-49 indicated a maximum daily water temperature of

88 degrees F. In August 1947 the average monthly temperature was

83 degrees F while in July 1948 the average monthly 'temperature was

84 degrees F. If the Columbia Dam is built, water temperatures at the

surface and five-foot depth will probably be higher than those observed

at Columbia.

11.3.3 METEOROLOGY

Because of the absence of any pronounced river-valley or valley-ridge

terrain features, no significant discontinuities of the prevailing

regional or local wind patterns are expected at the site. On rare

occasions weak southerly and stable low-level winds might result in

poor atmospheric dispersion conditions resulting from entrainment by

the low-level terrain which flanks the peninsula to the west, north

and east.
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Wind measurements at 40 feet aboveground at the Monsanto, Tennessee,

Cooperative Observer Station for the period 1965-70 are used to des-

cribe the regional wind patterns in the Rieves Bend area. These data

show that the predominate wind directions are from the south-southwest

(1810 to 2250) and west-northwest (271' to 3150) sectors. Average wind

speeds for the sector directions are 4.6 and 4.3 mph, respectively.

Wind measurements at 75 feet aboveground and temperature measurements

at 4 feet and 300 feet aboveground for 1971 at the Browns Ferry Nuclear

Plant meteorological facility are used to identify the expected low-level

atmospheric dispersion conditions at the Rieves Bend site.

Although the general stability conditions identified from the Browns

Ferry data should be reasonably representative of the Rieves Bend site,

the associated wind patterns show certain discontinuities in the com-

parable direction frequencies.

However, the expected prevailing south-southwesterly wind in the site

area would occur about 24 percent of the. time with an average wind speed

of 4.6 mph. The secondary maximum west-northwest wind would occur about

17 percent of the time with an average wind speed of 4.3 mph.

The atmospheric stability conditions at the Rieves Bend site are estimated

from the one year (1971) of vertical temperature difference data between

the 4- and 300-foot tower levels at the Browns Ferry meteorological

facility.

The Pasquill stability classes E, F .and G occur about 42 percent of the

time. The most critical class, G, occurs about 11 percent of the time.

The least stable classes, A, B and C occur about 34 percent of the time,

while the neutral class, D, occurs about 24 percent of thE time.
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The most critical atmospheric dispersion condition, class G, 1 to 3 mph,

occurs only 3.68 percent of the time with an additional 0.03 percent

calm. Classes E and F have respective frequencies of 1 to 3 mph and

calm conditions of 1.94 and 0.01 percent for class E and 2.64 and 0.0

percent for class F.

11.4 POPULATION

11.4.1 POPULATION WITHIN 10 MILES

Columbia, Tennessee, with a 1970 population of 21,471, dominates the

population distribution pattern within 10 miles of the site with the

sectors containing or related to the city (5 to 10 miles west, west-

northwest, northwest and north-northwest) accounting for 71 percent of

the total population of the 10-mile area. The remaining area is very

sparsely settled. Present growth trends suggest an intensification of

this pattern with all of the 1970-2000 population growth concentrated

in the same sectors. This would result in 84 percent of the year-2000

population being located in the above-mentioned sectors.

Figures All.0-2 and All.0-3 contain the present and the projected popu-

lations for the year 2000 at various distances and directions from the

site out to 10 miles, as represented by the site locality map shown in

Figure All.0-4.

11.4.2 POPULATION WITHIN 50 MILES

Within 50 miles of the Rieves Bend site are 22 counties with at least

five percent of their population inside the radius. South-central

Tennessee contains 20 of these counties while the remaining two are in

north-central Alabama. The 22 counties contained 994,008 people in

1970, which was an increase of 12 percent over 1960 as compared with an

increase of 13 percent for the nation.
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Nashville-Davidson County is the only major urban concentration (a

population of 50,000 or more) within 50 miles of the site. The urbanized

area extends from about 34 miles to over.50 miles from the site to the

north-northeast and contained a population of 448,444 in 1970. Of the

total population, an estimated 411,500 were located within the 50-mile

radius.

Four smaller population-centers (population between 10,000 and 50,000)

are located in the region. They are:

Distance 1970
City (miles) Direction Population

Shelbyville, Tennessee 38 ESE 12,262
Tullahoma, Tennessee 45 ESE 15,311
Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37 ENE 26,360
Columbia, Tennessee 6 NW 21,471

Numerous smaller. communities and crossroads settlements are dispersed

throughout the region surrounded by low-density rural development.

Over 50 percent of the future population growth is expected to occur in

and around Nashville-Davidson County. This is in the 30- to 50-mile

range to the north and north-northeast. However, Murfreesboro is

expected to become a major urban concentration by the year 2000. The

30- to 40-mile range to the northeast and east-northeast (containing

Murfreesboro and its growth area) accounts for an additional 10 percent

of the region's growth.

11.5 ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

11.5.1 LAND REQUIREMENTS

There are two principal factors which result in land requirement variations

at Rieves Bend. if the Columbia Dam were constructed as planned, only

250 acres of'land would be purchased for the Rieves Bend site. This
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amount is based on utilizing about 1,280 acres of the land purchases

associated with the Columbia Reservoir impoundment. If the Columbia

Reservoir is not built, the above mentioned 1,280 acres would have to

be purchased. In addition, the construction of a retention dam on

Fountain Creek (if the Columbia Reservoir is not built) would require

approximately 2,600 acres.

11.5.2 LAND USE

With the exception of the city of Columbia and its environs, the pre-

dominant land uses within 10 miles of the Rieves Bend site are a mixture

of cultivated land, active and vacant pasture land, and low-grade forest

land. Rural dwellings are interspersed throughout this area with very

little concentration.

Projected land use, based on completion of the Columbia Reservoir,

includes a public park to the west, residential development to the north

and a commercial recreation development to the northwest. Each of the

developments are across the reservoir from the site. Development of

the Rieves Bend site for a nuclear plant would not preclude these develop-

ments directly but could reduce the natural attractiveness of the reser-

voir to the extent that the projected development would be less likely

to. occur. This land use consideration is in addition to any effect

operation of the proposed plant might have on recreation use of the

reservoir due to summer reservoir fluctuations.

11.5.3. ARCHAEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE

An archaeological survey was conducted at the Rieves Bend site in 1972

by David R. Evans and David J. Ives, Consulting Archaeologists. A copy

of this report is attached as Appendix I to Section 11.0.
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11.5.4 HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE

Preliminary review of the historical significance in the area around

the Rieves Bend site was conducted by reviewing the January 1, 1971,

edition of the Tennessee Plan for Historical Preservation. Within the

town of Columbia, or immediately on its fringe, there are eleven pro-

perties now being considered for further historical preservation work

and five properties which are already in the "National Register of

Historic Places." However, in examining the general description of

these property locations, none of them appear in the immediate area of

this site. The majority of these properties are homes of Civil War

and pre-Civil War construction.

11.5.5 RECREATION

-Studies at the Rieves Bend site indicate that only two areas have a

peak-hour attendance greater than 100. One area fell within the 4- to

5-mile zone and the other in the 7- to 8-mile zone with attendance levels

of 150 and 145, respectively.

11.6 ECOLOGY

11.6.1 VEGETATION

A vegetational survey was conducted in 1972 by Dr. G. E. Hunter and

Donald"Ott. A copy of their report is attached as Appendix II to

Section 11.0.

11.6.2 FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE

Studies of fishery resources at the Rieves Bend site indicate a small

standing crop, but a wide variety of species. No rare or endangered

species were noted or suspected.
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Certain species of fish are indicators of clean water in smallmouth

bass and rock bass streams. Included are: smallmouth bass., spotted

bass, rock bass, sonte rollers, redhorse species and practically all

the stream minnows.

No significant environmental losses would be expected to occur as far

as wildlife is concerned. The expectation of finding rare or endangered

species of breeding birds was judged to be unlikely. The presence of

the endangered bat, Myotis sodalis, is considered to be a remote possi-

bility in this area.

From this information it appears that no significant environmental

impact on birds and mammals is considered likely.

11.7 CONCLUSION

This. site was judged to be of less desirability due to the potential

for a significant water use conflict with the use and development of

the Duck River. In addition, access to the site would be limited to

overland transportation routes since barge access is not possible at

this site.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL IMPACT--RIEVES BEND SITE

MAURY COUNTY, TENNESSEE
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RIEVES BEND SITE STUDY (ARCHAEOLOGICAL IMPACT)

Initial archaeological survey prior to the preparation of evaluations of

the archaeological resources of the Rieves Bend site began on September 8,

1972. Information available at that time consisted of a circle on the

Glendale.7.5 minute topographic map and a map showing test drilling

patterns for site examination. No information regarding land modification

if this site is selected for a power plant was available. Core drilling

operations are currently underway in the area and those areas were

examined for archaeological remains. The site is located between mile 145-

146 on the left bank of the Duck River. The project -area is in Maury

County, Tennessee, on dissected high land adjacent to the river. Portions

of the "exclusion area" encircled on the topographic map are also

included in the proposed Columbia Reservoir project area.

INVENTORY OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMAINS

At the beginning of the study, no known archaeological remains had been

located. Previous archaeological survey in the Columbia Reservoir area

located eight sites near the confluence of Fountain Creek, immediately

adjacent to the west of the exclusion area.

At the time of the survey, only two small tobacco fields and one corn

field were in cultivation. One additional field, a pasture, was suffi-

ciently clear for surface survey. Extremely heavy vegetation from

abundant water this year precludes effective surface survey at this

time of year.

40 MU 17 A site located in a tobacco field of Mr. Moser and on high

land. This site is collected by Mr. Moser's grandson for Indian arti-

facts. Little debris was found on the surface and, unfortunately, no

specimens reported from the site were available for examination.
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Sufficient evidence is present to demonstrate the presence of a pre-

historic site, although temporal span andsite limitation is impossible

to accurately determine. This site should be examined further.

40 MU 18 A small campsite located in an overgrown soybean field which

had just been cut and baled for hay at the time of survey., The site is

located on the highland on the center of the western lobe of the field.

It is located on the L. Dickson property. Surrounding the field is:

dense vegetation of uncleared forest. Temporal and cultural affiliation

is unknown at this time.

40 MU 19 A small campsite similar to 40 MU 18 and located in the same

field. This site is located at the northern end of the soybean field.

Other sites suggested for further examination although not numbered in

the Archaeological Survey of Tennessee because of lack. of evidence at

this time include one mound located 45 feet north of TVA drill coordi-

nate M, 74+00 on the line between M and N. This small mound could be

aboriginal although no artifacts or other cultural debris were found.

Testing of this area should be done. It is on Mr. L. Dickson's property.

A second site is located on Mr. Moser's property and is directly north

of 40 MU 17. Reported artifacts from the site and it's similarity to

40 MU 17 suggest that it is probably an aboriginal site although insuf-

ficient evidence was found upon surface examination in the initial survey

to assign a site number to it. It should be examined further.

Finally, a site north of Mrs. Uzzel's house was located where a series

of at least 12 depressions about,8 feet by 4 feet and up to 2 feet deep

were located. A mound of earth and rock is adjacent to each depression.

They were shown to us as "Indian Graves" although their exact identifi-

cation without testing is unsure. The possibility of military entrench-

ments or foxholes cannot be ruled out.
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At a time when the actual modification of the exclusion• area is known,

all located sites should be tested and an intensive survey made prefer-

ably at a time of year when ground cover is surmountable, or through

statistically valid prospecting programs. There are definitely archaeo-

logical resources present in the exclusion area, although in the areas

of intensive drilling, location of archaeological remains seems unlikely.

Severe modification of the land where drilling tests.have been made

would certainly have damaged any sites present even prior to project.

approval.

MAP SHOWING LOCATED REMAINS (See Map)

SIGNIFICANCE OF SITES EFFECTED

Evaluation of the significance of effected sites is not possible without

more information about the location and nature of the remains. Ground

cover and lack of farming activities prevented the initial survey from

doing little more than locate and demonstrate the presence of prehistoric

remains in the area. Although slightly outside the exclusion area, an.

early cemetery, the Holland Cemetery where Major James Holland was buried

in 1825 along with many family members is located. This cemetery is

not shown on the topographic map although it is located on the accompanying

map. Atkinson cemetery which is noted on the topographic map immediately

behind the Uzzell home contains no grave stones.

HOW THE RIEVES BEND PROJECT WILL EFFECT THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Since the exact nature and construction plans for the power plant project

were not available to the archaeologists, evaluation cannot be made in

specific terms. If a site is present where the terrain will be modified,

either through removal of earth or Construction activities, the site

will be destroyed. Although in the vicinity of the two concentrated
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drilling tests, little appears to be present in the form of archaeological

remains, earth removed from other parts of the exclusion area could

easily destroy archaeological sites. Thus, this evaluation must be made

at a later time.

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM

Should the Rieves Bend Project be approved for construction, an intensive

survey should be made and testing conducted on located sites. Evaluation

of the impact on the.resources can only be made after the project plans

are available.
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VEGETATIONAL SURVEY

Rieves Bend Site

Duck River

Dr. Gordon E. Hunter
Tennessee Technological University

Donald Ott
University of Tennessee
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A Survey of the Vascular Plants of the Rieves Bend Area of the Duck River,
Maury County, Tennessee.

At the request of the Norris office of the Tennessee Valley Authority,

a survey was made of the terrestrial vascular flora of the Rieves Bend

Area of the Duck River in Maury County, Tennessee. A list of the plants

growing in the region was requested, and it was requested that, if

possible, a subjective judgement. of the frequency of species be made.

No precise quantitative information was requested. Maps of the existing

vegetation were requested. Designation of vegetational types on these

maps was to be generalized. Special note was to be made of any rare or

endangered species.

The survey was conducted from August 19 to August 30, 1972. Two men

spent five days each in the field during this period. Initially, each

investigator surveyed by. car the area encompassed by a one-mile radius

from a central point approximately 1500' SSE of the eastern corner of

Rieves Bend at approximately mile 143.5 of the Duck River.

Three man-days were spent sampling the vegetation of the more densely

forested areas and along the Duck River. Entry was gained into these

areas by canoe. Seven man-days were spent sampling forest, field, and

fence-row vegetation by walking in areas less accessible from the Duck

River. About half of this time was spent examining the area within 1200'

of the center of the study site.

In addition. to on-site study, Dr. Elsie Quarterman and Dr. Robert

Kral of Vanderbilt University, the two people who probably know the most

about the flora of Central Tennessee, were contacted by telephone.

Topography

The topography varies from more or less flat in the northern and

southwestern parts of the study area to somewhat rolling and dissected

in a broad belt running from southeast to northwest. The elevation
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varies from a maximum of 760' above sea level in the southwest part of

the area to 560' above sea level on the banks of the Duck River. Steep

north-facing bluffs are found on the south side of Duck River at the

eastern end of Rieves Bend and at Whitworth Bend. East-facing bluffs

are found on the west side of Duck River at mile 143 near Negro Creek

and at mile 142.6 to 142.8 of Whitworth Bend. The bluffs at these

points are from 100' to 150' high and in some places the exposed lime-

stone faces are nearly vertical. South-facing-and west-facing bluffs

on the north side of Duck River were noted but not sampled because they

were on the perimeter of the site. Limestone outcrops and sinks are

scattered throughout. Exposed limestone is also found along the steep

banks of Fountain Creek and Silver Creek which meander through the

southwestern sector of the study site.

The Central Area (1200 ft. Radius, about 100 Acres)

Rather open woods with cedars, hackberry, persimmon, winged elm,

and black walnut as the most frequent trees cover about 55% to 60% of

the area within 1200 feet of the center of the study area. Two small

patches of woods of a more mature type with oaks and hickories dominating

exist on the northwestern perimeter and about 500 feet due south of the

center of the site. Four homesites occupy about 5% of the land. Two

small ponds are found in the southwestern quadrant. A dirt road passes

from east to west just south of the middle and a small road which dead-

ends just north of the edge of the central area branches from the main

road just south of mid-center and runs almost due north.. Ragweed

(Ambrosia) and horseweed (Erigeron canadensis) predominate along the

roadsides. Fences separate fields and a small creek-bed runs southwest

from the center of the site through a pasture to a small pond from which

water is being pumped for the core-drilling operation. The older fence-

row vegetation consists of rather sizable trees including cedar, winged

elm, slippery elm, shingle oak, sassafras, black walnut and cherry.

Cedar, hackberry and winged elm dominate younger fence-rows. A row of

tree-of-heaven trees (Ailanthus) lines the upper part of the small creek.
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One 6.5-acre field, 6% of the area, was sown in soy beans and millet.

The rest, approximately 25% of the area, was in pasture. The most common

weeds in the pastures are fine-leaved sneezeweed (Helenium tenuifolium),

horseweed (Erigeron canadensis) and ragweed (Ambrosia Spp.). Wormwood

(Artemisia) and ironweed (Vernonia) are also commonly found.

*No rare or endangered species of vascular plants were found in the

central 100 acres. .Neither was any. unique or rare habitat such as the

"cedar glade habitat" found in this area.

The Outer Area (1 Mile Radius, about 2000 Acres)

Woods

About one-third of the study area is wooded. Most of the woods, as

in the central area, are of a rather open type with cedars, hackberry,

winged elm, and persimmon as the most frequent trees. Black walnut and

honey locust are also rather common.

Along the steeper wooded banks of the Duck River and Fountain

Creek, 3.4 miles and 1.6 miles respectively can be found a predominance

of silver maple, green ash, and box-elder. Grape vines and dutchman's

pipe vines are frequently.draped over the trees. Ongravel bars, where

the intersection of the water with the banks of the river is less abrupt,

willows predominate. Sycamores are more frequent on the gravel bars;

however, they are also found on the steeper banks.

The most mature forested areas with oaks and hickories predominating

are on the 120'-140' high north-facing bluffs of Rieves Bend to the north

and northwest of the center of the site and approach to within .1.200 feet

of the center of the site. These woods cover an area about two-thirds

of a mile long and from the top of the bluffs to the river. Similar

vegetation occurs on about a half mile stretch north-facing and east-

facing bluff of the Whitworth Bend region about two-thirds of a mile

from the site center. South-facing and west-facing bluffs and creek

valleys on the opposite side of Duck River between mile 143 and the
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Negro Creek region, support a rather dense woods of elms, maples, and

box-elders at the lower elevations, with oaks and hickories farther up

the slopes from the river. This stand extends to within a little over

a half mile from the site center to the northern perimeter of the study

area. Smaller pockets of oak-hickory woods are found along the bluffs

of Fountain Creek. These woods occupy at the most about 100 acres,

5% of the study area. They represent a remnant of the natural forest

which once covered the area and are important reservoirs for natural

reforestation of theregion.

Fence rows

The fence-row vegetation is of three types, arborescent, shrubby,

or herbaceous. The type seems to be dependent upon the age of the fence

row with the arborescent type being the oldest and the herbaceous the

youngest.

Most of the fence rows are arborescent. Cedar, hackberry, and

winged elm are the most frequent trees. Slippery elm is not uncommon.

In the oldest fence rows, mature cherries. (Prunus serotina) and black

walnuts are common. Sassafras, shingle oak, and persimmon are also

notable.

Only on the penninsula between Rieves Bend and Whitworth Bend was

a shrubby fence-row noted. It runs north and south between fields culti-

vated with hay, corn, Johnson grass, and soy beans. The fence-row is so

densely overgrown with blackberry (Rubus) canes and honeysuckle vines

(Lonicera japonica) that I doubt it will make a transition to an arbore-

scent form.

Very few herbaceous fence rows were noted. These were populated

with horseweed (Erigeron canadensis), thistle (Cirsium altissima),

ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia), evening primrose (Oenothera biennis),

and goldenrod (Solidago sp.). Pokeweed (Phytolacca americana), jimsonweed

(Datura stramoneum), morning-glory (Ipomoea hederacea) and may-pop

(Passiflora incarnata) were also noted.
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Fields

Fields were either cultivated, in pasture, or fallow. Pasture

acreage totaled about 600 acres. The principal plants cultivated were

corn (68 acres), millet and soy beans (16.5 acres), Johnson grass and

soy beans (22 acres), lespedeza (5 acres), sorghum (2.5 acres), and

tobacco (3 acres). Several large fields (131 acres) were used for grow-

ing hay. About 40 acres were identified as fallow fields.. The uses

of about 175 acres of fields southwest of Silver Creek were not identified.

Pastures were of varying quality. Depending upon the amount of

grazing and care they received,.they were more or less weedy with horse-

weed (Erigeron canadensis), fine-leaved sneezeweed (Helenium tenuifolium),

ragweed (Ambrosia Spp.), and goldenrod (Solidago Sp.). Wormweed (Artemisia),

ironweed (Vernonia) and horse-nettle were also notable in some pastures.

The weeds of the pasture were also commonly found at the edges of

cultivated fields and along roadsides. One fallow field bordering Duck

River had a dense cover of cocklebur (Xanthium.chinense).

Exposed Limestone Outcrops

Special note was made of limestone outcrops because of the well-known

presence in the Nashville Basin of a unique flora associated with exposed

Lebanon limestone. This flora, known as the "Cedar Glade Flora," described

by Dr. Elsie Quarterman (1950), includes species which are endemic to this

habitat. Among them are several species of Lesquerella and Leavenworthia

of the mustard family (Cruciferae) and several other herbaceous plants

for a total of about sixteen endemic herbaceous species (Baskin, Quarterman,

and Caudle, 1968). The physical factors associated with the development

of a typical cedar glade are the presence of horizontal exposed limestone

with rather poor drainage. On the limestone surface, a succession of

plants occur as soil accumulates and becomes deeper. Under these conditions

can be found a community of plants characteristic of the Tennessee Cedar

Glades including the endemic plants mentioned above..
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None of the exposed limestone sites examined within the study area

exhibited the unique physical or vegetational characteristics of the

Cedar Glades. Neither were any plants endemic to the Tennessee Cedar

Glades found. Furthermore, no combination of plants characteristic of

a cedar glade were found at any one limestone exposure.. Nevertheless,

one mile to the west of the perimeter of the study area just west of

the Goose Creek on the Blue Springs Road a typiIcal Tennessee Ceder Glade

was found. A listing of some of the plants seen on that glade is appended

to the list of plants found in the study area.
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Annotated List of Vascular Plants

A total of 473 specimens were collected in the Rieves Bend Area of

Duck River. Numerous additional sight records were made. From the

collections and sight records, a list of plants which includes representa-

tives of 277 species of 204 genera of 83 families was made. Dr. Robert

Kral of Vanderbilt, who has studied the flora of the Duck River basin

rather extensively, says that.1,000 species of vascular plants occur in

its drainage area (personal communication). His information is based on

collections made at all seasons rather than over a two-week period late

in the summer. It is unlikely, however, that additional work in the area

.throughout the year would much more than double the number of species

which occur on our list. The possibility does exist, on the other hand,

that rare or endangered spring-flowering plants were missed by our study

of the area. Dr. Robert Kral suggests that none of the species of the

Rieves Bend Area, other than those endemics of the Cedar Glades, are so

narrowly endemic that they would be endangered by an installation which

would disturb no more than the three-square-mile study area (personal

communication).

Frequency and habitats of plants are noted following the name of the

plant. Both represent personal judgments rather than a quantitative

study. The frequency of plants are noted in the following order or de-

creasing occurrence: frequent, common, occasional, infrequent, and rare.

The term "rare" means only that it is rare at the Rieves Bend Area at

the time of the study. No generally recognized rare or endangered species

were observed.
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Acanthaceae

Dicliptera brachiata (Pursh.) Spreng.
Justicia americana (L.) Vahl.
Ruellia caroliniensis (Walter) Steudel.

Common
Common
Occasional

River banks
In the river
Woods

Aceraceae

Acer saccharinum L.

Acer saccharum Marshall.
Acer negundo L.

Common

Common
Common

River banks,
Moist woods

Moist woods
River banks,

Moist woods

Aizoaceae
N,
0 Mollugo verticillata L. Edge of culti-

vated field

Alismataceae

Sagittaria latifolia Willd. Ponds

Amaranthaceae

Amaranthus hybridus L.

Iresine rhizomatosa Standl.

Common.

Occasional

Fields and. barnyards

Moist, open
areas



Anacardiaceae

Rhus aromatica Ait.
Rhus copallina L.
Rhus glabra L.

Rhus radicans L.

Infrequent
Occasional
Occasional

Frequent

Dry woods
Edge of woods
Roadsides, edge

of woods
Woods

Anonaceae

Asimina triloba (L.) Dunal. Infrequent Mixed woods.

Araceae

Arisaema dracontium
Arisaema triphyllum (L.) Schott.

Infrequent
Infrequent

Moist woods
Moist woods

!r

Araliaceae

Panax guinquefolium L. Infrequent. Woods

Aristolochiaceae

Aristolochia tomentosa Sims.
Asarum canadense L.

Frequent
Occasional

River banks
Woods

Asclepiadaceae

Asclepias syriaca L. Occasional Old fields,
roadsides



Bal sami naceae

Impatiens capensis Meerb.
Impatiens pallida Nuttall.

Common
Rare

Moist woods
Found in only

one place

Betulaceae

Carpinus caroliniana Walter.
Ostrya virginiana (Miller) K. Koch

Frequent
Common

Woods
Woods

Bignonaceae

Bignonia capreolata L.
Campsis radicans (L.) Seem.

Catalpa speciosa Worder ex. Engeln.

Common
Common

Infrequent

Woods
Open woods,

fence rows
WoodsCD

W

Boraginaceae

Hackelia virginiana (L.) Johnst. Infrequent Woods

Cactaceae

Opuntia humifusa Raf. Occasional Open limestone
outcrops,
dry fields

Campanulaceae

Campanula americana L.
Lobelia siphilitica L.

Infrequent
Infrequent

Woods
Woods



Caprifoliaceae

Lonicera japonica Thunberg.

Sambucus canadensis L.

Symphoricarpos orbiculatus Moench.
Viburnum rufidulum Raf.

Frequent

Occasional

Frequent
Infrequent

Open woods,
fence rows.,
waste places

Roadsides,:
mixed woods

Dry woods
Woods

Caryophyllacea.e

Dianthus armeria. L. Infrequent Roadsides

Celastraceae

I'.
r,, Euonymus americanus L. Occasional Woods

Chenopodiaceae

Chenopodium album L.

Chenopodium ambrosioides L.

Occasional

Occasional

Barnyards,
fields

Barnyards,
fields

Commelinaceae

Commelina communis L.
Commelina erecta L.
Tradescantia virginiana L.

Infrequent
Infrequent
Infrequent

Open woods.
Woods
Woods



Composi tae

Achillea millefolium L.
Ambrosia artemisiifolia L.

Ambrosia trifida L.

Antennaria plantaginifolia (L.) Hook.

Common
Frequent

Frequent

Common

FrequentArtemisia annua L.

0

CD
Q"

Aster cordifolius L.

Aster parviceps (Burgess) Mackenz. and Bush.
Aster pilosus Willd.
Aster shortii Lindl.
Bidens bipinnata L.
Bidens polylepis Blake

Chrysanthemum leucanthemum L.

Cirsium altissimum

Eclipta alba (L.) Hassk.

Elephantopus carolinianus Willd.

Common
Common
Common
Infrequent

Probably
Common (ONE
plant seen -
flowered out
*of season)
Common

Common

Commron

Common

Fields
Fields and

roadsides
Fields and

.roadsides
Fields and

open cedar
woods

Fields and
roadsides

Open woods,
fields,
roadsides

Roadsides
Woods
Dry woods.
Open grassy

slope

Fields, road-
sides, dry
open woods

Wet, open
areas

Woods and
edge of
woods



Compositae (Continued)

T,0

Erechtites hieracifolia (L.) Raf.

Erigeron canadensis

Erigeron striqosus Muhl. ex Willd.

Eupatorium coelestinum L.

Eupatorium incarnatum (Walt.)
Eupatorium purpureum L.
Eupatorium rugosum Houtt.
Eupatorium serotinum Michx.
Gnaphalium obtusifolium L.

Gutierrezia sarothrae (Pursh.) Britt. and Rusby.

Helenium tenuifolium Nutt.-

Helianthus decapetalus L.

Hieracium venosum L..
Lactuca canadensis L.
Polymnia canadensis L.
Ratibida pinnata (Vent.) Bernh.
Rudbeckia hirta L.

Silphium perfoliatum L.

ONE plant

Infrequent

Infrequent

Common

Common
ONE plant
Common
Frequent
Infrequent

Infrequent

Frequent

Infrequent

Infrequent
Common
Infrequent
Infrequent
Infrequent

ONE plant

Open area
along a
road

Fields and
open cedar
woods

Fields and
open cedar
woods

Fields and
open cedar
woods

Moist woods
Along roadside
Fields
Fields
Fields and

dry, open
woods

Roadsides and
., fields
Fields., open

cedar woods
Moist wooded

bottoms
Dry woods
Open areas
Dry woods
Roadsides
Open woods,

roadsides
High on open

river bank



Compositae (Continued)

Solidago flexicaulis L.
Solidago Sp.
Traoopogon Sp.
Verbesina alternifolia (L.) Britton

Verbesina helianthoides Michx.
Verbesina virginica L.

Vernonia altissima Nuttall.

Xanthium chinense Mill.

Infrequent
Common
Infrequent
Common

Common

Common

Infrequent --

except in a low
field next to
river where the
entire field was
covered with it

Woods
Fields
Fields
Moist woods,

river banks
Moist woods
Fence rows,

edge of
woods

Fields, open
areas, river
banks

Low field next
.to river

.0

Convolvulaceae

Cuscuta campestris Yuncker.
Ipomoea hederacea Jacq.

Ipomoea pandurata (L.) G.F.W. Meyer

Infrequent
Infrequent

Infrequent

Open places
Open woods,

fence rows
Open woods,

fence rows

Cornaceae

Cornus drummondii C.-A. Meyer
Cornus florida L.

Nyssa sylvatica Marshall.

Infrequent
Common

Occasional

Mixed woods
Oak-hickory

woods
Mixed woods



Crassulaceae

Sedum pulchellum Michx.
Sedum ternatum Michx.

Infrequent
Infrequent

Rock outcrops
Rock outcrops

Cruciferae

Lepidium virginicum L.
Nasturtium officinale R. Br.

Occasional
Found only in

two shallow
wet ditches

Fields
Shallow, wet

ditches

Cucurbitaceae

Cucurbita Sp.

Melothria pendula L.

Sicyos angulatus L.

Found only
near a pond

Found only in an
abandoned barn-
yard thicket

Found only in an
open thicket
on the Duck
River bank

Near pond

Barnyard thicket

Open thicket

Cyperaceae

Carex complanata Torr. and Hook.
Cyperus erythrorhizos Muhl.
Cyperus esculentus L.
Cyperus ovularis Michx.
Cyperus retrofractus (L.) Torr.
Cyperus rivularis Kunth.

.Cyperus tenuifolius (Steudel.) Dandy

Wet ditch

Fields
Fields
Wet ditch
Wet ditch

Occasional



Dioscoreaceae

Dioscorea quaternata (Walt.) Gmel. Occasional Mixed woods

Ebenaceae

Diospyros virginiana L. Common Fence rows,
open woods

Euphorbiaceae

Acalypha graciliens Gray.
Acalypha virginica L.
Crotonopsis elliptica Willd.
Croton punctatus Jacquin
Euphorbia dentata Michx.
Euphorbia supina Raf.

Occasional
Occasional
Occasional
Occasional
Infrequent
Occasional

Open places
Open places
Fields
Fields
Woods
Open limestone

rock outcrops
r-

C

Fagaceae

Fagus grandifolia Ehrhart
Quercus alba. L.
Quercus falcata Michx.
Quercus imbricaria Michx.

Quercus muehlenbergii Engelm.
Quercus prinus L.
Quercus rubra L.
Quercus stellata Wang.
Quercus velutina Lam.

Common
Common
Occasional
Occasional

Occasional
Common
Common
Occasional
Occasional

Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Fence

woods
woods
woods
rows,

margins of
woods

Mixed woods
Mixed woods
Mixed woods
Mixed woods
Mixed woods



Geraniaceae

Geranium carolinianum L. Common Open places,
roadsides

Gramineae

Arundinaria gigantea (Walt.) Chapm.

Echinochloa crusgalli (L.) Beauvois
Panicum capillare L.
Panicum lindheimeri Nash.
Uniola latifolia
Uniola sessiliflora Porret.

Occasional

Common
Infrequent

River banks,
moist woods

River banks
Mixed woods

Guttiferae
Ir

$'0
Ascyrum hypericoides L.
Hypericum punctatum Lam.

Infrequent
Infrequent

Dry woods
Dry, open

woods

Hippocastanaceae

Aesculus glabra Willd. Rare Apparently
planted on
either side
of an old
driveway

Mixed woodsAesculus octandra Marsh. Rare



Hydrophyllaceae

Hydrolea Sp.
Phacelia Sp.

Rare
Infrequent

Wet roadsides
Limestone rocks

in woods

Juglandaceae

Caarya €.ordiformis (Wang.) K. Koch
Carya glabra (MMIl.) Sweet
Carya ovata (Mill.) K. Koch
Juglans nigra L.

Common
Common
Common
Common

Mixed woods
Mixed woods
Mixed woods
Woods and

fence rows

Juncaceae

N) Juncus Sp. Infrequent .Open cedar
woods

Labiatae

Agastache scrophulariaefolia (Willd.) Kuntze
Blephilia hirsuta (Pursh.) Benth.
Collinsonia canadensis L.
Lycopus Sp.
Mentha piperita L.
Perilla frutescens (L.) Britton.

Prunella vulgaris L.
Pycnanthemum pycnanthemoides (Leaven W.) Fern.
Salvia lyrata L.
Scutellaria ovata Hill.

Occasional
Rare
Infrequent
Rare
Common

Occasional
Infrequent
Occasional
Occasional

Mixed woods
Mixed woods
Gravel bar
Wet ditch
Barnyards,

moist fields
Barnyards
Fields
Open places
Mixed woods



Lauraceae

Lindera benzoin (L.) Blume
Sassafras albidum (Nutt.) Nees

Occas.ional
Occasional

Mixed woods
Fence rows,

dry woods

Leguminosae

:r

Amorpha fruticosa L.

Amphicarpa bracteata (L.) Fernald
Cassia fasciculata Michx.

Cassia nictitans L.

Cercis canadensis L.
Desmanthus illinoensis (Michx.) MacM.
Desmodium glabellum (Michx.) DC
Desmodium glutinosum (Muhl.) Wood.
Desmodium illinoense Gray
Desmodium laevigatum (Nutt.) DC

Desmodium pauciflorium (Nutt.) DC
Galactia volubilis (L.) Britt.
Gleditsia triacanthos L.

Lespedeza cuneata (Dumont) G. Don

Lespedeza hirta (L.) Hornemann

Rare

Rare
Occasional

Occasional

Infrequent
Rare
Occasional

Common
Occasional

Rare
Common

Common

Occasional

Frequent

Roadside next
.to Duck River

Dry ditch
Fields and

open cedar
woods

Fields and
open cedar
woods

Mixed. woods
Roadsides
Woods

Fields
Open mixed

woods

Open limestone
Fence rows,

open cedar
woods

Roadsides,
open areas

Open cedar
woods

FieldsLespedeza stipulacea Maxim.



Leguminosae (Continued)

Melilotus officinalis (L.) Lam.
Petalostemum purpureum (Vent.) Rydb.
Robinia pseudo-acacia L.

Infrequent.
Infrequent
Infrequent

Roadsides
Roadsides
Mixed woods

Lemnaceae

Lemna Sp. Rare Pond

Lil iaceae

Polygonatum biflorum (Walter) Eli.
Smilax bona-nox L.
Smilax rotundifolia L.
Trillium erectum L.

-Yucca filamentosa L.

Infrequent
Common
.Common
Rare
Rare

Mixed woods
Woods
Woods
Mixed woods
Base of

exposed
.limestone bluff

Loganiaceae

Spigelia marilandica L. Infrequent Mixed woods

Lythraceae

Cuphea petiolata (L.) Koehne Infrequent Edge of mixed
woods

Magnoliaceae

Liriodendron tulipifera L. Occasional Patches of woods
in fields,
open woods



Malvaceae

Sida spinosa L.. Infrequent Barnyards,
fields

Menispermaceae

Cocculus carolinus (L.) DC Infrequent Mixed woods

Moraceae

Maclura pomifera (Raf.) Schneider
Morus rubra L.

Occasional
Occasional

Mixed woods
Mixed *woods

Oleaceae

ýr Fraxinus americana L.
Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marsh.

Fraxinus guadrangulata Michx.
Forestiera ligustrina (Michx.) Poir.
Ligustrum sinense Lour.

Common
Common

Rare
Occasional
Infrequent

Mixed woods
River banks,

• moist woods
Mixed woods

.Dry woods
Open dry area

Onagraceae

Oenothera biennis L. Occasional Fence rows,
roadsides

Ophioglossaceae

Botrychium dissectum L. var tenuifolium (Underw.)
Farw.

Botrychium virginianum (L.) Sev.

Infrequent

Infrequent

Woods

Woods



Orchidaceae

Spiranthes gracilis (Bigel.) Beck Infrequent Open cedar
woods

Orobanchaceae

Epifagus virginiana (L.) Barton Occasional Mixed woods

Passifloraceae

Passiflora incarnata L.

Passiflora lutea L.

Occasional Fence rows,
...open woods

WoodsRare

r'3

C.n

Phrymaceae

-Phrma leptostachya L. Rare Mixed woods

Phytolaccaceae

Phytolacca americana L. Occasional Fence rows,
barnyards,
shrubby
thickets

Pinaceae

Juniperus virginiana L. Frequent Fence rows,
open woods,
abandoned
fields



Plantaginaceae

Plantago aristata Michx. Occasional Roadsides

Platanaceae

Platanus occidentalis L. Common River banks,
gravel bars,
moist woods

Polygonaceae

T,

0r•

Polygonum hydropiperoides Michx.

Polygonum pennsylvanicum L.

Polygonum punctatum Eli.

Polygonum scandens L.

Rumex crispus L.
Tovara virginiana (L.) Raf.

Occasional

Occasional

Occasional

Occasional

Occasional
Occasional

Moist, open
places

Moist, open
places

River bank,
moist open
places

Fence rows,
abandoned.
fields

Fields
River banks,

moist woods

Polypodiaceae

Adiantum pedatum L.
Asplenium cryptolepis Fern.

Infrequent
Infrequent

Moist woods
Pockets in

vertical
limestone
in woods



Polypodiaceae (Continued)

Asplenium platyneuron (L.) Oakes
Camptosorus rhizophyllus (L.) Link

Cheilanthes alabamensis (Buckley) Kunze.

Cystopteris bulbifera (L.) Bernh.

Cystopteris fragilis (L.) Bernh.
Pellaea atropurpurea (L.) Link
Phegopteris hexagonoptera (Michx.) Fee.
Polypodium polypodioides (L.) Watt.
Polystichum acrostichoides (Michx.) Schott.
Woodsia obtusa (Spreng.) Torr.

Common
Rare

Infrequent

Infrequent

Infrequent
Infrequent
Infrequent
Infrequent
Occasional
Occasional

Mixed woods
On vertical

limestone in
mixed.woods.

Exposed limestone
bluffs

Cracks in
limestone in.
mixed woods

Mixed woods
Exposed limestone
Mixed woods
Mixed woods
Mixed woods
Mixed woods,

exposed
limestone

NJ

Primulaceae

Samolus floribundus HBK. Rare Wet, wooded
ravine

Ranunculaceae

Anemone virginiana L.
Clematis virginiana L.

Hepatica acutiloba DC.
Thalictrum thalictroides (L.) Boivin

Occasional
Infrequent

Infrequent

Mixed woods
Fence line,

open thicket
Mixed woods



Rhamnaceae

Rhamnus caroliniana Walter Infrequent Edge of woods,
arborescent
fence row

Rosaceae

Agrimonia gryposepala Wallr.
Crataegus crus-galli L.

Fragaria virginiana Duchesne
Geum canadense Jacq.
Prunus augustifolia Marshall..
Prunus serotina Ehrh.

Rosa carolina L.
Rosa eglanteria L.
Rosa setigera Michx.
Rubus occidentalis L.

Rubus ostryifolius Rydb.

Occas.ional
Rareý

Rare
Occasional
Infrequent
Occasional

Infrequent
Infrequent
Infrequent
Infrequent

Common

Mixed woods
Edge of oak-

hickory woods
Along road
Mixed woods
Open cedar. woods
Mixed woods,

cedar woods,
fence rows

Fence rows
Fence rows
Open field
Edge of .dry woodsin shallow soil
Open areas,

fence rows

co

Rubiaceae

Cephalanthus occidentalis.L.

Diodia teres Walter

Diodia virginiana L.

Infrequent

Occasional

Infrequent

River banks,
gravel bars

Fields, gravel
bars

Moist, open
places .



Rubiaceae (Continued)

Galium circaezans Michx.
Galium pilosum Ait.
Houstonia purpurea L.

Occasional Mixed woods
Limestone bluffs
Old roadsidesRare

Rutaceae

Ptelea trifoliata L. Occasional Mixed woods

Salicaceae

Populus deltoides Marsh. Rare One 4' specimen
seen on gravel
bar'

Gravel bars, pondsSalix nigra L. Common

T,.

Saxifragaceae

Heuchera villosa Michx.

Hydrangea arborescens L.
Philadelphus hirsutus Nutt.
Saxifraga virginiensis Michx.

Infrequent

Occasional

Infrequent

Limestone
outcrops

Woods

Limestone in
mixed woods

Scrophulariaceae

Lindernia dubia (L.) Pennell
Penstemon digitalis Nutt.
Scrophularia marilandica L.
Verbascum blattaria L.
Verbascum thapsus. L.

Infrequent

Infrequent
Infrequent
Infrequent

Edge of ponds
Roadsides
Mixed woods
Barnyards
Open cedar woods



Simaroubaceae

Ailanthus altissima (Miller) Swingle Infrequent Fence rows,creek banks

Solanaceae

Datura stramonium L.
Physalis angulata L.

Physalis heterophylla Nees.

Solanum carolinense L.

Solanum nigrum L.

Infrequent
Infrequent

Infrequent
Common

Occasional

Fence rows
Edge of culti-

vated field

Fields. and open
cedar woods

Fields

Staphylenceae

N)
CD Staphylea trifolia L. Infrequent Mixed woods

Ti 1 iaceae

Tilia americana L. Occasional Mixed woods

Typha ceae

Typha latifolia L. Infrequent Pond margins,
wet ditches

Ulmaceae

Celtis laevigata Willd. Frequent Fence rows, cedar
'woods, wooded

bottoms, old
fields



Ulmaceae (Continued)

Ulmus alata Michx.

Ulmus rubra Muhl.

Frequent

Common

Fence rows,
cedar woods,
old fields

Fence rows,
cedar woods,
wooded bottoms,
mixed woods

Umbelliferae

Cryptotaenia canadensis (L.) DC Infrequent

Daucus;carota L. Common

Mixed woods,
bottoms

Roadsides,
fields

Mixed woods,
bottomsN) Sanicula canadensis L. Infrequent

Urticaceae

Laportea canadensis (L.) Wedd. Common

Common

Moist woods,
bottoms

Moist woods,
bottoms

Pilea pumila (L.) Gray

Verbenaceae

Callicarpa americana L.
Lippia lanceolata Michx.

Verbena simplex Lehm.

Verbena urticifolia L.

Rare
Infrequent

Occasional

Occasional

Mixed woods
Gravel bars,
.pond margins

Fields, open
cedar woods

Fields, open
cedar woods



Vitaceae

Parthenocissis quinquefolia (L.) Planch.
Vitis aestivalis Michx.
Vitis baileyana Monson

Common
Common
Common

Woods
Woods
Woods

ADDENDUM

Cedar Glade Plants

Asclepiadaceae:
Cyperaceae:
Leguminosae:
Portulacaceae:

Asclepias verticillata L.
Cyperus inflexus Muhl.
Petalostemum gattingeri Heller
Talinum calcaricum Ware

Dr. Gordon E. Hunter, Chairman
Department of Biology
Tennessee Technological University
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INTRODUCTION

This appendix to Chapter 8.0 contains a summary of the assumptions,

methods and results of a quantitative analysis of notable demographic

and socioeconomic effects of the construction and operation of the CRBRP.

Focus is upon the results of that analysis. Information presented in this

appendix includes descriptions of project-related population resulting from

CRBRP employment by location and facilities and services necessary to

accommodate this temporary population increase.

The analysis summarized here considers project effects for two or more

years and under two varying sets of assumptions. Migration condition A

(26 percent) reflects TVA construction experience1-6 and ordinary

competition for workers. Migration condition B reflects this same

experience but allows for the possibility that other major construction
10

projects, especially the proposed Koppers Liquifaction Project, may hire

workers from the area labor force at the same time as the CRBRP Project.

This higher level of competition could raise the migration rate to as high

as 40 percent.

Project-related population, school enrollments and housing requirements

are forecasted for each of the seven years of plant construction, while

requirements for education; health care, public, safety and other com-

munity facilities and services are estimated for the peak year of plant

construction and for a typical year of plant operation. These project

effects are forecasted first under the assumption of normal competition

for labor and that 25 percent of the construction work force and 50

percent for project office, contractor support, and operations per-

sonnel (over and above the number of workers already in the area

as of February 1981) will move to a -residence within the study area

(migration condition A). The analysis is then repeated for conditions
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of high competition for labor using the same 50 percent mover rate of
the three groups listed above with a 40 percent mover rate for the

construction work force (migration condition B).

The extent of construction work force migration is varied in this way to

forecast CRBRP Project effects in recognition of the possibility of, dif-

fering degrees of competition for workers from the area labor force.. At

a lower level of competition *a larger fraction of the. construction work*

force will consist of workers hired from the area labor force, and migra-

tion will be at a lower level.* An increase in competition for area workers

will result in a higher level of migration.

1.0 AREA POPULATION RESULTING FROM CRBRP PROJECT-RELATED

EMPLOYMENT

10
*Area population resulting from CRBRP Project employment for migration*

conditions A and B is reported*i this section. Population resulting

from direct employment for migration condition A is displayed in Table 1-1,

while the corresponding figures, for condition B are summarized in Table 1-2.

Because workers are, not expected to be relocating in the a rea to fill indirect

employment jobs resulting from direct permanent employment, no new popu-

lation associated with indirect employment is anticipated.

For condition A, area population resulting fro m direct employment peaks

at about 3,200 men, women, and children by the fourth year after the

start of site preparation and levels at about 300 persons by the first year

of plant operation (Table 1-1). Knox County will receive a population

influx of 1,450 persons followed by Roane County (800 people), Anderson

County (640 people), and Loudon County (320 people). Oak Ridge (the,
Anderson County portion) and the Kingston area are. the two areas in the

project area that will receive the largest population influx with 480 people

each. No other community in the project area is. expected to receive more

than 320 people.
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During the years of .plant operation the stabilized population is expected to

have a similar distribution. It is estimated that about 45 percent of the

population will reside in Knox County (basically the West Knox County

Area), about 25 percent will live in Roane County, about 20 percent in

Anderson County, with the remaining 10 percent in Loudon County.

Project-related population in the area rises and falls rapidly during the

seven years of the construction phase (refer to Table 1-1).

A similar pattern is repeated by the population resulting from the project

under migration condition B (Table 1-2). However, the project-related.

population rises to a higher peak of about 5,040 persons by the fourth

year after the start of site preparation. This estimate was derived by 10

utilizing the same assumptions used to estimate the influx for migration

condition A (i.e., 70 percent of the movers bringing families, an average

family size of 3.2, and .7 school age children per family). Thus, during. 13

the peak year, there is estimated to be about 1,390 movers with family,

600 movers without family, 980 school age children, and 680 non-school

age children.

Under migration condition B, Knox County will receive a population influx

of 2,270 persons followed by Roane County (1,260 people), Anderson

County (1,010 people), and Loudon County (500 people). Oak Ridge

and the Kingston area are the two areas in the study area that will

receive the largest population influx with 760 people each. No other

community in the project area is expected to receive more than 500

people.

The project-related population influx at no time contributes significantly

to the total population of the study area. The greatest project-related

increment (5,040) is only about 3 percent of the estimated 1980 study

area population, suggesting that project effects at the area level are

likely to be slight. At the county level, the project-related population

in Anderson, Knox, and Loudon Counties is expected to be less than

2 percent with the population influx in Roane County expected to be 10

about 2.5 percent.
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TABLE 1-1

AREA POPULATION RESULTING FROM CRBRP DIRECT
EMPLOYMENT FOR MIGRATION CONDITION A

Place

Anderson County

Oak Ridge

Knox County

Loudon County

Roane County

Four County Area

1

30

80

230

50

130

520

Construction

2 3

50 130

150 390

440 1180

100 260

,240 660

980 2620

Phase (Year After Start)+

4 5 6

160 160 80

480 470 230

1450 1400 700 2

320 310 160

800 780 390 1

3210 3120 1560 5

7

30

80

30

50

30

20

4+
Typical Year Of

Plant Operation

1

20

50

140

30

80

320

10

+Site preparation projected to begin in 1983.

++Plant operation projected to begin in 1990. Area population resulting from CRBRP direct employment for
migration Condition A is the same for all years after the first year of plant operation.

*Outside of Oak Ridge.
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TABLE 1-2

AREA POPULATION RESULTING.FROM CRBRP DIRECT
EMPLOYMENT FOR MIGRATION CONDITION B

Place

Anderson County

Oak Ridge

Knox County

Loudon County

Roane County

Four County. Area

4

12

35

8

19

78

Construction

1 2 3.

O 80 210

0 230 620

0 680 1850

0 150 410

0 380 1030

0 1520 4120

Phase (YearlAfter Start)+

4 5. 6

250 240 120

760 730 350

2270 2180 1040 2

500 480 230

1260 1210 580 1

5040 4840 2320 6

7

30

90

70

60

50

00

1

20

50

140

30

80

320

Typical Year Of
Plant Operation

10

Site preparation projected to begin in 1983.

Plant operation projected to begin in 1990. Area population resulting from CRBRP direct employment for
migration Condition B is the same for all years after the first year of plant operation.

*Outside of Oak Ridge.

114

114
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2.0 FACILITIES AND SERVICES REQUIRED BY CRBRP PROJECT-RELATED

POPULATION

In this section some of the needs for private and public sector facilities

and services associated with project demographics are discussed; Emphasis

is given to those needs for which the public sector is responsible.

Selected for inclusion in this analysis are needs for water and wastewater

treatment, educational, health care and public safety facilities and/or

services. In addition, housing needs in the area are reported. These

housing needs include forecasts of conventional houses, mobile home sites

and apartment and rooms needed by the project-related population. The

needs for facilities and services expected to be satisfied by local govern-

ments include teachers and classrooms, hospital beds, policemen and

firemen, and water and wastewater treatment facilities. Projected needs

for physicians and dentists are also reported. In Section 3.0 the projected

costs of these necessary increments to community facilities and/or services

are discussed. 10

2.1 HOUSING REQUIREMENTS

Forecasted housing requirements for the CRBRP project-related population

for migration conditions A and B are reported in this section (condition A

represents a 26% inmover rate while condition B represents a 40% inmover

rate). Housing requirements resulting from direct employment for each

housing type are presented in Tables 2.1-1, 2.1-2, 2.1-3, and 2.1-4 for

migration condition A, and in Tables 2.1-5, 2.1-6, 2.1-7, and 2.1-8 for

migration condition B.

For condition A, requirements for conventional houses (Table 2.1-1 peaks

at about 600 by the fourth year after the start of site preparation. The

greatest part (43%) of this estimated demand by the peak year is expected

to occur in West Knox County. Mobile home site requirements (Table 2.1-2)

peak at about 350 by the fourth year of construction. The greatest part
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(43%) of the peak demands occurs in Roane County followed by 35% in

Knox County. It is estimated that approximately 75% of all inmoving

workers who select mobile homes for housing accommodations will relocate

in non-incorporated *areas near towns and cities. Requirements for apart-

ments and rooms (Table 2.1-3) peak at about 300 units: The greatest

part of the peak demand (51%) occurs in Knox County (basically the West

Knox County Area) followed by Anderson County (including Oak Ridge)

at 31%. There could be housing pressures in Oak Ridge for apartments

because the peak year demand for this type of housing is considerably

higher than the vacant units available in 1980.

Housing requirements for migration condition B. reflect an increased

demand of about 60 percent over the demand for condition A and an

identical pattern of distribution of housing types by percentage; e.g.,

48 percent of inmoving workers who relocate in Knox County will select

single-family homes for both migration conditions A and B. The peak

demand for each housing type is reached during the fourth year after

the start of site preparation. During the peak year, the housing,

requirements needed to accommodate inmoving workers would be about 960 10
conventional houses, 570 mobile homes, and 460 apartments and rooms

(Tables 2.1-5, 2.1-6, and 2.1-7). These estimates represent the cumula-

tive housing requirements for housing units by type needed to accommodate

project-related employees for the first four years of the construction period.

During the peak year of construction, the incremental demand for housing

accommodations would be about 370 units, an increase of about 180 single-

family, 100 mobile homes, and 90 apartment units over the housing require-

ments for the third year of the construction period (Tables 2.1-5, 2.1-6,

2.1-7, and 2.1-8). The greatest demand for coventional homes during the
construction period will occur in West Knox County with about 420 units

required followed by Anderson County (210 units) and Roane County

(180 units). Mobile home site requirements (Table 2.1-6) are highest

in Roane County where approximately 240 units are needed followed by

Knox County (200 units). Requirements for apartments and rooms
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(Table 2.1-7) are highest in West Knox County with approximately 190

units needed followed by Oak Ridge (120 units) and Roane County

(70 units). Even though migration condition B exceeds the demand

for housing of migration condition A by 60 percent, no community

other than Kingston, Lenoir City, or Oak Ridge would experience

housing pressures during the peak construction period because of the

ample number of existing available housing units and the number of

units added to the total housing stock each year. Refer to section

8.1.3.1 for a discussion of vacancy rates experienced by communities

and counties during the 1970's and to Table 8.1-11 for information

on housing additions between 1970 and 1980.

10

During the plant operation phase of the project, it is estimated that

approximately 125 workers (50% of the operational workforce total of 250)

will move into the four-county area. Of the 125 workers who relocate in

the project area, probably about 50 will live in West Knox County, 20 in

both Oak Ridge and Kingston, with the other 35 selecting other communi-

ties within easy commuting distance to the project site. None of the

communities within the four-county area should experience any adverse

housing pressures or effects as a result of inmoving operation CRBRP

workers.
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TABLE 2.1-1

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED CUMULATIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR

CONVENTIONAL HOUSES FOR MIGRATION CONDITION A

Construction Phase (year after start)+
Typical Year of++

Plant Operation

Place

Anderson County*

Oak Ridge

Knox County

Loudon County

Roane County

Four County Area

1 2

4 7

18

46

11

20

99

34

89

21

36

187

3

18

91

238

54

96

497

4

24

112

294

65

118

613

5

22

109

283

63

114

591

6

10

55

143

31

57

296

7

3

18

50

10

18

99

4

9

26

6

15

60

10

j14

114

+Site preparation projected to begin in 1983.
++Plant operation projected to begin in 1990. CRBRP project-related requirements for conventional houses for migration condition A

are the same for all years after the first year of plant operation.

*Outside of OakRidge.
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TABLE 2.1-2

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED CUMULATIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR

MOBILE HOME SITES FOR MIGRATION CONDITION A

0
fw II
C-)0D

Place

Anderson County*

Oak Ridge

Knox County

Loudon County

Roane County

Four County Area

1

4

0

20

8

26

58

2

8

0

40

15

47

110

Construction Phase (year after start)+

3 4 5

.23 27 27

0 0 0

103 127 122

42 51 5o

126 157 150

294 362 349

6

14

0

61

7

4

0

20

8

26

58

Typical Year of++

Plant Operation

1

2

0 10

24

76

175

12

5

17

36

+Site preparation projected to begin in 1983.

+Plant operation projected to begin in 1990. CRBRP project-related requirements for mobile home sites for migration condition A

are the same for all years after the first year of plant operation.

*Outside of Oak Ridge,

114

114
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TABLE 2.1-3

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED CUMULATIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR

APARTMENTS AND ROOMS FOR MIGRATION CONDITION A

+ Typical Year of
Construction Phase (year after start) Plant Operation

Place 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Anderson County* 2 4 11 14 12 6 3 2

Oak Ridge 13 24 64 78 76 39 13 8 80

Knox County 24 46 119 149 144 73 21 13

! Loudon County 2 3 8 9 9 5 3 2

Roane County. 7 13 36 45 43 20 7 4

Four County Area 48 90 238 295 284 143 47 29

+Site preparation projected to begin in 1983. 114
++Plant operation projected to begin in 1 9 9 0. CRBRP project-related requirements for apartments and rooms for migration condition A 14

are the same for all years after the first year of plant operation.

*Outside of Oak Ridge.
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TABLE 2.1-4

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED CUMULATIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL

HOUSING TYPES FOR MIGRATION CONDITION A

Construction Phase (year after start)+
Typical Year of++

Plant Operation

Place

Anderson County*

Oak Ridge

Knox County

Loudon County

Roane County

Four County Area

I

10

31

90

21

53

205

2

20

3

52

58 155

173 460

4

65

190

570

125

320

1,270

5

61

185

549

122

307

1,224

6

30

93

277

60

154

614

7

10

31

90

21

51

203

6

6

19

55

13

0
I-

39

97

387

104

258

1,029

31

125

10

114

114

Site preparation projected to begin in 1983.

++Plant operation projected to begin in 1990. CRBRP project-related requirements for all housing types for migration condition A
are the same for all years after the first year of plant operation.

*Outside of Oak Ridge.
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TABLE 2.1-5

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED CUMULATIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR

CONVENTIONAL HOUSES FOR MIGRATION CONDITION ,B

+ Typical Year of
Construction Phase (year after start)+ Plant Operation

Place 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1

Anderson County* 6 11 29 36 34 16 4 4

0 Oak Ridge 27 52 145 176 169 81 21 9

H Knox County 71 137 375 463 440 209 56 26 10

Loudon County 15 31 84 102 *98 46 12 6

Roane County 28 54 149 182 178 85 22 15

Four County Area 147 285 782 959 919 437 115 60

+Site preparation projected to begin in 1983. 114
++Plant operation projected to begin in 19 90, CRBRP project-related requirements for conventional houses for migration condition B [14

are the same for all years after the first year of plant operation.

*Outside of Oak Ridge.
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TABLE 2.1-6

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED CUMULATIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR

MOBILE HOME SITES FOR MIGRATION CONDITION B

Z
H•

Place

Anderson County*

Oak Ridge

Knox County

Loudon County

Roane County

Four County Area

1

7

0

31

12

37

87

2

14

0

59

24

72

169

.0

162

65

198

462

0

199

81

243

567

0

190.

77

233

543

Construction Phase (year after start)+

3 4 5

37 44 43

6

20

0

90

37

111

258

7

5

0

22

8

2

61

Typical Year of++

Plant Operation

I

2

0

12

5

17

10

36

Site preparation projected to begin in 1983.
++Plant operation projected to begin in 1990. CRBRP project-related requirements for mobile home sites for migration condition B

are the same for all years after the first year of plant operation.

*Outside of Oak Ridge.

114

114
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TABLE 2.1-7

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED CUMULATIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR

APARTMENTS AND ROOMS FOR MIGRATION CONDITION B

Typical Year of++

Construction Phase (year after start)+ .,Plant Operation

Place 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1

Anderson County* 3 6 16 19 18 9 2 2

Oak Ridge 19 36 101 123 119 56 15 8

Knox County 35 69 190 234 224 107 27 13 10

Loudon County 3 5 13 16 15 8 2 2

Roane County 11 22 58 72 69 32 10 4

Four County Area 71 138 378 464 445 212 56 29

+Site preparation projected to begin in 1983. 14
+Plant operation projected to begin in 1990. CRBRP project-related requirements for apartments and rooms for migration condition B 1 4

are the same for all years after the first year of plant operation.

*Outside of Oak Ridge.
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CRBRP PROJECT

ALL HOUSING,

TABLE 2.1-8

RELATED CUMULATIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR

TYPES FOR MIGRATION CONDITION B

Ia

Place

Anderson County*

Oak Ridge

Knox County

Loudon County

Roane County

Four County Area

1

15

46

136

31

77

305

2

31

89

265

59

148

592

Construction

3

81

245

727

162

407

1,622

4

99

299

896

199

497

1,990

Phase (year after start)+

.5

95

288

854

191

479

1,907

6

45

137

407

91

227

907

7

11

36

107

23

61

238

Typical Year of++
Plant Operation

6

19

55

13:

31

125

10

Site preparation projected to begin in 1983.
•+Plant operation projected to begin in1990. CRBRP project-related requirements for all housing types for migration condition B

are the same for all years after the first year of plant operation.

*Outside of Oak Ridge.
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2.2 EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

The education needs reported here include project-related demands for

regular teachers and classrooms. Present and projected school system

capacities and enrollments were obtained during a telephone survey con-

ducted September 1981. The education needs presented in this section

are based on 1980 school enrollments, projected for the peak year of plant

construction including the CRBRP project-related demand for each school

system, . These school enrollment forecasts for each of the nine relevant

school systems for the aggregate of all types of project-related enrollments

are shown in Table 2.2-1 for migration condition A and Table 2.2-2 for

condition B.

Needs for teachers to instruct these project-related enrollments (or

students) are derived for the peak year of construction and a typical

year of plant operation by dividing enrollment figures by pupil-per- 10

teacher standards.* The results of this procedure are reported in

Table 2.2-3 for condition A and Table 2.2-4 for condition B.

Teacher requirements for condition A (Table 2.2-3) reach a total of 15

teachers during the peak year of plant construction. No additional.

teachers would be required to instruct project-related students during

plant operation. Classroom requirements for this migration condition

(Table 2..2-5) reach a total of 15 classrooms during the peak year of

plant construction. No additional classrooms would be required to

accommodate project-related students during plant operation.

Teacher requirements for migration condition B (Table 2.2-4) are 29

teachers during the peak year of plant construction. West Knox County

*Tennessee pupil-per-teacher standards are 25 for K, 30 for 1-6, and 35

for 7-12.
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would require 12 additional teachers followed by Roane County with 5,

and Oak Ridge needing an increase of 4 additional teachers during the

peak year of plant construction. All other school systems would need

only 1-2 additional teachers during the peak of construction to accommo-

date project-related students. No additional teachers would be required.

during the years of plant operation. The forecasted need for classrooms

to accommodate the project-related enrollments is reported in Table 2.2-6

for migration condition B. These requirements are derived.by multiplying

enrollments by square feet-per-pupil standards and dividing these products

by square feet-per-classroom standards.* West Knox County would require

12 additional classrooms followed by Roane County with 5, Oak Ridge

needing an increase of 4 classrooms, with all other school systems needing

1-2 additional classrooms during the peak of construction to accommodate

project-related students. No additional classrooms would be required

during the years of plant operation.
10

To estimate the costs that might be incurred by the area school systems

as a result of classroom needs, a comparison of projected capacities and.

enrollments is required. Migration condition B is -used to estimate project-

related school enrollments because it results in the larger influx of school

children. Table 2.2-7 shows the present and projected school system

capacities,. enrollments, and excess capacities for both 1981 and the peak

year of plant construction excluding project-related students.7 All of the

school systems except Knox County have excess capacity in the 1981

school year. Knox County schools are currently overenrolled by a total

*The square feet-per-pupil figures are the Tennessee standards of 35 for

K, 25 for 1-6, and 22 for 7-12; and the square feet-per-classroom figures

are the Tennessee standards of 875 for K, 748 for 1-6, and 770 for 7-12.
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of 90 students, less than 1 percent of the. school system capacity. During

the peak year of plant construction, only the Knox County School System

is expected to have enrollments exceeding'capacities by a noticeable level,

and even in this case it would be only about 4 percent (550 students). 114

Table 2.2-8 shows the projected school system excess capacities including

the project-related students for migration condition B. During the peak

year of construction, only the Knox County School System could experience

enrollment levels noticeably exceeding system wide capacity. The over-

enrollment for this system could be about 6 percent of the school system.

capacity (930 students). Other school systems that would have enrollments 10 114

exceeding capacities during the peak year of construction would be the

Harriman and Loudon County systems. Harriman would experience over-

enrollment by about 5 percent with the Loudon County School System 114
overenrollment only about 3 percent of the projected school system capacity 114
for the school year coinciding with the peak year of plant construction.
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TABLE 2.2-1
CUMULATIVE SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS FROM CRBRP PROJECT

EMPLOYMENT FOR MIGRATION CONDITION A*

system
Anderson

K

.1-6
7-12
K-12

Clinton
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Oak Ridge
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Roane
K
1-6
.7-12
K-12

Harriman
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Knox
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Knoxville
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Loudon
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Lenoir City
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

YEAR I

0
2
I
3

0
3
0
3

1.

6
7

14

1
10

9
20

1
1
3
5

3
19
20
41

0
.2

3
5

3
2
6

0
1
2
3

YEAR 2

0
3
2
5

1
4
0
5

1
12
14

.27

3
18
16
37

1
3
5
9

6
33
35
74

0
4
5.9

1
6

.5
12

0 "
2
4
6

YEAR 3

0
7
6

13.

2
11
0

13

4
33
38
75

6
:49
45

100

1
11
13

25

14
90
97

201

1
11
13
25

3
17
13
33

1
6

10
17

YEAR 4

1
8

6
15

2
13
0

15

5

43

52
100

7
65
58

130

2
13
15
30

16
108
116
240

2
13
15
30

4
20
16
40

7
12
20

YEAR 5

1

8
6

15

2
13
0

.15

5
39
46
90.

7
59
54

120

2
13
15
30

16
108
116
240

2
13
15
30

4
20
16
40

I

7
.12
20

YEAR 6

1

4
3
6

YEAR 7

0
2
1
3

1
7
0
6

2
19
23
39

3
0

27
52

1
6
8

13

0
3
0
3

1
6
7

14

1
10'
9

20

1
1

3
5

10

7
54
58

104

1
7
8

*11

2
10
8

.18

3
18
19
39

0
.2
3
5

1
3
2
6

0
1
2
3

1
3
5
8

*Area school enrollments from CRBRP project employment for migration condition A
include school age children of both construction and operation workers.
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TABLE 2.2-2
CUMULATIVE SCHOOL ENROLL21ENTS RESULTING FROM CRBRP PROJECT

EMPLOYMENT FOR MIGRATION CONDITION"B*

System
Anderson

K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Clinton
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Oak Ridge
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Roane
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Harriman
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Knox
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Knoxville
K
K-6
7-12
K-12

Loudon
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Lenoir City
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

YEAR 1

0
2
2
4

2
8
0

10

1
9

11
21

3
15
11
29

0
4
4
8

4
24
25
53

0
4
4
8

1
5
4
10

1
2
3
6

YEAR 2

1

4
3
8

4
14
0

18

3
17
21
41

7
28
21
56

0
7.
8

15

8
48
51

107

1
7
7

15

2
10
7

19

1
4
6

11

YEAR 3

2
11
8

21

4
17
0

21

8
49
58

115

10
78
69

157

.3

18
21
42

24
140
149
313

4
19
19
42

5
27
21
53

2
11

18
31

YEAR 4

2
13
10
25

5
20
0

25

9
64
77

150

13
97
90

200

3
22
25
50

29
171
180
380

4
23
23
50

.6
32
25
63

2
13
22
37

YEAR 5

2
12
10
24

5
19
0

24

8
59
69

136

11
91
82

184

3
21
24
48

28
168
177
373

4
22
22
48

5
31
24
60

113

21
35

YEAR 6

1
5
5

11

2
9

.0
11

4

28
32
64

5
42
38
85

2
10
12
24

15
,81

85
181

YEAR?

0
2
1
3

0
3
0
3

1
8
9

18

1

10
9

20

0
2
3
5

10

3
22
23
48

2
10
9

21

2
16
13
31

0
6

10
16

0
2
3
5

1
3
3
.7

0
1
2
3

*Area school enrollments from CRBRP project employment for migration condition B
include school age children of both construction and operation workers.
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TABLE 2.2-3

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED REQUIREMENTS FOR SýHOOL TEACHERS
FOR MIGRATION CONDITION A

Peak Year of Plant Construction++

Students TeachersSystem

Anderson
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Clinton
K
1-6,
K-6

Oak Ridge
* K

1-6
7-12
K-12

Roane
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Harriman
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Knox
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Knoxville
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Loudon
K
.1-6
7-12
K-12

Lenoir City
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Total
K-12

Typical Year of Plant Operation...
Students Teachers

1
8
6

15

2
13
15

*
*

*
*

*

*

0
1
1
2

0
2
2

5
43
52

100

7
65
58

130

2
13
15
30

16
108
116

.240

1
.1
2

1
4
5

10

1
6
5

12

2
2
4

4
3
8

0
2
1
3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

*R

o
*r

o

0.
o

*r

o

0

o

1
10
24
22

2
13
15
30

4
20
16
40

1
7

12
20

0
1
2
3

*

-I
*

0
2
2
4

10

114

114

*

*

*
*

0
1
1

2

60620 15

+Tennessee pupil-per-teacher standards are 25 for K, 30 for 1-6, and 35 for 7-12.

+Peak year of plant construction expected to occur in 1987.

++Plant operation expected to begin in 1990, CRBRP project-related requirements
for students and teachers foreigration condition A are the same for all years
after the first year of plant operation.

*Less than one-half.
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TABLE 2.2-4

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED REQUIREMENTS FOR SýHOOL TEACHERS
FOR MIGRATION CONDITION B

Peak Year of Plant Construction++
Students TeachersSystem

Anderson
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Clinton
K
1-6
K-6

Oak Ridge
K
1-6
7-12
.K-12

Roane
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Harriman
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Knox
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Knoxville
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Loudon
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Lenoir City
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Total
K- 12

Typical Year of Plant Operation+++
Students Teachers

2
13
10
25

3
22
25

9
.64
77

150

13
97
90

200

2

*

4

3

1.
1

2
2
4

3
2
5

1

1

2

0
1
1

2

0
2
2

1
4
5

10

1
6
5

12

3
22
.25
50

0
2
1
3

0

0
dr

dr

dr

',*
dr

dr

0
,*

*d

*r

0

0

0
*r
*r
'*

10

27
171
182
380

1
6
5

12

1
10
11
22

2
22
25
50

5

33
27
65

2
12
21
35

1
1
2

1
1
2

0
1
2
3

0
2
2
4

0
.1

2
I
1

29980 60 0

25 for K, 30 for 1-6, and 35 for 7-12.
+Tennessee pupil-per-teacher standards are

*IPeak year of plant construction expected to occur in 1987.

++-++Plant operation expected-to begin in 1 990. CRBRP project-related requirements
for students and teachers for migration condition B are the same for all years
after the first year of plant operation.

*Less than one-half.
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TABLE 2.2-5

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHYOL CLASSROOMS
FOR MIGRATION CONDITION A

Peak Year of Plant Construction
Students Classrooms

Typical Year of Plant Operation+++
Students ClassroomsSystemý

Anderson
K
1-6
7-12

.K-12

Clinton
K
1-6
K-6

Oak Ridge
.K
1-6

• 7-12
K-12

Roane
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Harriman
K
.1-6
7-12
K-12

Knox
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Knoxville
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Loudon
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Lenoir City
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Total
K-12

1.8

6
15

2
13
15

5
43
52.

100

7
65
58

130

2
13
15
30

*
*

*

*

*

*

1
1.
2

2
2
2

4

3
*

*

I

4

0
2
2

1
4
5

10

1
6

.5
12

0

,0
2
1
3

0
1

2

0
*¢

16
108
116
240

1
10
11
22

*

#*

*r

*

*

o

*

0:

*

*

o
2.

13
15
30

4
20
16
40

1
7

12
20

0
1
2
3

0
2
2
4

0
2

2

620 15 60

+Tennessee pupil-per-teacher standards are 25 for K, 30 for 1-6, and 35 for 7-12.
4+Peak year of plant construction expected to occur in 1987,

+++Plant operation expected to begin in1990. CRBRP project-related requirements
for students and teachers for migration condition A are the same for all years
after the first year of plant operation.

114

114

*Less than one-half.
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TABLE 2.2-6

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHOOL CLASSROOMS
FOR MIGRATION CONDITION B

Peak Year.of Plant Construction++ Typical Year of Plant Operation...
Students Classrooms Students ClassroomsSystem

Anderson
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Clinton
K
1-6
K-6

Oak Ridge
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Roane
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Harriman
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Knox
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Knoxville
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Loudon
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Lenoir City
K
1-6
7-12
K-12

Total
'-K-12

2
13
10
25

3
22
25

*'
-*

0
1

2

0
2
2

0

0*A

1
I

9
64
77

150

13
97
90

200

2.
2

4

3
2
5

1

4
5

10

1

6
5

12

3
22
25
50

1
1
2

0
2
1
3

27
171
182
380

1
6
5

12

1
10
11
22

*-

*r

*r

o
*r

*€

*r

*

10

4
23
23
50

5
33
27
65

2
12
21
35

1
1
2

1

2

1
1

29

0
1
2
3

0
2
2
4

0
1
1
2

980 60 0

+Tennessee pupil-per-teacher standards are 25 for K, 30"for 1-6, and 35 for 7-12.

++Peak year of plant construction expected to occur in 1987.

+++Plant operation expected to begin in 1 990. CRBRP project-related requirements

for students and teachers for migration condition B are the same for all years
after the first year of plant operation.

*Less than one-half.

114

114
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TABLE 2.2-7

PRESENT AND PROJECTED SCHOOL SYSTEM CAPACITIES

ENROLLMENT, AND EXCESS CAPACITIES

a'

System

Anderson

Clinton

Oak Ridge

Roane

Harriman

Knox

Knoxville

Loudon

Lenoir City

Capacity

9,278

1,065

6,200

7,139

2,265

15,113

37,800

3,806

2,057

1981

Enrollment

8,032

905

5,042

6,652

2,204

15,203

25,931

3,756

1,984

Excess

1,246

160

1,158

487

61

-90

11,869

50

73

Peak Year of

Capacity

9,278

1,065

6,200

.7,230

2,265

15,300

NA

3,806

2,057

Plant Construction+

Enrollment Excess

8,558 720

877 188

6,000 200

6,060 1,170

,2,327 -62

15,850 -550

NA NA

3,842 -36

2,000 57

10

Peak year of plant construction expected to occur in 1987.

Only the north, northwest, and.southwest sectors of the Knox School System.

NA- Not available.

Source: TVA phone survey of school system superintendents, September 1981.

114
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TABLE 2.2-8

PROJECTED SCHOOL SYSTEM EXCESS CAPACITIES AND INCREMENTAL

CRBRP PROJECT ENROLLMENT FOR PEAK YEAR OF PLANT CONSTRUCTION

(MIGRATION CONDITION B)

System

Anderson

Clinton

Oak Ridge

Roane

Harriman

Knox

Loudon

Lenoir City

Without Project

Excess Capacity

720

188

200

1,170

-62

-550

-36

57

Project Enrollment

• 25

25

150

200

50

380

65

35

*With Project

Excess Capacity

695

163

50

970

-112

-930

-101

22

14

+Peak.year of plant construction projected to occur in 1987.

*The Knoxville City System is not included in this table because they
were unable to provide projections for 1987 because of the uncertainty
of Knoxville's annexation proposals. The K-12 project enrollment is 50
for this system.
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2.3 HEALTH CARE REQUIREMENTS

The project-related population increases for the four counties surrounding

the project area during the peak year of construction of the CRBRP for

migration •condition A are estimated to be: Anderson - 640, Knox - 1,450,

Loudon - 320, and Roane County - 800. Tables 2.3-1, 2.3-3, and 2.3-5

indicate the number of hospital beds, physicians and dentists that would

be necessary to •accommodate the project-related population that moves

into the project area for both the peak year of construction and a

typical year of plant operation based on standards considered desirable

by the U.S. Department of Health. and Human Services. of four beds and

one physician for each 1,000 persons and one dentist for each 4,000
8"

persons. Only 13 beds, 2 physicians, and 1 dentist would be needed

to accommodate the project-related workers that move into the project

area for the peak year of construction. No additional health care

requirements would be needed during the years of plant operation

except for the use of 1 bed.

10

The project-related population increases for the four counties surrounding

the project area'during the peak year of construction of the CRBRP for

migration condition B are estimated to be: Anderson - 1,010, Knox - 2,270,

Loudon - 500, and Roane County - 1,260. Using the same standards listed

above, the number of hospital beds, physicians, and dentists that would

be necessary to accommodate the project-related population that moves into

the project area for the peak year of construction would be only 20 beds,

5 physicians, and 1 dentist for the entire four county. area (Tables 2.3-2,

2.3-4, and 2.3-6). There would not be any shortages in hospital beds

or noticeable decline in the quality of primary care physicians or dental

services as a result of the peak year project-related population for either

migration condition A or B because of the low occupancy rates for hos-

pital bed use and the high number of physicians and dentists currently

practicing within the four county area. Descriptions of existing health

C-2 8
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care facilities and services, including data on occupancy rates and

practicing physicians and dentists, within the four-county area are

presented in sections 2.2.1.5 and 8.1.3.4 and Tables 2.2-12 and 8.1-18. 10
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TABLE 2.3-1

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED REQUIREMENTS FOR HOSPITAL BEDS FOR MIGRATION CONDITION A

Place

Anderson County*

Oak Ridge

Knox County

Loudon County

Roane County

0 Area

+
Peak Year of Plant Construction

Population Beds

160 1

480 2

1,450 6

320 1

800 3

3,210 13

++
Typical Year of Plant Operation
Population Beds

20

50

140 1

30

80

320

10

+Peak year of plant construction projected to occur in 1987.

Plant operation projected to begin in 1990. CRBRP project-related requirements for hospital beds
for migration condition A are the same for all years after the first year of plant operation.

*Outside of Oak Ridge.

**Less than one-half.

114

114
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TABLE 2.3-2

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED REQUIREMENTS FOR HOSPITAL BEDS FOR MIGRATION CONDITION B

Place

Anderson County*

Oak Ridge

Knox County

Loudon County

Roane County

ý_ Area

Peak Year of Plant Construction
Population Beds

250 1

760 3

2,270 9

500 2

1,260 5

5,040 20

Typical Year of. Plant Operation
Population Beds

20

50

140 1

30 '*

80

320 1

10

+Peak year of plant construction projected to occur in 1987.

++•Plant operation projected to begin in 1990. CRBRP project-related requirements for hospital beds
for migration condition B are the same for all years after the first year of plant operation.

*Outside of Oak Ridge.

**Less than one-half.

114

114

1< rD

'0.
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TABLE 2.3-3

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED REQUIREMENTS FOR PHYSICIANS FOR MIGRATION CONDITION A

Place

Anderson County*

Oak Ridge

Knox County

Loudon County

Roane County

Area

~+
Peak Year of Plant Construction

Population Physicians

160

480 **

1,450 1

320

800 1

3,210 2

++
Typical Year of Plant Operation
Population Physicians

20

50

140

*30

80 .

320 10

+Peak year of plant construction projected to occur in 1987.

Plant operation projected to begin in 1990. CRBRP project-related requirements for hospital beds
for migration condition A are the same for all years after the-first year of plant operation.

*Outside of Oak Ridge.

**Less than one-half.

114

114

.00

.\3 >



TABLE 2.3-4

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED REQUIREMENTS FOR PHYSICIANS FOR MIGRATION CONDITION B

Place

Anderson County*

Oak Ridge

Knox County

Loudon County

Roane County
I

~Area•

• +
Peak Year of Plant Construction

Population Physicians

250

760 1

2,270 2

500 .1

1,260 .1

5,040 5

++
Typical Year of Plant Operation
Population Physicians

20

50

140

30

80

320

10

+Peak year of plant construction projected to occur in 1987.

Plant operation projected to begin *in 1990. CRBRP project-related requirements for hospital beds
for.migration condition B are the same for all years after the first year of plant operation.

*Outside of Oak Ridge.

,*Less than one-half.

114

I< rD

'00



TABLE 2.3-5

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED REQUIREMENTS FOR DENTISTS FOR MIGRATION CONDITION A

Place

Anderson County*

Oak Ridge

Knox County

Loudon County

Roane County

Area

Peak Year of Plant Construction+

Population Dentists

160

480

,1,450

320

800

3,210 1

Typical Year of Plant Operation ++

Population Dentists

20 "*

50...

140 *

30

80

320

I

10

+Peak year of plant construction projected to occur in 1987.

Plant operation projected to begin in 1990. CRBRP project-related requirements for hospital beds
for migration condition A are the same for all years after the first year of plant operation.

*Outside of Oak Ridge.

**Less than one-half.

114

11 4

<CL
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TABLE 2.3-6

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED REQUIREMENTS FOR DENTISTS FOR MIGRATION CONDITION B

Place

Anderson County*

Oak Ridge

Knox County

Loudon County

Roane County
A

Ul Area

+
Peak Year of Plant Construction

Population Dentists

250

760

2,270 1

500 'C"

-1,260

5,040 1

++
Typical Year of Plant Operation
Population Dentists

20

50

140

30

80 4*

320 0

10

+Peak year of plant construction projected to occur in 1987.

Plant operation projected to begin in 1990. CRBRP project-related requirements for hospital beds
for migration condition B are the same for all years after the first year of plant operation.

*Outside of Oak Ridge.

**Less than one-half.

114

114

'0.
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2.4 PUBLIC SAFETY

Public safety needs are concerned with possible expansion of law enforce-

ment and fire protection services to maintain existing levels of those

services during the peak population influx. Given the incremental nature

and moderate size of the population influx in relation to the area's

population, there should be no need for expansion of those services. As

indicated in Table 2.4-1, the current ratios of law enforcement officers

per 1,000 residents for the area jurisdictions would experience insignifi-

cant changes if any as a result of either population influx scenario.

Thus, the current levels of service would be maintained. No expansion

of fire protection services should be necessary to maintain existing

levels of services either as a result of the small project-related peak

year population increase distributed throughout the study area where

it is estimated that the population exceeds 200,000 people.
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TABLE 2.4-1

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS/1,000 POPULATION

Location

Anderson County
Clinton
Oak Ridge

Knox County
Knoxville

Loudon County
Lenoir City

Roane County
Kingston
Rockwood
Harriman

Current
(1981)

.62
2.29
1.53

Migration
Condition A*

.62
2.25
1.49

*Migration
Condition B*

.62
2.23
1.48

.53
1.68

.58
1.66

.50
1.60
2.26
1.57

.53
1.68

.57
1.61

.49
1.52
2.23
1.56

.53
1.68

.57
1.59

.49
1.48
2.22
1.53

10

*These ratios were determined by applying the sum of the estimated peak
population influx and existing population to the current number of officers.
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2.5 WATER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS

The water supply requirements for the area are estimated for urban and

rural places by applying an. urban. utilization rate of 133 gallons-per-day

(gpd) per person and a rural rate of 92.5 for the Knoxville-SMSA.*

These requirements for a typical year of plant operation are reported for

condition A. in Table 2.5-1 and for condition B in Table 2.5-2.

Condition A requirements for the peak year of construction total about

350 thousand gpd and about 36 thousand gpd for a typical year of plant

operation (Table 2.5-1). The geographic distribution of this need is

congruent with that of the project-related population. Requirements for

condition B reach about 550 thousand gpd at peak construction and about

36 thousand gpd for each year during plant operation for migration

condition B (Table 2.5-2). 10

At the present time, most of the utility districts within the study area

have considerable excess water treatment capacities. In addition, many

water utility districts have plans to increase their treatment capacities

within the next few years. Refer to section 8.1.3.3.1 and Table 8.1-16

for information on water system treatment capacities, daily consumption

rates, and facility expansion plans. With the large excess capacities

now available and the plans for increasing capacities in the near future,

there seems to be an adequate water supply to accommodate projcct-related

demand.

*Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area including Anderson, Blount, and Knox
Counties.
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TABLE 2.5-1

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED REQUIREMENTS FOR WATER SUPPLY FOR MIGRATION CONDITION A

Peak Year of Plant Construction+
Water

(1,000 gpd)

Typical Year of Plant Operation++
Water

Population (1,000 gpd)Place Population

Anderson County*

Urban
Rural

Oak Ridge

Urban
0

' Roane County

Urban
Rural

80
80

10.7
7.4

10
10

1.4
0.9

480 63.8 50 - 6.7

400
400

53.2
37.0

40
40

5.3
3.7

"10

Knox County

Urban
Rural

Loudon County

Urban
Rural

Area

160
1,290

21.3
119.5

15
125

2.0
11 .5

160
160

21.3
14.8

349.0

15
15

320

2.0
2.0

35.53,210

+Peak year of plant construction projected to occur in 1987.
++Plant operation projected to begin in 1990. CRBRP project-related requirements for water supply

for migration condition A are the same for all years after the first year of plant operation.
*Outside of Oak Ridge

114'< r
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TABLE 2.5-2

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED REQUIREMENTS FOR WATER SUPPLY FOR MIGRATION CONDITION B

Peak Year of Plant Construction+
Water

(1,000 gpd)

Typical Year of Plant Operation++
Water

Population (1,000 gpd)

0

Place

Anderson County*

Urban
Rural

Oak Ridge

Urban

Roane County

Urban
Rural

Knox County

Urban
Rural

Loudon County

125
125

16.6
11.6

10
10

1.4
0.9

760 101.0 50 6.7

Population

10
630
630

84.2
58.3

40
40

5.3
3.7

250
2,020

33.3
187.0

15
125

2.0
11.5

Urban
Rural

250
.250

33.2
23.1

548.3

15
15

320

2.0
2.0

35.5Area 5,040

+Peak year of plant construction projected to occur in 1987.
++Plant operation projected to begin in 1990. CRBRP project-related requirements for water supply

for migration condition B are the same for all years after the first year of plant operation..
*Outside of Oak Ridge

1.4
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2.6 WASTE DISPOSAL REQUIREMENTS

Waste disposal requirements include wastewater collection and treatment

and solid waste collection and disposal. Estimates of wastewater and

solid waste generated by the project-related populations in the area for

migration conditions A and B are reported in this section. Waste-water

generation is based upon a rate of 100 gpd per person and solid waste

generation upon a rate of four pounds-per-day (ppd) per person.*

Forecasts for wastewater generation for the peak year of plant construc-

tion and a typical year of plant operation are reported for condition A

in Table 2.6-1 and for condition B in Table 2.6-2. At peak construc-

tion, about 320 thousand gpd of wastewater is generated in the area

for condition A (Table 2.6-1) and about 500 thousand gpd for condi-

tion B (Table 2.6-2). During plant operation, the corresponding 10

figure is 32 gpd.

All of the wastewater utility districts in the study area have excess

capacities. More over, Oak Ridge, Kingston, and Harriman plan increases

for their wastewater treatment facilities between 1980 and 1985. Oak Ridge

presently has under construction a new 12 mgd plant that should be

completed by 1983 to provide tertiary treatment. Kingston and Harriman

are both planning new plants that would give them secondary treatment

capabilities. All of the utility systems that are not proposing increases

have excess capacities. Refer to section 8.1.3.3.2 and Table 8.1-17 for

information on wastewater system treatment capacity, average daily flow,

and facility expansion plans.

*These rates apply to the Knoxville SMSA.
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The wastewater utilities have enough excess capacities to accommodate

additional growth. Problems may arise, however, in the collection service.

Most of the wastewater service systems are associated with municipalities,

while most of the rural areas must rely on septic tanks and disposal fields.

However,, much of the soil in these counties is not suitable for these sub-

surface systems. Therefore, because of the distribution of the peak year

project-related population throughout the four-county area, it seems

unlikely that areas unsuited for septic tank use would experience large

numbers of inmovers to the point where collection disposal systems

would be required.

Forecasts for solid waste generation for both the peak year of plant

construction and a typical year of plant operation area reported for

condition A in Table 2.6-3 and for condition B in Table 2.6-4. For

both conditions A and B the amount of solid waste generated is

approximately 1,300 ppd during plant operation. The amount varies

between about 13.,000 and 20,000 ppd at peak construction for con.-

ditions A and B, respectively. The projected amounts are insignificant

in relation to the current. amount of waste handled per day in thefour 10

counties (about 525 tons). 113

During peak construction. there should be about 17,000 pp.d of solid waste

generated at the construction site. This waste will be hauled away by a

private contractor, to be selected later, for disposal. The total amount is 13

insignificant in relation to the current amount of Waste handled per day in

the four counties. Since the disposal location is unkown, it is not possible

to determine. if an impact would occur at one of the area landfills.
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TABLE 2.6-1

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED REQUIREMENTS FOR WASTEWATER DISPOSAL FOR MIGRATION CONDITION A

Peak Year of Plant Construction+
Wastewater

Population (1,000 gpd)

Typical Year of Plant Operation++
Wastewater

Population (1,000 gpd)Place

Anderson County*

Oak Ridge

Roane County

Knox County

Loudon County

Area

160

480

800

1,450

320

3,210

16.0

48.0

80.0

145.0

32.0

321.0

20

50

80

140

30

320

2.0

5.0

8.0

14.0IJ-

3.0

32.0

10

I14
114

+Peak year of plant construction projected to occur, in 1987.
++Plant operation projected to begin in 1990. CRBRP project-related requirements

for wastewater disposal for migration condition A are the same for all years
after the first year of plant operation.

*Outside of Oak Ridge
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TABLE 2.6-2

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED REQUIREMENTS FOR WASTEWATER DISPOSAL FOR MIGRATION CONDITION B

Peak Year of Plant Construction+
Wastewater
(1,000 gpd),

Typical Year of Plant Operation++
Wastewater

Population (1,000 gpd)Place

Anderson County'•

Oak Ridge

Roane County

Knox County

Loudon County

Area

Population

250

760

1,260

2,270

500

5,040

25,.0

76.0

126.0

227.0

50.0

504.0

20

50

80

140

30

320

2.0

5.0

8.0

!1 14.0

3.0

32.0

+Peak year-of plant construction projected to occur in 1987.
++Plant operation projected to begin in 1990. CRBRP project-related requirements

for wastewater disposal for migration condition B are the same for all years
after the first year of plant operation.

*Outside of Oak Ridge

10
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TABLE 2.6-3

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED REQUIREMENTS FOR SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL FOR MIGRATION CONDITION A

Peak Year of Plant Construction+
Solid Waste
(100 lbs/day)

Typical Year of Plant Operation++
Solid Waste
(100 lbs/dayPlace

Anderson County*

Oak Ridge

Roane County

Knox County

Loudon County

Area

Population Population

160

480

800

1,450

320

3,210

6.4

19.2

32.0

57.6

12.8

128.0

20

50

80

140

30

320

0.8

2.0

3.2

5.6

1.2

0
'ji4!

&,.

12.8

10

.114
114

+Peak year of plant construction projected to occur in 1987.
++Plant operation projected to begin in 1990. CRBRP project-related requirements

for solid waste disposal for migration co'dition A are the same for all years
after the first year of plant operation.

*Outside of Oak Ridge
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TABLE 2.6-4

CRBRP PROJECT RELATED REQUIREMENTS FOR SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL FOR MIGRATION CONDITION B

Peak-Year of Plant Construction+
Solid Waste
(100 lbs/day)

Typical Year of Plant Operation++
Solid Waste

Population (100 lbs/day-Place

Anderson County*

Oak Ridge

Roane County

Knox County

Loudon County

Area

Population

250

760

1,260

2,270

500

5,040

10.0

30.4

50.4

90.8

20.0

201.6

20

50

80

140

30

320

0.8

2.0

3.2

5.6

1.2

12.8

4-a%•

+Peak year of plant construction projected to occur in 1987.
++Plant operation projected to *begin in 1990. CRBRP project-related requirements
.for solid waste disposal for migration condition B are the same for all years
after the first year of plant operation.

*Outside of Oak Ridge

10

114
114
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2.7 COIVMMUTER TRAFFIC

Table 2.7-1 provides a perspective as to the day shift commuter

traffic effects on the five key state highway segments in the study 13

area. anticipated to be significantly impacted by the CRBRP commuter

traffic for both migration conditions A and B. The existing levels

of service for the hour in which the CRBRP commuter traffic will be

added to existing traffic volumes are either B or C except for State

Route 95 (SR 95) between 1-40 and Bear Creek Road which cur-
rently has a D level of service. (Refer to the Highway Capacity

Manual, Highway Research Board Special Report 87, pages 80-81

published in 1965 for complete definitions of the different traffic

levels of service.)

The levels of service for each significantly impacted* state highway

segment will be the same for both migration conditions during the

peak year of construction. Movers are anticipated to relocate in

areas outside the impacted highway network surrounding the plant

site and travel the same impacted highway segments that they

would were they not to relocate. Therefore, the number of

commuters traveling the. significantly impacted highway segments.

will remain essentially the same regardless of the percent of

movers.

During the peak year of construction for both migration conditions,

commuters will experience a level of service of D or better on all

segments near the Site except for SR 95 between 1-40 and Bear

Creek Road where the level of service is anticipated to be level E. 10
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Level of service D represents a condition in which tolerable operating

speeds can be maintained, though this may be considerably affected

by fluctuations in traffic volume which may in turn cause substan-

tial drops in operating speeds. Level of service E represents a

condition of lower operating, speeds than in level D with traffic

volumes at or near the capacity of the highway. Throughout the

construction *period, commuters traveling along SR 95 between 1-40 13

and Bear Creek Road will experience unstable flow with stoppages

of momentary duration being possible during the daily project peak

commuting hours.

CRBRP commuter traffic impacts during the plant operation .period

are anticipated to be minimal. During the peak commuting hour of 13
a typical year of plant. operation, the levels of service experienced

by commuters for the five key highway segments near the Site is

anticipated to be identical to the levels of service that would exist

for the same hour without the CRBRP traffic included (refer to

Table 2.7-1). During a typical year of plant operation, less than

6 percent of the commuting peak hour traffic volumes on the impacted

state highway segments. are estimated to be CRBRP project-related.
10
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TABLE 2.7-1

CRBRP COMMUTER TRAFFIC IMPACTS ON KEY HIGIIGWY SEGMENTS FOR MIGRATION
-CONDITIONS A AND B

Highway Segment

I. State Route 58 between 1-40 and
Bear Creek Road (CRBRP Access Road)

2. State Route 58 Between Bear Creek
Road (CRBRP Access Road) and ORGDP

3. State Route 58 Between ORGDP and
Intersection State Route 95

4. State Route 95 from Intersection
State Route 58 to Beginning of
4-Lane in Oak Ridge

5. State Route 95 Between 1-40 and
Bear Creek Road (CRBRP Access Road)

Existing++
Peak Hour

Level of Service

D

++ Projected Level of
Existing Level off Service for Hour

Service for Hour Which CRBRP Commuter
Which CRBRP Commuter Traffic Contributes

Traffic Contributes for Migration Condition A

C II

4 1 F
Projected L~evel of

Projected Level of Service for liour
Service for Hour Which CRRRP Commuter

Which CRBRP Cosmuter Traffic Contributes
Traffic Contributes Duritg a Typical Year

for Mgration Condition B of Plant Operation (1994)

D E

D FD

D

E

B

C

0

1)

C

D

E

C

D

D

F

E E F

++Peak year of construction expected to occur in 1987. Plant operation expected to begin in 1990..
Based on Tennessee.Department of Transportation hourly traffic counts for 1978-1981.
Projected service levels are the same with or without the CRBRP traffic. Operation workforce is expected to commute to and from the plant
durilng the existing peak hour.

Note: Assumptions used in evaluating the traffic situation include.

1. No sponsored van and bus program.

2. Commuter vehicle occupancy = 2.0 for migration conditions A and B and 1.5 for CRBRP operation workforce conmuters.

3. No truck deliveries to construction site during shift commuting hours.

4. CRBRP construction work shift hours will be staggered such that CRBRP commuting traffic will not coincide with the existing non-CRBRP
related peak hour traffic.

5. Intersections SR95 and SR58, SR58 and Bear Creek Road, and SR95 and Bear Creek Road to be upgraded prior to significant construction
employment buildup.

6.. Annual increase in non-CRBRP related traffic volumes = 2 percent

7. Operation workforce day shift equals 200 employees.

B. Peak. year of construction = 1987.
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3.0 ANALYSIS OF EXPENDITURES AND REVENUES

3.1 OVERVIEW

Project-related revenues to local governments can be derived from five

basic sources:

1. Financial assistance payments by DOE pursuant to the Atomic

Energy Community Act of 1955, as amended (42 U.S.C. Sec. 2301,

et seq.)

2. In lieu of tax payments by TVA pursuant to the Tennessee

Valley Authority Act of 1933 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 831, et seg.)

at such time as TVA may pay for and take permanent custody

of the CRBRP and thereafter own and operate it as part of

its power system. Such a transfer from DOE to TVA is not

anticipated before 1995 at the earliest.

10

3. Sales or use taxes on materials, supplies and equipment

acquired for use in co astructing the plant, but which do

not become a component of the plant itself or of the related

distribution system;

4. Federal school impact aid from P.L. 81-874. Appropriations

for FY 1982 are currently under Congressional revew, and

the future of such payments is in question;

5. Direct and indirect taxes on or resulting from additional wages

and salaries, business activities and private property values

attributable to employment and expenditures related to

construction and operation of the pla".mt
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The revenues from types one through four outlined above cannot be

estimated at this, time. However, estimates of selected tax beniefits

of type five for each of the local government jurisdictions in the

impact area are summarized in this chapter. It should be emphasized

that these data do not represent an exhaustive list of revenues and

should not, therefore, be considered a prediction of total fiscal impact.

They do, however, provide insight into the relative magnitude of the
CRBRP Project's influence on the local fiscal situation by emphasizing

selected major revenues.

Chapter 9 of the Atomic Energy Community Act of 1955 authorizes DOE

to make annual assistance payments of just and reasonable sums to

Roane County, Anderson County, and the City of Oak Ridge, Tennessee,

as payments for "special burdens" cast upon the three governments by

DOE's activities there. The "special burdens" are the result of the

Government's large tax-exempt land holdings which deprive the local 10
governments of tax revenue needed to maintain an adequate level of

iaunicipal and county services. Currently, the amount of annual pay-

mxents by DOE to the three localities is derived from a formula containing
two variables: the number of DOE-related resident workers and changes

in the Consumer Price Index. Employee figures for CRBRP are included
in the total "resident workers" factor of the current financial assistance
formula. Before September 30, 1984, DOE wiU determine whether the

three governmental entities have become financially self-sufficient so
that the DOE assistance payments may cease or whether continuation of
payments after September 30, 1984, is necessary.

TVA makes payments to States and counties served by TVA in-lieu-
of-taxes on its power properties and operations as provided for by

Section 13 of the TVA Act. The majority of these payments are based

on a certain portion of revenues from the sale of power and go to each

State. Most of the States, including Tennessee, redistribute portions
of this revenue to local units of government. The smaller part of
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these in-lieu-of-tax payments are those which TVA pay directly to

counties based on the former taxes paid on properties acquired for

the power program. Given the lengthy time span until the anticipated

TVA takeover of the CRBRP, the uncertainty of the magnitude of TVA

power revenues at that time, and the current tax-exempt status

(federally owned) of the Site, no attempt was made to estimate potential

in-lieu-of-tax payments by TVA.

Materials, supplies and equipment which become part of the plant itself

or of the related distribution system are not subject to sales or use

taxes. However, those materials, supplies and equipment which are pur-

chased by -contractors for use in constructing the plant are subject to

sales and use tax. Since it is very difficult to separate what the

various contractors may be acquiring into these two categories, this

revenue source was also not included in this analysis.
10

The federal school impact aid from P.L. 81-874 was also not included in

this analysis. This aid is allocated to school systems on a per student

basis for pupils whose parents work on federal property. However, the

future of these funds is somewhat uncertain since they depend upon

legal implications related to congressional funding. Nonetheless, since

the school children of all direct project related employment will qualify

to whatever extent P.L. 81-874 funds continue, the school districts will

receive a project related per student revenue.

It should be noted that the preceding four project-related revenue

sources were not included in the interest of conservatively approaching

the fiscal analysis and avoiding any "pre-counting" of revenue sources.

However, this approach is not meant in any way to suggest that these

revenue sources will not be available to the jurisdictions in the impact

area.
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The analysis in this section focuses on revenues selected from the fifth

category, specifically property tax revenues, state educational funds,

sales tax revenues and miscellaneous revenues such as beer and liquor

tax, fines, fees, and charges. On the expenditure side, the analysis

focuses on those local government expenditures which would be required

to meet the incremental needs identified in the needs analysis in

Section 2.0.

These expenditures and revenues were analyzed for each of .10 jurisdic-

tions. Data applicable to costs and revenues for each jurisdiction were

drawn from fiscal 1981 financial statements of each local jurisdiction.

This analysis is limited solely to examining the impact of the additional

socioeconomic needs of the local communities resulting from inmoving

construction workers and dependents during the peak employment period

of CRBRP construction. It is not applicable to existing DOE facilities in

the area nor is it intended to provide a complete picture of the future 10

fiscal situation of each of the local jurisdictions. Rather it is only

intended to provide some perspective on the degree to which the CRBRP

Project will influence the local fiscal situation in order to identify any

potential major adverse fiscal impacts.

3.2 METHODOLOGY

The methodology used in this analysis estimates project-related revenues

selected from the fifth category of local revenues (section 3.1) and com-

pares those revenues to additional expenditures that may be required to

maintain existing service levels during the peak employment period for

both the 26% and 40% mover rate scenarios. Potential revenues resulting

from the projected peak population influx were estimated for each jurisdic-

tion, except Knoxville, expected to receive inmovers. Knoxville was not

included in the fiscal analysis because potential revenue from the small

influx estimated during peak project employment is insignificant relative

to the total revenues and expenditures of Knoxville. The basic assumptions,

projected revenues, and pertinent costs are shown in Tables 3.1 through

Tables 3.13.
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Several factors are basic to understanding the methodology utilized in

this analysis. The property tax base does not immediately realize prop-

erty tax revenues due to- a period of "assessment lag," the time required

to get an addition to the property tax base on the property tax rolls and

paying taxes. In all cases, this was assumed to be one year. Thus,

although Tables 3.3 through 3.12 indicate projected revenue resulting

from peak employment, that revenue would not actually be received until

the year after peak. Given the small amount of projected expenditures,

the substantial amounts of revenues, and the insignificant change in the

the rates of growth for all communities, this lag. should not create

problems for communities.

The needs analysis presented in Section 2.0 indicated no need for

additional facilities requiring capital expenditures for any of the needs

categories - law enforcement, fire, water, wastewater, solid waste, 10

education, health, and recreation. Therefore; expenditures from debt

service funds were eliminated from consideration. (as was revenue to debt

service funds). It should be noted that the omission of debt service

revenues provides further conservatism to the analysis since project

related property owners will pay debt service property taxes in the

jurisdictior. where they exist. These revenues were excluded from

the analysis because they cannot generally be used to offset increased

jurisdictional operating expenses due to the project.

Road and highway funds were also eliminated since any additional'con-

struction and maintenance of the existing major commuting routes is

primarily paid for through state aid allocations.

Any additional operating expenditures for water and wastewater would

be met by additional user fees resulting in no net impact. Therefore,

they were excluded from consideration in this analysis.
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The primary funds remaining for consideration in each jurisdictional

budget were the General and School Funds (where applicable). The

portion of the residential property tax base related to the peak number

of inmovers in each jurisdiction is calculated by applying an estimate of

property value per unit to each of the single family, mobile home and

apartment units estimated in the needs analysis in Section 2.0 to be

occupied by inmovers at peak employment. The residential assessment

level is then applied to the sum of the residential market value of two

of the housing types (single family units and mobile homes) while the

commercial assessment level is applied to the market value of the apart-

ments in the jurisdiction to obtain the total project-related assessed

value. The current property tax rates (1981) for the jurisdiction's

general fund are then applied to yield property tax revenues, from

project-related residential units assuming current tax rates.

Each County also levies a property tax for school purposes. The tax

rate is applied to the peak inmover related assessed value in the County. 10

It is then distributed to the individual school systems in the County on

the basis of each system's share of the total average daily attendance

(A.D.A.) in the County. The share of this property tax for each

system in 1981 is applied under the assumption that the local share will

not change radically over the impact period. In addition, a few muni-

cipalities levy a property tax for schools.

Current state foundation and equalization fund revenues are divided by

current A.D.A. to obtain a per A.D.A. estimate. The resulting figure

is applied to the peak project-related pupil influx in each school system

to obtain an estimate of revenue to the jurisdiction. This process assumes

that the variables in the aid formula remain relatively the same* for each

school system in the future.
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Other major revenues to the general and school funds such as sales taxes

and beer and alcoholic beverage taxes, and fines, fees, and charges were

selected from the current financial documents and divided by the current

population to obtain a per capita revenue estimate. The resulting figures

are applied to the peak population influx in the jurisdiction to obtain a

revenue estimate.

It should be noted that several. sources of state and federal funds were

excluded to provide conservatism to the analysis. Specifically, excluded

were revenues from:

vocational education funds

textbook funds

sick leave *funds

adult education funds

other special. designated school aid

federal food funds
10

federal aid for disadvantaged students

Several local sources of general fund and school fund revenues were also

not included to provide some conservatism in the analysis. Excluded were

revenues from:

licenses and permits

parking meters

use of property and money

gross receipts and business tax

Expenditures are calculated only for education-related needs since it is

the only area of local government service that should need expansion to

meet demands of the peak population influx. The average current
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expenditure per teacher is assigned to the projected number of teachers

required to meet the demand during peak population influx to determine

additional expenditures. These expenditures are then compared to the

projected school revenues to determine the revenue/expenditure balance

as shown in Table 3.13. There were no necessary capital improvements

identified for the impact area. As indicated in Table 3.13, the projected

revenue increases resulting; from the peak population influx are sufficient

to accommodate the projected increased expenditures needed for additional

teachers in each jurisdiction during the peak population influx.

3.3 RESULTS

The results of the analysis of expenditures and revenues resulting from

the CRBRP Project are summarized in Tables 3.1 through 3.13. All

figures are in 1981 dollars. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show the basic assump-

tions used in projecting revenues. Tables 3.3 through 3.12 show pro- 10

jected revenues resulting from the peak population influx for both in-

mover rates. Table 3.13 compares the projected education revenues to

the projected expenditures required to meet the demand for additional

teachers during the peak population influx. This analysis indicates

that construction of the CRBRP should have a positive fiscal impact
on local governments in the four-county impact area. Although no

expansion of local government services, except education, should be

necessary, some expansion may be possible because of the increases

in general fund revenues. In addition, there should be a *sufficient

amount of education revenue generated to accommodate the increased

demand for teachers.
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ASSUMPTIONS USED IN PROPERTY TAX

REVENUE PROJECTIONS*

Inmover-Related
Taxable Assessed Valuer*Location

Clinton

General Fund
Tax Rate

2.35.

School Fund
Tax Rate*--

NA

Oak Ridge

Lenoir City

Kingston

Rockwood

Harriman

Anderson Co.

Knox Co.

Loudon Co.

Roane Co.

$ 300,800

$3,158,000

$ 456,000

$1,128,500

$ 250,700

$ 271,600

$3,682,800

$8,218,000

$ 996,700

$2,798,150

3.06

2.75

1.75

2.72

1.53

NA

.15

NA

NA

1.41

1.88

1.20

1.54

1.25

4.89

1.43

4.40

1.02

10

NA =Not Applicable

*All tax rates are from FY 1981

**Derived from estimates of values for single-family homes, mobile homes,
and apartments for each location according to the anticipated housing
characteristics for inmovers during peak year of construction employment.

Sources of housing values include:

(1) East Tennessee Development District Data on Value of Additions to
Housing Stock, 1979;

(2) East Tennessee Development District Data from Courthouse records on
Value of New and Existing Housing Units, 1979;

(3) Information provided by area realtors.

County estimates include housing projected to be within city boundaries.
All estimates are in 1981 dollars.

***County revenue generated by this tax rate is distributed among school
systems in the county according to average daily attendance.
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ASSUMPTIONS REGARDING NON-PROPERTY TAX

REVENUE PROJECTIONS*

Amend. X
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Location

Clinton

Oak Ridge

Lenoir City

Kingston

Rockwood

.Harriman

Sales
Tax

$72.52

36.40

22.20

39.20

45.90

31.00

Per Capita Revenue
Beer & Alcoholic F:

Beverage Tax C]

$7.00

2.00

.50

9.60

8.60

5.40

ines, Fees,

harges, etc.

$ 5.80'

5.00

15.50

1.00

15.10

3.00

Per Pupil Revenue
State Foundation and
Equalization Funds

$585..00

629.00

498.00

NA

NA

624.00

10

Anderson Co.

Knox Co.

Loudon Co.

Roane Co.

NA

28.00

15.80

22.00

1.00

.90

1.00

1.20

7.20

4.90

13.90

11.40

614.00

834.00

610.00

612.00

NA - Not Applicable
*Based on FY 1981 Budgets for each jurisdiction
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.TABLE 3.3

SELECTED REVENUES FOR ANDERSON COUNTY

FROM PEAK POPULATION INFLUX

Migration
Condition A

Migration
Condition B

General Fund Revenues

.Property Tax
Sales Tax
Beer and Alcoholic

Beverage Tax
Fines, Fees, Charges

TOTAL

School Fund Revenues

Property Tax
Sales Tax
State Funds

TOTAL

43,000
NA
80

600

$43,700

69,300
NA

100

900

$70,300

10

63,700
NA

9,200

$72,900

102,800
NA

15,400

$118,200

NA = Not Applicable
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TABLE 3.4

SELECTED REVENUES FOR CLINTON

FROM PEAK POPULATION INFLUX

Migration
Condition A

Migration
Condition B

General Fund Revenues

Property. Tax
Sales Tax
Beer and Alcoholic

Beverage Tax
Fines, Fees, Charges

TOTAL

School Fund Revenues

4,400
5,.800

600

500

$11,300

7,100
9,100

900

700

$17,800

10

Property Tax
Sales Tax
State Funds

TOTAL

NA = 'Nt Applicable

10,000
NA

8,800

$18,800

16,200
NA

14,600

$30,800
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TABLE 3.5

SELECTED REVENUES FOR OAK RIDGE

FROM PEAK POPULATION INFLUX

Migration Migration
Condition A Condition B

General Fund Revenues.

Property Tax' 59,900 96,600
Sales Tax 17,500 27,600
Beer and Alcoholic. 1,000 .1,500 10

Beverage Tax
Fines, Fees, Charges 2,400 .3,800

TOTAL $80,800 $129,500

School Fund Revenues

Property Tax 38,000 61,300
Sales Tax 900 1,500
State Funds 62,900 94,400

TOTAL $101,800 $157,200
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TABLE 3.6 Dec. 1981

SELECTED REVENUES FOR KNOX COUNTY

FROM PEAK POPULATION INFLUX

Migration Migration

Condition A Condition B

General Fund Revenues

Property Tax 61,100 98,600
Sales Tax NA NA
Beer and Alcoholic 1,200 1,.800

Beverage Tax 10
Fines, Fees, Charges 6,300 9,900

TOTAL $68,600 $110,300

School Fund Revenues

Property Tax 36,500 58,800
Sales Tax 36,100 56,600
State Funds 200,200 316,900

TOTAL $272,800 $432,300

NA = Not Applicable
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TABLE 3.7

SELECTED REVENUES FOR LOUDON COUNTY

FROM PEAK POPULATION INFLUX

Migration
Condition A

Migration
Condition B

General Fund Revenues

Property Tax
Sales Tax
Beer and Alcoholic

Beverage Tax

Fines, Fees, Charges

TOTAL

School Fund Revenues

Property Tax
Sales Tax
State Funds

TOTAL

9,500
NA

200

2,200

15,300
NA

300

3,500

$19,100

10

$11,900

17,900
2,500

24,400

$44,800

28,900
4,000

36,600

$69,500

NA = Not Applicable
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TABLE 3.8

SELECTED REVENUES FOR LENOIR CITY

FRQM.pEAK POPULATION INFLUX

Migration Migration
Condition A Condition B

General Fund Revenues

Property Tax 7,800 .12,500
Sales Tax 3,600 5,500
Beer and Alcoholic 80 100

Beverage Tax
Fines, Fees, Charges 2,500 3,900

TOTAL $14,000 $22,000 10

School Fund Revenues

Property Tax 9,700 15,600
Sales Tax 1,200 1,900
State Funds 10,000 19,900

TOTAL $20,900 $37,400
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TABLE 3.9

SELECTED REVENUES FOR ROANE COUNTY

:FROM PEAK POPULATION INFLUX

Migration Migration
Condition A Condition B

General Fund Revenues

Property Tax .21,700 35,000
Sales Tax NA NA
Beer and Alcoholic 500 700

Beverage Tax
Fines, Fees, Charges 4,600 7,200

TOTAL $26,800 $42,900
10

School Fund Revenues

Property Tax 13,300 21,400
Sales Tax 8,800 13,900
State Funds 79,600 122,400

TOTAL $101,700 $157,700

NA = Not Applicable
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TABLE 3.10De.18

SELECTED REVENUES FOR KINGSTON

FROM PE4T• POPULATION INFLUJX

Migration Migration
Condition A Condition B

General Fund Revenues

Property Tax 12,200 19,700
Sales Tax 9,400 14,900
Beer and Alcoholic 2,300 3,600

Beverage Tax
Fines, Fees, Charges 200 300 10

TOTAL $2 41t~ 00 $38,500

School Fund Revenues

Property Tax NA NA
Sales Tax NA NA
State Funds NA NA

TOTAL

NA Not Applicable
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TABLE 3.11

SELECTED REVENUES FOR ROCKWOOD

FROM PEAK POPULATION INFLUX

Migration Migration
Condition A Condition B

General Fund Revenues

Property Tax 4,200 6,800
Sales Tax 3,700 5,700
Beer and Alcoholic 700 1,100

Beverage Tax
Fines, Fees, Charges 1,200 1,900 10

TOTAL $9,800 $15,500

School Fund Revenues

Property Tax NA NA
Sales Tax NA NA
State Funds NA NA

TOTAL

NA= Not Applicable
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SELECTED REVENUES FOR HARRIMAN

FROM PEAK POPULATION INFLUX

Migration
Condition A

Migration
Condition B

General Fund Revenues

Property Tax
Sales Tax
Beer and Alcoholic

Beverage Tax
Fines, Fees, Charges.

TOTAL

School Fund Revenues

2,500
2,500

400

200

$5,600

4,100
6,900

600

400

$12,000

10

Property Tax
Sales Tax
State Funds

TOTAL

6,800
4,300

18,700

$29,800

10,900
6,800

31,200

$48,900
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TABLE 3.13

Expenditures and Revenues for Education
Related to Peak Population Influx

(hundreds of dollars),

Migration Condition A Migration Condition B

I

School
System

Clinton

Oak Ridge

Harriman

Lenoir City

Anderson Co.

Knox Co.

Loudon Co.,

Roane Co.

Cost/teacher*

18,500

19,900

14,000

16,000

12,200

16,600

14,900

13,600

Number of
Teachers needed**

0

2

Peak
Cos

39,81

Year Peak Year
st Revenues

0 18,800

00 101,800

0 29,800

0 20,900

0 72,900

00 272,800

00 44,800

00 101,700

.Peak Year
Revenue-Cost Number of

Balance Teachers needed**

18,800 1.

62,000 4

29,800 .2

20,900 1

72,900 0

140,000 12

29,900 2

47,300 5

Peak Year
Cost

18,500

79,600

.28,000

16,000

0

199,200

29,800

68,000

Peak Year
Revenues

30,800

157,200

48,900

37,400

118,200

432,300

69,500

157,700

Peak Year
Revenue-Cost

Balance

12,300

77,600

20,900

21,400

118,200

233,100

39,700

89,700

10

132,81

14,9C

54,414

*Based on FY 1981 financial documents.
*"Based on needs analysis in Chapter 2.

Note: All figures are in 1981 dollars
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Section 9.0 of the Environmental Report, which presents a detailed analysis

of alternative sites, showed that the Clinch River Site is the preferred al-

ternative site for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant. The Environmental Report

Section 9.0 analysis focuses upon evaluation of alternative sites within the

TVA service area. In connection with the CRBRP licensing hearings it has

been contended that:

Alternative sites with more favorable environmental and safety

features are not analyzed and the analysis *is defective since:

1. Sites with more favorable environmental and safety charac-

teristics were not identified and sufficient weight was not

given to those values in selecting the site.

2. The site selection criteria unduly restricted the range of

alternatives. The analysis of alternatives should not be

restricted to either the TVA system or the State of Tennessee.

The analysis must encompass all land owned by TVA, including

land outside its system, and all land owned by ERDA (and the

AEC before it).

3. Alternative sites which need to be explored include Hanford

Reservation, NRTS Idaho Reservation, Nevada Test Site, co-

location with the LMFBR fuel reprocessing plant (e.g., the

hot pilot plant) and an LMFBR fuel fabricating plant and under-

ground sites.

Ruling on the acceptability of this contention in the CRBRP hearings, the

NRC Commissioners have stated:

Alternative sites outside the Tennessee Valley Authority service area

are also relevant to this proceeding. In considering alternatives,

including non-TVA siting alternatives, in the present proceeding, the

following general principle should be observed: consideration of

alternatives need go no further than to establish whether or not

substantially better alternatives are, likely to be available.
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.In a letter dated October 15, 1976 from B. J. Youngblood, Chief, Environmental

Projects Branch 2, NRC, to L. W. Caffey, CRBRP Project Director, NRC

requested the CRBRP Project to supply the necessary analysis in response

to the above contention in light of the NRC Commissioners ruling. The

required information is supplied in Section 2.0. of this Appendix D. The

consideration of ERDA-owned land as alternate sites for.the LMFBR.

Demonstration Plant is provided in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 contains

a discussion of TVA-owned sites outside the TVA service area. The concepts

of underground siting and co-location with an LMFBR fuel reprocessing or

fuel fabrication plant are examined in Section 2.3. It is concluded from

this examination and analysis that none of these concepts, ERDA land, or

TVA owned land outside its service area would offer a satisfactory alter-

native for carrying out.the objectives of the LMFBR Demonstration Plant

Program.

Two additional points should be stressed by way of introduction to the supple-

mental information and conclusions contained in Section 2.0. The first

point is that the Clinch River Site is a wholly adequate site for construc-

tion of the CRBRP. The environmental, and health and safety reviews of the

site and plant in the Project's Environmental Report and PSAR and in the

NRC staff's DES fully support this view. The CRBRP will be in full com-

pliance with all NRC regulations and requirements and the environmental

impact of the plant will be very minimal.

Second, it should be noted that the alternativesite analysis presented

in Section 9.0 of the ER proceeds within the context of the TVA service area

and that the definition of the TVA service area, as a reasonable and

appropriate framework for analysis was the necessary result of conditions

and objectives established by the AEC's longstanding LMFBR program. .The

LMFBR program has been the subject of extensive federal research and

developmental efforts since the late 1950's. As a result of these efforts,

Congress authorized the commencement of the Project Definition Phase of the

LMFBR program as part of the fourth round of the Atomic Energy Commission's

cooperative power reactor demonstration program in 1969. Pursuant to this
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authorization, three different conceptualdesign proposals for large-

scale demonstration liquid metal fast breeder reactors were developed

and submitted to the AEC by three separate reactor manufacturer/utility

teams: These efforts resulted in establishing a firm understanding and

definition of the technical and economic characteristics which would be
desirable in connection with the first demonstration plant. Upon comple-

tion of the Project Definition Phase, Congress then authorized the AEC to

negotiate a definitive cooperative AEC/utility arrangement for the design,

construction and operation of the nation's first large-scale demonstration

LMFBR. In accordance with this statutory authorization to negotiate.a

definitive arrangement,.the AEC appointed a senior utility advisory

committee to develop the appropriate technical, managerial and financial

criteria and other ground rules for a cooperative AEC/utility LMFBR demon-

stration plant project.

Through the mechanism of the utility advisory committee, proposals for

definitive cooperative arrangementswere sought fromthe utility industry

and broad-based utility industry, financial support was solicited. In

response, three reasonably firm proposals were received from TVA/

Commonwealth Edison, the New England Electric System, and the Empire State

Atomic Development Association (ESADA). Upon review by the .utility advisory

committee, a series of recommendations emerged leading to further AEC

internal deliberations which culminated in the selection of the joint

TVA/Commonwealth Edison proposal as the basis for further negotiation of

definitive project arrangements and ultimate review by the Joint Committee

on Atomic Energy. While all proposals reflected siting options which

appeared to present no major difficulties, the TVA/Commonwealth Edison

proposal was viewed as presenting the most firm and definitive proposal

among the alternatives, offering the most siting flexibility, and estab-

lishing a reasonable definition of respective government/utility responsi-

bilities. The ESADA proposal did not include financial participation by

the lead utilities and offered a potential for insufficient resources to

effectuate a definitive arrangement, and the New England proposal was contingent

upon substantial changes in statutory authority regarding licensing, including
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elimination of operating license hearings, limitations upon intervention,

and provision of exclusive authority in the AEC to issue permits otherwise

issued by federal or state agencies. In addition, the New England proposal

was less than firm and limited government participation such that congress-

ional approval was subject to substantial uncertainty. When viewed against

the programmatic objective of operation of the demonstration plant as part

of the power generation facilities of a utility system, and against the

fact of ultimate congressional approval of the TVA/Commonwealth Edison

proposal as a basis for negotiation and a definitive arrangement, the

definition of the TVA service area in Section 9.0 of the ER as the frame-

work for analysis of alternative sites is appropriate and reasonable.
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2.0 CONSIDERATION OF ADDITIONAL ALTERNATIVE SITES AND CONCEPTS FOR THE

LMFBR DEMONSTRATION PLANT

This section provides the information requested by NRC in response to the

contention raised for the CRBRP hearings.
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2.1 CONSIDERATION OF ERDA LAND AS ALTERNATIVE SITES FOR THE LMFBR

DEMONSTRATION PLANT

To determine whether or not there is an ERDA site(s) outside the TVA system

which would be a better alternative for meeting the CRBRP Project objectives

than the present Clinch River Site, a review was made of all U. S. Government

real property presently in the custody of ERDA. A listing compiled by the

General Services Administration provided as of June 30, 1975, all United States

real property holdings under ERDA's authority. An initial screening of these

ERDA real property holdings eliminatedall but the 29 areas shown in Table
2.1-1. The basis for exclusion of all other land was the requirement for an

area of at least 300 acres. Calculation of the 300 acre requirement is made

by assuming the site must provide for a minimum exclusion area distance of

2000 feet*. The 2000-foot figure compares to the Clinch River Site's 2200-

foot minimum exclusion area distance and is consistent with the NRC.guidance

provided in Regulatory Guide 4.7, "General Site Suitability Criteria for

Nuclear Power Stations," where 0.4 mile (2112 feet) is used as generally

insuring that 10 CFR 100 guidelines can be met without placing special

conditions on station design. The largest site excluded was only 200 acres.

Discussions with cognizant ERDA personnel have confirmed that no additional

land has been added to ERDA's custody since June 30, 1975, that is large

enough to be considered.

Upon closer scrutiny of the 29 areas listed in Table 2.1-1, five areas,

Gateway Mining District, Slick Rock Mining District, Land Withdrawn No. 9

(Colorado), No. 10 (Utah), and No. 12 (New Mexico) were eliminated from

further consideration. For these five areas, it was found that only 37

patented mining claims in the Slick Rock Mining District are held by the

* Acreage requirement =r(Minimum exclusion area distance)2

iT(2000 ft) 2
43,560 ftZ = 288 acres

acre
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TABLE 2.1-1

ERDA AREAS TO BE FURTHER CONSIDERED IN CRBRP

ALTERNATIVE SITE ANALYSIS

Lawrence Livermore Lab (Two Areas)

Livermore, East Avenue (631.3 acres)

Site 300, Corral Hollow Road (6899.9 acres)

Project Bronco, Meeker (640 acres)

Project Rio Blanco, Meeker (360 acres)

Rocky Flats Plant (6497.2 acres)

Gateway Mining District (840 acres)

Slick Rock Mining District (3359.6 acres)

Land Withdrawn No. 9, Colorado (23,359.8 acres)

Idaho National Engineering Lab (572,307.4 acres)

Argonne National Laboratory - East (1704.6 acres)

Fermilab, Batavia (6800.0 acres)

Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (3423.2 acres)

Project Shoal, Fallon (2560.0 acres)

Nevada Test Site, Mercury (814,448.0 acres)

Central Nevada Test Area (2560.0 acres)

Sandia Laboratories-Albuquerque (7422.2 acres)

Gnome Project, Carlsbad (680 acres)

Land Withdrawn No. 12, New Mexico (1440 acres)

Project Gasbuggy (640.0 acres)

Los Alamos Scientific Lab (31,896.8 acres)

Brookhaven National Lab (5383.0 acres)

Knolls. Atomic Power Lab, Kesselring Site (3905.2 acres)

.Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant:(3706..6 acres)

Feeds Material Production Center, Fernald (1079.5 acres)

Savannah River Plant (192,323.3 acres)

Oak Ridge Reservation (36,993.7 acres)

Pantex Plant, Amarillo (10,177.1 acres)

Land Withdrawn No. 10, Utah (3095.1 acres)

Hanford Reservation, Richland (362,261.7 acres)
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Government in fee. While these lands total 690 acres, the mining claims

are scattered in such a fashion that no one parcel of them would approach

300 acres.

Further,all of these lands are currently under lease to private concerns

for uranium exploration and mining. The remaining, land *in the five areas

is classified as withdrawn land and ERDA has only the rights to those'

minerals which are subject to the 1872 Mining Law, as amended, together.

with such use of the surface as is required to exploit them. The Bureau

of Land Management is free to issue leases on these lands under the

Mineral Leasing acts, and also to control grazing rights and other surface

uses. Therefore, no site within these five areas is presently available

to ERDA for consideration as an alternate to the Clinch River Site for

the LMFBR Demonstration Plant.

The analysis for the remaining 24 areas was conducted in two steps. The

first step examined each site to determine (1) if a reason(s) existed which.

would preclude the siting of the LMFBR Demonstration, Plant or (2) if site

characteristics existed that would justify a conclusion that the site was

not better than the Clinch River Site. Based on the above examination, all

but the Hanford, Savannah River, and Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

areas were excluded from the analysis. The principal reasons employed to

exclude areas included: lack of available cooling water, interference with

ERDA's Division of Military Application weapons orogram, surrounding

population density, and the absence of available space or undesirability

of co-location with existing ERDA facilities., Section. 2.1.1 briefly describes

and provides the justification for exclusion of each of the 21 areas.

Section 2.1.2 documents the second step of the analysis which examines and

compares site characteristics of the Hanford, Savannah River (SR), and

Idaho National *Engineering Laboratory (INEL) areas to. the Clinch River Site.

Also looked at was the ability and willingness of the utility industry in the

three locations to support a principal. LMFBR Demonstration Plant objective,

to operate the demonstration scale facility as part of the power generation
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system of an electric utility, pursuant to a joint utility-ERDA cooperative

arrangement for the design, construction and operation of the plant.

*The principal conclusions drawn in Section 2.1.2 from the comparison of

the Hanford, SR, and INEL areas to the Clinch River Site are:.

1. Atmospheric dispersion and site isolation factors (minimum

exclusion boundary distance, surrounding population density)

are somewhat more favorable at the three alternate sites than the.

Clinch River Site. However, it must be emphasized that the

Clinch River Site is still a completely acceptable site for

construction of a nuclear facility.

2. A comparison of other siting. parameters (see Table 2.1.2-1) would

not lead one to select the Hanford, SR, or INEL areas as-prefer-

able to the Clinch River Site.

3. A cooperative arrangement between the utilities and ERDA for

the design, construction, and operation of the LMFBR Demonstration

Plant on a utility system could not reasonably be proposed

by the utilities in the localities of the Hanford, SR, or INEL

areas. This would preclude satisfaction of the Project objec-

tive to operate the demonstration scale facility, as part of

the power generation system of an electric utility pursuant

to a joint utility-ERDA cooperative arrangement for the design,

construction and operation of the plant.,

Therefore, the consideration of alternative ERDA areas for siting the LMFBR

Demonstration Plant leads to the conclusion that, among ERDA land, better

alternatives for meeting Project objectives are not available.

2.1.1 SECONDARY SCREENING OF ALTERNATE ERDA AREASý

Each of the ERDA areas listed in Table 2.1-1 (except the five areas pre-

viously excluded because .ERDA possesses only the mineral rights and

surface rights to exploit them) was examined to determine its feasibility
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as an alternate site for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant. All but three

areas (Savannah River, INEL, and Hanford) were judged to be unacceptable

or obviously inferior to the Clinch River Site. Presented below is the

rationale for each area which leads one to this conclusion.

2.1.1.1 LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LABORATORY (TWO AREAS)

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore

The Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL) is located near the City of Liver-

more in Alameda County, California just east of the San Francisco Bay

area (see Figure 2.1.1.1-1). LLL is operated for ERDA by the University

of California as a multi-purpose ERDA laboratory. The primary program is

the ERDA nuclear weapons research and development program. Other programs

include: controlled thermo-nuclear research, laser fusion, laser isotope

separation, biomedical and environmental research, and energy and resources

research. Current utilization of the 631.3 acre site is approximately 75

percent. Therefore, the physical space for location of an LMFBR Demon-

stration Plant is not available. In addition, the location of 50,000

residents of the City of Livermore within a four-mile radius of LLL and

the major San Francisco Bay area population centers within a 35-mile radius

would essentially preclude the LLL from consideration as alternate site

for the LMFBR Demonstration plant.

Site 300 - Corral Hollow Road

Site 300 is located approximately 15 miles east of LLL on the boundary

of Alameda/San Joaquin Counties. The site is used as a classified

hydrodynamics testing area for processing, testing and firing of non-

nuclear high explosives. The siting of an LMFBR Demonstration Plant would

be mutually incompatible with the nuclear weapons research and development

program conducted here (see Exhibit I). Therefore, the site has been

excluded from consideration. In addition, extremely rugged terrain,

seismic ground motion of 0.8g for reactor siting, and lack of water show

the site to be inferior to the Clinch River Site.
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2.1.1.2 PROJECTS BRONCO AND RIO BLANCO

Both Projects Bronco (640 acres) and Rio Blanco (360 acres) were part of

the AEC's Plowshare Program for natural gas stimulation. Project Bronco

consisted only of a feasibility study whereas Project Rio Blanco was an

actual test utilizing three nuclear explosives. The two sites are some

20 miles apart and are located in northwestern Colorado about 25 miles

west of Meeker (see Figure 2.1..2-1). The *Rio Blanco site is in the

process of radiological safety clearance preparatory to closing of the

site. It is anticipated that both properties will be retained by ERDA

for experimental use. Both sites are in areas being looked at for future

oil shale development.

Access to either site would require some 50 miles of railroad construction

over, rugged terrain from GrandJunction. An even more serious siting con-

sideration is water. Approximately 50 to 100 wells have been estimated

to be required to deliver 10,000 GPM. from the aquifer, and they would be

mining water from this aquifer (i.e., permanent depletion of this water

resource). The quality of the water would be greater than 1,000 ppm

dissolved solids. Surface water resources are not available. Flow in

Piceance Creek is about 5,400 gpm and is totally appropriated; The quality

of this water varies from 400 to 4500 ppm dissolved solids. In addition

there is very limited labor availability in the region with the nearest

source being Denver about 200 miles to the east. Therefore, the combination

of limited site access, scarcity of water, and limited labor. availability

leads to the conclusion that neither site is an acceptable alternative to

siting the LMFBR Demonstration Plant.

2.1.1.3 ROCKY FLATS PLANT

The Rocky Flats Plant is located on a comparatively level rocky bench known

locally as the Rocky Flats. It adjoins the northern boundary of. Jefferson

County, Colorado, approximately 16 air miles northwest of downtown Denver

(see Figure 2.1.1.3-1). The Rocky Flats Plant is a key facility of ERDA
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and an essential part of the national. defense program producing plutonium

parts for nuclear weapons. Prime production activities involve fabri-

cation of plutonium, uranium, and non-radioactive metals such as beryllium

and stainless steel. Other major efforts focus on varied research and

development activities and the recovery of plutonium from scrap material.

Of the site's 6,500 acres, 4,000 acres were recently purchased to

enlarge the buffer zone surrounding the facility. This land has been

certified to the State of Colorado as excluding any future facilities.

While location of an LMFBR Demonstration Plant within the old Rocky

Flats Plant boundary is physically possible, it is totally undesirable.

Mutual interference problems to the.detriment of the ERDA weapons program

would. be created (see Exhibit I). In addition, the availability of

sufficient cooling water is a large question considering the present water

situation. Additional water is obtainable only through pipingfrom the

west slope of the mountains and involves strong political issues. Water

for the Rocky Flats Plant is already expected to. require rationing.

This, combined with no compelling site advantages compared to the Clinch

River Site, leads to the conclusion to drop this site as offering a. satis-

factory alternative to the LMFBR Demonstration Plant.

2.1.1.4 ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY - EAST

The Argonne National Laboratory-East (ANL-E) consists of 1,700 acres located

in DuPage County, 27 miles southwest of downtown Chicago. It lies in the Des

Plaines River Valley, south of Interstate Highway 55 and west of llli'nois

Highway 83 (see Figure 2.1.1.4-1). ANL-E, operated by the University of

Chicago and the Argonne Universities Association, is one of ERDA'S multi-

program national laboratories. It carries out a broad program of research

activities in the physical, biomedical and environmental sciences.

ANL-E is situated within the Chicago metropolitan area, and the region

within 3 to 15 miles of the Laboratory has exhibited a large growth in

urban, ex-urban, and occasionally rural housing. Two housing developments
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Fig. 2.1.1.4-1 - Argonne National Laboratory Site and the National Acceleration
Laboratory (FERMILAB) in Relation to the Chicago Metropolitan
Area.
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border the northeast portion of the new forest preserve, which was formerly

part of the site. The estimated population (for 1980) within a 50-mile

radius of the site is about 8.6 million. As can be seen from Table
22.1.1.4-1, the population density exceeds 500 persons/mile for distances

of about three miles and greater, and reaches a maximum of 2,944 persons/

mile 2 at approximately 20 miles. Consistent with the guidance of NRC

Regulatory Guide 4.7 a site with lower population should be considered.

From a review of present land availability at ANL-E, it is concluded that a

minimum exclusion distance of 0.4 mile would not be available without

including existing buildings and/or ecology plots. Thus, siting of an.

LMFBR Demonstration Plant at this location (along with the associated

construction activities) would have a significant adverse impact on

Laboratory programs.

Finally, the Argonne site is in harmony with Northeastern Illinois Planning

Commission (NIPC.) land planning for preservation of existing open spaces

and maintenance of forest preserves. The ANL-E site provides a large area

of natural habitat that serves as a sanctuary for many forms of wildlife.

There are eight plots presently designated for ecological studies, to

take place over the next five to ten years, and conversion of these for

alternate use would be in conflict with these plans. The site also serves

as a sanctuary for a herd of several hundred fallow deer (Dama dama).

The 2,040 acres of forest preserve surrounding the site and forming a green-

belt, has recently been transferred to the DuPage County Forest Preserve

Commission. The Forest Preserve District intends to maintain the preserve

surrounding Argonne in a natural state, but anticipates a usage rate of

about 400,000 visitors per year during the period five to ten years from

the present.

Therefore, consideration of population density, land availabilty, and

the present environmental and land use situati.on at ANL-E lead to the

conclusion to eliminate this site as an alternate for the LMFBR Demonstra-

tion Plant.
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TABLE 2.1.1.4-1

POPULATION DENSITY

Distance from
site, miles Density

Site (radius of circle) Population Persons/Sq. Mile

ANL-E* 2 3,595 286
3 21,000 743

.4 45,325 .902
5 76,970 980

10 385,820 1,228
20 3,699,350 2,944
30 6,871,390 2,430

FERMILAB** 2 189 15
3 1,726 61
4 28,987 577
5 56,389 718
10 265,677 846
20 1,062,132 845
30 4,079,179 1,443

t
BNL 2 1,248 99

3 5,512 195
4 14,742 293
5 29,162 371
10 222,412 708
15 463,652 656
20 647,902 516
30 1,641,962 580

* Data obtained from page 16 of ANL Report No. ANL 76-29, "Environmental
Monitoring at Argonne National Laboratory Annual Report for 1975".
Population figures based on 1970 U. S. census adjusted to 1974 fore-
cast.

** Data obtained from page 30 of Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
Report, "Environmental Monitoring Report for Calendar Year 19.75".
Population figures based on 1970 U. S. census.

t Data obtained from page 2-116 of ERDA report (Draft) ERDA-1540,
"Environmental Statement Brookhaven National Laboratory", Population
figures based on 1970 U. S. census adjusted to 1974 forecast. No
transient population included.
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2.1.1.5 FERMILAB, BATAVIA

The Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FERMILAB) is located in the

greater Chicago area on 6,800 acres of land bordering DuPage and Kane

Counties. It is approximately 30 miles west of the center of the City of

Chicago, and approximately 15 miles northwest of Argonne National Laboratory

(see Figure 2.1.1.4-1).. The. Laboratory facility is a proton synchrotron

with a design energy of 200 GeV (billion electron volts). The site is com-

posed of three basic elements; the accelerator, experimental areas, and

support facilities.

There are many municipalities in the vicinity of FERMILAB resulting in a

distinct pattern of high population concentration. *Within a 2 mile-distance

from the Laboratory boundaries are Batavia (pop. 9,000 in 1970 U.S. Census)

less than a mile to the west, Warrenville (pop. 3,000 in 1970 U.S. •Census)

about two miles to the southeast, and West Chicago (pop. 10,000 in.1970

U.S. Census) about one and one-half miles to the northeast. There are

about 8 million people living within 50 miles of the site. Although

there are only about 2,000 people within three miles, the number of people

living close to the Laboratory is rapidly increasing as a result of.housing

construction now in progress to the east and west of the site. As.can be

seen from Table 2.1.1.4-1, the population density exceeds 500 persons/mile 2

for distances of about four miles and greater, and reaches a maximum of .1,443
persons/mile 2 at approximately 30 miles. Consistent with the guidance of

NRC Regulatory Guide 4.7 a site with lower population densities should be

considered.

Regarding cooling water availability, FERMILAB presently has arrangements

to withdraw 1,200 GPM from the Fox River which passes about five miles west

of the site. Withdrawal is denied when the river level drops to a pre-

determined level. In the fall of 1976 there was a two-week period when

withdrawal was denied. The ability to arrange for adequate water from the

Fox River, or from on-site wells, is considered to be very marginal, at best.

With respect to wells, the water table in the area is falling and water
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usage is a very sensitive issue politically. Therefore, forthe above reasons

of population density and available water, this site was not considered

further as an alternate for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant.

2.1.1.6 PADUCAH GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLANT

The Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant is located in McCracken County, approxi-

mately 16 miles west of Paducah, Kentucky. The site is comprised of a

total of 3,423 acres containing an industrial complex covering 748 acres

and a health and safety buffer zone and plant support area covering

2,675 acres. The industrial plant complex is utilizied on a continuing

basis for ERDA's enriched uranium production program. A health and safety

buffer zone, approximately one mile in radius, surrounds the plant area

and provides for the protection of the public in the event of accidental

release of toxic or radioactive materials used in plant operations.

Two locations, one southwest of the plant and the other on the northeast,

are believed to contain sufficient area to site an LMFBR Demonstration

Plant (300 acres). Both locations would be within the existing buffer

zone and less than one-half mile from the main plant complex. It is not

considered desirable or feasible to locate the LMFBR in such close proximity

to a gaseous diffusion plant. Such location would undoubtedly result in

conflicting security, health, safety, and possibly environmental problems.

Another factor which argues against locating at the Paducah site is the

relatively greater seismic probabilities in the Paducah area as compared to

the Oak Ridge area by a factor of approximately two. Thus, for these reasons,

this site was eliminated from consideration as an alternate site.

2.1.1.7 Project Shoal

The Project Shoal site consists of 2,560 acres centered around ground

zero of an ERDA Division of Military Application deep underground nuclear

shot. The land was withdrewn by the Bureau of Land Management from the

public domain land and assigned to the exclusive use of the AEC. It is
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located in west central Nevada about 27 miles southeast of Fallon .(see

Figure.2.1.1.7-1). The environmental condition of the site has been

revalidated and return of the. site to BLM has been initiated. The. return

has not yet been accepted by the Secretary of the Interior.

The Project Shoal, site is located about 15 miles west of the Dixie

Valley-Fairview Peak seismically active area. It lies in seismic risk

zone 3. In late 1954, there were four earthquakes greater than 6.4 magni-

tude. The area would require design to a minimum of 0.6g. Adequate. water

is not available and site access is presently only available by road. For

thesereasons, no further consideration of the Project Shoal site was given

as an alternate to the Clinch River Site.

2.1.1.8 Nevada Test Site

The Nevada Test Site (NTS) is located in Nye County in Southern Nevada

(see Figure 22I.1.8-1). The principal activities underway at the

Nevada Test Site are those associated with theresearch, development

and testing of nuclear weapons. The NTS is federally-owned land with

restricted access and is bordered on three sides by the Air Force's Nellis

Bombing and Gunnery Range, another federally-owned restricted area.

The NTS is unsuitable for consideration as an alternate site for a number

of reasons including seismicity, water availability, and potential mutual

conflicts with the ERDA Division of Military Application programs at the

NTS. Considering seismicity, a peak acceleration value of 0.75g has been

estimated for the SSE. Water, although present through wells varying to

1,000 feet and more in depth, is not available in sufficient quantities and,

even then, its use for cooling water would most likely be inconsistent with

the utilization of the State's limited water supply. And, finally, the ERDA

Division of Military Application has indicated (see Exhibit I) siting of the

LMFBR Demonstration plant at the NTS would create mutual interference pro-

blems to the detriment of the weapons program. These, in addition with

consideration of limited existing site access.and the cost of transmission
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line connections have led to the conclusion not to consider the NTS as an
alternate site for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant.

2.1.1.9 CENTRAL NEVADA TEST AREA

The Central Nevada Test Area is located on the northwest flank of Hot Creek

Valley, Nye County, Nevada. .It is 67 miles northeast of. Ton.opah and 31 miles

north of Warm Springs, Nevada (see Figure 2.1.1.8-1). The-inter-montane

valley is relatively level and surrounded by rugged mountains. Land use

is devoted principally, to grazing and recreation. The site~is.being held

pending further utilization by ERDA for potential underground nuclear test-

ing.

Fifty to one hundred wells, at least 1,000 feet deep, would be required to

deliver 5,000 gpm of water with a quality of from 300. to 600 ppm dissolved

solids. The quality of the water would deteriorate with time as the water

is depleted from the shallow 1,000-foot wells. There is an unknown quantity•

of water available from the paleozoic rocks, which are about 5,000 feet

deep. The quality of this water would be greater than 1,000 ppm dissolved

,solids. Some of this water is hot, on the order of 200 degrees F.

The site lies 100 miles southeast of the Dixie Valley-Fairview Peak

seismic area. It. lies in seismic risk zone 3, and would require design

to about 0.4g. The lack of available water and seismicity considerations,

plus other obvious reasons such as limited access, expensive transmission

line ties, and lack of available manpower, leads to a conclusion that the

site should not be considered as an alternate for the LMFBR Demo'nstration

Plant.

2.1.1.10 SANDIA LABORATORY, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

The Sandia Laboratory (SLA) is located on a high, arid mesa or tableland

in the foothills of the Manzano Mountains. It is located on and is

essentially surrounded by the Kirtland Air Force Base, which in turn is
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adjoined on the north and northwest by the City of Albuquerque (%300,000

people); on the east by the Cibola National Forest; on the south by the

Isleta Indian Reservation; and on the west by unoccupied State lands,

Kirtland AFB West, and the Albuquerque International Airport (see.

Figure 2.1.1.10-1).

SLA is operated by the Bell System through a contract between the Western

Electric Company and ERDA. Sandia's principal responsibility is engineering,

research, and development for nuclear weapons. This primary mission has

led to support capabilities and skills in a number of scientific and advanced

development areas such as weapons protection (safeguards), fuel cycle pro-

tection (safeguards), nuclear waste management, electron-beam fusion and

laser development, nuclear reactor safety, and a range of non-nuclear energy

.programs.

SLA has been divided into five areas: Technical Areas I,. II, III, V and

the Coyote Test Field. The SLA facilities are in part on ERDA-owned land,

in part on land used.by agreement with the Air Force, and in part on land

withdrawn from the public domain for the exclusive use of the Air Force

and ERDA. Planned future weapons program activities will require all

available remote, low-interference sites ofSLA (see Exhibit I).

Considering the requirements of the weapons program; nearness to the city

of Albuquerque, the Albuquerque International Airport, and Kirtland Air

Force Base; and ongoing hazardous activities (i.e., high explosive tests and

.a rocket sled), SLA cannot be considered as an available or feasible site

for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant. Therefore, these reasons, plus the

fact that cooling water would not be available, lead to the conclusion to

drop SLA as an alternate site..

2.1.1.11 PROJECT GNOME

The Project Gnome site is approximately 25 miles southeast of Carlsbad,

New Mexico, a ranch and mining community of about 30,000 people, and
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approximately 18 miles north of the New Mexico-Texas border (see Figure

2.1.1.11-1). It lies in the Pecos Valley and in the Great. Plains physio-

graphic province, close to the Rocky Mountains province. Terrain is flat

to gently rolling. The property is to be returned to the. Bureau of Land

Management pending further safety review by ERDA.

A look at the availability of water revealed that based upon a pumping rate

of 10,000 gpm from the Culebra Dolomite, 20 to 50 wells would be required.

The quality of the water would be 1,000 to 5,000 ppm dissolved solids. It

is estimated that one year's production at this rate would exhaust the

available water in this aquifer. Consideration of the Pecos River flow, of

about 84,000 gpm located approximately 10 miles west of site is not possible

since all of the water is appropriated. Even sothe quality is very poor

(up to 7,000 ppm dissolved solids). For reasons of lack of water and other

obvious considerations like limited site access and limited labor avail-

ability, the Project Gnome site was not considered further as an alternate

site for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant.

2.1.1.12 PROJECT GASBUGGY

The Project Gasbuggy site is located in the Carson National Forest and

adjacent to the Jicarilla Apache Indian Reservation (see Figure 2.1.1.12-1).

The area is in an active natural gas producing area with flowing wells

and pipelines.distr.ibuted on about every section. The forest is used mainly

for grazing, hunting and other recreational uses. The site is presently

planned to be returned to the public domain in 1978. Public Land Order.

4232, whereby the site was acquired in 1967, provided AEC rights of access.

Sub-surface gas rights were obtained from EL Paso Natural Gas Company for

the Gasbuggy project specifically. Therefore, since ERDA has no more than

access right and new rights would be required for any other ERDA uses and

because of its location in a national forest away from a ready source of

water, the site was eliminated as an alternate site for the LMFBR Demonstra-

tion Plant.
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2.1.1.13 LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY (LASL), LOS ALAMOS, NEW MEXICO

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) is located in north-central New Mexico

about 60 miles north-northeast of Albuquerque and 25 miles northwest of Santa

Fe by air (see Figure 2.1.1.13-1). The LASL site and the adjacent communities

of Los Alamos, White Rock, and Pajarito Acres are situated on the Pajarito

Plateau between the Jemez Mountains to the west and the Rio Grande Valley

to the East. The plateau consists of a series of relatively narrow mesas

separated by deep,.steep-sided canyons that trend east-southeast from the

Jemez Mountains down to the Rio Grande.

In January 1943, a wartime laboratory was established at Los Alamos, New

Mexico. Its singular mission was the development of a fission bomb. Since

that time, the primary mission of LASL has continued to be the ERDA nuclear

weapons research and development program. LASL is presently operated by

the University of California under contract to ERDA.

The four major research areas and their individual programs at LASL are:

National Security - weapons development, nuclear materials security

and recovery, laser fusion, and laser isotope

separation.

Energy Programs -reactor safety, civilian reactors, advanced

reactors, space nuclear systems, controlled

thermonuclear research, and applied energy

technology.

Biomedical, Environmental and Safety - biomedical and environ-

mental research, waste management, and opera-

tional safety.

Physical Research - Nuclear sciences, materials sciences, and

molecular sciences all principally related

to the.Clinton P. Anderson Los Alamos Meson

Physics Facility.
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Los Alamos is situated in northern
New Mexico on the flanks of the
Jenez Mountains. It is about 35 km
from Santa Fe, the State Capitol,
and 100 km from Albuquerque, the
largest city in the State. Access
is by State Road 4 connecting to
US 285. The Fenton Hill geothermal
site is located on Forest Service
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The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
is located primarily in Los Alamos
County with an extension into Santa
Fe County to the east. The various
technical areas (shaded) are scat-
tered through the reservation, most
of them being on relatively flat
mesa tops. The Los Alamos townsite
and the residential areas of White
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southeast.

Figure 2.1.1.13-1
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The ERDA Division of Military Application has stated (see Exhibit I) that

planned future weapons program activities will require all available remote,

low-interference locations at LASL. This combined with lack of available

water, a terrain which is mostly narrow mesas separated by canyons and an

SSE design value of 0.33g have led to the dropping of this site as an alter-

native to the Clinch River Site.

2.1.1.14 BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) is operated under a contract between

ERDA and the Associated Universities Incorporation (AUI). It is a multi-

disciplinary scientific research center with a wide variety of programs in

the areas of physical, chemical, and biological sciences, as well as nuclear

and energy-related technology. BNL is located at Upton, Suffolk County,

New York, near the geographic center of Long Island and about 60 miles east

of New York City (see Figure 2.1.1.14-1). BNL's principal facilities are

located near the center of the site in an area of about 700 acres, and out-

lying facilities occupy about 450 acres of the site.

The Laboratory is located in an area of relatively small but rapidly growing

population. Suffolk County accounts for 2.1 million of the 5.1 million popula-

tion in the area within a 50-mile radius of the BNL site. It is surrounded

by land that is undergoing rapid change with respect to local use planning,

and the site is integrated in to the Master Plan. as land in institutional

use that is part of a greenbelt. As can be seen from Table 2.1.1.4-1, the

population density exceeds 500 persons/mi2 for distances of about 10 miles
and greater, and reaches a maximum of 708 persons/mi.2 atapproximately 10

miles. The population density is actually higher because the circular area

over which the existing population is averaged includes a large area of

water. Consistent with the guidance.of NRC Regulatory Guide 4.7, sites with

lower population densities should be considered.

Considering availability of water in order to satisfy the makeup water

requirements for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant, it would be necessary to
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drill more wells at the site. This is estimated to increase the consumptive

water usage by about a factor of 4 to 6, and there is concern that this could

result in an unacceptable drop in the water table level at BNL. Therefore,

it appears that an adequate water supply from wells would not exist at

this site without having a potentially adverse impact on the local environ-

ment.

There are no surface water sources (including the Peconic River) on site
,.which could provide adequate Cooling water capabilities. The only two

other sources of water which are potentially available would be from the

.Long Island Sound (5 miles north) or the Atlantic Ocean (8 miles south).

Although use of this ocean water is feasible, it is undersirable because

of its distance.

Based on this, it appears that a highly dependable, practical, and environ-

mentally acceptable water supply system would not be available in the case

of the BNL site.

Also the BNL site and surrounding area provides a variety of natural habitats

and serves as a sanctuary for many forms of wildlife, some of which are

endangered elsewhere on Long Island by increasing urbanization and other

environmental stresses. One non-marine mammal species is rare and local

and two have a restricted distribution elsewhere on Long Island. The site

will become an increasingly important refuqe as habitat destruction continues

el sewhere.

Based on the above, the BNL site was eliminated as an alternate site for

the LMFBR Demonstration Plant.

2.1.1.15 KNOLLS ATOMIC POWER LAB - KESSELRING

The Kesselring site is on a United States government-owned reservation

located in the West Milton area of Saratoga County, New York (see Figure

2.1.1.15-1). The Kesselring Site is operated by the General Electric
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Company for ERDA. The reservation is centered about 17 miles north of the

City of Schenectady, about nine miles southwest of Saratoga Springs, and

13 miles northeast of.Amsterdam.. The area is a rural,, sparsely settled

region of wooded and unused farm lands through which flows the Kayaderosseras

Creek. This site. is used to support the ERDA Naval Nuclear Propulsion

Program. Located on this site are four prototype reactors andýthe .necessary

facilities to support operation of these reactors and training of Navy

personnel.

The Kesselring Site was eliminated from consideration as an alternate site

for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant since the limited resources of the area
are already being utilized by the Naval Reactor's program. Limited avail-

able labor in certain skflled areas and limited water supply are some

examples. The security requirements of the Naval facility would also

potentially create problems. Added to this an examination of the Kessel-

ring site characteri'stics (i.e., population, seismology, access)"leads one

to conclude there exists no compelling site advantages when compared to

the Clinch River Site.

2.1.1.16 PORTSMOUTH GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLANT

The Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant is located approximately 20 miles

north of Portsmouth, Pike County, Ohio. This site is comprised of a total

of about 3,700 acres, located east of Highway 23, containing an industrial

plant complex covering about 2,000 acres and a health and safety buffer

zone of about 1,700 acres.

The industrial plant complex is utilized on a continuing basis for ERDA's

enriched uranium production program. A health and safety buffer zone,

approximately one mile in radius, surrounds the plant proper and provides

for the protection of the public in the event of accidental release of

toxic or radioactive materials used in plant operations.
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In FY 1976, Congress authorized detailed engineering for an add-on gaseous

diffusion plant to be located on the existing federally-owned property at

the Portsmouth site. It will be necessary to acquire some 200 to 3.00 acres

of private land to provide an adequate buffer zone for the new plant. The

construction is estimated to commence in the spring of 1977 and to extend

into 1985.

It is not possible to locate the LMFBR Demonstration Plant at the Portsmouth

site due to an insufficient amount of land considering location of the.add-on

gaseous diffusion plant there. Also, management and labor difficulties would

result in two major long-term construction projects being undertaken at

virtually the'same time. In any event, it is considered neither desirable

nor feasible to place the LMFBR Demonstration Plant within the existing

buffer zone and within 1/2 mile of the gaseous diffusion plant complex.

Therefore, this site was .not considered to be a viable alternate site for

the LMFBR Demonstration Plant.

2.1.1.17 FEED MATERIALS PRODUCTION CENTER, FERNALD

The Feed Materials Production Center is located approximately one mile

north of Fernald, Ohio, on Willey Road in Butler and Crosby Townships.

This site is comprised of a total of 1,080 acres containing an industrial

plant complex in the center covering about 136 acres surrounded by a re-

quired health and safety buffer zone of 944 acres. The industrial plant

complex is a completely integrated facility of aboUt 80 buildings used to

process uranium feed materials through ore refining, reduction to metal

and fabrication into fuel element cores which are shipped to ERDA reactor

sites for eventual loading into reactors.

Using the criterion that approximately 300 acres (minimum exclusion area

radius of 2,000 feet) are required, there is insufficientland available

for siting the LMFBR Demonstration Plant at this location and, therefore,

the Fernald site was eliminated as an alternate site.
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2.1.1.18 OAK RIDGE RESERVATION

The CRBRP is presently planned for a 1364-acre site which was formerly a

part of the Oak Ridge Reservation until it was transferred to the custody

of TVA in 1968. There is no reason or advantage to relocating the LMFBR

Demonstration Plant to another portion of the Oak Ridge.Reservation and,

therefore, this alternate was dismissed. In fact, relocation would move

the plant closer to the residential population of the City of Oak Ridge,

and potentially cause interference with planned or existing ERDA programs

without any off-setting advantages.

2.1.1.19 PANTEX PLANT, AMARILLO

The Pantex Plant is located in Carson County,. Texas, 17 miles northeast of

downtown Amarillo, on the north-side of U. S. Highway 60 between the towns

of Panhandle and Amarillo (see Figure 2.1.1.19-1). The Pantex Plant site

was established in 1951 on a portion of the former Pantex Army Ordnance

Plant which was constructed in 1942 for World War II conventional ammuni-

tion shell and bomb loading. Mason & Hanger-Silar Mason Co., Inc., is the

present operating contractor of the plant for ERDA with the principal

purpose of assembling nuclear weapons for the national nuclear stockpile.

The overall plant mission involves the fabrication of chemical high explosive
.(HE) components for nuclear weapons, nuclear weapons assembly and disas-

sembly, nuclear weapons modification and repair, and surveillance testing

and disposal of chemical HE and non-radioactive components. Pantex also

performs quality assurance testing of HE components and destroys scrap HE

by burning. There would exist a mutual interference problem to the detri-

ment of the weapons program if the LMFBR Demonstration Plant were to be

located there.(see Exhibit I).

The bulk of the plant land is under lease to Texas Tech University and its

sublease holders for agricultural usage. Approximately 65 percent of the

Plant's total area is thus used for agricultural purposes.
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Aside from the fact that water to meet the requirements of the LMFBR

Demonstration Plant may not be available, the Pantex Plant is located in one

of the more severe tornado areas in the U. S. In a 13-year period (1955-1967)

the U.S. experienced 11,608 tornadoes, of which 1,867 were located in Texas

and 54 were located in a one degree square (latitude and longitude) of the

Texas Panhandle in which the Pantex Plant is located.

The Pantex Plant therefore, was eliminated as an alternate site on the basis

of: (1) the proximity to a facility that handles large quantities of high

explosives, (2) about 65 percent of the land is now used for agricultural

purposes, (3) the lack of adequate water, and (4) the Plant is located in

a high risk tornado area.

2.1.2 HANFORD, SAVANNAH RIVER, AND IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING
LABORATORY AREAS

The Hanford, Savannah River (SR), and Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL) areas contain the only U. S. Government land in the custody of ERDA on

which the LMFBR Plant could feasibly be. sited. Therefore, an examination was

made of the site access; nearby industrial, military, and transportation

facilities; demography; meteorology; geology (foundation conditions);

seismology; hydrology (cooling water availability, water quality, and
flooding); bio-environment; socioeconomics (labor availability); trans-

mission lines; land and land use; scenic, archaeological and historic site

and utility participation for each site so that a comparison could be

made with the Clinch River Site. The results of the comparison are

summarized in Table 2.1.2-1. The conclusion reached for all three sites

was that none offers a satisfactory alternative site for the LMFBR Demon-

stration Plant and the carrying out of the LMFBR Program objective to

operate the demonstration scale facility as part of the power generation

system of an electric utility pursuant to a joint utility-ERDA cooperative

arrangement for the design, Construction, and operation of the plant.
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Table 2.1.2-1

COMPARISON OF SITE CHARACTERISTICS

CLINCH RIVER IANFORD SAVANNAH RIVER

Site Size:

Exclusion Boundary

Population Center Distance

Cooling Water

Seismology - design basis

SSE acceleration

2,200 feet

7.0 mile (Oak Ridge-28,319)

Clinch River - Adequate

Potential for >2.200 feet

* (Rlchland-26,290)

Columbia River - Adequate

Potential for >2,200 feet
-.25 miles (Idaho Falls-

35.776)

Groundwater - adequate

Potential for >2,200 feet
-,25 miles (Augusta-59.864.)

Savannah River-adequate

0.259 0.259 0.32g 0.209

Atmospheric Dispersion Short term (5% X/Q1 in seC/,3)

0-2 hr 3.12 x 10-3 at 670W(EB)

0-8 hrs 5.05 x 104 at 4023m
(LPZ)

8-24 hrs 4.90 x 10-5 at LPZ

1-4 days3.05 x 10-5 at LPZ

4-30 days 9.50 x 10-6 at LPZ

.Annual average 8.78 x 10-5
(highest offsite value)

No significant adverse
effects expected

++Short term
(5% x/Q in sec/m3)

0-2 hrs 3.0 x 10-4 1927. (EB)
0-8 hrs 2.8 x 10-5 at 6440m

(LPZ)

8-24 hrs 1.9 x 10-5 at LPZ

1.4 days 8.3 x 10-6 at LPZ

4-30 days 2.5 x 10-6 at LPZ

Annual average 1.7x 10-6
(highest offsite value)

Potentially severe When
combined with WPPSS 1 & 4
construction

[] At 670m 1.95 x lO' 4sec/m 3 *Short term: (5% X/Q in sec/m3)

At 4023. 3.4 x 10-5 sec/m3 0-2 hrs 2.8 x 10-4 at 1098m(EB)
(1Calculated using stability 0-8 hrs 1.0 x 104 at 3220m(LPZ)

class F and wind speed of *8-24 hirs 2.1 x 10-l at LPZ
1.8 m/sec using onsite datal-4 days 8.7 x 10-6 at LPZ
(ID0-12048) 4-30 days 2.5 x 10-6 at LPZ

Annual average 2.7 x 10-6
(highest offsite value)

Socio-economic impact Potential construction
labor shortage

Expected to be similar to
Clinch River

*+SER for WPPSS I & 4
* SER for Alvin W. Vogtle Nuclear Plant
* Richland borders the. lanford Reservationjfor FFTF It is 6 miles, for WPPSS it is 8 miles



Population Density

COMPI

CLINCH RIVER

Cumulative Population (1970)

O-l.mile 30
0-2 miles 335
0-3 miles 835
0-4 miles 1640
0-5 miles 2740
0-10 miles 41,895
0-50 miles 678,800

(987.314 in 2010)

Table 2.1.2.1

kRISON OF SITE CHARiACTERISTICSrentinutJed)

HANFORD

OCumulative Population (1977)

IDAHO SAVANNAH RIVER

ACumulative Population (1977)

0-lO-miles *3.000
0-50 miles w.500,000

(32% growth by 1997)

0-10 miles 0
0-50 miles 251.000

(288,000 In 2000)

0-40 miles -.5,000
0-50 miles -400,000

.Site Access Road. railroad, and barge Road, railroad, and barge Road and railroad only Road, railroad, and barge

Transmission line construction --3.2 miles of transmission Only minor transmission Uncertain Only minor transmission line
required line construction line constructin. expected construction required

required

Utility Participation Yes No No No

Project Cost Base Approximately the same Approximately the same Approximately the same

Comparison of Geology (foundation conditions); flooding potential; industrial. military, and transportation facilities near the site; land and land use;
aquatic and terrestrial Impacts; and scenic and historic sites are essentially the same for the 4 areas.

0 From Figure 2.1.2.1-6
a SER for Alvin W. Vogtle
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2.1.2.1 HANFORD

The semiarid Hanford reservation occupies about 570 square miles of the

southeastern part of the State of Washington just north of where the

Yakima and Snake Rivers flow into the Columbia River (see Figure 2.1.2.1-1).

It lies mostly within Benton County, with portions of Franklin and Grant

Counties also included and has the three cities of Richland, Pasco, and

Kennewick just south of the reservation; Richland being the closest -

3 miles from the southern boundary.

The United States Army Corps of Engineers in early 1943 selected Hanford

as the location to build larger versions of the Fermi reactor to produce

plutonium for possible use in military weapons. In the early 1950's the

construction of the research and development facilities known as the Hanford

Laboratories began. This marked the first-diversification of Hanford from

a purely defense materials production facility to one heavily involved in

the peacetime uses of the atom. Since then, Hanford has become involved

in many AEC (ERDA) programs relating to the peaceful use of nuclear materials

and radiations.

The Hanford site operating areas are identified by area numbers and are

shown in Figure 2.1.2.1-2.

100 Areas, bordering directly on the Columbia River in the northernmost

portion of the Hanford Reservation, are where the plutonium production.

reactors were built. At one time in the early 1960's, nine production

reactors were operating. Currently, only the dual-purpose N Reactor is

operating to provide plutonium for military purposes and ERDA research

and development purposes and to provide the by-product steam used for

electric power production in the WPPSS Plant.

In the middle of. the site, on a plateau about 7 miles from the Columbia

River, are the two 200 Areas where the fuel and waste processing and

waste storage activities are located.
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C A N A D A

LOCATION OF HANFORD RESERVATIONFIGURE 2.1.2.1-1
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The 300 Area is nearest to Richland. The research and development

laboratories and the fuel fabrication facility for the N Reactor are

located in this area.

The 400 Area is about 7 miles north of the 300 Area and is the site of the

Fast. Flux Text Reactor now under consideration.

The area of the Hanford Reservation not included as one of the 100, 200,

300 or 400 Areas is designated as the 600 Area. Figure 2.1.2.1-2 is a

map of the Hanford Reservation showing the locations of these various

operational areas and other features. Also, the Washington Public Power

Supply System has proposed the construction~of three nuclear power plants

approximately 2.5 miles west of the Columbia River and approximately 10

miles north of Richland (see Figure 2.1,2.1-2).

2.1.2.1.1 SITE ACCESS

The existing Hanford Reservation road and railroad systems are shown in

Figures 2.1.2.1-3 and 2.1.2.1-4. Connections with this road or railroad

network would require construction of access road(s) and a spur line the

length of which would depend on the location of the LMFBR Demonstration

Plant.

Barges of up to 3,000 tons capacity can be accommodated on the Columbia

River within the Hanford Reservation. A barge unloading facility at

the northern boundary of the City of Richland has been used for delivery

of large construction items for the FFTF and may be used for WNP-I, 2, and

4. The nearest commercial airport is located in Pasco.

2.1.2.1.2 NEARBY INDUSTRIAL, MILITARY, AND TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES

There are no additional facilities at Hanford other than those presently

located on the reservation as discussed in the introduction to Section

2.1.2.1, Section 2.1.2.1.1 and as shown in Figures 2.1.2.1-2, 2.1.2.1-3

and 2.1.2.1-4.
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2.1.2.1.3 DEMOGRAPHY

No one is allowed to reside within the Hanford Reservation; however,

transient population is fairly substantial (approximately 7,000) and con-

sists mainly of the ERDA or contractor employees and the construction

work forces of the existing or proposed FFTF and WPPSS nuclear plants.

Figure 2.1.2.1-5 shows the population of communities in the Hanford site

area and Figure 2.1.2.1-6 estimates the geographic distribution of the

1977 population (251,000) within a 50-mile radius of the Hanford meteoro-

.logical station (shown on Figure 2.1.2.1-2). The population within

50 miles is estimated to climb to 288,000 by 2000..

2.1.2.1.4 METEOROLOGY (ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION)

The X/Q values presented in Table 2.1.2-1 for the Hanford site are those

published by NRC in the Safety Evaluation of the Washington Nuclear Pro-

jects 1 and 4 (Docket Nos. 50-460 and 50-513). The basis for the NRC

calculations was data collected at the Hanford Meteorological Station

tower during the period 1955 through 1970.

Another source of X/Q values which could also have been used are those

from the FFTF Safety Evaluation Report (Project No. 448).. The x/Q's cal-

culated for FFTF were 2.2 x lO sec/m3 at the 2,400 meter exclusion dis-

tance and 4.9 x 10-5 sec/m3 at the 7,200 meter LPZ distance.

2.1.2.1.5 GEOLOGY (FOUNDATION CONDITIONS)

Eastern Washington, containing the Hanford Reservation, is dominated

by the Columbia Basin geologic province, the northernmost extension of

the Columbia River Basalt Plateau. The geology at Hanford has been

extensively examined. Based on past experience and presently available

information, no features or characteristics are known which would preclude

satisfactory foundation conditions.
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2.1.2.1.6 SEISMOLOGY

Eastern Washington lies in a region characterized by few earthquakes of.

damaging or potentially damaging intensity. No clear-cut relationships

of epicenters to specific surface faults or structures capable of faulting

are yet recognized. The suggested low rate of tectonic deformation for

probably more than 1Omillion years does not indicate cause *for concern.

Much of the stress resulting from the continuing low rate of tectonic

deformation appears to.be dissipated from random epicenters along joints

and bedding planes.

On the assumption that a very low probability MM-VII quake (magnitude 5.5)

were to occur at the northwest end of the Rattlesnake-Wallula fault zone,

a ground acceleration of 13% g could be expected beneath most of the

reservation. A design basis of 25% g on the Hanford Reservation allows

for an MM-VIII intensity quake (magnitude up to 6.8) for an earthquake

epicentered at the same site. No such quake has ever been recorded in

eastern Oregon or Washington.

The siting of nuclear facilities over the~synclinal troughs provides the

maximum distance from all hypothesized faults capable of earthquake genera-

tion. If, fn addition, the Ringold Formation and Pasco Gravels are compact

and undisturbed, the site will certainly pose few problems.

An appreciable-to-high degree of conservatism exists by acceptance of the

MM-VIII, magnitude 6.8 quake, and the resulting 25% g acceleration for the

SSE.

2.1.2.1.7 HYDROLOGY (COOLING WATER AVAILABILITY, WATER QUALITY, AND
FLOODING)

The Columbia River is the dominant hydrologic feature in the vicinity of

Hanford. The Columbia River at Hanford has widely varying flow rates due

to regulation by the power producing Priest Rapids Dam just upstream.. Flows

during the summer, fall and winter-vary from a low of 36,000 cubic feet per
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second (cfs) to as much as 160,000 cfs each day. The long-term annual

average flow at Hanford is about 120,000 cfs, but during low flow periods,

daily flows average 80,000 to 90,000 cfs. The lowest mean monthly flow is

about 62,000 cfs, while regulated flows as low as 36,000 cfs (minimum

licensed release for the Priest Rapids Dam) may be experienced for short

intervals (normally of several hours but occasionally of as long as 24 hours

duration). The mean annual flow rate for 1972 at Hanford was 159,500 cfs.

In recent years, peak flows during the spring runoff have ranged from

160,000 to 550,000 cfs; the maximum flood peak of record is 693,000 cfs

in 1948.

Temperature measurements of the Columbia River have been continuously recorded

both above and below the Hanford Reservation from many years. The maximum

daily temperature for 1972 was 19.3 degrees C (66.7 0 ,F). The annual average

was 10.9 degrees C (51.6 0 F) below Priest Rapids Dam and 10.1 degrees C (50.2-F)

at Richland. The maximum river temperature of record'at Priest.Rapids was

.20.7 degrees C (69.3°F) in August 1958. The annual mean temperature for

1960-69 was 10.8 degrees C (51.4 0 F). Water quality of the Columbia River is

presented in Table 2.1.2.1-1.

The flooding analyses done for Washington Nuclear Projects 1 and 4 showed

a maximum possible flood due to the seismic failure of Grand Coulee Dam

would produce a peak stage at the site of 422.5 ft MSL. An additional foot

was added to account for a higher postulated Regulated Standard Project

Flood and another foot for wind wave activity for a total stage of 424.5 ft.

MSL. Plant site grade level to insure protection of safety-related struc-

tures from this flood should be easily achievable.

The groundwater of the Pasco Basin is in an unconfined aquifer. The major

source is in the Yakima Ridge and Rattlesnake Hills to the southwest, with

only a minor contribution from precipitation. The water table occurs, in

most locations, in the glaciofluvial deposits just above the Ringold surface.

The principal direction of flow is eastward, discharging to the Columbia

River. The Columbia River forms a base level of groundwater discharges,

with a resultant rapid response of the water table to river levels occurring
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TABLE 2.1.2.1-1

AVERAGE CHEMICAL CONCENTRATIONS IN THE COLUMBIA RIVER AT PRIEST RAPIDS DAM,

OCTOBER 1971 TO SEPTEMBER 1972

Chemical Concentration Chemi cal Concentration

Calcium

Magnesium

Sodium

Potasium

Chromium*

Copper*

Lead*

Total Mercury*

Zinc*

Bicarbonate

Sulfatp

Chloride

Kjeldahl Nitrogen

19

4.3

2.1

1.4

0

2.6

8.0

0.9

32.0

72.

13.

1.5

.29

(mg/)
(mg/2

(mg/Q
(mg/p.

(bg/fl

(Ng/f)

(mg/2 0

(mg/ fl

(mg/ 0

Amnmonia Nitrogen

Nitrite

Nitrate

Ortho-Phosphorus

Total Phosphorus

Total Alkalinity

Hardness

Non-Carbonate Hardness

Specific Conductance

pH

Dissolved Solids

Color

.07

.006

.26

.013

.037

59.

66.

6.8

158.

7.8

107.

15.

(mg/ )

(mg/ )

(mg/•)

(mg/l,)

(mg/0)

(mgli)

(mg/ )

(micro-ohms)

(units)

(mg/•)

(Platinum-
Cobalt
units)

* Partial data only
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in the glaciofluvial gravels. Groundwater withdrawals away from the river

banks are common. Such wells tap the unconfined aquifers in the underlying

glaciofluviatile and sand and gravel deposits and the Ringold silts, clays,

and gravels. Over 1,500 wells have been drilled in the Hanford Reservation.

area for investigative purposes as well as for water supply. Thus, extensive

data on underground water is available.

2.1.2.1.8 BIO-ENVIRONMENT

Hanford is in a semiarid, nonforested region of eastern Washington. The

natural vegetation of this cool desert region has been designated as a

"steppe", referring to its general resemblance to the steppeland of central

Asia. This region is called a shrub-steppe to differentiate it from true

steppes having more grasses and fewer shrubs. Plants and animals are, for

the most part, naturally-occurring species. Agricultural production is

limited to the periphery ofthe reservation.

The only animal on the official endangered species list is the bald eagle,

an occasional visitor to Hanford. Other abundant or important fauna

on-site are the pocket mouse (most abundant mammal), mule deer (300-400

resident), coyote (100 resident), Canada geese, and California and ring-bill

gulls. Several important species of fish including salmon, steelhead trout,

and American shad migrate through the Hanford reach of the Columbia on their

way to and from spawning areas upstream.

The dominant aquatic ecosystem on the Hanford Reservation is the-Columbia

River.. The Columbia River presents a very complex ecosystem in terms of

trophic relationships due to its size, the number of man-made alterations,

the diversity of the biota, and the size and diversity of its drainage

basin. For details concerning the aquatic parameters of the Columbia River

and additional terrestrial information see the references given in Section

2.1.2.1.14.
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2.1.2.1.9 SOCIOECONOMICS (LABOR AVAILABILITY)

The FES for the WPPSS Nuclear Projects 1 and 4 and the socioeconomic

study for WPPSS Nuclear Projects 1 and 4 done by Woodward-Clyde Consultants,

have been reviewed as the best source of information regarding labor avail-

ability and associated socioeconomic impacts at Hanford. It would appear

that construction of the LMFBR Demonstration Plant at Hanford has the

potential for causing adverse cumulative impacts when measured against on-

going activities at the site. These include primarily the WPPSS construction

since FFTF is nearing completion. Competition for labor and resulting

requirements for increased influx of construction workers in the Richland-

Kennewick-Pasco area could become acute and result in subsequent adverse

or increased impacts.

2.1.2.1.10 TRANSMISSION LINES

The Hanford Reservation has an ample capability to easily accommodate the

power requirements and output of a 350 MW(e) LMFBR Demonstration Plant.

A..number.of 500 kv, 230 kv, and 115 kv lines plus substations criss-cross

and dot the reservation.

2.1.2.1.11 LAND AND LAND USE

The Hanford Reservation consists of 362,261.7 acres of government land

controlled by ERDA. Land use includes (1) effluent and waste management

(2) research and development associated with Arid Land Ecology (ALE)

Program, and various laboratory facilities in the 100, 200, and 300 Areas;

(3) N Reactor and plutonium production facilities in the 100 Areas; and (4)

the Fast Flux Test Facility. Some land north of the Columbia River will

continue to be administered by the U. S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and

Wildlife, and the Washington State Department of Game. The State of

Washington leases land on the 200 Area plateau for radioactive waste burial.

Private leases of land include the Washington Public Power Supply System

(WPPSS) steam plant operating at 100-N Area and the WPPSS Power Reactor
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now under construction. Many future uses of Hanford Reservation land have

been suggested, but no definite plans exist.

Utilization of Hanford for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant would not conflict

with existing land use.

2.1.2.1.12 SCENIC, ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORIC SITES

There are no scenic or historic sites on the Hanford reservation. The only

known.potential historic sites in the area are the world's first full-scale

plutonium-production reactors.

Many archaeological sites of significance are found in the Hanford 'area.
The Columbia River shoreline-is rich with Indian artifacts. Many campsites

and fishing grounds within the Reservation boundary were traditionally used

as wintering areas from prehistoric times until the area was evacuated in

1943. The Columbia River was one of the most densely inhabited regions in

aboriginal North America, and its inhabitants possessed one of the most

interesting lifeways of the continent. With the exception of the sites

located on the Hanford reach of Columbia, evidences of this lifeway have been

virtually erased.

2.1.2.1.13 UTILITY PARTICIPATION

The Hanford Reservation was selected during the Project Definition Phase

of the LMFBR Demonstration Plant Program by Westinghouse joined with the

Northwest utilities, represented by the Joint Power Planning Council, a group

of 104 public agencies, 5 private utilities and Bonneville Power Administra-

tion, as the site for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant if it were awarded to

Westinghouse and the Northwest utilities. At the conclusion of the Project

Definition Phase Program, the utilities and the AEC. recognized that the cost

of the demonstration plant'and the related R&D programs were significantly

more than the funds available.
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Two committees were established to evaluate the proposals made under the

PDP. These committees were the Senior Utility Management Committee and the

Senior Utility Technical Panel. During.the course of their review the

Northwest utility representatives realized the capital investment commit-

ment of the owner would be substantially more than could be dedicated by

the Northwest utilities. Also, the Northwest utilities did not have the

technical expertise in nuclear plant.construction and operations to take

on such a task as had been identified. The October 1971 statement that was

made by Mr. Price, Manager of the Eugene Water & Electric Board, as a repre-

sentative of the Northwest group stated, "The Northwest had extended an

invitation to ownership participation to a larger area than the Pacific

Northwest with specific invitation to the California utilities. The Pacific

Northwest not only needs dollars to proceed with such a plant but they also

need the necessary leadership to handle such a project."

Subsequent to that statement, in later meetings Frank Warren, President of

Portland General Electric Company, another representative on the committee

stated that Northwest was not available to take on the responsibility of the

demonstration plant but would support the research and development program.

In reviewing the current situation in the Northwest relative to siting the

demonstration plant at Hanford, the Northwest utilities still feel unable

to proceed with a plant at that site. The reasons are somewhat different

from the original position. The Northwest now is substantially committed to

commerical nuclear power generation with the Washington Public Power Supply

System constructing five nuclear plants and the private utilities in the pro-

cess of planning and constructing four more plus the operation of the Trojan

Nuclear Plant. All of the technical, financial and managerial capability

is concentrated on this program in an attempt to overcome projected energy

deficits.in the Northwest in the 1980's. Therefore, this commitment has

first priority and the Northwest utilities would not be willing to take

on additional obligations (see Exhibits II and III).
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2.1.2.1.14 ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Additional sources of relevant information regarding the Hanford Reserva-

tion include:

The PSAR, ER, SER, and FES for the WPPSS Nuclear Power projects

located on the Hanford Reservation.

The socioeconomic study for WPPSS Nuclear Project 1 and 4

The FSAR, SER, and ES for the FFTF.

ERDA-1538 - FES for Waste Management Operation -Hanford Reservation

(2 volumes).

2.1.2.2 SAVANNAH RIVER

The Savannah River (SR) area occupies an approximately circular area of

300 square miles. on the Atlantic Coastal Plain physiographic province in

South Carolina, 25 miles southeast of Augusta, Georgia. The site occupies

parts of three South Carolina Counties (Aiken,Barnwell and Allendale)

and borders the Savannah River for approximately 17 miles (see Figure

2.1.2.2-1). The Site is a closed government reservation except for con-

trolled through-traffic on South Carolina Highway 125 and the Seaboard Coast-

line Railroad, and controlled access for environmental study.

The Savannah River plant was constructed during the 1950's to produce the

basic materials used in the fabrication of nuclear weapons, primarily

plutonium-239 and tritium. Only ERDA's facilities at Hanford in eastern

Washington are also capable of producing plutonium forweapons purposes.

The plant facilities at SR consist of three operating nuclear production

reactors (P, K and C), two nuclear production reactors in standby condition

(R and L), a small test reactor in standby condition (U), two separations

areas for processing irradiated materials (F and H), a heavy water extraction

and recovery plant (D), a fuel and target fabrication facility containing
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two test reactors (M), the Savannah River Laboratory (a process development

laboratory to support production operations and containing three test reactors)

and administration facilities (A), and the many non-nuclear facilities

necessary for plant operations (see Figure 2.1.2.2-2).

The major waste storage areas for radioactive liquids, sludges, and crystal-

lized salts are adjacent to the separations areas. In addition, a 195-acre

burial ground area located between the F and H separations areas is used for

controlled storage of solid radioactive wastes. The reactors, separations

areas, and waste storage areas are at. least 4,miles from the nearest plant

boundary.

Three nuclear facilities are either planned, under construction or in use

adjacent to SR. Georgia Power company plans to construct the four-unit

Alvin W. Vogtle Nuclear Plant on the Savannah River at the southwest boundary.

The Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant of Allied-General Nuclear Services is under

construction on the eastern boundary for chemical separation of commerical

reactor fuels. A commercial facility for burying noxious chemicals and

low-level radioactive wastes, Chem-Nuclear Services, is located adjacent

to the Allied-General facility.

2.1.2.2.1 SITE ACCESS

An excellent system of state and federal highways connect directly with or

pass nearby the SR area as can be seen in Figures 2.1.2.2-1 and 2.1.2.2-2.

In addition, the SR reservation itself has 200 miles of primary paved roads

and 250 miles of secondary access roads dissecting its 200,000 acres. There-

fore access to an LMFBR Demonstration Plant would require, at most, construc-

tion or improvement of access road(s) tying into the existing highway system.

Two railroads, the Southern and the Atlantic Coast Line, have facilities

close to SR. The Atlantic Coast Line's main line to Augusta passes
through SR (see Figure 2.1.2.2-2). A present tie-off of this line serves the

SR area's rail yard and network which consists of over 60 miles of track.
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Figure 2.1.2.2-2

The Savannah River Plant Site

The original plantsite area was 200,831 acres ("314 square miles).
Portions of the original site have been deeded to Barnwell County
(2,487 acres) and excessed to the General Services Administration
for recreational purposes under the administration of the U. S.
Forest Service (6,021 acres). The original site boundary is
shown. The shaded areas are no longer part of the plantsite.
Th6 plantsite (in 1972) now consists of 192,323 acres (%300 sq. miles).
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The Southern Railway, while it does not enter SR, has its Columbia to

Augusta main line passing close to SR west of Williston, South Carolina;

and Southern has expressed interest in providing service to SR. The

railroad requirement, thus, would require construction of a spur line to

one of these two rail lines or the existing SR rail network.

SR is located on the Savannah River, which provides a nine-foot deep

navigational channel to the Atlantic Ocean. Docking facilities are

available at SR. The nearest commercial airport is at Augusta, approxi-

mately 25 miles away.

2.1.2.2.2 NEARBY INDUSTRIAL, MILITARY, AND TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES

The existing facilities at SR or nearby were discussed in the intro-

duction to Section 2.1.2.2 and are indicated on Figure 2.1.2.2-2.

Transportation facilities near SR were addressed in Section 2.1.2.2.1.

No military facilities are located near enough to SR to be of concern.

2.1.2.2.3 DEMOGRAPHY

No one is allowed to reside within the SR area. However, over 6,000

persons work on the SR Reservation. The Vogtle construction work force

would be another large source of daily transient population in the vicinity

of the SR. The distribution of population within 100 km (y63 miles) from

the center of SR is shown in Figure 2.1.2.2-3. Also shown at the bottom

of the figure are the major population centers within about 25 miles of

SR according to the 1970 census. For an area within a 50 mile radius of

SR, the 1977 population estimate is approximately 500,000. Between 1977

and 1997, this population is expected to grow by 32 percent.

2.1.2.2.4 METEOROLOGY (ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION)

The values of X/Q at SR provided in Table 2.1.2-1 are those which were

calculated by the NRC staff in the Safety Evaluation of the Alvin W. Vogtle
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Distribution of Population in Region Surrounding the Plant

(Radial Increments = 5 km, 22.50 Sector).

1970 Census

City

Augusta, GA
N. Augusta, SC
Aiken, SC
Williston, SC
Barnwell, SC
Allendale, SC
Waynesboro, GA

Distance,
miles

25
25
20
15
15
26
28

Direction
From Plant

Northwest
Northwest

North
Northeast

East
Southeast
Southwest

1970
Popul ati on

59,864

12,883
13,436
2,594
4,439
3,620
5,530

Figure 2.1.2.2-3
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Nuclear Plant units 1, 2, 3,and 4 (Docket Nos. 50-424, 425, 426 and 427).

The joint frequency data upon which the calculations were based were from

one year of on-site data. The Georgia Power Company's Vogtle Plants are

immediately across the river from SR and their x/Q values are a good source

to compare with the Clinch River Site x/Q values.

Values of x/Q have also been calculated at SR for a stack release height

of 62 meters (current height for all stacks at SRP). A short-term release

X/Q value of 3.2 x 10-6 sec/mi3 (5% 0-2 hours value at 8 km, the shortest

exclusion boundary distance from major facility) is from ERDA-1537 (page

111-105) and was determined from calculations using the two-year SRL TV

*tower meteorological data base. An annual average x/Q value of 8.0 x 10-

sec/m3 (at 17 km, the average exclusion boundary distance from major facility)

is from the same two-year meteorological data base but normalized to the

1975 annual tritium measurements at the plant perimeter. (See Environmental

Monitoring in the Vicinity of the Savannah River Plant, DPSPU-76-30-1, p. 23).

2.1.2.2.5 GEOLOGY (FOUNDATION CONDITIONS)

The Savannah River area is located on the upper Atlantic Coastal Plain.

The geology of SR has been extensively examined in the past. Based on

past experience and presently available information, no features or

characteristics are known which would preclude satisfactory foundation

conditions.

2.1.2.2.6 SEISMOLOGY

Seismic risk areas of the United States are generally grouped into

categories ranging from Zone 0 (no damage) to Zone 3 (major damage;

intensities of VIII or higher on the Modified Mercalli Scale). SR is

in a Zone 2 (moderate damage) region. Most of the rest of the area

south and west of the site is in Zone 1 (minor damage). The closest

Zone 3 region is centered around. Charleston, South Carolina, about
100 miles east of the site. The next nearest Zone 3 region covers

eastern Missouri and Arkansas and western Kentucky and Tennessee.
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.On the basis of three centuries of recorded history of earthquakes, an

earthquake above an intensity of VII on the Modified Mercalli (MM)

scale would not be expected at the Savannah River Plant. Average accelera-

tion for intensity VII corresponds to 0.13 g. During the past 100 years,.

the area within a 100-mile radius of the Savannah River Plant has experi-

enced one shock of intensity X, one shock of intensity VIII, two shocks

of intensity VII, and 12 shocks of intensity V MM. The shock of intensity

X MM was the Charleston earthquake of August 31, 1886. The great

Charleston earthquake of 1886 caused the highest intensity of shaking at

the site. Reports of local damage suggest an intensity of VI MM (Modified

Mercalli Scale of 1931) or low VII MM.

Seismic monitors, which were installed in SRP reactor buildings between

1952 and 1955, are set to alarm at 0.002 g (intensity II) and have never

indicated an earthquake *shock of this intensity since their installation.

The safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) for SR is an acceleration of 0.2 g.

2.1.2.2.7 HYDROLOGY (COOLING WATER AVAILABILITY, WATER QUALITY, AND
FLOODING)

SR adjoins the Savannah River for 17 miles. In addition to the flowing

streams on-site (see Figure 2.1.2.2-2) surface water is held in over

50 artificial impoundments covering a total of over 3,000 acres. The

largest of these, Par Pond, has an area of approximately 2,700 acres.

Water is held intermittently in marshes and over 200 natural basins,

called Carolina Bays. A large swamp bordering the Savannah River receives

the flow from several of the plant streams.

The source of most of the surface water on the plant site is either

natural rainfall or water pumped from the Savannah River to cool the

nuclear reactors. The cooling water is discharged to the streams to flow

back to the river or to Par Pond.

The Savannah River basin is one of the major river basins in the south-

western United States. It has a surface area of 10,580 square miles of
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which 8,100 are above SR. Two large reservoirs upstream of the Savannah

River Plant provide power, flood control and. recreational areas. Clark

Hill Reservoir, completed in 1952, is 35 miles (70 river miles) upstream.

Hartwell Reservoir, completed in 1961, is 90 miles (150 river miles)

upstream. Operation of these reservoirs stabilized the river flow in the

vicinity of the plant to a yearly average flow of 10,400 +2,900 cfs during

1961 to 1970. The minimum daily flow during the period was 6,000 cfs. The

monthly average temperature of the river water measured at the SRP boat

dock since July 1955 ranged from 6.8 to 26.8 degrees C. The daily river

temperature has reached 25.5 degrees C or higher only during the months of.

June through September. The quality of the water is shown in Table 2.1.2.2-1.

The highest-possible flood level developed for the Vogtle Plants resulted

from a combination of the Standard Project Flood and an earthquake-induced

failure of the Jocass.e Dam at the headwaters of the Savannah River system

and subsequent over-topping of all the downstream dams. The resulting

flood water level would be 152 feet MSL with a maximum wave run-up on the

bank to 168.2 feet MSL. Establishment of plant grade above this elevation

should present, no problem..

A shallow water table aquifer (maximum depth 80 to 100 ft) and the deeply

confined Tuscaloosa aquifer (below 140 to 170 ft depth) exist at SR. The

Tuscaloosa aquifer system is the most extensive and productive in the

Coastal Plains. The estimated safe yield of the Tuscaloosa aquifer has

been estimated at 5 billion gallons per day. The water from this aquifer

is generally of excellent chemical quality.

2.1.2.2.8 BIO-ENVIRONMENT

SR is a natural preserve for biota typical of the southeastern Coastal

Plain. The production and support facilities occupy only a small portion

of SR, and wildlife is little affected by them. The entire SR area,

exclusive of production and administrative areas and facilities, has been

declared a National Environmental Research Park.
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TABLE 2.1.2.2-1

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF SAVANNAH RIVER WATER

ANALYSES BY GEORGIA POWER COMPANY AND THE U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Concentration (ppm)

Maximum Minimum Average
CONSTITUENT GPC USGS GPC USGS GPC USGS

Bicarbonate 36.6 25.6 22.0 .19.5 28.8 22.4

Calcium 9.6 3.4 4.0 2.7 6.5 3.0

Carbonate 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Chloride 17.0 4.4 0.0 2.5 4.8 3.1

Fluoride 0,67 .0.0 0.08

Iron 0.48 0.750 0.12 0.100 0.3 0.45

Magnesium 5.8 1.4 0.5 1.1 3.5 1.2

Manganese 0.0 0.070 0.0 <0.050 0.0 0.05

Nitrate 0.48 0.4 0.0 0.1 0.28 0.25

Phosphate 0.22 1.0 0.0 <0.05 0.09 0.23

Potassium 2.7 1.5 1.1 0.8 1.9 1.3

Silica 9.4 12.0 5.8 7.6 7.5 10.2

Sodium 9.8 5.6. 4.2 4.0 7.3 4.9

Sulfate 18.8 6.0 2.1 3.0 7.3 4.8

Dissolved Solids 76.3 56 41.8 24 59.9 37.8

Alkalinity 30.0 21 18.0 16 23.2 18.3

Hardness 38.0 14 20 10 30.8 12.3

Ammonia 0.56 0.4 0.0 0.1 0.21 0.25
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The forests and pine plantations of SR are actively managed for pulp and

timber production by the U. S. Forest Service, using management techniques

which are standard throughout the southeast.

In addition to the wood resources of the SRP, there are animal resources,

such as an estimated 5,000-8,000 white-tail deer and 500-1,000 feral .swine.

These as well as other game and non-game species are managed by the Forest

Service. From the viewpoint of wildlife management, habitat conditions

are considered fair-to-excellent over the plant site. Carrying capacity

for most wildlife species,.such as white-tail deer, feral swine and wild
*turkeys, is increasing. At least two endangered species, the American.

alligator (Alligator mississippiensis) and redcockaded woodpecker

(Dendrocopos borealis) are found on the Savannah River site.

Aquatic habitats on SR are numerous.and diversified. They consist of

natural and thermally stressed flowing streams, ambient temperature and

thermally stressed reservoirs, Carolina Bays, abandoned farm ponds,

swamp channels, and oxbow lakes. Studies of the:Savannah River and on-

site surface waters have well characterized these aquatic environments

(see references listed in Section 2.1.2.2.14).

2.1.2.2.9 SOCIOECONOMICS (LABOR AVAILABILITY)

The FES for the Vogtle Nuclear Plant has been reviewed as the most perti-

nent sources.of information regarding labor availability and associated

socioeconomic impacts. Based on this examination, it appears that

generally, the local areas, particularly Richmond County and Augusta,

are large enough to supply the majority of labor requirements and that

the construction workers that would be expected to move into the area

will not cause a large impact.

2.1.2.2.10 TRANSMISSION LINES

The existing transmission facilities on or near SR should be able to

provide the necessary provisions for accommodatinq the construction power,
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back-up power and transmission requirements of an LMFBR Demonstration Plant.

SR has a 115-kV grid dedicated to plant operation, and passing through the

site a 115-kV line and a proposed 230-kV line of the South Carolina Electric

and Gas Company. In addition, ties to and from the proposed Vogtle units

are close by.

2.1.2.2.11 LAND AND LAND USE

The ERDA SR area consists of 192,323.3 acres of government-owned land. The

entire Savannah River area, exclusive of production and administrative

areas and facilities, has been declared a National Environmental Research

Park. The main goals of the SR reservation are:

1. To provide land for nuclear production facilities and other

activities of ERDA;

2. To support and conduct environmental and ecological research

by ERDA on land protected from uncontrolled use;

3. To. provide land for energy R&D activities;

4. To conduct a forest management program;

5. To cooperate with the educational community in making the unique

land resources available for training and observational programs;

and

6. To cooperate in the conduct of historical, archaeological,

geological, and nature study programs.

The siting of an LMFBR Demonstration Plant at SR would not conflict with

present land use plans.

2.1.2.2.12 SCENIC, ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL SITES

There are no significant historic sites on SR.

There are no sites on SR considered to be public scenic attractions.
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The archaeology of SR is currently under study. There are many small pre-

historic campsites dating back over 7,000 years on SR, as well as in the

rest of the Savannah River valley. Of that which has been surveyed thus

far, no significantly different or unusually important sites, such as towns,

have been discovered. However, the need for additional exploration is
*indicated by the results thus far.

2.1.2.2.13 UTILITY PARTICIPATION

SR was considered in 1971 and 1972 as a possible site for the LMFBR Demon-

stration plant. SR is in South.Carolina and contiguous to the territory of

South Carolina Electric and Gas but. not far from Duke Power's system.with.

its heavy transmission and interconnections with a number of southeast

utilities. Duke Power, at that time, determined that they did not have

the manpower to join with other Southeast Utilities in providing the

manpower, talent, and expertise as the owner-operators of an LMFBR Demon-

•stration Plant.

This was also determined by Carolina Power and Light Company, Virginia

Electric and Power Company, the Southern Company and South Carolina Elec-

tric and Gas Company. Therefore, insofar as these five utilities are con-

cerned, they could not constitute a utility owner-operator group for

locating the LMFBR Demonstration.Plant on any of their systems including

the SR site. The same situation exists today (see Exhibits IV and V).

2.1.2.2.14 ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Sources for additional information concerning the SR area can be found in:

The ER, PSAR, SER, and FES for the Alvin W. Vogtle Nuclear Plants.

ERDA-1537-DES on Waste Management Operation for Savannah River

Plant.

Savannah River Land Use Plan, 1st Edition, July 1975.
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2.1.2.3 IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY

The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) is located along the

western edge of the upper Snake River Plain in Southeastern Idaho as shown

in Figure 2.1.2.3-1. Lying at the foot of the Lost River, Lemhi, and

Bitterroot Mountain Ranges, the 894-square-mile area comprising the INEL

is essentially a rectangle, 34 miles north to south and 29 miles east to

west with the northwest corner excluded.

The National Reactor Testing Station (now INEL) was established in 1949

as a place where the AEC (now ERDA) could build, test, operate.various

types of nuclear reactors, and support facilities and equipment. Today,

the INEL is one of ERDA's principal centers for conducting nuclear energy

research. It has the world's largest and most varied collection of reactors,

including research, testing, power, and propulsion reactors. As of

December 1974, the number of INEL reactors built had reached 49, of which

16 were still operating or operable. Present facilities at INEL include

the Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II), the Transient Reactor Test

(TREAT) facilities, the Zero Power Plutonium Reactor (ZPPR), Hot Fuel

Examination Facility (HFEF), Loss of Flow Test (LOFT) facility, Naval

Reactor Facilities (NRF), Engineering Test Reactor (ETR), and the Idaho

Chemical Processing Plant (see Figure 2.1.2.3-2).

2.1.2.3.1 SITEACCESS

The present highway and railroad access to the INEL site is shown in

Figures 2.1.2.3-1 and 2.1.2.3-2. As can be seen, highway access can be

met by the construction of access road(s) to the existing all-weather

highways. The requirement for railroad access would necessitate the

construction of a spur line extension to the Union Pacific Railroad INEL

spur line which would vary in length depending on the location of the LMFBR

Demonstration Plant.

No barge access. is available to the INEL area. The nearest commercial

airport is located in Idaho Falls approximately 22 miles east of INEL.
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FIGURE 2.1.2.3-I Idaho National Engineering Laboratory Vicinity Map
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FIGURE 2.1.2.3-2 Idaho National Engineering Laboratory Facility Location
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2.1.2.3.2 NEARBY INDUSTRIAL, MILITARY AND TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES

Other than the existing INEL facilities shown in Figure 2.1.2.3-2 and

the road and railroad system described in Section 2.1.2.3.1, there exist
no facilities near INEL of concern.

2.1.2.3.3 DEMOGRAPHY

No one is allowed to reside in the INEL. An average work force of 4,200

employees is present at the INEL during the day shift, and about 750

employees are on-site during each of the other shifts. These are average

numbers that vary with changes in operational requirements and construction

work. Contractor-operated bus service is provided from the major com-

muni ties.

The permanent employees live in more than 30 communities around the INEL

with the greatest number residing in Idaho Falls. (see Figure 2.1.2.3-1).

The nearest populated area to INEL is Atomic City, located less than one

mile from the southern boundary, with less than 50 residents. The total

population within a 40-mile radius is approximately 5,000 and within a

50-mile radius is 100,000. Tables 2.1.2.3-1 and 2.1.2.3-2 reflect popu-

lation growth and status in the counties and cities near the INEL.

2.1.2.3.4 METEOROLOGY (ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION)

The NOAA has operated a meteorological observation program at the INEL

since 1949. In addition to recording day-to-day weather data and pro-

viding daily operation forecasts for the INEL, the NOAA staff has main-

tained an intensive research and development program to improve the

reliability of prediction and measurement of meteorological parameters

which influence safe conduct of operations on the INEL. A number of

meteorological stations are located throughout the INEL to measure

simultaneously the spatial variation of several meteorological parameters

such as temperature, windspeed and wind direction up to a height of 250

feet.
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TABLE 2.1.2.3-1

POPULATION GROWTH RATE OF COUNTIES WHICH ENCOMPASS THE INEL

County

Bingham

Bonneville

Butte

Clark

Jefferson

1950

23,271

30,210

2,722

918

10,495

1960

28,218

46,906

3,498
.915

11,672

1970

29,167

52,457

2,925

741

11,740:
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TABLE 2.1.2.3-2

GROWTH RATE OF CITIES AND TOWNS AROUND THE INEL

Population - Over 1,000

City
Aberdeen

Ammon

Arco

Blackfood

Chubbuck

Idaho Falls.

Pocatello

Rigby

Shelley

1960

1,484

1,882

1 ,562

7,.37.8

1,590

33,161

28, 534

2,281

2,612

1970
1 ,542

2,553

1,244

8,716

2,927

35,776

38.826

2,311

2,674

% Change

3.9

35.7

-20.4

18.1

84.1

7.9

36.1

1.3

0.1

POPULATION - Under 1,000

Atomic City

Basalt

Firth

Hamer

Lewisville

Lost River

Mackay

Men an

Moore

Mud Lake

Roberts

141

275

322

144

385

58

652

496

358

187

422

24

349

362

81

468

539

545

156

194

393

-83.0

26.9

12.4

-43.8

21.6

-100.0

-17.3

9.9
-56.4

3.7

-6.9
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The estimates of x/Q's at INEL given in Table 2.1.2-1 have been made from

Figure 2.1.2.3-3 and Table 2.1.2.3-3 (from IDO-12048, Climatography of.

the NRTS). Stability Class F was used with the average wind speed to

compare x/Q's to those generated for the Clinch River Site. Distances

employed were 670 meters and 4,023 meters which are equivalent to the

Clinch River Site minimum exclusion area distance and LPZ.

2.1.2.3.5 GEOLOGY (FOUNDATION CONDITIONS),

The geology of the desert plain on which the INEL is located has been

studied intermittently by the USGS for the past 35 years. The particular

area occupied by the INEL has been intensively studied since 1949. Based

on past experience and presently available information, no features or

characteristics are known which would preclude satisfactory foundation

conditions.
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INEL - DOWNWIND CONCENTRATIONS
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FIGURE 2.1.2.3-3

Relntive axial concentration versus distance downwind by stability class 15 to 60

minute release time (Markee).
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TABLE 2.1.2.3-3

INEL STABILITY CLASSES

Range of Wind SpeedsClass Averaqe Wind Speed

A

B

C

D

E

F

0.2 -

0.2 -

0.2 -

0.2 -

0.2-

0.2-

11.0

11.0

11.0

11.0

8.0

6.0

Meters/Second

Meters/Second

Meters/Second

Meters/Second

Meters/Second

Meters/Second

2.8

2.6

3.0

3.1

2.7

1.8

Meters/Second

Meters/Second

Meters/Second

Meters/Second

Meters/Second

Meters/Second

x/Q = xU/Q Divided by 0 (Wind Speed)
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2.1.2.3.6 SEISMOLOGY

Prior to 1970, the INEL was classified in Seismic Zone 2 of the Uniform

Building Code of the International Conference of Building Officials.. In

1970, the Classification was changed to the higher-risk Zone 3. This action

imposed more stringent design criteria on facilities constructed after April

.1970. For example, the design of the Safety Test Facility (STF) has require-

ments for Category I structures which, utilizes the input response spectrum

as defined by.NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60, normalized to O.32g for both

horizontal and vertical.

Between 1884 and September 16, 1963, 53 earthquakes equivalent to Modified

Mercalli Intensity (MMI) V or greater were recorded. in Idaho. Of these, 29

are listed by the USGS as having originated (epicenter) in Idaho. Another

14 earthquakes of this MMI range are recorded in.National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Adminstration (NOAA) Hypocenter Data File as having epicenters

in Idaho since September 16, 1963. No destructive quake has been recorded

on the Snake River Plain. The most recent (August 1959) large earthquake

in the region, that was accompanied by surface faulting, took place near

Hebgen Lake, Montana, about 100 miles northeast of the INEL. This quake,

which produced an MMI of V to VI in the area comprising the INEL, caused

no damage to facilities at the INEL.

Two faults along mountain fronts north of Arco and Howe, a few miles from

the INEL boundary, are geologically recent (within the last one million

years) and are evidenced by'fault scarps. These scarps indicate aggregate

displacements (occurring in several episodes) of from 40 to 50 feet. The

Arco and Howe fault scarps probably have been formed in the last 30,000

years, possibly more recently than 10,000 years; movement even in the last

4,000 years cannot be ruled out.

A study of micro-earthquakes in the vicinity of the INEL was conducted by the

USGS in 1968-1969 to determine whether the Arco-Howe faults, or possibly

others in the region, are sources of micro-earthquakes. No seismic activity
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was detected in the vicinity of the INEL. The study concluded that the

eastern Snake River Plain in the vicinity of the INEL is currently aseismic;

however, the absence of micro-earthquakes does not eliminate the possibility

that the earth's crust in this region contains stored elastic strain that

might be released, by slippage along a dormant fault, to produce an earth-

quake.

Since October 1972,.the Idaho Operations Office, ERDA, has operated a net-

work of three vertical motion recording seismographs; one located at CFA and

the other two off the plain -- one at Howe Peak (northwest of the INEL) and

the other on Taylor Mountain (southeast of Idaho Falls). Data obtained to

date tend to indicate that the Snake River Plain is aseismic and seismically

"decoupled" from the mountains surrounding it. It appears that damaging

seismic waves may be filtered out or rapidly attenuated in the geologic

structures of the plain. The present seismograph network is capable of

detecting microseisms from strain accumulation along faults in the mountains.

It will also detect any microseisms on the eastern Snake River Plain which

would precede a resumption of volcanic activity.

2.1.2.3.7 HYDROLOGY (COOLING WATER AVAILABILITY, WATER QUALITY AND

FLOODING)

The Snake River Plain is semi-arid,and groundwater is a resource of primary

interest. This groundwater is discharged at large springs in the valley of

the Snake River about 125 miles southwest of the INEL. Wells on the INEL

tap this aquifer system, and although large quantities of water are pumped

out, it is only a very, small percentage of the water available. Withdrawals

for irrigation are large in other parts of the plain but not in the vicinity

of the INEL.

The Big Lost River, Little Lost River and.Birch Creek flow into the INEL.

Even though much of the normal flow of these streams is diverted for irri-

gation upstream from the INEL, the water that flows into the INEL inter-

mittently is totally dissipated by seepage and evaporation on the INEL.
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Flood stages may occur in the spring from watershed snowmelt, especially on

the Big Lost River. Protection from potential flooding of the Big Lost

River has been provided by diversion works in the southwest corner of the

INEL. This control consists of a dam and a channel leading to several

impounding areas where the water seeps into the ground. The water normally

flows in the main channel unless the gates at the dam are closed. The flow-

rate of the river varies considerably from year to year and from season

to season. During 1961, for instance, the channel was dry at the INEL, where-

as in June 1965, it had a flow of approximately 2,200 cfs. The flow of the

other two streams is relatively insignificant and offers little or no flood

threat.

Localized .ponding and surface flow of water occur occasionally duri~ng late

winter or early spring as a result of unusual situations involving extended

periods of above-freezing temperatures, prolonged light rainfall, extensive

areas of snow, and deeply frozen ground. When these conditions prevail,

nuisance flooding and soil erosion can occur in localized areas unless

adequate drainage is provided.

The regional groundwater table is 200 feet below the land surface in-the

northern part of the INEL and 800 to 900 feet in the southern part. The

water table has a gradient toward the southwest, and the direction of flow

is inferred to be in that generaldirection. Mean flow velocity is about

13 + 8 feet per day. The groundwater reservoir is recharged by underflow

from adjacent mountainous areas, seepage along the river and creek channels,

and seepage from playa ponds.

The groundwater in the vicinity of the INEL normally contains about 200 ppm

of dissolved solids, with calcium and magnesium carbonates being the pre-

dominant solutes. The water temperature within a zone 50 to 100 feet below

the water table ranges between 50 degrees and 54 degrees F.

Typical deep-wells at the INEL produce more than 1,000 gpm. Some existing wells

on the INEL currently produce 4,000 gpm. Agricultural wells immediately off-

site produce as high as 15,000 gpm.
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Based on recent engineering work at the Test Reactor Area, to accommodate

2,200 gpm blowdown from cooling towers for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant

(blowdown based on present CRBRP design), a pond of approximately 10 acres

in size would be required considering known percolation and evaporation rates.

2.1.2.3.8 BIO-ENVIRONMENT

The vegetation of the INEL is limited by the type of soil, meager rainfall

and extended drought periods. Extensive surveys of INEL vegetation were

carried out in 1952, 1958 and 1967, utilizing 150 permanent transects:

established and maintained for this purpose. The most prominent ground

cover is a mixture of vegetation consisting of sagebrush (Artemesia

tridentata)•, lanceleaf rabbitbrush (Crysothamnus viscidiflorus), and a.

variety of grasses. Approximately 80 percent of the station exhibits this

type of ground cover. The INEL has only a few trees, located principally

along the Big Lost River.

The vegetation of the INEL supports a variety of wildlife consisting mainly

of small mammals, desert-inhabiting birds, reptiles, and a few large mammals.

The small mammals include chipmunks, ground squirrels, several species of

mice, kangaroo rats, jackrabbits, and the desert hare. The pronghorn

antelope are migratory and winter south of the INEL and summer to the north

of it. Antelope occasionally fawn on the station in the spring as. they move

northward into the Birch Creek Valley. Coyotes and bobcats are seen fre-

quently. Sage grouse and pheasants are the only resident game birds on

the INEL. In addition to raptors and other indigenous and introduced species

of birds,. some migrant species pass through the area. These include doves,

larks, hawks, ducks, geese, and golden and bald eagles (an endangered

species). The only other endangered species occasionally frequenting

the station is the prairie falcon. The reptiles consist mainly of lizards

and a few snakes. Domestic sheep and cattle are allowed to graze on the

perimeter areas of the station in the early spring and fall. Large mammals

are excluded from the immediate facility areas by security fences.
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2.1.2.3.9 SOCIOECONOMICS (LABOR AVAILABILITY)

At INEL, there are available personnel experienced in. nuclear reactor

construction and operations in the region. Construction labor forces at

the INEL have varied.from a high of 2,500 in.1951 to an average of 500-600

currently.. As a consequence, the Eastern Idaho region has available a

relatively large work force experienced in the construction of nuclear plants

and facilities. Many of the residents.:from farms and ranches are available

for construction work whenever.it is available. They have built nuclear

reactors and support facilities at the INEL since 1949 including two liquid

metal fast reactors. However, because of the magnitude of the LMFBR Demon-

stration Plant, additional. construction.workers from outside.the: local

area would be required.

2.1.2.3.10 TRANSMISSION LINES

Figure 2.1.2.3-4 shows the high voltage transmission system that serves

in INEL area. It consists of two 230-kV lines .and one 161-kV line. A

detailed study would be required to show that the existing transmission

system would be adequate to handle the construction and operating off-site

power needs and the interruptable 350 MWe output of the LMFBRDemonstra-

tion Plant. First indications are, however, that the existing lines could

meet the demands without any major new transmission lines.

2.1.2.3.11 LAND AND LAND USE

The INEL consists of 572,307.4 acres of government land in the custody of

ERDA. Only a small percentage of the total land area- is utilized for the

various nuclear facilities.andnumerous support facilities. A large area

of the INEL is used for grazing sheep in the spring and fall. There is

ample space for the construction and operation of the LMFBR Demonstration

Plant on INEL without conflicting with land use.
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2.1.2.3.12 SCENIC ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORIC'SITES

No scenic or historic sites occur on INEL other than the EBR-I area.

Archaeological surveys have been performed at INEL (1967-1969 and

1970-1972) and are continuing.

2.1.2.3.13 UTILITY PARTICIPATION

The INEL is in the Northwest Utilities system. Early on in the Project

Definition Phase of the LMFBR Program, the Joint Power Planning Council,

a group of 104 public agencies, 5 private utilities and Bonneville Power

Administration, considered.the INEL.for siting the LMFBR Demonstration Plant.

The committee evaluated the INEL area as a possible site and rejected it

on the basis that no utility owner in the immediate area could be found.

Also the transmission facilities and backup power resources in-thearea did

not lend themselves as readily (as Hanford) to absorbing a 350 MWe

interruptable resource such as the demonstration plant. The same reasons

would hold true today (see Exhibits II and III)

2.1.2.3.14 ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Sources which contain additional information about the INEL area include:

ERDA-1536, DES Waste Management Operations of INEL.
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2.2 CONSIDERATION OF TVA-OWNED LAND OUTSIDE THE TVA SERVICE AREA AS
ALTERNATIVE SITES FOR THE LMFBR DEMONSTRATION PLANT

The alternative site analysis presented in section 9.0 of the CRBRP

Environmental Report considered both hook-on and new sites within the TVA

service area. Based on this analysis, the Clinch River Site was chosen

as the preferred location .for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant. In response

to the contention concerning alternative sites.(see section 1.0) to

determine whether there.are TVA-owned sites outside the TVA service area

which could potentially.provide a substantially better site than the

Clinch River Site, a review was made of TVA land holdings. Asa result

of this review, the only TVA-owned sites identified outside the service

*area were the Page and Artemus sites located in Kentucky. TVA purchased

both the Page and Artemus properties in 1961 as potential sites.for future

fossil-fired generating units. The approximate location of these sites

is shown in Figure 2.2-1. A review of the general characteristics of

each site is presented below and summarized in Table 2.2-1.

2.2.1 GENERAL SITE DISCUSSIONS

The Artemus site is located on the left bank of the Cumberland River

(CRM 642) about four miles southeast of Barbourville, Kentucky. The

site consists of 553.3 acres.

The Page site is located along the right bank of the Cumberland River

(CRM 660) about 3.5 miles southeast of Pineville, in Bell County,

Kentucky. The site consists of approximately 121.7 acres.

Because of the relative close proximity of the Artemus and Page sites,

both sites have very similar characteristics. Both sites are located on

a stretc.h of the Cumberland River which has an average daily flow in the

range of 1,100-1,400 cfs with a minimum daily flow of approximately 6 cfs.

Under these conditions, it is likely that some form of makeup water storage

reservoir would be required to maintain adequate supply during periods

of low flow. The flooding conditions at either site have not been
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TABLE 2.2-1

SITE CHARACTERISTICS OF TVA'S ARTEMUS AND PAGE SITES

Artemus Page

1. LOCATION

Site

River
River Mile
Acquired by TVA
Acres

4 miles SE of Barbourville, Ky., and
8 miles NW of Pineville, Ky.

Cumberland
642L
1961
553.3

3.5 miles SE of Pineville, Ky., in
Bell County

Cumberland
660R
1961.
121.7

2. RIVER DATA

Flood of record
Maximum probable flood*

3. ACCESS

Highway
Nearest primary road
Distance from site
New road construction
Bridge requirements

Railroad.
Nearest mainline railroad
Distance from site
Bridge requirements

996
1014

1033
1048

State Route 930
Less than 1/4 mile
1/4 mile
1,400 ft bridge over

U.S. Highway 119
Within the site.
Relocation

.the Cumberland

L&N
Less than 114 mile
1,400 ft bridge over the Cumberland

(access may be available without
bridge)

L&N
About 8 miles
1 bridge would be required

Barge None None

4. SITE GRADING

.Plant grade, elevation (ft)
Total grading
Depth of overburden

1015 ft
3,400,000+
7-70 ft

1052 ft
5,000,000+
2-24 ft

* The maximum possible flood at the sites has not been cal'-"ated using the NRC guidelines.



SITE CHARACTERISTICS Ot rVA'S ARTEMUS AND PAGE SITES

Artemus Page

5. FOUNDATION

Depth of overburden
Bedrock

Top of sound rock elevation

6. CONDENSER WATER SYSTEM

7 to 70 ft
Shale = 0-55 ft
Sandstone = 200 ft
960-1,006 ft

2-24 ft
Alternate layers of shale and sandstone

967-1,049 ft

Cooling tower required
Storage res. required

Diking required

7. STREAM FLOW

Yes
Yes
At Pineville, Ky., for water

storage above elevation 995

Pineville, Ky. (647.2)
57,900 cfs (January 8, 1946)
1,398 cfs
6.2 cfs (October 10, 1953)ý
5.6 cfs (August 14, 1957)

Yes
Yes

Gage point
Maximum known
Average
Minimum daily
Minimum instantaneous

Pineville & Harlan, Ky. "
50,000 cfs (December 31, 1968)
1,100 cfs
5-6 cfs (October 9, 1953)
4-5 cfs (August 14, 1957)
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examined to meet NRC's probable maximum flood (PMF) criteria. However,

estimates of plant grades and PMF elevations have shown the Artemus and

Page sites to be approximately one foot and, four feet above estimated

maximum probable flood levels, respectively. Neither site affords barge

access and the Page site would require bridge construction to obtain rail

access. 'In addition, the Artemus site may require bridge construction for

highway access. Because of the limited size of the Page site, additional

land purchases would likely be required to establish an appropriate

exclusion zone. Both sites have similar geologic structures with the

greatest overburden or depth to sound rock at Artemus (approximately 7-70

ft). Transmission requirements for either site would be basically the

same and are discussed below.

2.2.1.1 TRANSMISSION HOOKUP COSTS

Both Artemus and Page are located approximately five miles from the closest

TVA transmission facility at Pineville, Kentucky. ýThe only TVA source

into Pineville is over the low capacity LaFollette-Pineville 161-kV

transmission line which is already committed to its full capacity for

interchange purposes. Therefore, to satisfactorily integrate a new

generation source of the size of the LMFBR facility into the TVA system,

an EHV system would have to be utilized because of the transmission dis-

tances involved. This would require the construction of an Artemus or

Page-Volunteer 500-kV transmission line and.the associated terminal

equipment. The estimated costs would probably be in the order of 15 to

20 times those estimated at the Clinch River Site where adequate trans-

mission facilities are located nearby.

The only alternative to this would be to negotiate with Kentucky utilities

in order to connect the new generation directly into their EHV system.

This would result in additional expenditures to strengthen existing and/or

construct new interchange points in order to return this generation to the

TVA system. Although the potential implications of this alternative would

require further study, it is anticipated that the costs of these facilities

would again be in the order of 15 to 20 times those estimated at the
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at the Clinch River site.

2.2.1.2 OFF-SITE POWER REQUIREMENTS

The off-site power needs for plant construction and operation at either the

Artemus or Page site would require new line construction unless some agree-

ment could be reached with Kentucky utilities to supply this need. At

Clinch River, these needs can be met with a minimum of expenditures because

of the close proximity of several existing high-voltage lines.

2.2.2 SUMMARY

Based on an assessment of the above noted site characteristics which

included limitations in site size, cooling water supply, possible problems

in rail access, problems in potential flooding, lack of barge access, and

.constraints associated with transmission hookup, neither Artemus nor Page

appears to compare favorably with the Clinch River Site. In areas where

limited information is available for comparison such as meteorology,

socioeconomic impacts, etc., only gross assessments can be drawn. However,

there is no reason to believe that either Artemus or Page sites would

offer any advantages over the Clinch River Site in any of these areas.

Therefore based on the review of TVA property and the identification and

examination of the Page and Artemus sites, the conclusion, is reached that

no TVA land outside the TVA service area is better, much less substantially

better than the Clinch River site.
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2.3 CONSIDERATION OF CO-LOCATION WITH AN LMFBR FUEL REPROCESSING PLANT AND
AN LMFBR FUEL FABRICATION PLANT AND UNDERGROUND SITES

The co-location of the LMFBR Demonstration Plant with various other of the

fuel cycle facilities such as an LMFBR fuel fabrication plant and LMFBR fuel

reprocessing plant is essentially the concept of nuclear energy centers.

The feasibility and desirability of nuclear energy centers have received

considerable study. Underground siting has also received considerable

attention because of the ostensibly attractive hypothesis that underground

containment could permit "absolute" containment of fission products from

any conceivable accident situation. Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 look at these

two concepts as alternatives for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant. The con-

clusions reached in both cases is. that neither alternate offers tangible

improvement in the safety, environmental acceptability, safeguards, or

economics of the proposed facility, and thus these alternatives do not

warrant adoption for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant.

2.3.1 CO-LOCATION WITH AN LMFBR FUEL REPROCESSING PLANT AND AN LMFBR
FUEL-FABRICATION PLANT

The concept of co-location of the LMFBR Demonstration Plant with an LMFBR

fuel reprocessing plant and/or an.LMFBR fuel fabrication plant is generally

-the same as the concept of nuclear energy centers. The NRC, among others,

has extensively examined the idea of nuclear energy Centers (NEC) and

has published its findings in NUREG-OOOI-ES. The NRC conclusion concerning

the feasibility and practicality of fuel-cycle nuclear energy centers was:

... that it can be feasible and practical to locate nuclear fuel-
cycle facilities on nuclear energy center sites. Although
the need for fuel cycle NEC's it not compelling, such centers
might offer public benefits.

However, none of the suggested public benefits could be fully realized at

the present time from a combination of the LMFBR Demonstration Plant,

reprocessing plant, and/or fuel fabrication plant as is discussed below.
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The most pointed-to advantage of co-location of the various elements in the

nuclear fuel cycle is from the safeguards standpoint by reducing the routine

shipment of plutonium compounds and components. Nevertheless, NRC has

concluded that based on the ongoing Special Safeguards Study, effective

safeguards can continue to be achieved without eliminating the shipment

of plutonium materials. In the specific case of the CRBRP, because of the

CRBRP's smaller size and the incorporation of the necessary and.sufficient

transportation safeguards, essentially no advantage would be gained by

co-location.

The other potential benefits identified by NRC were (0) some construction

economics should be attainable, (2) reduction in the number of sites, and

(3) opportunitties-for improved waste management systems and economics of

scale in constructing waste treatment and management facilities. While

such benefits may potentially be derived for large nuclear energy centers

containing one or more commercial sized reprocessing and mixed-oxide fuel

fabrication facilities along with several tens of commercial sized LWR's

and/or LMFBR's, these benefits are not applicable to the subject situation.

The plant being built is an LMFBR Demonstration Plant as would be the LMFBR

reprocessing facility. Furthermore, although a pilot LMFBR reprocessing plant

is being discussed for possible construction in 1988, no authorization or

appropriation for its construction has presently been given. In fact

it should be noted that the prime tentative location for the pilot LMFBR

reprocessing plant is near the Clinch River Site in the Oak Ridge Reserva-

tion. In the same vein, an LMFBR fuel fabrication facility would be of a

very small scale compared to projected commercial facilities. Therefore,

most if not all, of these aforementioned benefits could not be realistically

expected to arise from the co-siting of the LMFBR Demonstration Plant with

its respective reprocessing and fuel fabrication facilities. In addition,

even for commercial LWR's, such nuclear energy centers combining reprocess-

ing, fuel fabrication, and power plants have not been utilized to date and

most likely will not in the near future..
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NRC also concluded in its study that "there are no significant, differences

between the radiological and environmental effects of fuel cycle NEC's and

•dispersed sites." Thus, based on the above, the conclusion has been reached

that, co-location would not be a substantially better alternative.

:2.3.2 UNDERGROUND SITING

The possibility of underground siting for nuclear power plants. has been

suggested as an alternative which.should be considered. Forgetting for

the moment the disadvantages of underground siting, let us focus on what

advantages, this concept would offer over the present CRBRP design.

The principal attraction to underground siting lies in the expectation that

the surrounding rock and earth would provide a form of "absolute" containment

to virtually any fission products release. Some information on the capabil-

ities of cavities in competent rock to retain fission products has been

obtained in the weapons testing programs. Although not clear *whether this

experience is totally relevant to the underground siting problem, results

have shown retention of fission products, has been favorable. However, in

the case of a reactor sited underground, there will be'numerous penetrations

to the surface and the likelihood of guaranteeing the in.tegrity of seals

from these penetrations is uncertain. In reality, one would end up with a

leak rate from the underground cavity much.like that for the containment

buildings used in conventional aboveground plants. Moreover, insofar as

the CRBRP presently has a containment/confinement design and will comply

with all applicable NRC requirements including 10 CFR.100, no improvement

to the health and safety of the public would be expected to result from

underground siting. In fact the reactor core for the CRBRP is already

positioned underground.

Another advantage attributable to underground siting is the reduction ,of

visual effects.of the plant and a decrease in land required for the facility.

As discussed in Environmental Report Section 3.1., the public view of the

CRBRP will be limited bya combination of forest and natural terrain. A
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portion of the dome of the reactor confinement structure may be

visible to traffic crossing the Gallaher Bridge on the Oak Ridge Turnpike,

and approximately ten homes on the southern side of the Clinch River will

have a limited view of the plant. As to the potential minor aesthetic impact

of the cooling tower plume, this would not be eliminated by underground siting

because cooling towers aboveground would still be required unless once

through cooling was employed which is highly unlikely in most situations.

The reduction of land by utilizing underground siting would be marginal

at best.

The reduction of surface accidents such as tornados and the isolation of the

turbine in a separate containment area thus reducing the possibility of

internal missiles are additional positive factors stressed by advocates of

underground siting. The CRBRP, however, is already designed to accommodate

with conservatism and without effecting the safe operation of the plant,

all of the credible surface accidents and turbine missile accidents. It

should be pointed out, that to thecontrary, the threat of flooding is.a

major unknown in underground siting. Therefore, one concludes that under

themost favorable conditions Underground siting offers no improvement

to safety.

The picture that has been drawn so far by. looking at the advantages often

quoted for underground siting is that none of these is expected to signifi-

cantly improve the safety or environmental assessment when compared to the.

present CRBRP. The major disadvantages associated with underground siting

are itemized below:

1. Significant increase in plant costs.

2. Increased construction schedule

3. Major unresolved technical problems requiring significant efforts

to fully establish the adequacy of the design of an underground plant

(groundwater, flooding, structural, sealing of penetrations, etc.)
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Weighing the combination then of essentially no realizable advantages but

significant increase in cost, time and uncertainty, the alternative of.

underground siting for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant can neither be viewed

*as substantially or even reasonably better than the present design at the

Clinch River Site. In addition, with no engineering design existing for

an underground nuclear plantin the U. S., and no application having been

filed to locate a plant at an underground site, the additional burden of

demonstrating the concept of underground siting along with the LMFBR Demon-

stration Plant's existing objectives would be unreasonable-and would

severely impact and jeopardize the LMFBR Demonstration Program.
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3.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The supplemental information and analysis presented in Section 2.0 deals

with alternative concepts .and alternate ERDA and TVA sites. Section 2.1

examined all ERDA-owned land as potential alternative sites to the present

Clinch River Site and concluded that even for the three sites (Savannah

River, Idaho National Engineering. Laboratory and Hanford) which were

looked at in detail and where potential siting of an LMFBR Demonstration

Plant was possible, none represent a satisfactory alternative to meeting

the objectives of the LMFBR program. In the examination of the two TVA-owned

sites located outside the TVA service area., neither represented a satis-

factory alternative.site. Finally, the consideration of employing-the

concepts of underground siting or co-location to the LMFBR Demonstration

Plant showed no advantage for either concept, and would most likely prove

detrimental to meeting the LMFRB Demonstration Plant Program objectives.

Therefore, based on the selection of the Clinch River Site.from the analysis

of TVA sites presented in Environmental Report Section 9.0 and the supple-

mental determination that ERDA sites, TVA sites outside the TVA service

area, and the concepts of underground siting and co-location do not offer

acceptable alternatives, the Clinch River Site has been confirmed as the

preferred site for the nation's first LMFBR Demonstration Plant.
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Exhibit I

UNITED STATES

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545

Eric S. Beckjord, Director, RDD

CRBRP ALTERNATE SITE CONSIDERATION

This refers to your memorandum of October 28, 1976, on the above subject.

It is our understanding that field office managers, having cognizance over
the various sites involved with the nuclear weapons program, are responding
to the subject memorandum by preparing comments on the physical suitability
of the various specific locations as alternative sites for the CRBRP Project.
Concurrently, DMA has been asked to evaluate the suitability of certain of
those sites from the weapons program point of view. It appears from our
evaluation that there are important policy considerations which are relevant
to site suitability determination, regardless of the physical characteristics
of the site selected within the weapons complex.

In accordance with ERDA UAD No. 0100-23, dated June 21, 1976, the paramount
mission of the weapons complex--the successful execution of the weapons
program--must be insured, and the weapons and energy development programs
must not interfere unduly with one another. Hence, if the addition of the
CRBRP at any weapons complex site would create mutual interference problems
to the detriment of the weapons program, then the selection of that site for
the breeder reactor program would be in violation of ERDA policy.

Location of the CRBRP at the following sites, designated for initial consid-
eration, would appear to fall within the category of creating undue inter-
ference between the weapons program and the CRBRP Project:

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (Livermore) - land shortage.

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (Site 300 - Corral Hollow Road)-
hazardous activities (explosive tests and various other hazardous
R&D experiments throughout the site).

Rocky Flats Plant - vacant land has been certified to Colorado
as excluding any future facilities.

Nevada Test Site - hazardous activities (seismic shock from under-
ground tests could endanger the CRPR).
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Eric S. Beckjord -2-

Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque.- hazardous activities (high-use
airport, rocket sled tests, and high explosive tests would endanger
the CRBRP Project). Planned future weapons program activities will
require all available remote, low-interference sites.

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory - hazardous activities (explosive
tests and other R&D). Planned weapons program will require all
available remote, low-interference locations.

Pantex Plant hazardous activities (explosive disposal operations
and other operations with large amounts of high explosives).

Since siting of the CRBRP Project at any one of the above weapons program
sites would be in conflict with IAD 0100-23, it is recommended that your
site evaluation take this into consideration along with the site informa-
tion received from the field office managers.

J. K. Bratton
Major General, USA
Director of Military Application
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P Nov, ;,i',,I 10, A976

Mr. Peter Van Nort
General Manager
Project Management Co:po ralion

Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project
P.O. Box U
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Dear Mr. Van Nort:

I have been requested to review the role of lhe Northw•st i:i lit:is
in the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor.Progrzim and the siýgnificaInt
decisions related to our role in t.he siting of the demonstLation
plant on the Hanford Reservation.

The Joint Power Planning Council, a group of 104 public agenci.es, 5
private utilities, and Bonneville Power Administration, joined in the
Project Definition Phase of the LMFBR program with Westinghouse
Electric Corporation. In the course of our studies the ,:iiiford
Reservation was selected as the site on which the Noi:Chw.st woul.d

construct the plant if we were awarded the project. At the conclu-
sion of the Project Definition Phase program, utilities and the AEC
recognized that the cost of the demonstration plant and the related
R&D programs were significantly more than the funds available to
construct more than one demonstration plant.

Two comimittees were established to evaluate the proposals made under
the PDP. These conmmittees were the Senior Utility Management Com-

mittee and the Senior Utility Technical Panel. During the course of
their review the Northwest utility representatives realized the
capital investment commitment of the owner would be substantially

more than could be dedicated by the Northwest utilities. Also, the

Northwest utilities did not have the technical expertise in nuclear

plant construction and operations to take on such a t-ask as had been
identified. The October 1971 statement that was made by Mr. Price,

Manager of theEugene Water'& Electric Board, as a representative

of the Northwest group stated, "The Northwest had extended an invi-
tation to ownership participation to a larger area than the Pacific

Northwest with specific invitation to the California utilities. The
Pacific Northwest not only needs dollars to proceed with such.a
plant but they also need the necessary leadership to handle such *a

,project."

_44-
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Ltr. to Peter Van Nort, Oak Ridge, Tenn., Subj: Role of Nocthwest
Utilities in Liquid Metal Fast Breeder R,'actor Program

Subsequent to that statement, in later meetings Frank Warren, Presi-
dent of Portland General Electric Company, another representative on
the committee, stated the Northwest was not available t'o take on the
responsibility of the demonstration plant but would support the
research and development program.

During the course of the Joint Power Planning Council Committee's
development of the Project Definition Phase and the process of site
selection, a presentation was made to the group by the Fastern Idaho
Nuclear Industrial Council. They proposed that the AEC facilit:ies'
site at Arco, Idaho, be considered as an alternate to the Hanford
Reservation for the demonstration plant location. The committee
evaluated Arco as a possible site and rejected it on the basis that
no utility owner in the immediate area could be found. Also, the
transmission facilities and backup power resources in the area did
not lend, themselves as readily to absorbing a 350-MW interruptible
resource such as the demonstration plant.

During the review process the AEC Technical Panel pointed out that
they preferred a site that was not as isolated as Hanford. The con-
cern was that the commercial breeder plants would have to be located
in areas of less exclusion and therefore the demonstration plant
should go through the process of construction and operation in that
context.

In reviewing the current situation in the Northwest relative to
siting the demonstration plant at Hanford, we feel unable to proceed
with a plant at that site. The reasons are somewhat different from
our original position. The Northwest now is substantially committed
to commercial nuclear power generation with the Washington Public
Power Supply System constructing five nuclear plants and the private
utilities in the process of planning and constructing four more plus
the operation of the Trojan Nuclear Plant. All of the technical,
financing and managerial capability is concentrated on this program
in an attempt to overcome projected energy deficits in the Northwest
in the 1980's. We feel that this commitment has first priority and
would not be willing to take on additional obligations.

Sincerely yours,
-K / I* /(- , . /

Richard C. Nyland '
Special Assistant to Power Manager

(Chairman, Joint Power Planning Council
Committee on LMFBR)
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In rp , refcr to: P December 28, 1976

Mr. Peter Van Nort
General Manager
Project Management Corporation
Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project
P.O. Box U
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Dear Mr. Van Nort:

In response to your request for confirmation of the current positio-1

of the Northwest utilities on undertaking the management, construc-
tion and operation of the LMFBR Demonstration Plant at Arco, Idaho,

I have discussed the situation with the utilities involved. The

two utilities serving the immediate site are Utah Power and Light

Company and Idaho Power Company. James E. Bruce, president, of Idahc

Power Company, and E. Allen Hunter, president of Utah Power and

Light Cconpany., both state their utilities are not currently in a
position financially or technically to undertake such a major projct.

The position of other major Northwest utilities was stated in my
letter of'November 10, 1976, and confirmed by Frank M. Warren, presi-

Aent and chairman of the board, Portland General Electric Company,

and Alan Jones, chairman of the.Public Power Council.

The Northwest utilities, although not in a position to take on the

project owner or manager role at the Hanford. or Arco sites, are

strongly behind the program and are supporting it with their Research

and Development Funding.

Sincerely yours,

Richard C. Nyland
Special Assistant to Power Manager

0oUT1o•
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Exhibit IV

DuKE PowEn ComPiANY
PoWER BurrDINo, Box 2178, G(..,X.LOTTE. N. G. 28242

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIOENT - . " (704) 3734 CB3

WILIA S.L. -

November 4, 1976

Mr Peter Van Nort
General Manager
Project Management.Corporation
P 0 Box U
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Dear Peter:

As plans for the breeder demonstration project were being formulated
in 1971 and 1972, B B Parker served on the AEC's Senior Utility Steering
Committee and I served on their Senior Utility Technical Advisory Panel.
On several occasions during this period, we at Duke considered the
possibility of a site for the breeder demonstration plant on the Savannah
River Reservation now under ERDA's management. This Reservation is in
South Carolina and contiguous to the territory of South Carolina Electric
and Gas but not far from Duke Power's system with its heavy transmission
grid interconnecting with a number of southeast utilities.

Because of Duke's extensive nuclear experience at that time and our
proximity to that site, it was our feeling that for that site to be
eligible, Duke would have to be in a position to participate in operating
the plant and to provide substantial technical input for the project to
be successful. At that time, our engineering, construction and operating
personnel were busily engaged in trying to complete and bring in service
the three Oconee units, we had begun building the two McGuire units
and had committed the two Catawba units, all of which were being designed
and built by Duke personnel. Under these circumstances, we were not in
a position to undertake a leadership role that we felt would have been
necessary for the Savannah River site to be a viable option.

At the joint meeting of the Steering Committee and the Advisory Panel
on May 26, 1971, I advised the group that Duke's other commitments in
the nuclear field wereso demanding of our talents and energies that
the Savannah River site should not be a candidate for the first
demonstration plant. Bill Parker had checked by telephone with the
top officers of our neighboring utilities who concurred in this con-
clusion. He reported at the same joint meeting on May 26 that the five
principal companies in this part of the southeast could not constitute
a utility-owner-operator group for locating the demonstration plant
on any of the five systems. Attached is a copy of his letter of
June 1, 1971, to the presidents of our four neighboring utility
systems confirming his telephone survey with them and his report at
the May 26 joint meeting.
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Mr Peter Van Nort
Page,2
November 4, 1976

At that time, the other companies were also involved in new nuclear
commitments, and it was apparent to us that we could not jeopardize
our own nuclear undertakings by also providing the leadership that

we felt would have been necessary to make the Savannah River site a
viable option to demonstrate a breeder operating as a part of a
utility system.

Yours very truly,

W S Lee

WSL/s,

atta

cc w/atta: Mr Ruble Thomas, Southern Services
Mr B B Parker
Mr George Edgar, Attorney, Washington, D C
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PD uREJ BUILDroGO
4,Zý SOUTH CAiL C.If Sr• -, CJiARLO',r, N. G. 20201

B. B. PAitE., June 1, 1971 k. o. 17 a,-
Eircv¢v(w %Vzt PmE$,(.?T

Mr. Shearon Harris, President
Carolina Power & Light Company
P. 0. Box 1551
Raleigh, North Carolina 27502

MIr. T. Justin Moore, Jr., President

Virginia Electric and Power Company
P. 0. Box 1194
Richmond, Virginia 23209

Mr. Alvin .,-. Vogtle, Jr., President
The Southern Company
3390 Peachtree Poad, N. E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30326

r. A. M. Williams, Jr., President
,outh Carolina Electric & Gas Company
P. 0. Box 764
Columbia, South Carolina 29202

Gentlemen:

As you are aware, I have been appointed to -a Senior Utility Steering
Committee of the AEC and Bill Lee has been appointed to a Senior
Utility Technical Advisory Panel to advise and assist tho AEC in
developing an acceptable Fast Breeder Program.

The first meeting of these groups was scheduled on April 28 with the
AEC, but neither Bill nor I could attend.' I learned through Don
Crawford on Friday, May 21, that it was my responsibility to determine
the interest of the Southeast Utilities in the possibility of locating
the Fast Breeder Plant in the Southeast and particularly to look at
the possibility of one being located on the Savannah. River site.

.e, at Duke Power, decided that we do not have the manpower to join
with other Southeast Utilities in providing the manpower, talent and
xpertise to join with other utilities as. the owner-operators of a
ast Breeder Plant. We made a quick telephone survey and received

essentially the same response from each of yout companies.
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1ir. Silearon Harris, President
I-r. T. Justin Moore, Jr., President
1r. Alvin 1-. Vogtle, Jr., President
Nr. A. N. Williams, Jr., President

Pa ge- 2 June 1, 19)71

I would like to report. to you that in a joint meetingo of these two
panels in Washington with the AEC on May 26, . infornnad thi group t-at
insofar as our five companies are concernec we could not, at this t {Ycme,.onstitut a utility-owner operator group for locating this fast
Yreeder p]•lant on any of. our systens. .I would like. to point out,

•o~ever, that this matter is still open for further Consideration if
iny of you so desire.

Sincerely,

bp/ck

opy: Mr. J. A. Jones
Mr. E. B. Crutchfield
Mr. V. C. Sun-mmer

,,Mr. W. S. Lee
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Exhibit V

DuKE PoER GoCmPAY

Pos,-zn BU3LD.No, BOX 2178, CE.L&ROTTz. N. G. 28242

WILLIAM a. L99
CtCUV•Tit %4CC " 43K P041 X70-4163

December 1, 1976

Mr Peter Van Nort
General Manager
Project Management Corporation
P 0 Box U
Oak Ridge,. Tennessee 37830

Dear Peter:

My letter of November 4 outlined the factors in our 1971 and 1972
determination that the Savannah River Reservation was not, in our
opinion, a viable site for the breeder demonstration plant. The
reasons as stated in my letter apply equally today, and we there-
fore do not feel that that site is a viable alternative to the
Clinch River site.

Sincerely yours,

W S Lee

WSL/s
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATE SITES

FOR THE LMFBR DEMONSTRATION PLANT

This analysis is in response to NRC's request (letter from H. R. Denton

to L. W. Caffey dated December 22, 1976) for additional information

concerning alternative sites for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant. The

purpose of this analysis is to show that the Projects' ability to meet

LMFBk program and project information goals is strongly site dependent

and that the Clinch River site is the preferred alternative for the

Demonstration Plant.

The selection of a site for the Demonstration Plant has been the subject

of extensive analysis and consideration by the Applicants and other

participating organizations from the formative stages of the-project

up through the present. Alternative sites have been considered amonq:

1) all lands in the custody of ERDA (ER Appendix D, Section 2.1): 2)

alternative utility proposals for joint utility/ERDA cooperative arrange-

ments (ER Appendix D, Section 1.0; WASH-1201); and 3) potential sites in

the custody of TVA, both within and outside its system (ER. Chapter 9;

Appendix A; Appendix D, Section 2.2). NRC's December 22, 1976 letter

requests additional information concerning alternative ERDA-owned sites

at Hanford, Idaho, and Savannah River, and to a more limited extent,

potential sites within the TVA service area.
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Further, the letter requests that, upon consideration of the additional

information requested, the Applicants provide their overall assessment

and balancing of factors which are regarded as substantial in the

comparison of alternative sites (Enclosure to December 22, 1976 letter

from H. R. Denton to L. W. Caffey, Question 5). In what follows, the

Applicants will present this overall assessment, and will successively

show that:

A. Consideration of alternative sites is limited to determining

"whether or not alternatives which are substantially better than

the Clinch River (site] . . . are likely to be available to meet

ERDA's demonstration reactor informational goals", -/ and such sites

are to be evaluated in terms of the objectives defined in

the ERDA impact Statement."'/ The need for an LMFBR program and a

demonstration plant project, includinc their objectives and timing,

must be assumed as established by the ERDA impact Statement.

B. Conceivably, the ability of a demonstration plant to meet LMFBR

program and demonstration plant project objectives and timing

should not be dependent upon the site selected. However, there

are two notable factors in this case, where the question is now

being raised with respect to the likelihood that either Hanford,

I/ NRCI 76/8 (hereinafter Commission's Order) at 78

Id. at 42.
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Idaho, or Savannah River affords a substantially better alternative.

At the present time, it is necessary to determine whether any of

these sites would: 1) support the program objective of ERDA's 1986

scheduled decision date in regard to LMFBR commercialization, and

2) satisfy the program and project objectives of utility participation

and operation of the demonstration plant as part of the power genera-

tion facilities of a utility system in a utility environment.

C. The Clinch River site is the preferred alternative since it would

enable the Project to satisfy the LMFBP proqram timinq objectives

and the program and project objectives of utility participation in

a utility environment, and neither Hanford, Idaho, nor Savannah

River are likely to be available to meet these objectives.

D. Even if it were hypothesized for purposes of analysis that Hanford,

Idaho, or Savannah River were likely to be available for meeting the

pertinent program and project objectives, those sites do not offer

significant advantages when all relevant considerations of cost,

benefits, effectiveness, and risks are compared and balanced for

the alternative sites and the Clinch River site. At the very least,

it is clear that these sites do not represent substantially better

alternatives for meeting pertinent LMFBR program and project

objectives.
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A. The Standards Governinq Consideration of Alternative Sites

Before proceeding to a more detailed discussion and analysis, it

is essential to emphasize the standards which the NRC Commissioners

have recognized as controlling the review and evaluation of

alternative sites. Four basic principles embodied in the

Commissions' Order are of fundamental importance to the analysis.

First and foremost, alternatives cannot be evaluated in the abstract.

Alternatives must be assessed in terms of their effectiveness in

meeting LMFBR Program information goals.

Alternatives for meeting the objectives are
relevant to this proceeding, and are to be
evaluated in terms of the objectives defined
in the ERDA impact statement. 3 /Commission
Order at 92 (emphasis added).1-

Second, the objectives and timing of the LMFBR program and project

are assumed to be established by the ERDA impact statement, and are

not subject to question in the course of the present review.

. . . the Commission directs that the following
be assumed as established by the ERDA impact
statement and associated processes:

3--•ecommission'further indicated that the NRC should:
undertake limited consideration of'possible alternative . . . sites
to determine, on a rough cost-benefit scale, whether or not alternatives
which are substantially better than the Clinch River [site] . . . are
likely to be available to meet ERDA's demonstration reactor information-
al goals. Commission Order at 78 (emphasis added).
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a. the need for a liquid metal fast breeder reactor program,
including its objectives, structure, and timing;

b. the need for a demonstration-scale facility to test the
feasibility of liquid metal fast breeder reactors when
operated as part of the power generation facilities of
an electric utility system, including its timing and
objectives. Commission's Order at 92 (emphasis added).

Third, the evaluation of the availability of alternatives should be

confined to consideration of whether alternative sites are likely

to be available for meeting program and project objectives, not

whether there is some possibility that such alternatives will

be available.

In considering alternatives, including non-TVA
siting alternatives, in the present proceeding,
the following general principle should be observed:
consideration of alternatives need go no further
than to establish whether or not substantially
better alternatives are likely to be available.
Commission Order at 92 (emphasis added).4/

Finally, the test is whether ERDA's judgment that the Clinch River

site is the preferred alternative for meeting program and project

objectives was reasonable, and not whether NRC perceives that

judgment as the "best" or optimum alternative. Even though

arguments might be made that other sites may have marqinal

5-See also note 3 above.
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advantages in certain technical areas, those advantages do not

make these alternatives substantially better than Clinch River.

Whatever may be the proper standard in the more
conventional sett,,ing, in our judgment the present
context does not require a determination by this
agency that the Clinch River project as proposed
is the "best" or "optimal" alternative. EP.DA's
determination that it is rests largely upon that
agency's expertise in long-ranne enermy research
and development questions. As we noted earlier,
such questions. are often so judgmental that it is
not realistically possible to say in advance which
of several alternatives is "best", but only that
the applicant's preferred approach is reassonable.
Therefore, consistent with the statutory allocp-
tion of responsibilities between the two anencies,
our review of alternatives will be limited by a
reasonableness standard. Commission's Order at 91
(emphasis.added).

Thus, a review of alternatives must only consider whether or not

alternative sites are likely to be available as substantially better

for meeting LMFBR program and project objectives. If after review,

alternatives for the demonstration plant cannot satisfy these tests,

then NRC's review of alternatives, including the Hanford, Idaho,

and Savannah River, alternative sites, need proceed no further.

With these standards in view, the discussion to follow will identify

those program and project objectives which establish the framework

for evaluation of alternative sites.
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B. Program and Project Objectives

The overall objective of the LMFBR program is stated in the LMFBR

Proposed Final Environmental Statement (PFES) as follows:

The objective of the U.S. LMFBR Program is to
develop a broad technolonical and encineerinn.
base with extensive utility and industrial
involvement which will lead to the timely
establishment of'a stronn competitive
comrercial breeder industry. PFES, p. 3.1-1
(emphasis added.)

In implementation of the broad objective of the LMFBR program, the

major objectives of the demonstration plant are:

(1) to denonstrate the technical performance,
reliability, maintainability, safety,
environmental acceptability, and economic
feasibility of an LMFBR central station
electric power plant in a utility
environment'/ and

(2) to confirm the value
conserving important
resources. PFES, p.
(emphasis added.)

of this concept for
nonrenewable natural
3.5-2..-- 3.5-3

a

-!See also PFES, Vol. 1, pp. 3.5-1 -- 3.5-2.
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In further implementation of the Program objectives, the specific

LMFBR program elements .(facilities and activities), and their

interrelated structure, pace, and timing have been the subject of

extensive analysis by ERDA (see LMFBR Program Final Environmental

Statement (FES), Vol. I, pp. S-2 -- S-6; Section I, pp. 1-2 ,- 1-14).

Based upon these analyses., the ERDA Administrator adopted the

"reference plan" for the LMFBR program. This plan contemplates

construction and operation of the CRBR, a Prototype Large Breeder

Reactor (PLBR), and a Commercial Breeder. Reactor (CBP-I) on a

schedule which calls for operation for three years of a Nuclear

Regulatory Coimission - licensed CRBPP prior to the Administrator's

1986 decision point on commercialization of the LMFBP technology

and any commitment to construct a commercial breeder reactor

(Administrator's Findings on the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor

Program Final Environmental Statement, pp. 2-5). Thus, any

evaluation of whether a particular alternative is likely to be

available for meeting the Program objectives must necessarily

consider whether the alternatives will satisfy the established

timing of the LMFBR program. This timing is of fundamental

importance to the LMFBR Program, it must be assumed to be

established by the ERDA Environmental Statement, and is not

subject to question in the present review of alternative sites

(Commission Order at 92).
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It is ERDA's position that the goal of three years operating

experience for the CRBRP before an ERDA decision on commerciali-

zation is appropriate and achievable. Clearly, the selection of

three years operation prior to the Administrator's decision on

LMFBR commercialization now scheduled for 1986 is judgmental.

Substantial experience with plant operations is necessary and

prudent. As the 1986 time frame for decision is approach'ed it

is possible that a somewhat shorter period of operation of CRBRP,

together with satisfactory resolution of the other problems

identified in the Administrator's findin.s, will be sufficient for

ERDA's commercialization decision in light of the circumstances

at that time.

Having described the Program and project objectives, it remains to

identify which of these objectives might be determinative in an

evaluation of alternative sites. The applicants have reviewed the

foregoing objectives and have determined that the ability of a

particular alternative to meet these objectives is for the most

part site independent. For example, the ability of the project to

satisfy the objective of maintainability, by itself, is a stronn

function of design, and would remain virtually constant with

variations in sites. On the other hand, there are two fundamental

and critically important elements of these ohjectives for which the
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quality of satisfying program and project objectives wi.ll vary

strongly with the site selected. These are: 1) the ERDA

Adiiinistrators' 1986 scheduled decision date in regard to LMFBR

commercialization, and the planned objective of operation of the

demaonstration plant by 1983 to provide three years of operation

prior to a cormercialization decision, and 2) demonstration of

technical performance, reliability, etc. with extensive utility

involvement in a utility environment.

Thus, evaluation of alternative sites in terms of the ohiectives

defined in the ERDA Impact Statement must focus upon whether the

alternatives are likely to be available as substantially better

means for meeting the fundamental objectives of 1) timing and

2) demonstration with utility participation in a utility

environment.

C "The Clinch River Site is the preferred alternative for meeting

Program and Project Objectives

On the basis of the foregoing discussion, the two program and

project objectives which might be impacted by location at an

alternate site have been reduced to (1) timing and (2) utility

participation.
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The following evaluation addresses the likelihood of the Clinch

River site meeting these objectives and demonstrates that neither

Hanford, Idaho nor Savannah River are acceptable alternatives for

meeting these objectives.

1. Timing

If the Clinch River site is selected as the preferred

alternative, then it is highly.likely that the 1986

decision point for commercialization can be supported,

provided that the environmental hearing process is not

further prolonged. On the other hand, neither Hanford,

Idaho nor Savannah River could possibly be a viable

alternative for satisfying this objective.

a. Timing Assessment at Clinch River Site

ERDA has established a three year operation of the

demonstration plant as the project objective supporting

the ERDA Administrator's 1986 LMFBR Commercialization

decision. The schedule which supports this project

objective is shown in Figure 1. Initial criticality

could be achieved at the Clinch River site in late

1983 on the schedule shown which assumes (1). immediate

issuance of the FES with favorable site findinos on
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Clinch River, (2) issuance, of the LWA within six months

thereafter, and (3) issuance of a Construction Permit not

later than June 1, 1978. Schedules for engineering,

design, procurement, equipment fabrication, construction

and testing have been integrated and sustain achieving

this overall project objective.

b. Timing Assessment for Hanford, Idaho and Savannah Piver

Sites

If a decision were made to locate the demonstration

plant at either Hanford, Idaho or Savannah River,

substantial delays in the operation of the demonstration

plant would ensue. These delays would result from two

basic sources:

1. The impact upon existing project arranqenments and

authorizing. legislation; and

2. The impact upon schedules for the preparation of

design and licensing information and issuance by

NRC of their environmental statement.

The project has analyzed these sources of delay from

two viewpoints: (1) a reference case which isoptimiistic
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on the whole and (2) a bare minimum case which assumes

the most optimistic course of action for each event

along the critical path.

The fundamental sources of delay combine to cause a

reference delay of 43 months and a bare minimum delay

of 33 months owing to changing sites. The critical

paths for the 43 and 33 month delay cases are

illustrated in Fioures 2 and 3 respectively.

This delay would begin when and if EPDA were forced to

make a decision to locate the Demonstration Plant at one

of the alternative sites based on an NRC determination on

alternative sites. This decision point is Reference Time

0. The subsequent discussion describes the detailed

analyses which form the bases for the two sources of

delay along the critical paths for both the reference

case and the bare minimum case.

Figures 4 and 5 depict the execution time for those events

which must ensue in order to establish appropriate arranqe-

ments and authorization to construct the demonstration

plant at any of the alternative sites. The Figure 4
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durations are. optimistic estimates in that they

presume a high degree of success in meeting all critical

path milestones. The Figure 5 durations arcebare

minimum times to conduct the mechanics of business.

The consequences of an event that would cause a. pew

LMFBR Program consideration of adoption of.an alternate

site would induce a major impact on schrdule and cost

which would require the review and approval of P",C as

required by the four-party contract. Indeed, such

developments might place one or more of the principal

project participants in the position of invol:ing the

project• termination procedures set forth in the agreement.

However, assuming *that the parties to the four-party

contract would continue to provide their full support to

the project, the following minimum changes in the present

arrangement would be required:

1. Revised project authorization lenislation would have

to be prepared and passed by Conpress as well as

revised statutory criteria and pro.ject justification

data sheets.
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2. The four-party contract would have to be completely

restructured and would have to provide for the

following major changes:

a. acquisition of a new construction site-

b. provisions for making arrancements with a

different electric utility to operate the

plant as part of its system; and

c. provisions for the new utility to buy

electric power generated by the plant and

possibly purchase the plant at the conclusion

of the demonstration period.

3. Modifications to the prime contracts with the

architect-engineer, the lead reactor manufacturer

and the construction contractor to designate the

new location of the plant, to change the schedules

and cost estimates and to provide for the relocation

of their offices and personnel to an alternative

plant site.
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4. Corresponding modifications in all subcontracts

and purchase orders, making whatever alterations

in delivery terms and prices as would be necessary.

Pending development of new oroject arrannements and

enabling legislation in regard to actual usaqe of an

alternate site, there is no authority for the conduct of

project activities directed toward location at an

alternate site. Thus, the most likely scenario would

consist of an effort to seek transition authorizing

legislation to enable the Project to perform detailed

on-site studies at the alternate site and develop new

Project arrangements, followed by developnent of new

arrangements and presentation of those arrangements to

the Congress. Finally, full authorization reflecting

the new arrangements at the new site would hp sounht.

We estimate that it would take twelve (12) months to

obtain transition authorization, nine (9) months to

develop new project arrangements and nine (9) months to

obtain full authorization. On this basis, we would

estimate a period of thirty (30) months as the time

required before the project could file a revised

application and proceed with the licensing process
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toward a specific site. (See Figure 2.) If this

process were stripped to a bare minimum, a correspond-

ing period of nineteen (19) months would be required

prior to filing for a revised application with the

initial seven (7) months on the critical path (see

Figure 3.) We view this 19 months as being extremely

optimistic.

While the comparison is not.direct, it should be noted

that from the time that the Congressional authorization

was first enacted to enable the AEC to negotiate toward

a definitive cooperative arrangement for the demonstra-

tion plant, a period of eighteen (18) months elapsed

until a basis for negotiation was selected, and another

period of eleven (11) months was elapsed in the process

of negotiating a definitive arrangement and obtaining

Congressional approval for the first project arrangement

and a total project authorization.

We estimate that from the point in time when the project

has selected a new site and secured transition authorizinn

legislation, a period of at least thirty-one (31) months

would be required in order for the project to reach the
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same point in the licensing process [imminent issuance

of the FES and site suitability report (SSR)] that has

been achieved at the present time. This assumes the

availability of all required site environmental data

such as meteorologic, aquatic, and terrestrial at the

beginning of this 31 month period. If these data were

not available in acceptable quality, up to 7 additional

months may be required, and since the authority to

gather the data is dependent upon the enactment of

transition legislation, then the 31 month period would

be significantly extended.

Figures 6 and 7 depict the events which would control

the schedule for this effort for the Reference 43

month and minimum 33 month delay cases, respectively.

The schedule for the licensing process would be controlled

by the time needed to perform geological investigations,

to redraft sections of the ER and PSAR, and to complete

the cycle for the Draft Environmental Statempnt and the

FES. We believe that the twenty-six months estimate

illustrated in Figure 7 is extremely conservative since,

where applicable, it is based upon historical intervals,

past performance, and absolute minima, and all of the
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events have experienced equal or greater performance

times for other projects.

Considering the probable impact upon project arranrements

and authorizations, the optimistic estimates of time

established in this evaluation to reach today's stage

of the CRBRP licensing process for either Hanford, Idaho

or Savannah River, and the absence of contingency time

in the current project schedule, initial operation of

a demonstration plant at any of those sites would extend

substantially beyond 1983 in the reference case. The

magnitude of this extension is 43 months plus the time

interval from the present to Reference Tine 0 (decision

date). In that case, the earliest operation, if Peference

Time 0 were today, would be to no sooner than 1937. On

the bare minimum 33 month schedule with an inviediate

decision, operation could begin by 1986 at the earliest.

On the basis of this analysis, it is clear that neither

alternative is a satisfactory means for meeting the

LMFBR program timing.
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2. Utility Participation

The extent to which Clinch River, and the alternative sites

at Hanford, Idaho, and Savannah River will be available for

meeting the project objectives of utility participation and

demonstration in a utility environment is examined below.

This analysis shows that Clinch River will fully satisfy

those objectives and that neither Hanford, Idaho, nor

Savannah River is likely to do so.

a. Utility Participation Assessment for Clinch River

Under the four-party contract, TVA is to operate the

CRBRP under specific terms and conditions established

in separate arrangements. The management of the. CRBRP

Project has been established in a sinole, intenrated

organization, designated as the Clinch River Breeder

Reactor Plant Project Office, which is headed by the

Director, CRBRP Project Office, ERDA and is staffed

by both Federal Government and utility industry personnel.

These arrangements have been submitted to and approved

by the Congress pursuant to the applicable Authorization

Act (see Applicant's Statement of General Information

pursuant to IOCFR 50.33). Under these arrangements

utility participation is extensive and the demonstration
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will be conducted with TVA operating the CRBRP as part

of the power generation facilities of the TVA system.

After initial start-up and testing, the CRBRP will be

operated in a manner similar to a commercial plant (see

PFES, Vol. 1, pp. 3.5-2--3.5-3). Thus, the CRBRP will

fulfill the program and project objectives of extensive

utility participation and demonstration in a utility

envi ronment.

b. Utility Participation Assessment for-Hanford, Idaho and

.Savannah River

Two aspects of the program and project obiectives

described in Section B above warrant emphasis. First,

the program objective of "extensive utility participation"

has been strengthened by the statutory criteria referenced

in the Demonstration Plant Authorization Acts which

establishes the goal of extensive utility participation

in the project. Secondly, the project objectives estab-

lished the criterion that the demonstration of technical

performance, reliability, etc. be carried out in a utility

environment. Thus, it is no solution that ERDA could

simply construct the plant at either of the ERDA-owned

sites, tie into a utility grid, and operate the plant
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with its own employees. Aside from the economic and

potential delay penalties involved (see discussion in

part D.3 below), that approach would obviously negate

the objective of extensive utility participation. More

importantly, in the absence of an established utility

organization operating the plant under the.normal

conditions attending that utility system's operation,

that approach would be essentially worthless as a

demonstration in a utility environment. However, on the

assumption that all of the present participants in the

four-party agreement continue to fully support and

participate in the project and extend maximum cooperation

in the event of changed circumstances brought about by

a decision to locate at one of the alternative sites

then the existing project arrangements must be re-examined

in at least the following fundamental respects:

1. The respective roles of the participants must be

reexamined and restructured, and in all likelihood

a new participant must become involved as the

operator.

2. The sufficiency of project funding must be

reexamined and restructured in light of the

changed circumstances.
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Although many additional aspects of the arrangements

must be considered (see discussion section C.l.b above

for a partial identification) the critical feature of

the arrangements revolves around the likelihood that

the project could satisfy the objective of operation of

the demonstration plant as part of the power generation

facilities of a utility system in a utility environment.

At the present time, and based upon the facts as they

are known to us, Hanford, Idaho and Savannah River

are not likely to be viable alternatives for satisfying

the project objective of utility participation.

Conceivably, ERDA could make an alternate site. avail pble

but the question here is wh'ether:

a. Utility participation by a utility other than TVA

in the objective role as plant operator in its own

service area is likely to be available, and, if so,

b. Contractual terms and conditions that are at least

as effective and advantageous to the project as

the present arrangements could be mutually agreed

upon. It is noteworthy that the contract with TVA

offers quite favorable power pricing terms. For
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its purchase of power from ERDA during the five-year

demonstration period. TVA has contracted to buy the

power at a rate equal to the peak power generation cost

to TVA an its system, which is substantially higher than

its average cost of producing power. Inability to

achieve similar terms with another utility would result

in a substantial reduction in revenue to the project

(See Section D.l below).

The utilities which would have to participate at either

of the three alternative sites have been unwillintg in

the past to assume the role which would be required, and

have indicated that the same posture holds true today

(see Attachment 1). Moreover, the Conmission has

recognized the importance of TVA's presence in the project

and indeed identified this as a reason for limiting the

scope of the review (Commission's Order at 92, note 30).

While a future change in utility attitudes or a change

in external circumstances is within the realm of

possibility, we cannot define the circumstances which

would bring about this result without unduly speculating.

However, the real test is not whether these alternative
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sites .are within the realm of possibility (even including

a margin for speculation), but rather, given the

circumstances as we find them and can reasonably

expect to find them, whether the alternative is likely

to be available for satisfying program and project

objectives. Therefore, we conclude that since Clinch

River fully satisfies the objectives of utility partici-

pation and demonstration in a utility environment, and

neither Hanford, Idaho, nor Savannah River is likely to

be available for meetinc these objectives, Clinch River

is clearly the preferred alternative site for the

demonstration plant.

D. Hanford, Savannah River and Idaho Do Not Offer Significant

Advantages in Comparison to Clinch River

If it were hypothesized for the purpose of this analysis that

Hanford, Idaho, or Savannah River were likely to be available

as means for satisfying program and project objectives, closer

analysis of the significant differences between Clinch River and

these sites will disclose that on balance of all relevant

considerations, those sites are not substantially better

alternatives than Clinch River. Although Hanford, Idaho, and

Savannah River may offer some advantage in relation to Clinch
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River in terms of atnospheric dispersion conditions and population

densities, these are not the sole factors which should be considered

in this comparison of alternative sites. Our review of those sites

indicates that differences do exist between Clinch River and the

three alternative sites with respect to: 1) cost, 2) benefits,

3) effectiveness of the demonstration, and 4) risks. However,

on balance of those factors it is clear to us that Clinch River

is the preferred alternative, and at least as.clear that Hanford,

Idaho, and Savannah River are not substantially better. Again,

the proper test is one of reasonableness, .and so long as the Clinch

River site is wholly adequate in the context of the aforementioned

factors, it remains as the preferred alternative.

As we noted earlier, such questions are often so judgmental
that it is not realistically possible to say in advance
which of several alternatives is "best", but only that the
applicants preferred approach is reasonable. (Commission's
Order at 91.)

1. Cost

Comparative cost analyses have been performed to identify the

cost differences between location of the demonstration plant

at Clinch River and the Hanford, Idaho, and Savannah River

sites, respectively. For these analyses, Reference Time 0

is taken as 10/1/77, assuming that the NRC.determination
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and the ERDA decision process would require this time

interval before ERDA would accept that the Clinch River

Site is not licensable. The results of these analyses are

given in Tables 1 and 2.

Considering the reality of extensive delay associated with

location of the plant at an alternative site and the other

factors listed, a minimum cost assessment comparison shows

that for Hanford, Idaho, or Savannah River there is a

dramatic increase in cost compared to the Clinch River

site.

There is a very considerable cost of maintaining, performing,

and managing the planning, engineering, and design activity

over the additional time period. The work force would be

reduced and work would be redirected at a pace that would

enable an orderly, cost effective schedule of licensing,

engineering, design, procurement, and research and development,

activities to be carried on leading toward a higher level of

activity to accomplish the deferred work as the future LWA

date approaches. There would be a substantial effort to

secure transition legislation, new project arrangements, and

contract revisions with all prime and subcontractors. The
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costs for these kinds of activities are included in the tables

in the staff and support stretchout cost.

The assumption was made that no design changes would be made

except as necessary to accommodate to the alternative sites.

Redesign costs have been identified from a brief scoping

analysis of all sites. The major impact is caused by the

probable increase in seismic requirements at Idaho.

Structures there are being planned for an earthquake

intensity of 0.32g. Redesign of CRBRP for that intensity

would cost at least $34M.

Certain other redesign changes would be identified in a

detailed design evaluation for site adaptation. Site

development, roads, railroads, utility systems, sewer and

drainage systems would be designed anew. The overall plant

layout and orientation may have to be altered to fit terrain

and geological differences. The environmental services

within the structures (HVAC and heat removal systems).would

have to be altered to suit the local exterior environmental

conditions. The changes cannot be" defined closely, but we

estimate the cost of general redesign would be no less than

$25M.
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There would probably be a very substantial reduction in

revenue at any of the three ERDA sites. The contract with

TVA provides for ERDA to sell the CRBRP power to TVA during

the demonstration period at a price equal to the peak cost

to TVA for power produced on its system. This peak cost is

much higher than the selling price of power to major users

at or near Hanford, Idaho or Savannah River. It is not at all

predictable that such an advantage could be gained for the

project at either of those three locations. Factoring from

the TVA contractual rate to the average rate at those locations

results in the reductions in revenue shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Taking the current project costs as a base, the cost of the

same project at Hanford, Idaho, or Savannah River would be

higher than at Clinch River by approximately $963M, $911M,

and $793M respectively for the reference 43 month delay after

10/1/77. If this 43 month delay began immediately, the corre-

sponding costs would reduce to $8234, $771M and $653M

respectively. We have included estimated costs for such things

as a new ER, revised PSAR, project moving costs, increased

shipping costs, and interim storage.
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2. Benefits to the LMFBR Program

Siting the demonstration plant at Hanford, Idaho or Savannah

River would result in substantially diminished benefits for the

LMFBR program. As we have previously indicated, location of

the plant at any of the alternative sites would render the

achievement of the LMFBR program timing objective impossible,

and of the utility participation objectives highly unlikely.

From the standpoint of NRC's review, these inabilities to

achieve program objectives would postpone and reduce or

eliminate the benefits accruing from .the demonstration plant.

From ERDA's standpoint, it should be noted that the LMFBR

Program Final Environmental Statement performed a detailed

analysis of optional programs, structures,,and timing,

including options delaying the demonstration plant schedule.

Under the NRC Commission's Order this analysis and the

resultant Administrator's Findings concerning the timing of

the program must be accepted as given. The Administrator's

analysis rejected the options involving major delay in the

program "because of the resulting loss of net economic

benefits and of insurance against a potentially inadequate

uranium resource and the inefficiencies in the conduct of

the program." If the demonstration plant were located at
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Hanford, Idaho, or Savannah River the project would be

delayed for 43 months from reference time 0, and from.

ERDA's perspective, benefits to the public from the U.TFB,

program on the order of $6 to $8 billion would be

irretrievably lost.

3. Effectiveness of Demonstration in a Utility Environment

Assuming for the purposes of this discussion that future and

presently unknowable circumstances pursuade or induce the

applicable utilities at Hanford, Idaho, or Savannah River to

participate in the demonstration plant project, it nonetheless

remains to be considered whether either site would offer a

utility environment which presents the same or greater

effectiveness as Clinch River for satisfying project objectives.

Of course, if ERDA were to operate the plant, then the

.objectives of utility participation and demonstration in a

utility environment would be nullified (see section C.2.b

above). In the intermediate case in which one might

hypothesize that ERDA funds all operational efforts by a

utility, significant disadvantages remain.

Cost comparisons which have been performed by the project

neglect the cost differences which would arise if ERDA were
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required to fund the efforts by the participating operator/

utility to obtain the necessary management, organizational,

training, and operator resources to undertake their role as

an operator. If any one of the alternative sites were

selected, the project would effectively lose the talent,

developed at TVA for assisting in these functions, since TVA

would likely not operate the plant. In effect, under this

scenario ERDA would be required to absorb an additional

economic cost. Aside from economic costs, which we have

neglected in our analysis for the purpose of conservatism, it

would seem that a substantial time stretch-out risk would

arise because the potential managerial, organizational, and

operator qualifications would have to be established to achieve

the levels normally associated with an established utility

organization. Clearly, organizational shake-down problems

would arise and the effectiveness of the demonstration would

be subjected to greater risks. Although this cost exposure is

not directly quantifiable, prudence would dictate that it be

avoided.

During the original review for the project, utilities were

concerned that locating the Demonstration Plant in atypically

remote areas would not establish clearly the licensability

in a typical utility environment. Clinch River is much more
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typical of a utility environment than Hanford, Idaho, or

Savannah River. The population distribution, dispersion con-

ditions, and siting conditions are such that, given an otherwise

acceptable site, a demonstration at Clinch River would tend to

assure broader applicability of the technology developed by

the project to more typical utility siting conditions.

4. Risk

An evaluation of the relative potential consequences associated

with postulated severe accidents has been made to determine

whether a significant reduction in consequences would result

at any of the alternative sites as compared with Clinch River.

For all design basis accidents, the consequences, and hence

the risks associated with the CRBRP, are less than those

associated with natural background radiation. Although more

favorable atmospheric dispersion characteristics and population

distribution at the three alternative sites would further

reduce these consequences by approximately a factor of 50,

the predominance -of natural background radiation indicates

that an insignificant reduction in real environmental impact

would result for any of the three sites as compared with

Clinch River.
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The Applicants' analyses take into account: 1) the section

104(b) nature of the application; 2) the provisions of 10

CFR 100.2(b); and 3) the additional measures which have..

been taken for the demonstration plant design to limit

consequences and reduce residual risks from potential

accidents having a lower probability than design basis

accidents.

The*CRBRP as designed will meet the requirements of 1OCFR 100

and applicable Regulatory Guides. Beyond that, Paragraph

100.2.b indicates that "for reactors that are novel in design

and unproven as prototypes or pilot plants, it is expected

that these basic criteria will be applied in a manner that

takes into account the lack of experience." Given the prior

experience in the LMFBR Program, It is clear that the CRBRP

design is not novel or unproven in terms of prior experience

with prototypes or pilot plants. However, the Applicants

have recognized a difference in the state of technology and

experience between LMFBR's and LWR's which would warrant the

application of additional measures. In this regard, Part

l00.2.b goes on to provide that: "In the application of these

criteria which are dellberatqly flexible, the safeguards

provided -- either site-isolation or engineered features --
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should reflect the lack of certainty that only experience can

provide" (emphasis added). The pertinent portions of Part 100

thus recognize that either site isolation or engineered safe-

guards can be applied for the purpose of reducing uncertainty.

These provisions in no way suggest that both site isolation

and engineered safeguards must be applied. In the case of

the CRBRP, NRC's May 6, 1976 letter clearly recognizes that

measures will be required in the CRBRP design to minimize the

risks associated with the first of a kind nature of the plant

and to assure that comparability with LWR safety is maintained.

Nevertheless, because of the difference in the state
of technology and experience between LMFBRs and LWRs,

.the consequent inability to evaluate the safety of
the CRBR design as precisely as can be done for LWRs,
and the absence of a quantitative risk assessment
based on experience and data such as the Reactor
Safety Study for LWRs, prudence dictates that addi-
tional measures be taken to limit consequences and
reduce residual risks from potential CRBR accidents
to ensure that the public health and safety is
adequately protected. The basic approach should be
to protect the containment system from the unique
effects of CRBR core disruptive accidents in
order to maintain comparability with LWR safety.
Letter from R. P. Denise to L. W. Caffey, dated
May 6, 1976, P.S. (emphasis added)

These requirements, which go beyond those normally applied,

are coupled with more specific requirements to assure that

containment systems failure is of extremely low likelihood.
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The Applicants are implementing these requirements to

effectively assure that the risks of accidents of events

beyond the design basis are comparable to those for LWR's.

These requirements and design features are site independent,

and together with the assurance of comparability to LWR

safety, make it unnecessary to require additional site

isolation measures. More importantly, these requirements and

design features assure that the consequences are insensitive

to at wide spectrumof events.

The more appropriate basis for comparison has its foundation in

NEPA, rather than 10 CFR Part 100. The pertinent inquiry is

whether or not there are significant differences in the environ-

mental effects of accidents as between Clinch River and the

three alternative sites. The DES for the CRBRP indicates that

the risks associated with accidents in CRBRP can be made

acceptably low. In addition, given the requirements and

design features discussed above, and the maintenance of

comparability with LWR safety for CRBRP, it would follow that

the risks associated with accidents beyond the design.basis

are sufficiently low that, as in the case of LWR's, they do

not significantly contribute to the overall risks of the plant

as measured by accidents within the design basis (classes 1-8).

For this reason, the appropriate basis for comparative analysis
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of risks between Clinch River and the three alternative sites

are those risks measured in .Classes 1-8.: Given the time

constraints involved in this response, the applicants have

employed the NRC staff's site suitab.ility source term as a

basis for comparison, which results in consequences, and hence

a measure of risk, in excess of that associated with CRBRP

design basis events.

The meteorological conditions for the four sites have been

compared as shown in Table 2.1.2-1 of ER Appendix D.

The data available are not sufficient for comparing

each distance for each site. The comparison of the CRBRP

atmospheric dispersion versus each of the other sites is for

the site boundary and low population zone distances. (The

x/Q used are the 5% values which are used for PSAR safety

analyses and should magnify differences between sites.) Since

the site boundary distances for both Hanford and Savannah

River cases are larger than for the CABRP, this direct

comparison of the dispersion parameter, x/Q, conservatively

overstates the difference in meteorological conditions.

Similarly, the difference between CRBRP and Hanford for the

low population zone is overstated, while the corresponding

difference between CRBRP and Savannah River is understated

due to the shorter low population zone distance of the Savannah River
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.data. These comparisons show that the atmospheric dispersion

is approximately an order of magnitude better at each of

the alternate sites.

The population density conditions for the four sites have

also been compared as Shown:in Table 2.1.2-1 of ER.AoDendix D.

These data show that there is a factor of approximately

1.5 to 7 greater cumulative popul.ation in the 50 mile area

surrounding the CRBRP than the alternate sites. Scoping

calculations have been performed to combine meteorological

conditions and population density for comparisons of CRBRP with

Hanford and Savannah River. These calculations sum the product

of the population density in a radial sector and the x/Q

associated with the sector and time period. Assuming that the

wind persists in the worst direction, the scoping calculations

indicate that a combined difference between CRBRP and either

Hanford or Savannah River of a factor of approximately 50

would result. This implies that, on a relative basis, the

man-rem commitment at either Hanford or Savannah River

would be approximately a factor of 50 less than at Clinch

River. A similar conclusion would be expected for Idaho.

In order to assess the significance of these relative differences,

It is necessary to consider the absolute magnitude of the con-
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sequences associated with events which bound desion has is accidents

at Clinch River (notably.,_the NRC-site--suitability source term

was used for this evaluation). As shown in the ER, the whnle

body man-rem doses for each of the accidents considered within

the CRBRP design basis are less than approximately one ten

thousandth of the background radiation man-rem. Even if the

release of the NRC source term is postulated, and the resultinn

doses converted to health effects using standard factors to

produce predictions of genetic effects, thyroid cancer, and

cancer mortality, the consequences are less than those produced

by background radiation.

Background Health
CRBRP Health Effects Effects Per

for S3T Reactor Year

Genetic 0.7 30

Thyroid Cancer 0.6

Cancer 0.9 40

Therefore, for all design basis accidents, the consequences,

and hence the risks of CRBRP operation, are less than that

associated with background radiation. While at the three

alternative sites these already low consequences would be

reduced by a factor of approximately 50, the predominance

of natural background indicates that an insignificant
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reduction in real environmental impact would result for-any

of the three sites as compared with Clinch River.

Upon careful consideration of the cost, benefits, effectiveness,

and risks associated with the alternative sites, the Applicants

believe that the reduced environmental impacts of accidents for the

alternative sites are substantially outweighed by the lesser costs,

greater benefits, and enhanced effectiveness of the demonstration

in a utility environment for the Clinch River Site. On the rough

cost-benefit scale envisioned by the Commission"s Order, Clinch

River is, on balance of all relevant factors, the preferred

alternative. The key factors leading to this conclusion are

summarized in Table 3. Surely, neither Hanford, Idaho, nor

Savannah River represent substantially better alternatives for

satisfying LMFBR program information goals.

E. Conclusions

Clinch River is the preferred site for the demonstration plant.

Neither Hanford, Idaho, nor Savannah River is a satisfactory

alternative for meeting the pertinent LMFBR program and project

objectives of timing and utility participation, respectively.

Further, even if it were hypothesized for the purposes of analysis

that the Hanford, Idaho, and Savannah River sites were satisfactory

alternatives for meeting these objectives, it is clear that they do
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not represent substantially better alternatiVes for meeting

.the pertinent LMFBR program and project objectives. In fact,

upon consideration and balancing of the relative costs, benefits,

effectiveness and risks associated with Hanford, Idaho, Savannah

River, and-Clinch River, it is clear that Clinch River remains as

the preferred plant location.
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TABLE 1. REFERENCE 43 MONTH DELAY-COST
IMPACT OF ALTERNATIVE SITES ON CRBRP PROJECT COST

($ MILLION)

ITEM HANFORD IDAHO SAVANNAH RIVER

Escalation 429.0 429.0 429.0

Staff and Support 275.6 275.6 275.6
Stretch out

Equipment Procurement 31.8 31.8 27.8

Relocate Project Office 2.3 2.1 1.8

Additional Travel 1.6 1.5 0.3

Difference in Prevailing 38.0 10.0 (6.0)
Labor Rates

Site Studies - other than 0.7 0.7 0.7
.geological

Site Studies - geological 3.2 3.2 3.2

Site Work Package 0.4 0.4 0.4

Seismic 0.3 34.0 0.3

Foundation Materials 1.5 2.3 1.5
and Walls

Site Adaptation Redesign 25. 25. 25.

Excavation (10.0) 0 (4.0)

Water Supply Line 0.5 0.8 0

ER Rework 1.0 1.0 1.0

PSAR Rework 0.3 0.3 0.3

Reduced Revenue from Sale 161.8 93.6 36.1
of Power

TOTAL COST IMPACT-ADD 963.0 911.3 793.0

This summary of costs is considered to reflect the minimum cost increase
to the CRBRP Project from use of the alternate sites shown. It is based
upon a reduction in work force and redirection of work activity to a pace
that would enable an orderly cost effective schedule of activities such
that the Project could proceed to completion upon receipt of an FES 43
months after a decision that forced an alternative site.
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TABLE 2. MINIMUM 33 MONTH DELAY-COST
IMPACT OF ALTERNATIVE SITES ON CRBRP PROJECT COST

ITEM

Escalation

Staff and Support
Stretch out

Equipment Procurement

Relocate Project Office

Additional Travel

Difference in Prevail ing
Labor Rates

Site Studies , other than
geological

Site Studies - geological

Site Work Package

Seismic

Foundation Materials
and Walls

Site Adaptation Redesign

HAMFORD

$331.4

219.8

31.8

2.3

1.6

38.0

0.7

3.2

0.4

0.3

1.5

25.

($ MILLION)

IDAHO SAVANNAH RIVER

$331.4 $331.4

219.8 219.8

31.8

2.1

1.5

10.0

0.7

3.2

0.4

34.0

2.3

25.

27.8

1.8

0.3

(6.0)

0.7

.3.2

0.4

0.3

1.5

25.

Excavation (10.0) 0 (4.0)

Water Supply Line 0.5 0.8 .0
4

ER Rework 1.0 1.0 1.0

PSAR Rework .3 .3 .3

Reduced Revenue from Sale 161.8 93.6 36.1
of Power

TOTAL COST IMPACT-ADD 809.6 757.9 639.6

This summary of costs is considered to reflect the minimum cost increase
to the CRBRP Project from use of the alternate sites shown. It is based
upon a reduction in work force and redirection of work activity to a pace
that would enable an orderly cost effective schedule of activities such
that the Project could proceed to completion upon receipt of an FES 33ý
months after a decision that forced an alternate site.
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TABLE 3: SUMMARY OF

ALTERNATE SITE COMPARISONS

HanfordClinch River Idaho Savannah River

m

Support 1986
Commercial ization
Decision?

Demonstration in
Utility Environment?

a. Licensing
b. Utility

Participation

Congressi onal
Authori zati on

Cost

Schedule

Program Benefit

Environmental Impacts
of Accidents

Yes

Representative
TVA Operator
Maximum Utility
Participation

Exists

Reference

Reference

Reference

Below Natural
Background

No

Not
Representative

Unknowable

No

Not
Representative

Unknowable

No

Not
Representative

Unknowable

[Need transitional legislation and Project arrangement approval]

963M $ 911M $ 793M $

[43 months delay from reference time 0]

[NRC - Informational Benefits Lost, ERDA-6-8B $ Loss]

[No Significant Improvement]
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United States Department of the Interior

Y" "•BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION
P.O. Box 3621. PORTLAND, OREGON 97208

in replyrefero: P November 10, 1976

Mr. Peter Van Nort
General Manager
Project Management Corporation
Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project
P.O. Box U
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830,

Dear Mr. Van Nort:

I have been requested to review the role of the Northwest utilities
in the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor Program and the significant
decisions related to our role in the siting of the demonstration,-
plant on the Hanford Reservation. C"

The Joint Power Planning Council, a group of 104 public agencies,.5.
private utilities, and Bonneville Power Administration, joined in the L2
Project Definition Phase of the LMFBR program with Westinghouse --

Electric Corporation. In the course of our studies the Hanford .'
Reservation was selected as the site on which the Northwest would --

construct the plant if we were awarded the project. At the conclu-
sion of the Project Definition Phase program, utilities and the AEC
recognized that the cost of the demonstration plant and the related
R&D programs were significantly more than the funds available to
construct more than one demonstration plant.

Two cormmittees were establ-ished to evaluate the proposals made under
the PDP. These committees were the Senior Utility Management Com-
mittee and the Senior Utility Technical Panel. During the course of
their review the Northwest utility representatives realized the
capital investment commitment of the owner would be substantially
more than could be dedicated by the Northwest utilities. Also, the
Northwest utilities did not have the technical expertise in nuclear
plant construction and oprerations to take on such a task as had been
identified. The October 1971 statement that was made by Mr. Price,
Manager of the Eugene Water & Electric Board, as a representative
of the Northwest group stated, "The Northwest had extended an invi-
tation to ownership participation to a larger area than the Pacific
Northwest with specific invitation to the California utilities. The
Pacific Northwest not only needs dollars to proceed with such a
plant but they also need the necessary leadership to handle such a

)oLUTio•, project."
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Ltr. to Peter Van Nort, Oak Ridge, Tenn., Subj: Role of Northwest
Utilities in Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor Program

Subsequent to that statement, in later meetings Frank Warren, Presi-
dent of Portland General Electric Company, another representative on
the committee, stated the Northwest was not available to take on the
responsibility of the demonstration plant but would support the
research and development program.

During the course of the Joint Power Planning Council Committee's
development of the Project Definition Phase and the process of site
selection, a presentation was made to the group by the Eastern Idaho
Nuclear Industrial Council. They proposed that the AEC facilities'
site at Arco, Idaho, be considered as an alternate to the Hanford
Reservation for the demonstration plant location. The committee
evaluated Arco as a possible site and rejected it on the basis that
no utility owner in the immediate area could be found. Also, the
transmission facilities and backup power resources in the area did
not lend themselves as readily to absorbing a 350-MW interruptible
*resource such as the demonstration plant.

During the review process the AEC Technical Panel pointed out that
they preferred a site that was not as isolated as Hanford. The con-
cern was that the commercial breeder plants would have to be located
in areas of less exclusion and therefore the demonstration plant
should go through the process of construction and operation in that
context.

In reviewing the current situation in the.Northwest relative to
siting the demonstration plant at Hanford, we feel unable to proceed
with a plant at that site. The reasons are somewhat different from
our original position. The Northwest now is substantially committed
to commercial nuclear power generation with the Washington Public
Power Supply System constructing five nuclear plants and the private
utilities in the process of planningand constructing four more plus
the operation of the Trojan Nuclear Plant. All of the technical,
financing and managerial capability is concentrated on this program
in an attempt to overcome projected energy deficits in the Northwest
in the 1980's.. We feel that this commitment has first priority and
would not be willing to take on additional obligations.

Sincerely yours,

Richaid C. Nyland
Special Assistant to Power Manager

(Chairman, Joint Power Planning-Council
Committee on LMFBR)
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United States Department oftthe Ii tcrior
I~NIVIL.LE HAS IFR AI)\W\lINI I 1\' xIMJ
P .O . B ,,% 3621. I'VO R 'I A\N It, O Jý I ,( ;)N u

P December 28, 1976

Mr. Peter Van Nort
General Manager
Project Management Corporation
Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project
P.O. Box U
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Dear Mr. Van Nort:

In response to your request for confir nation of the current position
of the Northwest utilities on undertaking the management, construc-
tion and operation of the LMFBR Demonstration Plant at Arco, Idaho,
I have discussed the situation with the utilities involved. The
two utilities serving the immediate site are Utah Power and Light
Company and Idaho Power Company. James E. Bruceo president of Idaho
Power Company, and E. Allen Hunter, president of Utah Power and
Light Company, both state their utilities are not currently in a
position financially or technically to undertake such a major project.

The position of other major Northwest utilities was stated in my
fletter of'November 10, 1976," and confirmed by Frank M. Warren,.presi-
dent and chairman of the board, Portland General Electric Company,
and Alan Jones, chairman of the Public Power Council.

The Northwest utilities, although not in a position to take on the
project owner or manager role at the Hanford or Arco sites, are
strongly behind the program and are supporting it with their Research
and Development Funding.

Sincerely yours,

Richard C. Nyland
Special Assistant to Power Manager

-Z!

7??ý6 -I9r
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DuIJE PowER GOMIPAiN-Y

POWER BIL-rDio, Box 2178. Gn ARLOTTE. N. G(. 28242
..

WIýLLAW s. S. C
C.(CUT'.£•t DmC *E,0EY? - :- • ~ ~ )ag

November 4, 1976 -

Mr Peter Van Nort
General Manager
Project Management.Corporation
P 0 Box U
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Dear Peter:

As plans for the breeder demonstration project were being formulated
in 1971 and 1972, B B Parker served on the AEC's Senior Utility Steering
Committee and I served on their Senior Utility Technical Advisory Panel.
On several occasions during this period, we at Duke considered the
-possibility of a site for the breeder demonstration plant on the Savannah
River Reservation now under ERDA's management. This Reservation is in
South Carolina and contiguous to the territory of South Carolina Electric
and Gas but not far from Duke Power's system with its heavy transmission
grid interconnecting with a number of southeast utilities.

Because of Duke's extensive nuclear experience at that time and our
proximity to that site, it was our feeling that for that site to be
eligible, Duke would have to be in a position to participate in operating
the plant and to provide substantial technical input for the project to
be successful. At that time, our engineering, construction and operating
personnel were busily engaged in trying to complete and bring in service
the three Oconee units, we had begun building the two McGuire units
and had committed the two Catawba units, all of which were being designed
and built by Duke personnel. Under these circumstances, we were not in
a position to undertake a leadership role that we felt would have been
necessary for the Savannah River site to be a viable option.

At the joint meeting of the Steering Committee and the Advisory Panel
on May 26, 1971, I advised the group that Duke's other commitments in
the nuclear field were so demanding of our talents and energies that
the Savannah River site should not be a candidate for the first
demonstration plant. Bill Parker had checked by telephone with the
top officers of our neighboring utilities who concurred in this con-
clusion. He reported at the same joint meeting on May 26 that the five
principal companies in this part of the southeast could not constitute
a utility-owner-operator group for locating the demonstration plant
on any of the five systems. Attached is a copy of his letter of
June 1, 1971, to the presidents of our four neighboring utility
systems confirming his telephone survey with them and his report at E-56
the May126 joint meetina.
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Mr Peter Van Nort
Page 2
November 4, 1976

At that time, the other companies were also involved in new nuclear
commitments, and it was apparent to us that we could not jeopardize
our own nuclear undertakings by also providing the leadership that
we felt would have been necessary to make the Savannah River site a
viable option to demonstrate a breeder operating as a part of a
utility system.

Yours very truly,

W S Lee

WSL/s

atta

cc w/atta: Mr Ruble Thomas, Southern Services
Mr B B Parker
Mr George Edgar, Attorney, Washington, D C

E-57
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DuiKE POWER? COMPANY

ProV'ER BCILDfrO

4:2 SOUTIC uIuIRCzH STREET, C•LARLO'I'Tz. N. G. 20201

June 1, 1971 P.O. Box 2*,7
CxtCWJT,-C V.,g Poes-Dgal

Mr. Shearon Harris, President
Carolina Power & Light Company
P. 0. Box 1551
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602

Mr. T. Justin Moore, Jr., President
Virginia Electric and Power Company
P. 0. Box 1194
Richmond, Virginia 23209

Mr. Alvin W. Vogtle, Jr., President
The Southern Company
3390 Peachtree Roa•d N. E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30326

Mr. A. M. Williams, Jr., President
South Carolina Electric & Gas Company
P. O Box 764
Columbia, South Carolina 2.9202

Gentlemen:

As you are aware, I have been appointed to a Senior Utility Steering
Committee of the AEC and Bill Lee has been appointed to a Senior
Utility Technical Advisory Panel to advise and assist the AEC in
developing an acceptable Fast Breeder Program.

The first meeting of these groups was scheduled on April 28 with the
AEC, but neither Bill nor I could attend.' I learned through Don
Crawford on Friday, May 21, that it was my responsibility to determine
the interest of the Southeast Utilities in the possibility of locating
the Fast Breeder Plant in the Southeast and particularly to look at
the possibility of one being located on the Savannah River site.

Re, at Duke Power, decided that we do not have the manpower to join
with other Southeast Utilities in providing the manpower, talent and
expertise to join with other utilities as the owner-operators of a
Fast Breeder Plant. We made a quick telephone survey and received
essentially the same response from each of your companies.
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iIr. Shearon Harris, President
Mr. T. Justin Moore, Jr., President
1r. Alvin W. Vogtle, Jr., President
Mr. A. M. Williams, Jr., President

Page 2 June 1, 1971

I would like to report to you that in a joint meeting of these two
panels in Washington with the AEC on May 26, I info-nned- the group that
insofar as our five-companies are concerned, we could not, at this time,
zonstitute a utility-owner operator group for locating this fast
,reeder Plant on any of our systems. I would like to point out,
-iowever, that this matter is still open for further consideration if
iny of you so desire.

Sincerely,

6-C

bp/ck

Dpy: Mr. J. A. Jones
Mr. E. B. Crutchfield
Mr. V. C. Summer

,.Mr. W. S. Lee
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DUJE Po0E] GOTAj-y
PO ,%- BUL.DINo, Box 2178, CHA1kLOTTE, N. G. 28242

WILLIAM &. LEE

December 1, 1976

Mr Peter Van Nort
General Manager
Project Management Corporation
P 0 Box U
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Dear Peter:

My letter of November 4 outlined the factors in our 1971 and 1972
determination that the Savannah River Reservation was not, in our
opinion, a viable site for the breeder demonstration plant. The
reasons as stated in my letter apply equally today, and we there-
fore do not feel that that site is a viable alternative to the
Clinch River site.

Sincerely yours,

W S Lee

WSL/s
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FOR THE

LMFBR DEMONSTRATION PLANT
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SUPPLEMENTAL ALTERNATIVE SITING ANALYSIS UPDATE

FOR THE LMFBR DEMONSTRATION PLANT

1.0 BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

The primary alternative siting analysis for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant is presented

in Section 9.2 of the CRBRP Environmental Report. The choice of the TVA power

service area as the region of interest for this analysis was inherent in the selection by

AEC of the TVA/Commonwealth Edison proposal for a cooperative AEC/utility

arrangement to design, construct, and operate the nation's first large-scale

demonstration LMFBR.(I) This choice was also confirmed by the DOE's LMFBR Program

Environmental Statement Supplement.(2) The conclusion reached in Environmental

Report Section 9.2, after careful consideration of both a hook-on arrangement at an

existing TVA plant and an all new plant at a number of undeveloped candidate sites, was

that an all new plant located at the Clinch River site was the preferrred choice for the

LMFBR Demonstration Plant.

With respect to the alternative siting analysis presented in the CRBRP Environmental

Report, it was contended by an intervenor in the CRBRP licensing hearings that:

Alternative sites with more favorable environmental and safety features

are not analyzed and the analysis is defective since:

I. Sites with more favorable environmental and safety characteristics

were not identified and sufficient weight was not given to those

values in selecting the site.

(I) See CRBRP Environmental Report Section 9.2 and Appendix D, Section 1.0, for
-additional information concerning the history of the selection of an AEC/ufility

arrangement for the design, construction, and operation of the LMFBR
Demonstration Plant.

(2) See LMFBR Program Environmental Impact Statement Supplement, DOE/EIS-0085-
D, Appendix G.

i3
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2. The site selection criteria unduly restricted the range of

alternatives. The analysis of alternatives should not be.restricted to

either the TVA system or the State of Tennessee. The analysis must

encompass all land owned by TVA, including land outside its system,

and all land owned by ERDA (and the AEC before it).

3. Alternative sites which need to be explored include Hanford

Reservation, NRTS Idaho Reservation, Nevada Test Site,. co-location

with the LMFBR fuel reprocessing plant (e.g., the hot pilot plant) and

an LMFBR fuel fabricating plant and underground sites.

Ruling on the acceptability of this contention in the CRBRP hearings, the NRC

Commissioners have stated:

Alternative sites outside the Tennessee Valley Authority service area are

also relevant to this proceeding. In considering alternatives, including non-

TVA siting alternatives, in the present proceeding, the following general

principle should be observed: consideration of alternatives need go no

further than to establish whether or not substantially better alternatives

are likely to be available.(3 )

In accordance with the above NRC Commissioners ruling and in response to NRC

requests for additional information, the CRBRP: Project provided in Environmental

Report Appendix D, "Supplemental Alternative Siting Analysis for the LMFBR

Demonstration Plant," and Appendix E, "Additional Information Regarding Consideration

of Alternate Sites for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant," an analysis of alternative sites

outside the TVA service area and the concepts of underground siting and co-location with

an LMFBR fuel reprocessing or fuel fabrication plant. The conclusion reached from this

additional alternative siting analysis was again that the -Clinch. River site was the

preferred site for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant.

In a letter dated November 30, 198 1, NRC requested additional information to update the

CRBRP Project alternative siting analysis presented in the Environmental Report. The

(3) See CRBRP Environmental Report Appendix E for a complete discussion of the
.standards governing consideration of alternative sites outside the TVA power
service area presented in the NRC Commissioners Order.
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Project's response to NRC's questions concerning the Environmental Report Section 9.2
.analysis of alternative sites within the TVA power service area is provided in

Environmental Report Appendix G. The NRC requested update of the supplemental

alternative siting analysis presented in Environmental Report Appendixes. D and E is

provided herein. In parallel with the organization of Environmental Report Appendix D,

a re-examination of alternative DOE sites for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant is

provided in Section 2.1, and Section 2.2 contains a re-examination of TVA owned sites

outside the TVA power service area. The concepts of underground siting and co-location

with an LMFBR fuel reprocessing or fuel fabrication plant are reviewed in Section 2.3.

Section 3.0 provides an update to the additional information concerning alternative DOE

sites at Hanford, Savannah River, and Idaho contained in Environmental Report Appendix

E.

The enclosed update is not intended to supplant or supercede either Environmental

Report Appendix D or E since much of the information presented in these appendixes is

still valid and is not repeated here. The enclosed update is intended only to reconfirm,

revise, and/or supplement, as necessary, the previous Environmental Report analysis and

must be used in conjunction with it.
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2.0 CONSIDERATION OF ADDITIONAL ALTERNATIVE SITES AND CONCEPTS

FOR THE LMFBR DEMONSTRATION PLANT

*This section provides an update of the consideration of additional alternative sites and

concepts presented in Appendix D of the CRBRP Environmental Report.

2.1 Consideration of DOE Land as Alternative Sites for the LMFBR Demonstration

Plant

As requested by the NRC, the CRBRP Project has re-examined the analysis presented in

Appendix D, Section 2.1, of the CRBRP Environmental Report, regarding the

determination of whether or not there is a DOE site(s) outside the TVA system that

would be a substantially better alternative site than the present Clinch River site for ..the

LMFBR Demonstration Plant. Specifically, the previously considered sites at Hanford,

Savannah River, and the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL).were reviewed to

see if they are presently acceptable as candidate sites and if the information provided on

these candidate sites in Appendix D is still adequate for comparison to the Clinch River

site. The results of this review are provided below.

The Appendix D analysis of ERDA sites as potential alternative sites for the LMFBR

Demonstration Plant began by screening, in a two-phase process, all U.S. Government

real property in the custody of ERDA at the time. The screening process reduced the

number of feasible sites for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant to three, Hanford,

Savannah River, and INEL. The principle reasons for which the other sites were excluded

included insufficient land area to meet minimum exclusion area distance, lack of

available cooling water, interference with ERDA's Division of Military Application

Weapons Program, high surrounding population density, and the undesireability of

co-location with existing ERDA facilities. A review .of the screening process and the

bases for the elimination of all ERDA sites, except Hanford, Savannah River, and INEL,

has found that the previous screening analysis is still valid. DOE has also reviewed their

records of property acquired since February 1977 and now under the custody of DOE and

concluded that no property acquired by DOE since February 1977 would be a suitable site 16

for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant. The only sites acquired which are of adequate size

(i.e., contain a minimum of 300 acres) are committed to other programmatic uses which

would not be compatible with the LMFBR Demonstration Plant project.
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The reconnaissance level information provided, in Appendix D for Hanford

(Section 2.1.2.1), Savannah River (Section 2.1.2.2), and INEL (Section 2.1.2.3), has been

reviewed in detail and, while most of this information is still correct, some information

requires updating. To ensure NRC has the correct, updated information, the previously

provided data on site access; nearby industrial, military, and transportation facilities;

demography; meteorology (atmospheric dispersion); geology (foundation .conditions);

seismology; hydrology (cooling water availability, water quality, and flooding); bio-

environment; socio-economics (labor availability); transmission lines; land and land use;

scenic, archaeological and historic sites; and utility participation for each site is

reviewed and, as necessary, corrected or supplemented in the following sections. Also, a

revised comparison of the site characteristics at Clinch River, Hanford, Savannah River,

and INEL is provided in Table I.

The final conclusion reached based on the review of the updated information for Hanford,

Savannah River, and INEL is that the previous findings reached in Appendix D remain

valid, i.e.:

I. Atmospheric dispersion and site isolation factors (minimum exclusion

boundary distance, surrounding population density) are somewhat

more favorable at Hanford, Savannah River, or INEL than the Clinch

River site. However, it must be emphasized that the Clinch River

site is still a completely acceptable site for construction of a nuclear

facility.(4)

2. A comparison of other siting parameters (see Table 1) would not lead

one to select the Hanford, Savannah River, or INEL areas as

preferable to the Clinch River site.

(4) The acceptability of the Clinch River site. is fully demonstrated in the CRBRP
PSAR and Environmental Report and is confirmed by the NRC staff in their CRBRP
FES and Site Suitability Report.
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TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF SITE CHARACTERISTICS

CLINCH RIVER HANFORD IDAHO SAVANNAH RIVER

Site Size:

Exclusion Boundary

Population Center Distance
2,200 feet

7.0 miles(Oak Ridge-27,552)

Clinch River - Adequate

Potential for >2,200 feet

(Richland-33,582)a

Columbia River - Adequate

Potential for >2,200 feet

-. 25 miles (Idaho Falls-
38,695)

Groundwater - Adequate

Potential for >2,200 feet

'25miles (Augusta-47,532)

Savannah River - AdequateCooling Water

Seismology - design basis
SSE acceleration

Atmospheric Dispersion

0.25g 0.25g 0.50gto .gb 0.20g

Short term (5% X/Q in sec/m
3

)

0-2hrs 1,1 x 10-3 at 670m(EB)

0-8 hrs L.2 x 10-4 at 4023m
(LPZ)

8-24 hrs 8.4 x 10-5 at LPZ

1-4 days 3.7 x 10-5 at LPZ

4-30 days 1.2 x 10-5 at LPZ

Annual average 1.44 x 10-4

(highest offsite value)

CShort term

(5% X/Q in seC/m3

0-2 hrs 3.0 x 10-4 1927m(EB)

0-8 hrs 2.8 x 10-5 at 6440m(LPZ)

8-24 hrs 1.9 x 10-5 at LPZ

1-4 days.8.3 x 10- 6 at LPZ

4-30 days 2.5 x 10- 6 at LPZ

Annual average 1.7 x 10-6
(highest offsite value)

dShort term X/Q in sec/m3.

At 670m 1.95 x 10-a

At.4023m 3.4 x 10"5

eShort term (5% X/Q in sec/m
3 )

0-2 hrs 2.8 x 104. at 1098m(EM

0-8 hrs 1.0 x 10-4 at 3220m
(LPZ)

8-24 hrs 2.1 x 10-5 at LPZ

1-4 days 8.7 x 10-6 at LPZ

4-30 days 2.5 x 10-6 at LPZ

Annual average 2.7 x 10-6

(highest offsite value)

Labor availability Adequate Adequate Potential construction
labor shortage

Adequate

a. Richland borders the Hanford Reservation, for FFTF it is 6 miles, for WPPSS it is 8 miles

b. The determination of the seismicity and volcanic hazards at the INEL site by the NRC staff
could be a major source of project delay.

c. SER for WPPSS 1 & 4
d. Calculated using stability class F and wind speed of 1.8 m/sec using onsite data (ID0-12048)
e. "SER for Alvin W. Vogtle Nuclear Plant"

cor



TABLE 1 (cont'd)

Population Density

Site Access

Transmission line construction

. required

Utility Participation

CLINCH RIVER

Cumulative Population (1980)

0-1 mile 150
0-2 miles 740
0-3 miles 1460
0-4 miles 2420
0-5 miles 4440
0-10 miles 52,040
0-50 miles 830,840

(933,280 in 2030)

Road, railroad, and barge

,-3.2 miles of transmission
line construction required

Yes

HANFORD

Cumulative Population ( 198 0 )f

0-10 miles 25,361
0-50 miles 263,746

(328,139 in 1990)

Road, railroad, and barge

Only minor transmission
line construction expected

No

IDAHO SAVANNAH RIVER

Cumulative Population (1980)9 Cumulative Population (1g77 )h

0-10 miles ýk
0-50 miles .140,550

Road and railroad only

Uncertain

No

0-10 miles 63.000
0-50 miles 500,00

Road. railroad, and barge

Only minor transmission line
construction required

No

Comparison of Geology (foundation conditions); flooding potential; industrial, military, and transporation facilities near the site; land and land use;
aquatic and terrestrial impacts; and scenic and historic sites are essentially the same for the 4 areas.

f. From Table 2
g. From Figure 2
b. SER for Alvin W. Vogtle

r- M
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3. A cooperative arrangement between utilities and DOE for the design,

construction, and operation of the LMFBR Demonstration Plant on a

utility system is not likely in the localities of the Hanford, Savannah

River, or INEL sites. This would preclude satisfaction of a primary

LMFBR Demonstration Plant objective.(5)

With regards to the first two conclusions, a very similar comparison of the Hanford,

.INEL, and Oak Ridge National Laboratory (OR*NL) sites as part of the Large

Developmental Plant LMFBR Conceptual Design Study independently confirmed these

conclusions.(6,7) More specifically, the Large Developmental Plant siting and

environmental studies concluded that "no information was uncovered which would

decidedly indicate that the Demonstration Plant (Large Developmental Plant) could not

be located at any of the selected sites," that "acceptable sites for the Developmental

Plant have been identified on each of the Hanford, Idaho, and Oak Ridge reservations,"

and that "the results of economic and other comparisons at these sites did not identify

any factors significant enough to favor one site over the others."

On the basis of the foregoing, neither Hanford, Savannah River, nor INEL is

environmentally superior or preferable to the Clinch River site. In addition, the Project

previously provided (Environmental Report Appendix E) additional information showing

that the Project's ability to meet LMFBR. program and project information goals is

strongly site dependent and that the Clinch River Site is the preferred alternative for the

LMFBR Demonstration Plant. A re-examination of this information based upon current

information is provided in Section 3.0 below. This analysis confirms that neither

Hanford, Savannah River, nor INEL are substantially better alternatives for satisfying

program and project objectives for this demonstration plant.

(5) See. CRBRP Environmental Report Appendix E and Section 3.0 for additional
information concerning LMFBR Program and LMFBR Demonstration Plant project
objectives.

(6) LMFBR Developmental Plant Conceptual Design Study Final Report, Site
Evaluation Report, CDS 400-9, March 1981, prepared by Burns and Roe, Inc.

(7) LMFBR Developmental Plant Conceptual Design Study Final Report, Preliminary
Environmental Review Summary, CDS 400-10, January 15, 1981, prepared by Burns
and Roe, Inc.
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2.1.1 Hanford

The reconnaissance level information provided for the Hanford site in Section 2.1.2.1 of

Appendix D to the CRBRP Environmental Report has been reviewed to assure that it is

adequate for comparison to the Clinch River site. The results of this review-are reported

below and are based on telephone conversations with and. information received from

cognizant personnel at the Hanford site and the references listed in Section 2.1.1.15.

2.1.1.1 SiteAccess

No significant changes.

2.1.1.2 Nearby Industrial, Military, and Transportation Facilities

In addition to those onsite activities previously discussed in Appendix D, Puget Sound

Power and Light Company is planning to build a two-unit commercial nuclear power

station (Skagit/Hanford Nuclear Project) at a site approximately five miles west of the

Washington Public Power Supply System Nuclear Unit 2.

2. I. 1.3 Demography

In a recent report by Pacific Northwest Laboratory, the .population distributions within a

50-mile radius of four locations on the Hanford site were calculated based on the U.S.

Bureau of Census 1980 population counts for Washington and Oregon. Tables 2 and 3

show the population distribution within the 50-mile radius of FFTF for 1980 and the

projected populati.on distribution for 1990, respectively. Additional demographic data in

the vicinity of the Hanford site with projections past 1990 are available in the

Skagit/Hanford Nuclear Project Environmental Report.

As specifically requested by the NRC staff, 460 26' Latitude, 1190 23' Longitude, are

reasonable coordinates for NRC's use in computing population distributions and densities

around a possible LMFBR Demonstration Plant site at Hanford.
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TABLE 2

DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION IN 50-MILE RADIUS OF THE FFTF

BY POPULATION GRID SECTOR FOR THE YEAR 1980

Compass.
Direction

NORTH

NNE

NE

ENE

EAST

ESE

SE

SSE

SOUTH

Ssw

SW
wSW

WEST

WNW

NW

NNW

0-10 mi

0

20

114

211

229

229

344

10,829

11,760
1,446

179

0

0

0

0

0

10-20 mi

78

343

377
1,041

600

442

25,267

40,933

9,385

4,550

1,538

1,206

190

0

0
.0

Number of People
20-30 mi

859

5,728

760

2,644

183

544

13,654

5,688

1,525

583

5,234

7,748

3,339

932

295

264

30-40 mi

811

2,945

1,033

492

169

292

2,105

719

5,611

185

535
14,956,

6,089

1,221

903

40-50 mi

16,267

1,021

217

451

183

1,060

952

2,364

15,691

1,927

239

481

17,171

3,176

705

Totals

18,015

10,OS7

2,501
4,839

1,364

2,567

42,322

60,533

43,972

8,691

7,725

24,391

26,789

5,329

1,903

TOTALS 25,361 85,950 49,980 39,368 63.087 263,746
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TABLE 3

DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION WITHIN A 50-MILE RADIUS OF THE FFTF

BY POPULATION GRID SECTOR FOR THE YEAR 1990

Compass
01 rection

NORTH

NNE

NE

ENE

EAST

ESE

SE

SSE

SOUTH

SSW

SW

WSW

WEST

WNW

NW

NNW

0-10 mi

0

27

156

288

312

312

452

13.881

15,073

1,854

228

0

0

0

0

0

10-20 ml

107

467

.513

1,415

817

602

34,069

52.612

12,032

5,832

1,971

1,546

244

0

0

0

Number of
20-30 ml

1,057

7,121

997

3,598

249

634

17,622

7,360

1,955

745

6,709

9,109

3,946

1,149

346

310

People•
30-40 mi

968

.3,517

1,293

671

211

324

2,394

867

6,678

229

638

17,380

7,076

1,416

1,045

40-50 ml

19,099

1,205

270

611

208

1,176

1.252

2,821

18.712

.2,249

279

559

19.951

3,659

750

1,386

Totals

21,231

12,337

* 3,229
6,583

1,797

3,048

55,789

77,541

54,450

10,909

9.825
.28.,594

31,217

6.224

2,141

TOTALS 32,.583 112,227 62,907 46,235 74.187 328,139
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2.1.1.4 Meteorology (Atmospheric Dispersion)

No significant changes.

2. 1. 1.5 Geology (Foundation Conditions)

No significant changes.

2. I. 1.6 Seismology

No significant changes. It should be noted, however, that an investigation is currently in

progress to evaluate recently obtained data related to reported faulting in the area which

may impact (increase) the required design basis acceleration for the safe shutdown

earthquake which is presently 0.25g.

2.1.1.7 Hydrology (Cooling Water Availability, Water Quality, and Flooding)

No significant changes.

2.1.1.8 Bio-Environment

Two federally listed, threatened or endangered animal species are known to occur within

the Hanford Reservation, bald eagles and peregrine falcons. Bald eagles are winter

residents, although sporatic nesting attempts have been made in the past. The only

published records of peregine falcons in the Tri-cities area is of winter migrants. There

are no other significant changes from the bio-environment description of the Hanford

site in Appendix D, but additional information is available in the references listed in

Section 2.1.1.15.

2'1. 1.9 Socio-economics (Labor Availability)

The most up-to-date socio-economic information concerning the area surrounding

Hanford is contained in the Environmental Report for the Skagit/Hanford Nuclear

Project. A review of this study plus the recent planned termination of the Washington

Public Power Supply System Nuclear Unit 4, indicates that an adequate labor supply

would be available in the Richland-Kennewick-Pasco area with a minimum influx of new

construction workers.
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2.1.1.10 Transmission Lines

No significant changes.

2.1.1.11 Land and Land Use

No significant changes.

2.1.1.12 Scenic, Archaeological, and Historic Sites

The U.S. Department of the Interior (1979) lists 20 historic sites for the three counties

(Benton, Grant, and Franklin) in which the Hanford site is located. Among these, the

Ryegrass Archaeological District is listed as being in the "Hanford Works Reservation"

(since 1978 designated as "Hanford Site") along the Columbia River. Other historic sites

listed are: Paris' Archeological Site, Hanford Island Archeological Site, Hanford North

Archeological District, Locke Island Archeological District, Rattlesnake Springs Sites,

Snively Canyon Archeological District, Wooded Island Archeological District, and Savage

Island Archeological District. Concerning natural and scenic features, two sites have

been proposed for designation as National Natural Landmarks, the Hanford Dunes and the

Arid Lands Ecology Reserve. In addition, the Arid Lands Ecology Reserve along with the

rest of the Hanford Site, exclusive of the operating areas (approximately 6%) was

recently designated as a National Environmental Research Park (NERP). The Hanford

Reach of the Columbia River, which includes the entire length of the river within the

Hanford Reservation, is the last free-flowing section of the Columbia River and has been

proposed as a potential wild, scenic, or recreational river under the Wild and Scenic

Rivers Act.

Hanford, as a candidate site for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant, is not pre-empted by

any of the above updated findings. Additional information concerning the above can be

found in the references listed in Section 2.1.1.15.

2. 1.1. 13 Utility Participation

In a letter dated February 16, 1982 from the Public Power Council of Pacific Northwest

consumer owned utilities and in a letter dated August 30, 1982 from W.J. Satre, 16

Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of The Washington Water Power
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Company, on behalf of members of the Intercompany Pool (i.e., Idaho Power Company,

The Montano Power Company, Utah Power and Light Company, Pacific Power and Light

Company, Portland General Electric Company, Puget Sound Power and Light Company,

Sierra Pacific Power Company, and The Washington Water Power Company), the previous

determination that the Northwest utilities were not willing to take on the additional

responsibilities of the LMFBR Demonstration Plant at the Hanford site was

reconfirmed. Copies of these letters are attached as Exhibits I and IIl, respectively..
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2.1.1.14 Other New Considerations

Two other items need to be noted to satisfactorily complete this update for the Hanford

site. First, as a result of the May 18, 1980 and subsequent eruptions of Mount St. Helens

an additional new design basis is necessary for Hanford relating -to ash fall. Ash fall

would affect mostly equipment qualification and HVAC system design. While this is an

added design basis not applicable to the other sites, the significance in terms of. added

plant cost should be relatively minor.

The second item concerns the recent announcement by the Washington Public Power

Supply System (Supply System) that it intends to terminate the construction on Nuclear

Unit 4 (WNP-4) which is approximately 25% complete. While it may appear initially that

some, large cost savings or schedule reduction could occur should the LMFBR

Demonstration Plant utilize the existing WNP-4 site, structures, and services, a more

detailed examination quickly finds this would not be the case. There are significant size

and generic design differences between the 1250 MWe WNP-4, which is a light water

* reactor, and the LMFBR Demonstration Plant. For instance,' the WNP-4 containment

.... building, internal structures and supports, and, foundation would be totally unsuitable for

use by the LMFBR Demonstration Plant. Also, co-location of. the LMFBR Demonstration

Plant in close proximity with the other two Supply System Units, WNP-l and WNP-2,

would create undue interference and problems for both the Supply System and the

LMFBR Demonstration Plant project. In addition, any cost savings that might be

realized would be negligible in comparison with the LMFBR program and project benefits

that would be lost and increased costs from relocating the LMFBR Demonstration Plant

to Hanford (see'Section 3.0).

2.1.1.15 Additional Sources of Information

Sources which were utilized for the update of the Hanford site description include:

Skagit/Hanford Nuclear Project Preliminary Safety Analysis Report and

Environmental Report, Docket Numbers 50-522 and'50-523

Population Estimates for the Areas Within a 50-Mile Radius of Four

Reference Points on the Hanford Site (PNL-4010) D.J. Sommer, R.G. Rau,

and D.C. Robinson, Pacific Northwest Laboratory, November 1981
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LMFBR Developmental Plant Conceptual Design Study - Phase II,

Preliminary Environmental Review, Volume II, Honford Reservation, CDS

500-10, prepared by Burns and Roe, Inc.

LMFBR Developmental Plant Conceptual Design Study Final Report, Site

;.Zvaluation Report,-CDS 400-9, March 1981, prepared by Burns and Roe,

F•ial Environmental Impact. Statement, Supplement to ERDA-1538,

December 1975, Waste Management Operations, Hanford Site, Double-Shell

Tanks for Defense High-Level Radioactive Waste Storage, April 1980,

DOE/EIS-0063

2.1.2 Savannah River

The reconnaissance level information provided in CRBRP Environmental Report

Appendix D, Section,2.1.2.2, "Savannah River" has been reviewed to assure that it is

adequate for comparison to the Clinch River site. The results of this review are reported

below and are based on telephone conversations with and information received from

cognizant personnel at the Savannah River Plant and the references listed in Section

2.1.2.14.

2.1.2.1 Site Access

N.lo significant changes.

,2 Nearby Industrial, Military, and Transportation Facilities

No significant changes.

2.1.2.3 Demography

The current work force at the Savannah River Plant has increased to 8300 (July 1980).

This. transient work force could grow substantially as a result of a decision to construct

and operate a Defense Waste Processing Facility at the Savannah River site (expected
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peak construction work force of 5000). The Vogtle construction work force is another

large source of daily transient population in the vicinity of the Savannah River site.

Although a revised distribution of population within 50 miles of the Savannah River Plant

based on 1980 U. S. Census data was not readily available, Table 4 presents the 1980

census population data for counties and communities where 89% of the current Savannah

River Plant work force resides (see Figure I).

As specifically requested by the NRC staff, 330 19' Latitude,. 810 32' Longitude, are

reasonable coordinates for NRC's use in computing population distributions and densities

around a possible LMFBR Demonstration Plant site at Savannah River.

2.1.2.4 Meteorology (Atmospheric Dispersion)

No significant changes.

2.1.2.5 Geology (Foundation Conditions)

No significant changes.

.2" .2.6 Seismology

No significant changes.

2.1.2.7 Hydrology (Cooling Water Availability, Water Quality, and Flooding)

No significant changes.

2.1.2.8 Bio-Environment

Four species listed as endangered or threatened by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service

have been identified on the Savannah River site. They are the bald eagle, red-cockaded

woodpecker, Kirtland's warbler, and American alligator. There are no other significant

changes to the bio-environment description of the Savannah River. site in Appendix D, but

additional information is available in the references listed in Section 2.1.2.14.
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TABLE 4

1980 POPULATIONS FOR SELECTED COUNTIES AND COMMUNITIES

SURROUNDING THE SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT

.Location Population

South Carolina

Aiken County 105.625
City of North Augusta 13.593
City of Aiken 14,978

Allendale County 10.700
Town of Allendale 4.400

Bamberg County 18.118
City of Bamberg 3.672
City of Denmark 4,434

Barnwell County 19,868
City of Barnwell 5,572

Georgia

Columbia County 40.118
City of Grovetown 3,491

Richmond County 181.629
* City of Augusta 47.532

TOTAL 376.058

Source: U.S. Bureau of Census. 198OCensus
of Population and Housing, South Carolina.
PFIC80-V-42; Georgia, PHC80-V-12; March
1981.

ES-5554

FIGURE 1

COUNTIES AND COMMUNITIES SURROUNDING THE SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT
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2.1.2.9 Socio-economics (Labor Availability)

The most recent source of information concerning labor availability and socioeconomic

conditions in the Savannah River site area is the Draft Environmental Impact Statement

for the Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF). Based on this information, it appears

that labor availability is sufficient, but any conclusion on socioeconomic impacts from

construction and operation of the LMFBR Demonstration Plant would require additional

analysis and would be dependent on the timing of. labor requirements for the ongoing

Vogtle Nuclear Plant construction, and potential construction of the DWPF.

2.1.2.10 Transmission Lines

The Savannah River Plant is currently connected by two 115 kV transmission lines to the

utility system and the reservation is crossed by a 230 kV transmission line.

2.1.2.11 Land and Land Use

No significant changes.

2.1.2.12 Scenic, Archaeological, and Historic Sites

No significant changes.

2.1.2.13 Utility Participation

The previous determination that the Southeast utilities (Duke Power Company, Carolina

Power and Light Company, Virginia Electric and Power Company, the Southern Company,

and South Carolina Electric and Gas Company) could not constitute a utility owner-

operator group for locating the LMFBR Demonstration Plant on any of their systems

including the Savannah River site, has been reconfirmed in a January 26, 1982 letter

from Mr. William S. Lee, President and Chief Operating Officer of Duke Power

Company. (A copy of Mr. Lee's letter is attached as Exhibit II along with copies of his

two previous letters of November 4 and December I, 1976 which he references).
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2.1.2.14 Additional Sources of Information

Sources which were utilized for the update of the Savannah River site description

include:

Draft Environmental Impact Statement Defense Waste Processing Facility,

Savannah River Plant, Aiken, South Carolina, September 1981, U. S.

Department of Energy (DOE/EIS-0082D)

Environmental Information Document Defense Waste Processing Facility,

July 1981, E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (DPST-80-249)

2.1.3 Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

As has been done for the Hanford and Savannah River sites, the reconnaissance level

information provided in CRBRP Environmental Report Appendix D, Section 2.1.2.3,

"Idaho National Engineering Laboratory" has been reviewed to assure that it is adequate

for comparison to the Clinch River site. The results of the review are given below and

are based on telephone conversations with and information received from cognizant

personnel at the INEL and the references listed in Section 2.1.3.14.

2.1.3.1 Site Access

No significant changes.

2.1.3.2 Nearby Industrial, Military, and Transportation Facilities

.No significant changes.

2.1.3.3 Demography

Figure 2 is provided to give the best available information regarding the distribution of

population within a 50-mile radius of the INEL Central Facilities Area. Both the

distribution based on the 1970 U. S. Census and an updated distribution based on

preliminary 1980 U. S. Census data is shown. Figure 3 illustrates the area encompassed

by the 50-mile radius circle surrounding the Central Facilities Area. The 1980Wpopulation
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Population Data
1970 Census/1980 Preliminary Census

Includes about 39000/45022 residents
in Pocatello, which is slightly
beyond the 50-mile radius

INEL-A-18 305

FIGURE 2

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE INEL,

CENTERED AT THE CENTRAL FACILITIES AREA
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Miles

FIGURE 3

iNEL VICINITY MAP CENTERED ON THE CENTRAL FACILITIES AREA (CFA)
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residing within 50 miles of the Central Facilities Area (including Pocatello, which is just

outside the 50-mile radius circle) was 140,550. Tables .5 and 6 show the population of

towns within the 50-mile radius having more than 300 inhabitants and the population by

county for those people who reside within the 50-mile radius, respectively. (Because the

population distributions in Figure 2 are estimated, total population values do not

correspond exactly to those shown on Table 6.)

As specifically requested by the NRC staff, 430 40' Latitude, 1120 30' Longitude, are

reasonable coordinates for NRC's use in computing population distributions and densities

around a possible LMFBR Demonstration Plant site at INEL.

2.1.3.4 Meteorology (Atmospheric Disperson)

No significant changes.

2.1.3.5 Geology (Foundation Conditions)

No significant changes.

2.1.3.6 Seismology

It was previously stated that INEL was reclassified from seismic Zone 2 of the Uniform

Building Code to the higher risk Zone 3 in 1970. This seismic zone classification has,

however, recently been reduced back to a seismic risk Zone 2.. This reduction wasbased

on the fact that the Eastern Snake River Plain geologic province is relatively aseismic

although surrounded by seismicity and that the earthquakes of the neighboring tectonic

provinces could not logically be expected to occur within the Eastern Snake River Plain

where INEL is located.

Estimated maximum bedrock acceleration postulated-by rupture along known faults at

the INEL range from greater than 0.5 g on the western boundary to less than 0.2 g in the

southeastern corner. It is expected that a site for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant could

be found with a design basis safe shutdown earthquake of 0.25 g or less. It should be

noted, however, that because there is no NRC licensed facility on or near INEL, a long

project delay could occur while the NRC staff evaluates not only the seismicity of the
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TABLE 5

POPULATIONS LIVING WITHIN 50 MILES OF THE

CENTRAL FACILITIES AREA BY COUNTY

Population

C oun tYa

Bannockb
Bingham
Blaine
Bonneville
Butte
Clark
Cdster
Jefferson
Lemhi
Power

Total

1970

42.183
23,474

360
40,959

2,966
62

602
5,973

22
221

116,822

1980

49,672
28,404

432
50, 380
3,352

65
668

7,287
25

265

140,550

Source: 1970 U.S. Census (Bureau of the Census
U.S. Census data (Bureau of the Census 1980).

1973) and 1980 preliminary

a. Four other counties (Fremont, Lincoln, Madison, and Minidoka) intersect
the 50-mile circle; however, no population centers lie within the circle.

b. Includes residents of the city of Pocatello, which is just outside the
50-rmile radius.
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TABLE 6

CITY POPULATIONS WITHIN 50 MILES

OF THE CENTRAL FACILITIES AREAa

Population

Ci ty

Aberdeen
Anmmon
Arco
Basalt
81 ack foot
Chubbuck
Firth
Idaho Falls
Iona
Lewi sville
Mackay

Poca tel I ob
Roberts
Shelley
Ucon

1970

1 ,542
2.553
1 .244

349
8,716
2,927

362
35,776

890
468
S39
545

38,8?6

393
2.674

664

1980

1,436
4,616
1,230

410
10.054
6,880

450
38,696
1 ,070

498
536
5'Ja

45.022
456

3,260
928

Sources: 1970 U.S. Census (Bureau of the Census
U.S. Census data (Bureau of the Census 1980).

1973) and 1980 preliminary

a. Cities with more than 300 inhabitants.

b. Pocatello is just outside t~he 50-mile radius, but is included in the
table.
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INEL site, but also. the history and the hazards that may be posed by the volcanic nature

of the INEL site.

2.1.3.7 Hydrology (Cooling Water Availability, Water Quality, and Flooding)

No significant changes.

2.1.3.8 Bio-Environment

No significant changes.

2.1.3.9 Socio-economics (Labor Availability)

No significant changes.

2.1.3.10 Transmission Lines

No significant changes.

2.1.3.11 Land and Land Use

No significant changes.

2.1.3.12 Scenic, Archaeological, and Historic Sites

One historical site in addition to ERR-I has been identified on the INEL. The, site has

been fenced and the information required for potential reaistration as a national historic

site has been sent to the State. This historic site, however, has no impact on the INEL as

a site for the candidate LMFBR Demonstration Plant.

2.1.3.13 Utility Participation

In a letter dated August 30, 1982 from W.J. Satre, Chairman of the Board and Chief

Executive Officer of The Washington Water Power Company, on behalf of members of

the Intercompany Pool (i.e., Idaho Power Company, The Montana Power Company, Utah.

Power and Light Company, Pacific Power and Light Company, Portland General Electric

16
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Company, Puget Sound Power and Light Company, Sierra .Pacific Power Company, and

The Washington Water Power Company), it was reconfirmed that no utility group was

willing to assume the role at INEL that Commonwealth Edison and TVA have assumed at 16

the Clinch River site for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant (see Exhibit Ill).
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2.1.3.14 Additional Sources of Information

Sources which were used for the update of the INEL site description include:

• LMFBR Developmental Plant Conceptual Design Study - Phase II,
Preliminary Environmental Review, Volume I, Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory, CDS 500- 10, prepared by Burns and Roe, Inc.

LMFBR Developmental Plant Conceptual Design Study Final Report, Site

Evaluation Report, CDS 400-9, March 1981, prepared by Burns and Roe,

Inc.

.2.2 Consideration of TVA-Owned Land Outside the TVA Power Service Area as

Alternative Sites for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant

A review of the Environmental Report Appendix D Section 2.2 analysis was conducted.

The review verified that the Page and Artemus sites located in Kentucky are still the

only TVA-owned sites outside the TVA power service area, but that the sale of the Page

site has been approved by the TVA Board of Directors. The review also verified that the

general site characteristics, transmission hookup costs, and off-site power requirements

information provided in Section 2.2 of Appendix D is still valid. Therefore, the basis for.

and the conclusion reached that no TVA land outside the TVA power service area is

better, much less substantially better than the Clinch River site, remains unchanged.

2.3 Consideration of Co-Location with an LMFBR Fuel Reprocessing and an LMFBR

Fuel Fabrication Plant and Underground Sites

Although not specifically requested by NRC to re-examine the concepts of underground

siting and co-location of the LMFBR Demonstration Plant with various other fuel cycle

facilities such as an LMFBR fuel fabrication plant and/or an LMFBR fuel reprocessing

plant, a review has been made of the previous analysis of these alternatives in

Environmental Report Appendix D Section 2.3. Based on this review, no findings or

developments have arisen from studies of these concepts since the analysis was done to

change the resulting conclusion that neither concept offers tangible improvement in

safety, environmental acceptability, safeguards, or economics of the proposed CRBRP,

and thus these alternatives do not warrant adoption for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant.
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3.0 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATE

SITES FOR THE LMFBR DEMONSTRATION PLANT

This section is an update to CRBRP Environmental Report Appendix E which, in response

to an NRC .request, provided additional information concerning alternative sites at

Hanford, Savannah River,.and.INEL, and to a more limited extent, potential sites within

the TVA power service area. Appendix E also provided the CRBRP Project's overall

assessment and balancing of factors that were regarded as significant in the comparison

of alternative sites. The overall assessment in Appendix E was logically divided into four

successive parts, each of which is reviewed here. The conclusion of this review and

• update is that the Clinch River site is the preferred site and that no other site represents

*a substantially better alternative for meeting pertinent LMFBR program and LMFBR

Demonstration Plant project objectives.

The Standards Governing Consideration of Alternative Sites

Part A of Appendix E to the Environmental Report contains an important discussion of

the standards that the NRC Commissioners recognized as controlling the review and

evaluation of alternative sites for the CRBRP project. No change is required to this

discussion of the four basic principles embodied in the Commission's Order that are of

fundamental importance to the alternative site analysis (see Environmental Report

Appendix E, pages .E-4 to E-6). Indeed, the discussion is buttressed by the legislative

history of the Project from its inception to the present, and in particular, by the. Omnibus

Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981. (See Applicants' Memorandum in Support of Request

to Conduct Site Preparation Activity ("Applicants' Memorandum"), November 30, 1981

(Docket No. 50-537), at pages 14-25; Appendix A).

Program and Project Objective

The basi~c LMFBR program and LMFBR Demonstration Plant project objectives updated

in the LMFBR Program Environmental Impact Statement (E.IS) Supplement (DOE/EIS-

0085-D) remain essentially• the same as discussed in Appendix E. The current plan,

however, now identifies only two major developmental plant projects, CRBRP and the

Large Developmental Plant, and the, revised timing objective for the LMFBR

Demonstration Plant (CRBRP) is that it should be completed as expeditiously as
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possible.(8) The critical objective of demonstration of the technical performance,

reliability, maintainability, safety, environmental acceptability, and economic

feasibility, with extensive utility involvement in a utility environment remains

unchanged. The essence of the findings in Appendix E Part B therefore remains the

same. These findings were that the evaluation of alternative sites in terms of the

objectives defined in the DOE LMFBR Environmental Impact Statement must focus upon

whether the alternatives are likely to be available as substantially better means for

meeting the fundamental objectives of (I) timing (as expeditiously as possible) and

(2) demonstration with utility participation in a utility environment.

The Clinch River Site is the Preferred Alternative for Meeting Program and Project

Objectives

The CRBRP Project has reviewed the evaluation in Part C of Environmental Report

Appendix E that previously showed the likelihood of the Clinch River site meeting the

timing and utility participation objectives and that neither Hanford, Savannah River, nor

INEL are acceptable alternatives for meeting these objectives. The latest CRBRP

Project schedule of key milestones is given in Table 7. It is clear from this schedule that
the timing" for construction and operation of CRBRP support the revised program

objective of completion of the LMFBR Demonstration Plant as expeditiously as

possible. On the other hand a decision now to locate the LMFBR Demonstration. Plant at

either Hanford, Savannah River, or INEL would cause a bare minimum delay of 33 months

and a more probable delay of 43 months or more starting from the time a decision was

made to change sites. These delay times are the same as those in Appendix E since no

changes have occurred that would affect the basis for their calculation (see CRBRP

Environmental Report Appendix E, pages E-Il to E-19). Based on this it is clear that

considering the probable impact upon project arrangements and authorizations, and even

the optimistic estimates of time determined in the Appendix E evaluation to reach

today's stage of the CRBRP licensing process for either Hanford, Savannah River, or

INEL, none of these alternative sites is a satisfactory means for meeting the present

LMFBR program timing objective.

(8) LMFBR Program Environmental Impact Statement Supplement, DOE/EIS-0085-D, p.
51-52. See also Applicants' Memorandum at pages 14-25; Appendix A.
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TABLE 7

CRBRP KEY MILESTONES

NRC Grant an LWA under 10 CFR
50. 1 0(e)(3)(i)-(ii)

Start Nuclear Island Mat

NRC grant of CP

Submit FSAR to NRC

Start Na System Testing

NRC grant of OL

Start Fuel Loading

Initial Criticality

April, 1983

June, 1984

June, 1984

August, 1986

March, 1989

July, 1989

September, 1989

February, 1990
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Similarly the extent to which Clinch River, and the alternative, sites at Hanford,

Savannah River, and INEL will be available for meeting the project objectives of

extensive utility participation and demonstate in a utility environment examined in

Appendix E remains, unchanged (see CRBRP Environmental Report Appendix E, pages

E-20 to E-25 and Sections 2.1.1.13, 2.1.2.13, and 2.1.3.13 above). Therefore, it .is again

concluded that since the Clinch River site fully satisfies the objective of utility

participation and demonstration in a utility environment, and neither Hanford, Savannah

River, nor INEL is likely to be available for meeting these objectives, Clinch River is

clearly the preferred alternative site for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant.

Hanford, Savannah River, and INEL Do Not Offer Significant Advantages in.Comparison

to Clinch River

The last part of the discussion in Appendix E of the Environmental Report, hypothesized

for the purposes of the analysis that Hanford, Savannah River, or INEL were likely to be

available as means for satisfying LMFBR program and project objectives, and showed

that even then a closer examination of the significant differences between Clinch River

and these sites disclosed that on balance of all relevant considerations, these sites were

not substantially better alternatives than the Clinch River site. The differences between

the Clinch River site and the three alternative sites which the previous review found to

exist were (I) cost, (2) benefits, (3) effectiveness of the demonstration, and (4) risks.

I. Costs

The comparative cost analysis presented in Appendix E of locating the

LMFBR Demonstration Plant at Clinch River versus Hanford, Savannah

River, or INEL has been updated for the reference 43-month delay case and

the results are presented in Table 8. As can be seen the costs have all
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TABLE 8

ESTIMATED IMPACT OF

RELOCATING CLINCH RIVER BREEDER REACTOR PLANT

TO ALTERNATE SITE 116

Incremental Cost
Item (Million)

Savannah
Hanford Idaho River

Escalation 601 601 601

Staff and Support Stretch Out 164 164 164

Equipment Procurement. 6 13 10

Relocate Project Office 7 6 5

Additional Travel 3 3 1

Difference in Prevailing Labor Rates 429 376 51

Site Studies - Other than Geological II I

Site Studies - Geological 7 7 7

Site Work Package 3 3 3

Seismic 11 11 11

Foundation Materials and Walls 2 2 2 6

Site Adaptation Redesign 10 10 10

Excavation (15) 0 (6)

Water Supply Line I 0

Environmental Report Rework

Preliminary Safety Analysis

Report Rework I I

Reduced Revenue from Sale of Power 356 214 (27)

TOTAL COST IMPACT - ADD 1588 1414 835 116
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increased as would be expected. Thus, there remains a dramatic increased

cost that would result from relocating the LMFBR Demonstration Plant

from the Clinch River site.(9)

2. Benefits to the LMFBR Program

As indicated previously, the recent LMFBR Program EIS Supplement

reconfirmed the basic objectives and direction of the LMFBR Program and

called .for completing of the CRBRP as expeditiously as possible. This

reconfirmation was concluded after performing a new analysis of optional

programs, structures, and timing.(10 ) Thus siting . the LMFBR

Demonstration Plant at Hanford, Savannah River, or INEL would result in

substantially diminished benefits for the LMFBR Program for the reasons.

discussed in Appendix E and in the LMFBR Program EIS Supplement.

3. Effectiveness of Demonstration in a Utility Environment

The same arguments raised in Appendix E remain valid today concerning

use of atypically remote sites, as opposed to the more typical Clinch River

site, and exposure to additional costs and delays if some future and

presently unknown circumstance persuaded a utility (utilities) at Hanford,

Savannah River, or INEL to even partially assume some operating

responsibility. Thus the effectiveness of demonstration of the LMFBR

technology in a utility environment is better at the Clinch River site than

at Hanford, Savannah River, or INEL.

(9) The Applicants have provided additional estimates of delay costs for the project
in the November 30, 1981 Site Preparation Activities Report, the January 18,
1982 Applicant's Answer to Questions Set Forth in Attachment A to the
Commission's December 24, 1981 Order (Question/Answer 9(a), (Costs)), and the
January 28, 1982 Applicant's Response to NRDC and Tennessee Attorney General
Comments. These analyses considered only delay of construction at the Clinch
River site but generally support the expected dramatic increase in cost that
would result from relocating the LMFBR Demonstration Plant. from the Clinch
River site.

(10) LMFBR Program Environmental Impact Statement Supplement, DOE/EIS-0085-
D, Section IV.
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4. Risk

In Appendix E an evaluation of the relative potential consequences

associated with postulated severe accidents was made to determine

whether a significant reduction in consequences would result at any of the

alternative sites as compared to Clinch River. The basic results, which

remain valid, showed that the consequences, and hence the risks, associated

with all design basis accidents at CRBRP are less than those associated

with natural background radiation. Although the analysis also showed that

the more favorable atmospheric dispersion characteristics and population

distribution at Hanford, Savannah River, or INEL further reduced these

consequences by approximately a factor of 50, the predominance of natural

background radiation indicates that an insignificant reduction in real

environmental impact would result for any of the three sites as compared

to Clinch River. For additional -information on this analysis and a

discussion on how the requirements and design features of CRBRP will

ensure that risks associated with accidents beyond the design basis are

sufficiently low, and are comparable toLWRs, see Appendix E, pages E-33

to E-40.

Therefore, the Project, after careful consideration of the cost, benefits, effectiveness,

and risks associated with the alternative sites, believe that the reduced environmental

impacts of accidents for the alternative sites are still substantially outweighed by the

lesser costs, greater benefits, and enhanced effectiveness of the demonstration in a

utility environment for the Clinch River site. A summary of the key reconfirmed finding

is illustrated on Table 9. Thus, it is concluded that Clinch River is the preferred site and

certainly neither Hanford, Savannah River, nor INEL represent substantially better

alternatives for satisfying LMFBR program information goals.
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SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE.SITE COMPARISONS

Support Completion as
Expeditiously as Possible

Demonstration in
Utility Environment?

a. Licensing

b. Utility Participation

Congressional Authorization

Cost

Schedule

Program Benefit

Environmental Impacts
of Accidents

Clinch.River

Yes

Representative of
typical utility site

TVA operator maximum
utility participation

Exists

Reference

Reference

Reference

Below Natural
Background

Hanford

No

Idaho

No

Savannah River

No

(These sites are atypically.remote and may not~establish
clearly the licensability in a typical utility
environment.)

(Utility participation unknowable but unlikely)

(Requires transitional legislation and Project

arrangement approval)

$1588M $1644M $835M

(43 months delay from the decision to relocate)

(LMFBR Program benefits greatly diminished or lost)

(No significant improvement) r--
.o-m
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4.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of this review and update of the Environmental Report supplemental

alternative siting analyses contained in Appendixes D and E haveshown that the previous

conclusions reached have remained unchanged. In summary these conclusions are:

1. The two TVA owned sites located outside the TVA power service area, one of which

is in the process of being sold, are clearly not substantially better than the Clinch

River site.

2. Neither the concepts of underground siting nor co-location with an .LMFBR fuel

reprocessing or fuel fabrication plant offers. tangible improvement in the safety,

environmental acceptability, safeguards, or economics of the LMFBR

Demonstration Plant.

3. That among all U. S. Government real property presently in the custody of DOE,

the Hanford, Savannah River, and Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL)

sites are acceptable candidate sites for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant but that

none of the three is a satisfactory alternative for meeting the pertinent LMFBR

program and project objectives of timing and utility participation. Furthermore,

even if it were hypothesized for the purposes of analysis that the Hanford,

Savannah River, and INEL sites were satisfactory alternatives for meeting these

objectives, it is clear that they do not represent substantially better alternatives

for meeting the pertinent LMFBR program and project objectives. In fact, upon

consideration and balancing of the relative costs, benefits, effectiveness, and risks

associated with Hanford, Savannah River, INEL and Clinch River, it is clear that

Clinch River remains as the preferred plant location.
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EXHIBIT I
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500 W. Eighth Street Suite 110
Vancouver, WA 98660
(206) 694-8593
(503) 241-3163

AMENDMENT XV
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February 16, 1982

Mr. William Rolf

Project Management Corporation
Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project

P.O. Box U

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

RE: Use of Hanford, Washington Site for LMPBR Demonstration Plant

Dear Mr. Rolf:

This letter will confirm that Pacific Northwest consumer
owned utilities are not prepared to assume the project manager or
owner role for a LMFBR demonstration plant at Hanford. Today,
therefore, the Public Power Council Executive Committee agreed
that the'Clinch River site is the most appropriate location.

Very truly your

Robert M. Greening,
Manager

RMG :esn
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EXHIBIT II
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CHIALULOTTE, N. G. 26242
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CARL HORN, JR.

CMiIt EXECUTIVC OFrrCIE C
P•O 4) 373"4904

January 26, 1982

Mr William F Rolf
General Manager
Project Management Corp
P 0 Box 0
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Dear Bill:

As expressed in my letters of November 4 and December 1,
1976, Ido not feel that the Savanah River Reservation
is currently a viable site for the breeder demonstration
plant.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM S. LEC

HICIF OPERATING OFrICE54

W S Lee

WSL/s

cc Mr Lawrence J 'Kripps
Energy, Inc
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November 4, 1976 . --

Mr Peter Van Nort
General Manager
Project Management Corporation
P 0 Box U
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Dear Peter:

As plans for the breeder demonstration project were being formulated
in 1971 and 1972, B B Parker served on the AEC's Senior Utility Steering
Committee and I served on their Senior Utility Technical Advisory Panel.
On several occasions during this period, we at Duke considered the
possibility of a site for the breeder demonstration plant. on the Savannah
River Reservation now under ERDA's management. This Reservation is in
South Carolina and contiguous to the territory of South Carolina Electric
and Gas but not far from Duke Power's system with its heavy transmission
grid interconnecting with a number of southeast utilities.

Because of. Duke's extensive nuclear experience at that time and our
proximity to that site, it was our feeling that for that site to be
eligible, Duke would have to be in a position to participate in operating
the plant and to provide substantial technical input for the project to
be successful. At that time, our engineering, construction and operating
personnel were busily.engaged in trying to complete and bring in service
the three. Oconee units, we had begun building the two McGuire units
and had cormnitted the two Catawba units, all of which were being designed
and built by Duke personnel. Under these circumstances, we were not in
a position to undertake a leadership role that we felt would have been
necessary for the Savannah RiVer site to be a viable option.

At the joint meeting of the Steering Committee and the Advisory Panel
on May 26, 3.971, I advised the group that Duke's other commitments in
the nuclear field were so demandina of our talents and energies that
the Savannah River site should not be a candidate for the first
demonstration plant. Bill Parker had cnecked by telephone with the
top officers of. our neighboring utiliti-es who concurred in this con-
clusion. lie reported at the same joint meeting on May 26 that the five
principal companies in this part of the southeast could not constitute
a utility-owner-operator group for locating the demonstration plant
on any of the five systems. Attached is a copy of his letter of
June 1, 1971, to the presidents of our four neighboring utility
systems confirming his telephone survey with thema and his report at
the may 26 joint meetii.(,y
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Mr Peter Van Nort
Page 2
November 4, 1976

At that time, the other companies were also-involved in new nuclear
comrmnitments, and it was apparent to us that we could not jeopardize
our own nuclear undertakings by also providing the leadership that
we felt would have been necessary to make the Savannah River site a
viable option to. demonstrate a breeder operating as a part of a
utility system.

Yours very truly,

W S Lee

WSL/s

atta

cc w/atta: Mr Ruble Thomas, Southern Services
Mr B B Parker
Mr George Edgar, Attorney, Washington, D C
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5.• . PF June 1, 1971 F.o.Box 21,6
[.1coCvt zt,• P-EI.O(ar•"

Mr. Shearon Harris, President
Carolina Power & Light Company
P. 0. Box 1551
Raleigh, North Carolina 27002

Mr. T. Justin Moore, Jr., President
Virginia Electric and Power Company
P. 0. Box 1194
Richmond, Virginia 23209

Mr. Alvin W. Vogtle, Jr., President
The Southern Company
3390 Peachtree Road, N. E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30326

Mr. A. M. Williams, Jr., President
South Carolina Electric & Gas Company
P. 0. Box 764
Columbia , South Carolina 29202

Gentlemen:

As you are aware, I have been appointed to a Senior Utility Steering
Committee of the AEC and Bill Lee has been appointed to a Senior
Utility Technical Advisory Panel to advise and assist tht AEC in
developing an acceptable Fast Breeder Program.

The first meeting of these groups was scheduled on April 28 with the
AEC, but neither Bill nor I could attend., I learned through Don
Crawford on Friday, hay 21, that it was my responsibility to determine
the interest of the Soutbeast Utilities in the possibility of locating
the Fast Breeder Plant in the Southeast and particularly to look at
the possibility of one being located on the Savannah River site.

R-e, at Duke Power, decided that we do not have the manpower to join
with other Southeast Utilities in providing the manpower, talent and
expertise to join with other utilities as the owner-operators of a
Fast Breeder Plant. We made a quick telephone survey and received
essentially the same response from each of your companies.
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fIr. Shearon Harris, President
Mr. T. Justin Moore, Jr., President
Nr. Alvin W. Vogtle, Jr., President
Mr. A. M. Williams, Jr., President

Page 2 June 1, 1971

f would like to report to you that in a joint meeting of these two
panels in Washington with the AEC on May 26, I inforined the group that
insofar as our five companies are concerned, we could not, at this time,
:onstitute a utility-owner operator group for locating this fast
Dreeder plant on any of our systems. I would like to point out,
iowever, that this matter is still open for further consideration if
iny of you so desire.

Sincerely,

,/c"

bp/ck

opy: Hr. J. A. Jones
Mr. E. B. Crutchfield
Mr. V. C. Summer

,,Mr. W. S. Lee
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WILA S. LCE

December 1, 1976

Mr Peter Van Nort
General Manager
Project Management Corporation
P 0 Box U
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Dear Peter:

My letter of November 4 outlined the factors in our 1971 and 1972
determination that the Savannah River Reservation was not, in our
opinion, a viable site for the breeder demonstration plant. The
reasons as stated in my letter apply equally today, and we there-
fore do not feel that that site is a viable alternative to the
Clinch River site.

Sincerely yours,

W S Lee

WSL/s
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INTERCOMPANY POOL TELEPHONE 509'4e905oo
P.O. BOX 3727

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 99220

August 30, 1982

Mr. William F. Rolf
General Manager
Project Management Corporation
P. 0. Box U
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Dear Mr. Rolf:

In regard to your recent inquiry regarding the
Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP) Project, I want
to affirm that the Intercompa'ny Pool, including Idaho Power•Company,
Montana Power Company, Utah Power & Light Company, Pacific Power
& Light Company, Portland General Electric Company, Puget Sound
Power & Light Company, Sierra Pacific Power Company and The
Washington Water Power Company, continues to be a strong supporter
of both the LMFBR and the CRBRP Project. However, we are not in
a position at this time to assume a leadership role as host utility for
that specific demonstration project, the CRBRP.

Sincerely,

For the Intercompany Pool

By W. J. tre
Chair an of the Board & Chief Executive

Officer
The Washington Water Power Company
P. 0. Box 3727
Spokane, Washington 99220

S. bw
cc: Mr. Bruce, Idaho Power Company

Mr. McElwain, The Montana Power Company
Mr. Drennan, Pacific Power,•& Light Company
Mr. Short, Portland General Electric Company
Mr. Ellis, Puget Sound Power & Light Company
Mr. Blundell, Utah Power & Light Company
Mr. Gremban, Sierra Pacific Power Company
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THE TVA POWER SERVICE AREA
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UPDATE TO THE CRBRP ALTERNATIVE SITING ANALYSIS WITHIN

THE TVA POWER SERVICE AREA

1.0 BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

The alternative siting analysis for the CRBRP Is presented in Section

9.2 of the CRBRP Environmental Report.. The choice of the TVA power

service area as the region of interest for this analysis was inherent

In the selection by AEC of the TVA/Commonwealth Edison proposal for a

cooperative AEC/utility arrangement to design, construct, and operate

the nation's first large-scale demonstration LMFBR. 1  The alternative

siting analysis In Environmental Report Section 9.2 was conducted In

accordance with 10 CFR Part 51 and Regulatory Guide 4.2. The

conclusion reached in Environmental Report Section 9.2, after careful

consideration of both hook-on arrangements at existing TVA plants and

an entirely new plant at undeveloped candidate sites, was that an all

new plant located at the Clinch River site was the preferred choice

for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant. In response to admittance by the

NRC Commissioners of an NRDC contentlon concerning the CRBRP Project's

alternative siting analysis and a subsequent NRC request for

additional Information, the Project provided In Environmental Report

Appendixes D and E an analysis of alternative sites outside the TVA

power service area and the concepts of underground siting and co-

location with an LMFBR fuel reprocessing or fuel fabrication plant.

The conclusion reached from this supplemental alternative siting

analysis was again that the Clinch River site was the preferred site

for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant.

Based on the Project's alternative sitin.g analyses and their own

Independent analyses, the NRC staff in the Final Environmental

See CRBRP. Environmental Report Section 9.2 and Appendix D, Section

1.0 for additional Information concerning the history and selection
of an AEC/utility arrangement for the design, construction, and
operation of the LMFBR Demonstration Plant.
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Statement for CRBRP, dated February 1977, concluded "....that the

applicant's preferred proposal, utilizing the Clinch River site, Is

reasonable and thai no substantially better alternative is available."

The choice of the Clinch River site for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant

has also been confirmed by DOE's LMFBR Program Supplemental

Environmental.impact Statement. 2  In addition, It Is Important to

point out that the Clinch River site environmental and safety

analyses, completed subsequent to the Project's selection of the

Clinch River site, have demonstrated that the Clinch River site Is an

acceptable site for construction of, the CRBRP. 3

Following the restart of NRC's CRBRP licensing review in the fall of

1981, NRC requested additional information to update the Project's

alternative siting analyses presented In the Environmental Report.

The requested update to Environmental Report Appendixes D and E,

consisting of a reexamination of the previous analysis of alternative

DOE sites, TVA owned sites outside the TVA power service area, and the

concepts of underground siting and co-location with an LMFBR fuel

reprocessing or fuel fabrication plant, is contained In Environmental

Report Appendix F. This appendix provides the additional NRC

requested Information to update the Environmental Report alternative

siting analysis presented In Environmental Report Section 9.2 and

Appendix A considering the TVA power service area as the region of

Interest.

NRC's request for additional Information specifically requested that

the previous assessment In Environmental Report Section 9.2 be

2 See the LMFBR Program Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement,
DOE/EIS-0085-D, Appendix G.
3 See the CRBRP Environmental Report and Preliminary Safety Analysis
Report (PSAR) and NRC's Final Environmental Statement (February 1977)
and Site Suitability Report (March 4, 1.977) for CRBRP
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reviewed In the context of NRC's Proposed Rule on Alternative S.ites

(45 FR 24168-24178, April 9, 1980). To best accommodate this request,

this update has been organized along the lines of the alternative site

review process described In the Proposed Rule. Thus, Section 2.0

discusses the acceptability of the TVA power service area as the

region of. interest, Section 3.0 confirms that the Project has selected

for consideration a slate of candidate sites that provides reasonable

representation of the diversity of land and wat.er resources within the

region of Interest and includes sites.that are among the best that

could reasonably be found, and Section 4.0 reexamines'the comparison

of the Clinch River site with alternative sites considering both

environmental and project economic, technology, and Institutional

factors. The conclusion, in light of the Proposed Rule and current

Information, that the Clinch River site Is the preferred site for the

LMFBR Demonstration Plant Is summarized In Section 5.0.
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2.0 REGION OF INTEREST

The preamble to NRC's Proposed Rule on Alternative Sites states-that
the region of Interest should be determined on the basis of environ-

mental diversity such that "a substantial range of environmental

alternatives from which to choose in making the final siting dec.ision"

is provided. "For the purpose of determining the region of interest,
environmental diversity," according to the Proposed Rule, "refers to

the types of water bodies available within the region (upper and lower

reaches of large rivers, .small rivers, lakes, bays, and oceans) and

the associated physiographic units."

The region of interest for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant siting

assessment presented in CRBRP Environmental Report Section 9.2 was
considered to be the TVA power service area. As can be seen in Figure

1, the region of Interest Includes several rivers ranging in size from

small, e.g., the Duck and Elk, up to rather large rivers, e.g., the

Tennessee, Mississippi, and Ohio. Additionally, the water bodies vary

from free flowing to impounded lakes, and for many rivers Include an

area from their headwaters to their mouths. Physiographic units

associated with these rivers Include coastal plains, Interior low

plateaus, the Appalachian Plateau, valley and ridge, and Blue Ridge.
Based upon these features, the area TVA serves well qualifies it as an

acceptable region of Interest.
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3.0 SELECTION OF CANDIDATE SITES

In terms of the NRC Proposed Rule On Alternative Sites, the original

siting assessment in CRBRP Environmental Report Section 9.2 undertook

a product-oriented approach which focused upon the Individual

qualities of each proposed site. Under this product-oriented approach

the Proposed Rule requires (a) that candidate sites be selected "from

the region of Interest to provide reasonable representation of the

diversity of land and water resources within the region of Interest,"

and (b) that each site meet specific threshold criteria. A review of

the selection of candidate sites in the original assessment versus the

new requirements of the Proposed Rule Is provided In this section

along with a discussion of other potential siting options suggested In

NRC's request for additional Information dated November 30, 1981.

Within the region of interest, (i.e., the TVA power service area) the

original siting assessment considered all TVA steam plants for a

possible hook-on arrangement which were expected to be operational on

a time schedule consistent with the planned operation of the LMFBR

Demonstration Plant (see Environmental Report Table 9.2-1) and 109

"new" sites for an entirely new plant. These hook-on and new sites

were on or near certain rivers In the Tennessee and Cumberland River

basins. 4 These rivers are identified In Table I and are classifled

in terms of environmental diversity. As this table shows, these

rivers and their associated physiographic units, and therefore, sites

along them, are consistent with the concept of environmental diversity

as discussed In the Proposed Rule.

The slate of 13 candidate sites Identifled in Environmental Report

Section 9.2 and Appendix A was derived from t he above set of hook-on

4 Although the Thomas H. Allen Steam Plant and the Shawnee Steam Plant
are located on the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers, respectively, these
plants along with the Johnsonvil le Steam Plant were dismissed as
hook-on candidates, because of the seismic design uncertainty In the
western end of the TVA system at the time of the original siting
assessment (see Environmental Report Section 9.2.2, page 9.2-4).
Therefore, these two rivers are omitted from this discussion.
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TABLE 1

CLASSIFICATION OF RIVERS WHERE SITES WERE CONSIDERED FOR THE
LMFBR DEMONSTRATION IN TERMS OF ENVIRONMENTAL DIVERSITY

Associated
Physiographic

-- Un L-tRLEIr

Tennessee River Basin 16

Tennessee Large, impounded Originates in valley and
ridge and flows through.
Cumberland Plateau and
interior low plateau to
coastal plain

Interior low plateau

Interior low plateau

Duck

Elk

Sequatch ie

Clinch

Smal l, impounded

Small, Impounded

Small, headwater

Medium to small,
impounded,
headwaters

Small, Impounded,
headwaters

Small, Impounded,
headwaters

Appalachian Plateau

Valley and ridge

Val ley and ridge

116

Emory

Little Tennessee

Te I I I co

Hol ston

Small, headwater

Medium to small,
impounded, headwaters

Medium, Impounded,
headwaters

Originates in Blue Ridge
and flows to valley and
ridge

Originates in Blue Ridge
and flows to valley and
r I dge

Valley and ridge

Originates in Blue Ridge
and flows to valley and
ridge

French Broad
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Assoc i ated
Physiographi c

iUn 1its...

Nolichucky Small, Impounded,
headwaters

Originates In Blue Ridge
andflows to valley and
ridge

L-unh-eLl-dL d R I YvL-LsUj-ja

Cumberland Large to medium,
Impounded

Sma 1l, headwater

Small, impounded,
headwater

Originates In Interior
low plateau and flows to
coastal plain

Interior low plateau

Interior low plateau

Red

Caney Fork
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and new sites on the basis of engineering and environmental assess-

ments. As can be seen from Figure 1 and Table 2, the 13 candidate

sites adequately reflect the environmental diversity In the region of

Interest (i.e., the TVA power service area).

The second requirement of candidate sites stated In the Proposed Rule

is that each candidate site should meet the threshold criteria stated

in Section VI.2.b. When reviewed in terms of information present at

the time of the original assessment, all of the 13 candidate sites

meet the threshold criteria with the exception of the Rieves Bend site

which would not have met 'criteria one, four, and eight concerning

consumptive water use, discharge of effluents and additional

environmental concerns significantly Impacting project costs and/or

permit abil ity, respectively (see Environmental Report Appendix. A

Sections 11.3.2.3 and 11.3.2.4, pages A-173 and -174). However, the

Rieves Bend site could have been excluded as a candidate site without

diminishing in any way the representative environmental diversity

exemplified by the remaining 12 candidate sites.

The slate of candidate sites 5 was also reviewed In terms of the

threshold criteria after having considered appropriate current

information. *Current information did not adversely affect any site's

ability to meet the threshold criteria. It should be noted, however,

that the following Information concerning the sites was not available

at the time of the earlier assessment.

5 The John Sevier and Widows Creek sites were not included as
candidate sites in this updated assessment since the Project i.s no
longer considering a hook-on arrangement at these sites (see Question/
Response 320.IR provided In Amendment XV to the Environmental Report).
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TABLE 2

CANDIDATE SITES

Site River River Type
Physiographic
Character

Spring Creek

Blythe Ferry

Caney Creek

Clinch River

Taylor Bend

Buck Hollow

Phipps Bend

Lee Valley

Murphy Hill

Johntown
(Hartsville)

Rieves Bend

John Sevier

Widows Creek

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Clinch

French Broad

Holston

Holston

Holston

Tennessee

Cumberland

Duck

Holston

Tennessee

Large, impounded

Large, impounded

Large, impounded

Small, rlverine,
impounded

Small, impounded,
headwater

Medium, headwater

Medium, headwater

Medium, headwater

Large, impounded

Medium, riverine,
impounded

Small, potentially
impounded

Medium, impounded,
headwater

Large, impounded

Interior low plateau

Valley and ridge

Valley and ridge

Valley and ridge

Valley and ridge

Valley and ridge

Valley and ridge

Valley and ridge,

Appalachian Plateau

Interior low plateau

Interior low plateau

Valley and ridge

Appalachian Plateau
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1. The probable maximum flood elevation has been redefined

for several of the sites, but the associated design

changes and additional costs that would result would be

within five percent of overall project cost as discussed

In threshold criterion number eight.

2. A coal gaslflcation.plant is underconstruction on the

Murphy Hill site.

3. Light water nuclear plants are under construction at the

Hartsville (Johntown) and'Phipps Bend sites.

The conclusion, based on this. review of the candidate sites

presented In Environmental Report Section 9.2 and Appendix A Is

that the original siting assessment meets the Proposed Rule

Section VI.2 requirements for selection of candidate sites, i.e.,

that a sufficlent number of candidate sites that meet the

threshold criteria were Identified to reasonably represent the

environmental diversity of the TVA power service area.

In addition to the request to review the previous site selection

process In light of the Proposed Rule's requirements and

currently available information, NRC also asked sever al specific

questions requesting (1) the rationale and supporting information

for exclusion of potential candidate sites along the Mississippi,

the Ohio (at or In the vicinity of the Shawnee Steam Plant), the

Tombigbee, the Black Warrior, the Coosa, the Green, the Barren,

and the Pearl Rivers; (2) reconsideration of the possible use of

planned or existing power plant sites, Including Phipps Bend,

Hartsville, Yellow Creek, Watts Bar, Browns Ferry, Sequoyah, and

Bellefonte; (3) whether an all new LMFBR Demonstration Plant

could be built at the hook-on sites previously compared to the

proposed Clinch River site; and (4) whether another suitable

candidate site exists on the Clinch River including the possi-

bility of locating an all new LMFBR Demonstration Plant at the

Bull Run or Kingston Steam Plant sites.
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In response to the first question, the Mississippi River and the

Ohio River near the Shawnee Steam Plant were excluded because of

the seismic design uncertainty due to their proximity to the New

Madrid seismic zone. The Green, Pearl, Barren, Coosa, Tombigbee,

and Black Warrior Rivers were excluded because only their head-

waters are located In the region of interest and these headwater

areas did not appear to exhibit adequate Cooling water capabil-

Ities, I.e., siting opportunities. Additionally, since other

small rivers with similar physiographic characteristics were

considered, there Is fully adequate environmental diversity

despite the absence of these rivers.

Questions 2, 3, and 4 all suggest the co-location of the LMFBR

Demonstration Plant with planned or existing TVA power plants.

The Project has not considered the viability from an engineering

standpoint of siting an all new plant at an existing or planned

TVA power plant site since the Project has identified a suf-

ficlent number of new (i.e., undeveloped) candidate sites that

meet all the selection requirements of the Proposed Rule.

Therefore, there Is no need for consideration of co-location

alternatives.
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The fourth NRC question above asks if another sultable candidate

site exists on the Clinch River. While we recognize that the

Proposed Rule suggests that one of the alternative sites have the

same water source as the proposed site, TVAfs siting studies have

not Identified any other potential site on the Clinch River

suitable for location of a nuclear power plant. 6

In summary then, the Project, in response to NRC's request for

additional information (Question 750.2R), has identified, based

on a review of the original siting assessment presented In

Environmental Report Section 9.2 and Appendix A, ten candidate

sites that provide reasonable representation of the diversity of

land and water resources within the region of Interest, each of

which meets the eight threshold criteria of Section VI.2.b of the

Proposed Rule. These ten candidate sites are Spring Creek,

Blythe Ferry, Caney Creek, Clinch River, Taylor Bend, Buck

Hol low, Phipps Bend, Lee Valley, Murphy Hill, and Hartsville

(Johntown). To this l ist the Project, for purposes of the

environmental evaluation, in Section 4.0, has added Yellow Creek.

Yel low Creek is a representative site of the western area of the

TVA power service area where at the time of the original LMFBR

DemonstrationPiant siting assessment, nuclear power facilities

had been restricted due to unresolved questions about regional

seismic activities and uncertainties in licensing a nuclear power

plant there. However, in June 1972 TVA submitted to the AEC for

6 TVA has conducted siting studies to Identify sites In the
northeastern portion of the TVA system encompassing the Clinch River
system. During the course of these studies, 34 potential sites were
identified and examined of which 13 were located on the Clinch River
or Norris Reservoir. Five of these sites were specifically Included 116
In the 109 new sites that were reviewed for the LMFBR Demonstration
Plant siting assessment. Upon further examination, it was determined
that none of the sites in the Clinch River system except the proposed
Clinch River site met the engineering requirements of a large power
plant. Among the reasons for elimination were poor foundation
conditions, water supply, flooding potential, and environmental
factors, such as proximity to wildlife and recreationalareas (see
TVA's "Site Evaluation Report, Nuclear Units X21-22, X24-25," dated
February 1975).
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Its review a report, "Relationships of Earthquakes and Geology in

West Tennessee and Adjacent Areas,"' 7 and In November 1973 TVA

received a favorable letter from the ACRS on the findings

presented In this report. As a result, TVA believed It could

gain NRC's approval for a site In TVA's western area upstream of

Tennessee River mile (TRM) 170. This has been confirmed by the

NRC's granting a construction permit for the Yellow Creek Nuclear

Plant.

Note: Although the Project chose In Section 4.0 to compare all

eleven candidate sites (i.e., the proposed Clinch River site and

the ten alternative candidate sites), a smaller number of

candidate sites could have been chosen which still fully

represent the environmental diversity of the reglon of interest

(i.e., the TVA power service area). The Hartsville, Murphy Hill,

Phipps Bend, and Yel low Creek sites, about which more Information

is available than any of the other alternative candidate sites,

would form such an acceptable set of candidate sites. This is

true because, these four sites meet the eight threshold criteria

of the Proposed Rule and are representative of the environmental

diversity of the TVA power service area since: the Hartsvilie

site represents a medium Impounded river In the Interior low

plateau; the Murphy Hill site represents a large river in the

Applachlan plateau; the Phipps Bend site represents the

headwaters of a medium river In the valley and ridge; and Yellow

Creek represents a large river In the coastal plain.

7 Relationships of Earthquakes and Geology In West Tennessee and
Adjacent Areas, Dr. Richard G. Stearns and Dr. Charles W. Wilson, Jr.,
Department of Geology, Vanderbilt University, U.S. TVA, June 1972.
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4.0 COMPARISON OF THE CLINCH RIVER SITE WITH ALTERNATIVE SITES

The Proposed Rule For Alternative Sites states:

The NRC will determine obvious superiority among the candi-
date sites by a sequential two-part analytical test. The
first part gives primary consideration to hydrology, water
quailty, aquatic biological resources, terrestrial resources,
water and land use, socloeconomics, and population to.deter-
mine whether any alternative sites are environmentally
preferred to the proposed site. The second part overlays
consideration of project economics, technology, and insti-
tutional factors to determine whether, If such an environ-
mentally preferred site exists, such a site Is, in fact, an
obviously superior site.

In accordance with the first part of the Proposed Rule's

sequential two-part analytical test, Section 4.1 compares the

eleven candidate sites Identified In Section 3.0 (I.e., the

proposed Clinch River site and the ten alternative candidate

sites) considering environmental factors. Even though Section

4.1 finds that none of the ten alternative candidate sites Is

environmentally preferable to the Clinch River site, Section 4.2

discusses and demonstrates that even had an environmentally

preferred site been Identified, the second part of the Proposed

Rule's two-part test for obvious superiority would show that,

consideration of project economics and Institutional factors

(i.e., the LMFBR program timing objective) would lead to.a

finding that no alternative site Is an obviously superior site to

the preferred Clinch River site.
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4.1 JaJ~maz.P#Jebi14Ta

The original siting analysis presented in Environmental Report

Section 9.2 and Appendix A compared each of the original 13ý

candidate sites (See Table 2) In terms of not only environmental

factors but also with regard to economic and engineering

characteristics (i.e., access facilities, transmission

facilities, geology (foundation conditions), seismology,

hydrology (flooding), and meteorology). The Project has

reexamined the Environmental Report Section 9.2 and Appendix A

siting analysis and concluded that the addition of current

Information for the most part Indicates' that the data used In the

original assessment remain applicable today except for the

changes previously noted In Section 3.0. Thus, the addition of

applicable current Information would not change the previous

conclusion that the Clinch River site Is the preferred site for

the LMFBR Demonstration Plant.

In addition to the above reexamination of the previous siting

assessment, the Project has conducted a separate analysis

comparing only the environmental siting characteristics of the

eleven candidate sites that were identified In Section 3.0.

These eleven sites are the proposed Clinch River site and the ten

alternative candidate sites of Spring Creek, Blythe Ferry, Caney

Creek, Taylor Bend, Buck Hol low, Phipps Send, Lee Valley, Murphy

Hill, Hartsville, and Yellow Creek. This new analysis was done

in accordance with the first part of the Proposed Rule's

sequential two-part analytical test giving primary consideration

to hydrology, water quality, aquatic biological'resources,

terrestrial resources, water and land use, socloeconomics. and
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population to determine If any of the ten alternative candidate.

sites are environmentally preferred to the proposed Clinch River

site. Attachment I discusses and summarizes the results of this

environmental comparison. The conclusion of the Attachment I

assessment substantlates all of the previous siting analyses by

finding that none of the ten alternative candidate sites examined

are judged to be environmentally preferred to the Clinch River

site.

During the NRC staff's review of the Clinch River site following

the renewal of CRBRP licensing in the fall of 1981 a number of

new Issues have been raised by the staff that could Impact the

above findings. These issues are separately addressed In the

following subsections. These Issues concern (1) the U.S. Fish

and Wildlife notification to NRC that 11 species of endange.-ed

freshwater mussels my be present In the vicinity of the Clinch

River site (see NRC Question 2.90.11R) and (2) the possible impact

on striped bass (Morone saxatll Is) by CRBRP 'thermal discharges

during a postulated period of extended no Clinch River flow at

the CRBRP site during the hot summer and fall months.
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4.1•.1 Endangered Freshwater Mussels

In Its November 30, 1981, request to the Project for additional

information for environmental review of the CRBRP application,

NRC asked for all available Information concerning the possible

presence of 11 species of endangered freshwater mussels in the

vicinity of the Clinch River site (Question 290.11R). The

response to this question Is provided In Amendment XV to the

Environmental Report. The response concluded that due 1o the

limited amount of suitable substrate and the failure of several

surveys to encounter significant mussel populations, the

potential for the occurrence of endangered mussels in the

vicinity of the Clinch River site is remote. The Project has,

however, committed to conducting a survey of freshwater mussels

Inthe vicinity of the Clinch River site In order to determine

whether a significant population of endangered freshwater mussels

is located in the Clinch River near the CRBRP site. A

description of the proposed survey is enclosed as Attachment II.

The survey will be performed when water clarity and flow con-

ditions are optimal which means, based on historical conditions,

the survey should be performed sometime In June 1982. A full

report covering the survey and its evaluation will be prepared

and provided to NRC.

Therefore, based on the Information provided by the Project in

the response to NRC Question 290.11R, there Is no reason to

believe that a significant population of any of the suggested 11

species of endangered freshwater mussels Is present in the

vicinity of the Clinch River site. Thus, the concern regarding

the presence of endangered freshwater mussels should not be a

factor In determining whether an alternative site Is

environmentally preferable to the Clinch River site.
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4.1.2 Qlinch River No-Flow Conditions

The Envi-ronmental Report in Section 2.5.1.3 discusses that

historical low flows at the Clinch River site have resulted from

regulated rather than from natural flows because the Tennessee

River and Clinch River are "controlled" rivers. The two longest

periods of no flow, 29 consecutive days in February and March

1966 and 11 consecutive days In April and May 1967, resulted from

special reservoir operations conducted to aid In controlling the

growth of Eurasian water millfoll In the Melton Hill Reservolr.

As stated In the Environmental Report, such extended periods of..

zero flow from Melton HIll Dam are not anticipated In the future

.nd should the need arise for any regulation at Melton Hill Dam

wlich would result In long periods of zero release, the oper-

ations would be coordinated to meet flow requirements at the

CRBRP site.

Recognizing the potential no flow characteristics, of the Clinch

River at the CRBRP site, the Project performed thermal-hydraulic

modeling studies of the CRBRP discharge In order to assess the

environmental impact of the CRBRP thermal dischdrges. The

physical thermal-hydraulic and mathematical modeling investi-

gations were performed by the University of Iowa, Institute of

Hydraulic Research (Iowa Institute). A complete description of

these studies and the results are presented In Appendixes A and B

to Section 10.3 of the Environmental Report. A total of six

cases were modeled: typical winter case, typical summer case,

hypothetical winter extreme case, hypothetical summer extreme

case, extended no flow winter case, and extended no flow summer

case. Based on the results of the Iowa Institute work, the

Environmental Report in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 discusses and

concludes, respectively, that the CRBRP discharge will comply

wIth the Draft NPDES permit thermal requirements and that aquatic

life In the Clinch River will not be seriously Impacted by the
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thermal effluent from the CRBRP. The latter conclusion was

reached after Individually looking at the various types of

aquatic life Including fish, benthos, perlphyton, ind planktonic

species (i.e.,. phytoplankton, zooplankton, fish eggs, and

larvae).

In the Final Environmental Statement for the CRBRP (February

1977), the NRC staff reviewed the Project's physical thermal-

hydraulic and mathematical modeling and also presented the

results of their own independent analysis of the thermal plume

.using a three dimensional model. The final conclusion reached

concerning the thermal plume effects on the river biota was "in

summary, the staff judges the Impacts from the thermal discharges

upon the aquatic biota to be insignificant."

Recently, as part of its continuing CRBRP review, the staff has

Indicated a concern for the possible Impact CRBRP operation

(i.e., thermal discharges) may have on striped bass (Mar~one

zaxtLiJl. The specific concern is whether any adverse Impact

could occur due to CRBRP operation In the hot summer and fall

months when the adult striped bass are known to seek the cool

thermal refuge of the Clinch River. 8 ' 9 The following Information

is. presented In response to this concern.

8 Letter, C. Coutant to M. Masnik, dated December 16, 1981.
9 Cheek, T. E. 1982. Distribution and habitat selection of adult
striped bass, Morone saxatili.1 (Walbaum), In Watts Bar Reservoir,
Tennessee. Thesis, Tennessee Technological University.
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As discussed above, the Environmental Report has analyzed the

environmental Impact of CRBRP thermal discharges for typical,

hypothetical extreme, and extended no flow summer and winter

cases that include conditions "more severe than those that would

be anticipated during the lifetime of the facility." Since there

Is no need for a cool-water refuge during winter, only the summer

cases will be reexamined here.

Maximum temperature rises at the river surface and bottom for the

typical summer and hypothetical extreme summer cases are shown In

Environment Report Table 5.1-2 and Figures 5.1-2 and 5.1-4. As

can be seen, the maximum plant-Induced temperature differential

would be confined to a very small area.

During extended periods of no river flow at the site, thermal

plume development Is Initiated. With cessation of flow past the

plant, the plume begins to spread out across the river surface

from the zone of near-field mixing. As this spreading proceeds,

the amount of ambient water available for entrainment In the

discharge jet diminishes and near-field dilution Is reduced.

Initially, plume temperature rises; however, as the surface area

encompassed by the plume increases, heat loss to the atmosphere

becomes an Important transport mechanism. Eventual ly, with the

plume extending across the full width of the channel for approx-

Imately two miles up- and downstream, a point Is reached at which

the surface area occupied Is sufficiently large that the rate of

heat loss through surface cooling Is equal to the rate of heat

addition at the discharge. A steady-state condition Is thus

attained and no further increases in either temperature or

spatial extent are realized. As the plume occupies the surface

layer of roughly one-third of pool depth, ambient water Is

present beneath It throughout Its length. In the summer no-flow
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case, steady-state conditions are achieved in approximately 10

days. Maximum plume temperature rise in the transitional zone Is

1.3 0 F. The plant-induced temperature rise decreases to 10 F after

3/4 mile In either direction and is further reduced to 0.50 F at

upstream and downstream distances of 2 miles as shown in

Environment Report Figure 5.1-6.

Under the very unlikely summertime worst case conditions extreme

ambient temperatures (74 0 F or more) In the upper one-third of the

river water column would be Increased less than 1.3 0 F near the

discharge and from 0.5 to 1.0 0 F within two miles of the dis-

charge. The lower two-thirds of the water column would be

unaffected. Thus, under worst case conditions, four miles of

surface water will be heated 0.5 to 1.3 0 F above ambient. This

compares with approximately 19 river miles between Melton Hill

Dam and the confluence of the Clinch and Emory Rivers just

upstream of the Kingston Steam Plant. Although striped bass may

avoid the slightly warmer surface waters In the vicinity of the

discharge, there Is no basis for suggesting that the cool-water

refuge will be significantly limited. Maximum surface temper-

ature in the plume near the discharge under worst case hypo-

thetical conditions would be less than 80°F; this Is several

degrees below the estimated lethal temperature for striped

bass. 10,11,12,13

10 Weddle, H. R., C. C. Coutant, and J. L. Wilson. 1980. Summer

habitat selection of striped bass, &roone saxat/lls In Cherokee
Reservoir, Tennessee, 1977. Oak Ridge National Environmental Sciences
Division Publication No. 1360. Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830.
11 Axon, J. R., 1979. An evaluation of striped bass Introductions in
Harrington Lake. Fisheries Bulletin of the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources, Bulletin No. 63.
12 Schaich, B. A., and C. C. Coutant, 1980. A blotelemetry study of
spring and summer habitat selection of striped bass in Cherokee
Reservoir, Tennessee, 1973. Environmental Sciences Division
•blication No. 1441. Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830.

Brungs, W. A., and B. R. Jones, 1977. Temperature criteria for
freshwater fish: Protocol and procedures EPA-600/3-77-051. 130 p.
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Since the warmer water will not penetrate the lower two-thlrds of

the water column, thermal blockage would not prevent striped bass

from utilizing the five miles of river between the CRBRP site and

Melton Hill Dam. Striped bass migrate past the Kingston Steam

Plant which discharges up to 61 m3 /s of heated water Into the

Clinch River at CRM 3.0. Summer temperatures in the Clinch River

near the Kingston Plant reached 82.8 0 F at the surface and 79.8 0 F

at the bottom during a 1979 TVA study. 1 4 -The fact that striped

bass pass through this stretch of river, which Is warmer than

hypothetical worst case conditions at the CRBRP site, supports

the conclusion that the CRBRP discharge will not prevent them

from utilizing the five-mile stretch of river below Melton Hill

Dam.

In summary, for the typical or hypothetical extreme summer cases,

the thermal plume is so small that adverse effects on striped

bass would not be expected. Under extended no flow conditions,

the avoidance of surface waters In the immediate area of the

discharge would not result In any significant adverse impacts.

In addition, TVA currently has studies underway at Its Blothermal

Research Station located at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant to

determine lethal temperatures for adult and Juvenile striped bass

under controlled field conditions In the experimental outdoor

channels at this facility. The preliminary results of this study

are expected to be available In late 1982, and will provide

14 Craven, T. M., D. L. Dycus, and D. A. Tomljanovich. 1982.
Responses of selected aquatic blota In Watts Bar Reservoir to thermal
discharges from Kingston Steam-Electric Plant - 1978 and 1979. Draft
report. Office of Natural Resources, Tennessee Valley Authority.
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baseline Information on the temperature tolerance of striped bass

which would be applicable to the CRBRP site as well as other

power plant sites. It Is expected that the conclusion of this

work will substantiate the above determinat'on of no significant

Impact to the striped bass .from operation of CRBRP.

However, additional more definitive assessments of the thermal

discharges are also being pursued by the Project which Include:

(1) a statistical analysis of streamflow during the critical

months of July through September; (2) a reevaluation of the

thermal plume dispersion Incorporating consideration of the dis-

charge Into a stratified.water body; and (3) a review of alterna-

tive diffuser designs and two-dimensional mode.ling of the far

field. This third step would be pursued only after consultation

with TVA blologists If the results of the first two analyses

Indicate there is no suitable zone of passage for striped bass.

It Is the Project's.opinion that the results of the reevaluation

of the hydrodynamics (including alternative diffuser designs, if

necessary) and an updated biological assessment, including the

results from the biothermal research project study on striped

bass, will show there Is no substanti.ve concern .with respect to

the Impact of CRBRP operation on the striped bass fishery in

Watts Bar Reservoir. Under this condition, there would be no

need for streamflows from Melton Hil I.Dam to be altered to assure

protection of the striped bass.

In the unlikely event that all of the above efforts fall to show

that CRBRP thermal discharge will have no significant Impact on

the striped bass thermal refuge, appropriate restrictions upon

thermal discharge from the CRBRP during periods when the river

water temperature is high and zero flow conditions exist will be

.Imposed.
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Based on the above, sufficient assurance Is provided that there

.will be no significant Impact on striped bass. due to CRBRP

thermal dtscharg'is. Therefore, the NRC concern with possible no

flow conditions at the CRBRP site should not be a factor In.

determining whether another alternative site is environmentally

preferable to the Clinch River site.
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4.2 ProJect Economics. Technology. and Institutional Factors

Section 4.1 addressed the first part of the Proposed Rule's two-

part analytical test requiring comparison of the proposed site

with alternative sites and concluded that none of the ten

alternative candidate sites is environmentally preferable to the

Clinch River site. Notwithstanding the Section 4.1 findings,

this section addresses the second part of the two-part analytical

test that examines project economics, technology, and Institu-

tional factors. The Important project economic, technology, and

institutional factors affected by the selection of the site for

the LMFBR Demonstration Plant are schedule impacts, project cost,

and utillity participation, all of which are discussed in the

following subsections.

4.2.1 Sc hed ule

In the LMFBR Program Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

(DOE/EIS-0085-D) the timing objective for the LMFBR Demonstration

Plant (CRBRP) Is that It should be completed as expeditiously as

possible. While this objective can be met at the Clinch River

site, a decision to relocate the LMFBR Demonstration Plant at

another site within the TVA power service area would have the

same schedule impact discussed in Environmental Report Appendix E

for relocation to either Hanford, Savannah River, or INEL, i.e.,

a bare minimum delay of 33 months or a more probable delay of 43

months or more starting from the time a decision was made to

change sites. There are two basic sources of this delay:
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1. The Impact upon existing Project arrangements and

authorizing legislation, 1 5 . and

2. The Impact upon schedules for the preparation of design

and licensing Information and Issuance by NRC of an

environmental statement and a slteý suitability report to

reach today's stage of the CRBRP iicensing process.

A detailed discussion of the basis for the'33 and 43 month delay

estimates is provided in Appendix E of the Environmental Report

(pages E-13 to E-19). The only difference to the Appendix E

discussion for relocation to a site outside the TVA system to

relocation to a site Inside the TVA system Is that for the

limited purpose of this analysis the assumption Is made that TVA

would still be willing to operate the plant as part of Its

system, buy the electric power generated by the plant, and

possibly purchase the plant at the conclusion of. the demon-

stration period, and that the CRBRP Project Office would not

be relocated.

On the basis of a delay of this magnitu'de, it is clear that

relocation of the LMFBR Demonstration Plant to any alternative

site within the TVA power service area would prevent accomplish-

Ing the LMFBR program timing objective (i.e., constructing and

operating an LMFBR Demonstration Plant as expeditiously as

possible).

1 5 1t should be noted that relocating the LMFBR Demonstration Plant
within the TVA power service area would have the same impact on
project arrangements and authorization as relocating the LMFBR
Demonstration Plant to the Hanford, Savannah River, or INEL sites
because both the Project arrangements and authorization specifically
contemplate location of the project atthe Clinch River site.
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44.2.2 EroJect Cost

The Project has prepared a comparative cost analysis to Identify the

cost differences between location of the LMFBR Demonstration Plant at

the Clinch River site versus another alternative site within the TVA

power service area. Because none of the Identified candidate sites

within the TVA power service area was found to be environmentally

preferable to the Clinch River site (see Section 4.1) there was no

basis for considering any specific site In this cost analysis.

Instead, where the individual cost factors considered could

potentially be site specific, a range of values was used so that

the total cost difference calculated would encompass any possible TVA

alternative site.

For this analysis October 1, 1982, was taken as time zero for

computing the delay in the Project schedule due to relocation. This

is based on the assumption that the NRC determination and the Project

decision process would require until October 1, 1982, before the

Project would accept the Clinch River site as not licensable. The

result of the Project's cost analysis using the reference delay case

of 43 months is presented in Table 3. Table 3 contains extensive

footnotes that indicate the bases the Project used in calculating each

line item of cost. As Indicated in footnotes 3, 10, and 12, minimal

cost Impact has been Included for redesign, component or structural

modifications, or reprocurement costs. The risk of Increased costs In
addition to those Included in Table 3 resulting from relocating the

plant to an alternative site is believed, however, to be high,

especially considering the fact that as of May 1982 the CRBRP design

was over 85% completed and $622.2 million worth of plant equipment had

been ordered with $278.3 million of this equipment already delivered.
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TABLE 3

COST IMPACT OF RELOCATING CRBRP

TO AN ALTERNATIVE TVA SITE - REFERENCE 43 MONTH DELAY CASE

Incremental Cost

1. Escalation 601
2. Staff and Support Stretch Out 164
3. Equipment Procurement 7-36
4. Relocate Project Office 0
5. Additional Travel I
6. Difference In Prevailing Labor Rates 0-137
7. Site Studies - Other than Geological 1
8. Site Studies - Geological 7
9. Site Work Package 31 6

10. Seismic 11-162
11. Foundation Materials and Walls 2
12. Site Adaptation Redesign 10-88
13. Excavation 0-6
14. ER Rework 1
15. PSAR Rework 1
16. Reduced Revenue from Sale of Power 0

TOTAL COST IMPACT - ADD 809-1210
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1. Escalation

The $601M escalation cost was calculated using an 8%

escalation rate based on the following.:

-Base case total plant cost $3.28

-Cost through October 1, 1982 3I.131

-Cost to go as of October 1, 1982 $1.9B

2. Staff and Support Stretch Out

The cost of staff and support stretch out Is summarized

as fol lows:

-Project Office $ 25M

-Reactor Manufacture $111M

-Architect Engineer $ 19M

-Construct ion $ _9M

$164M

3. Equipment Procurement

Includes costs for continued storage, crating and

reloading, and transportation of already delivered

components, and differences in transportation costs for

all components .not yet delivered. No costs are included

for any equipment components that may :have to be

repurchased or modified because of changes in engi-

neering specifications due to the change In site.

4. Relocate Project Off ice

It Is assumed that the existing CRBRP PO would be

maintained in Oak Ridge. for all alternative TVA sites.
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Notes fo T a be

5. Additional Travel

Based on a minimum estimate of changes In commuting

costs compared to actual expenditures at Oak Ridge.

6. Difference In Prevailing Labor Rates

At any alternative TVA site, except those In north-

eastern Tennessee, the increase in local labor costs

compared to the base case at the Clinch River site

range from $56-137 million. The basis for this estimate

started with the scope of work.and total manhours

required to construct CRBRP. Using the work scope, an

average wage was calculated by weightlng each craft's

local labor rate by Its percentage of the work for

different locations In the TVA power service area.

Comparisons were then made against an Oak Ridge average

and the Increase calculated according to the man hours

required to construct the CRBRP.

7. Site Studies - Other than Geological

Based on actual expenditures for specific tasks that

have already been performed. Dollars shown are only for

tasks where work Is not transferable to an alternative

site.

8. Site Studies - Geological

Based on actual expenditures for specific tasks

performed during 1974-77 for the CRBRP that would have 16
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to be done at an alternative site ($3.57M) converted to

1982 dol lars by multiplying by an average escalation

factor

(1.85 + 1.71 + 1.59 + 1.47)

= 1.66
16

4

with an additional 20% contingency.
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Notes ffor Tablde 3_5 Qn_tI_1d

9. Site Work Package

Based on actual expenditures for specific tasks

performed during 1974-1977 for the CRBRP that would have
16

to be done at an alternative site ($1.64M) converted to

.1982 dollars by multiplying an average escalation factor

(1.66) with an additional 20% contingency.

10. Seismic 16

At any alternative site even if the SSE and OBE were the
same as at the Clinch River site, differences In the

seismic response spectra would require the reanalysis of

structures and components. Because much of the cost of

the original analysis was for. component modeling which

does not need to be redone, 10% of the total actual

expenditures made between 1974 and July 1, 1981, was

estimated as the minimum cost for required seismic

reanalysis. It should be noted that since seismic

design parameters are site-specific, a new seismic model

would have to be developed for each site. Because the

resulting site-specific seismic response spectra could

be more severe than the CRBRP design basis for some

components, these components could have to be redesigned

or, If the component has already been ordered or

delivered, it may require modification,, or may have to

be scrapped and repurchased. None of these potential

redesign, component modification, or reprocurement costs

have been included In the $11M estimate.

11. Foundation Materilals and Walls

As with item 10, all alternative sites would require

reanalysis of the foundation materials and walls. The

$2M estimate is a minimum estimate considering only the

expected reanalysis costs.
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Notes for Table 3 (Cont1d)

12. Site Adaptation Redesign

At any alternative site, plant buildings and site

development, roads, railroads, utility systems, sewer

and drainage systems, etc., would need redesign. This

additional cost was assumed to be 25% of all structural

design-related work and 25% of all site design-related

work based on actual expenditures between 1974 and July

1, 1981. As was noted In item 10, the site specific

seismic model or other site specific geologic factors

could require redesign of the plant foundations and

walls. None of these costs have been included In the

$1OM.

13. Excavation

The Clinch River site rock depth equals 50 feet whereas

at certain of the TVA alternative sites examined the

estimated rock depth was as shal low as 30 feet. Using a

cost of $15/cubic yard and the additional amount to be

excavated (400,000 c.y.), the maximum additional
excavation cost Is $6M.

14. Environmental Report Rework

Minimum estimate based on the amount of material to be

modified, updated, or verified.

15. Prel iminary Safety Analysis Report Rework

See note for Item 14.
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Notes for Table 3 (Cont'd)

16. Reduced Revenue from Sale of Power

It is assumed that the revenue from the sale of power

during the demonstration period would remain unchanged.
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This substantially higher risk of design changes should the CRBRP be

relocated would require a higher contingency in the total Project

cost estimate. Therefore, the actual incremental cost increase.for

an alternative TVA site could be several hundreds of millions of

dollars more than the $809-1210 million shown in Table 3.

In summary, taking the current Project cost of $3.2 billion as a

base, the cost of the same project at an alternative site within the

TVA power service area would be higher than at the Clinch River site

by a minimum of $809-1210 mill ion for the reference 43 month delay

.case. Even this minimum cost assessment vividly illustrates the

dramatic increase in project cost for an alternative site compared to

the. ClI nch River s.ite.

4.2.3. Utility Participation

As mentioned in Section 4.2.1 above, if the LMFBR Demonstration Plant

were to be built somewhere on the TVA power system other than at the

Clinch River site, the assumption has been made for the limited

purposes of *this analysis that a site would be available and that TVA

would agree to continue in the same role it now has at the Clinch

River site. Thus, the LMFBR program objective of util ity partici-

pation would be satisfied for any selected site within the.TVA power

service area.
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4.3 3 Ql±.Z•f

The Project has carefully reexamined and reanalyzed.the com-

parlson of. the proposed Clinch River site with the ten alter-

native candidate sites identified in Section 3.0 in accordance

with the Proposed Rule's sequential two-part test. Of the ten

alternative candidate sites, nine were previously candidate sites

in the siting assessment presented in Environmental Report

Section •9.2 and Appendix A with the tenth site, Yel low Creek,

being added to represent sites In TVA's western area (see Section

3.0). The conclusion reached in Section 4.1 concerning the

required comparison of these sites with primary consideration

given to environmental factors was that none of the ten

alternative candidate sites are environmentally preferable to the

Clinch River site. While this finding from part one of the

Proposed Rule's two-part test would not require any additional

determination on project economic, technology, and institutional

factors (i.e., part two of the Proposed Rule's two-part test),

the Project nevertheless presented in Section 4.2 a discussion of

Project schedule and cost impacts that are site dependent. In

Section 4.2 it was shown that a substantial increase in Project

cost (a minimum of $809 - 1210 mil lion) and a reference schedule

delay of 43 months that would prevent satisfaction of the LMFBR

program timing objective of constructing and operating an LMFBR

Demonstration Plant as expeditiously as possible would result

from relocating the CRBRP. These findings, independent of the

conclusion in Section 4.1 on environmental preferability, lead to

a determination that no obviously superior site exists. Thus,

the Project has demonstrated in accordance with the requirements

of +he Proposed Rule that the Clinch River site Is the preferred

site for the LMFBR Demonstration P ant and that no obviously

superior site exists.
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5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

At the request of the NRC, the Project has provided this update

to the original CRBRP siting assessment provided In CRBRP

Environmental Report Section 9.2 and Appendix A. This update,

using appropriate current Information, Ihas shown that In accord-

ance with the NRC Proposed Rule. on Alternative Sites, (1) the TVA

power service area Is an appropriateI"regIlon of Interest"

(Section 2.0), (2) previously consldered alternative sites.

constitute a sufficient number of candidate sites which meet the

threshold criteria and reasonably represent the environmental

diversity In:the TV.A power service area (Section 3.0), and (3)

none of the ten alternative candidate sites identified in Section

3.0 are environmental ly preferable to the Clinch River site

(Section 4.1). Furthermore, thediscussions In Sectlon 4.2 show

that there would be substantially increased project costs *at

another TVA site and that the LMFBR program timing objective

could not be met at any alternative ITVA site. When these Project

economic and institutional factors are added to the findings

concerning environmental preferability, it Is clear that no

obviously superior site exists in the TVA power service area for

locating the LMFBR Demonstration Plant. Therefore, the Project

concludes that the proposed Clinch River site remains the

preferred site for the LMFBR Demonstration Plant.
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Attachipent I

Comparison of the Environmental Considerations at
Eleven Candidate Sites For The LMFBR

Demonstration Plant
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Comparison of the Environmental Considerations at
Eleven Candidate Sites for the LMFBR

Demonstration Plant

.I. INTRODUCTION

This analysis was conducted, in accordance with the first part of
I

the Proposed Rule's sequential two-part analytical test on

alternative sites. The first part gives primary consideration to

hydrology, water quality, aquatic biological resources,

terrestrial resources, water and land use, socioeconomics and

population (including meteorological conditions) to determine if

any of the ten alternative candidate sites are environmentally

preferable to the proposed Clinch River site. The sites

considered are the proposed Clinch River site and the ten

alternative candidate sites- of Spring Creek, Blythe Ferry, Caney

Creek, Taylor Bend, Buck Hollow, Lee Valley, Phipps Bend, Yellow

Creek, Hartsville, and Murphy Hill. These sites provide a

reasonable representation of the diversity of land and water

resources within the TVA power service area. The location of

these sites is shown in figure I-1. In addition, a description of

each of the alternative candidate sites, with the exception of

Yellow Creek, can be found in Appendix A of the Clinch River

Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP) Environmental Report (ER).

1. NRC's Proposed Rule on Alternative Sites (45 FR 24168-24178,
April 9, 1980)
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It should be recognized that since some of the sites have been

subject to different amounts of study, some variation exists in

the level*and type of information available for each of the

alternative sites. As a result, more discrete environmental

impacts may have been discovered at those sites for which there

has been a greater amount of detailed study than for those sites

for which there has been less detailed.study. Thus, the fact that

the discussion of the Clinch River site mentions a matter not

covered in the discussion of, for example, Caney Creek, may not

necessarily mean that the Clinch River characterization is unique

only to that site since further study at Caney Creek may indicate

the same or similar consideration.

Nor does the absence of discussion with respect to a specific site

necessarily mean that a consideration was not addressed during the

assessment, but rather it may be that the consideration was

determined to be of little significance or did not represent a

substantial difference between the alternative candidate site and

the Clinch River site. A summary of important site

characteristics entitled "Table I-i, Summary of Environmental

Considerations - LMFBR Candidate Sites" can be found at the end of

this report.
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A. HYDROLOGY

The major hydrologic considerations which were evaluated for

the sites discussed below included ground water, water availability,

water quality, thermal hydrodynamics, and flooding potential.

1. Clinch River

In the past, two extended periods of zero flow at Melton Hill Dam

were.imposed for the purpose of controlling the growth of

Eurasian water milfoil. These extended periods resulted from

special operations of the dam and are not anticipated in the

future.

2. Spring Creek

Spring Creek is located on Wheeler Reservoir which is

characterized by elevated thermal conditions and a sensitive

trophic status. Spring Creek's downstream location from TVA's

Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant would require that special

consideration be given to the thermal effects of any

discharge. The Spring Creek site is underlain by very soluble

carbonate rock which would make it difficult to predict ground

water movement.

3. Blythe Ferry

The Blythe Ferry site is underlain by highly soluble carbonate

rock thus making ground water movement difficult to predict.

A large portion of the site is also below the probable maximum

flood elevation.
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4. Caney Creek

The Caney Creek site is underlain by highly soluble carbonate

rock thus making ground water movement very difficult to

predict.

5. Taylor Bend

Taylor Bend is located on Douglas Reservoir which is

characterized by strong thermal stratification, dissolved

oxygen (DO) depletion in the hypolimnion, and annual

fluctuation of the reservoir (62 feet) reducing the stream

flow to the original French Broad River channel during periods

of reservoir drawdown.

.6. Buck Hollow

The Holston River at the. Buck Hollow site is characterized by

stressed water quality and biological conditions. Additionally,

a major portion of the site is below the probable maximum flood

elevation.

During periods of strong thermal stratification in Cherokee

Reservoir located approximately 13 miles upstream of the site,

the water in the Holston River at Buck Hollow is low in DO

resulting in a very limited and stressed biological community at

Buck Hollow. Since the reach of the Holston River at Buck Hollow

is not impounded, frequent and sometimes prolonged dewatering of

the river channel occurs.
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7. Lee Valley

The Lee Valley site is located on the headwaters of the Cherokee

Reservoir which are characterized by historically pocr water

quality, strong thermal stratification and hypolimnatic DO

depletion. Annual fluctuations in Cherokee pool elevation are

about 52 feet. Additionally, special consideration needs to be

given to the thermal effects of any discharge due to the

proximity of.the site to TVA's John Sevier Steam Plant.

8. Phipps Bend

A large portion of the Phipps Bend site is below the probable

maximum flood elevation. The site is located on the Holston

River which is characterized by historically poor water quality

and stressed biological communities.

9. Yellow Creek

The Yellow Creek site is characterized by a limited

interchange of water through the site embayment..

10. Hartsville

There areno significant hydrologic considerations at the

Hartsville site.

11. Murphy Hill

A large portion of the Murphy Hill site is below the probable

maximum flood elevation.
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CONCLUSION

Each of the above candidate sites could be considered as acceptable sites

for an LMFBR from a hydrologic standpoint. However, the Clinch River

site possesses certain hydrologic advantages over the Yellow Creek,

Murphy Hill, Phipps Bend, Spring Creek, Blythe Ferry, Taylor Bend, Buck

Hollow, Lee Valley, and Caney Creek sites. The Clinch River site is

substantially equal to the Hartsville site.
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Although not specifically required in NRC's Proposed Rule on

Alternative Sites, a discussion of meteorological conditions has

been included. Site comparison criteria for meteorological

considerations relate primarily to atmospheric diffusion

conditions, including opportunity for dilution before released

effluents would be expected to reach communities within 10 miles

of the site, local stagnation potential, and the relative

difficulty in determining and describing transport and diffusion

patterns of effluents and the confidence levels in transport and

diffusion estimates.

1. Clinch River

The predominant wind direction for this site is from the

southwest at both the 75- and 200-feet levels. Winds from the

northwest and east also dominate the patterns. Irregular

*terrain conditions generate uncertainty about transport and

diffusion patterns. Periods of poor atmospheric dispersion

conditions do occur. The cumulative population for cities and

towns with a population (1980 census) of greater than 5,000 in

a 50-mile radius around the site is the same as for Caney

Creek, somewhat higher than for the Yellow Creek and Phipps

Bend sites, and lower than the other alternative sites. The

'population distribution is well below NRC staff criteria that

would require consideration of alternative sites with lower
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population. Uncertainties with regard to transport and

diffusion patterns reduce the confidence in effluent plume

predictions (real-time and future), especially for transport,

for the Clinch River site during stable and/or light wind

conditions.

2. Spring Creek

Spring Creek is characterized by less population within 10

miles of the site than Clinch River. The open terrain at

Spring Creek results in less potential for stagnation

conditions and less uncertainty about transportand diffusion

patterns.

3. Blythe Ferry

Blythe Ferry has less population than the Clinch River site in

the surrounding 10-mile area and more predictable transport

and diffusion patterns. Blythe Ferry is located in the lower

portion of the Great Valley and not far from Cumberland

Plateau's stagnation enhancing effect during generalized

stagnation conditions. The terrain at Blythe Ferry has amore

regular pattern than that in the vicinity of the Clinch River

site. The transport and diffusion patterns are believed to be

more straightforward than at the Clinch River site', especially

for stable atmospheric conditions. With somewhat less

complicated terrain patterns, there would likely be fewer
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local "pockets" of higher concentrations of effluents.

Overall, the difference in stagnation potential is not

considered to be substantial.

There would be considerable difficulty with effluent transport

toward the Cumberland Plateau. Although additional

uncertainty about transport and diffusion estimates exists for

the Clinch River site, the overall difference is not believed

to be significant..

4. Caney Creek

There are no appreciable air quality or meteorological

differences between the Caney Creek site and the Clinch River

site.

5. Taylor Bend

The only population center within 10 miles of Taylor Bend

(Newport) is located about 5 miles to the southeast.

Generally favorable dilution conditions are expected during

transport of effluents toward that city. Taylor Bend is

located in close proximity to the north edge of the Great

Smoky Mountains on the upper part of a large, irregularly

shaped reservoir. In this part of the Great Valley the

topography is not regularly aligned in an upvalley-downvalley

manner. Collection and analysis of meteorological data to

characterize diffusion and transport conditions might require

one or more secondary measurement locations. The relative
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difficulty would be about the same as for the Clinch River

site. Because of the reservoir and somewhat more open terrain

(except for the mountains to the south), local stagnation

potential is considered to be lower than for- the Clinch River

site. Investigating the transport and diffusion patterns for

effluents from the proposed plant might be as difficult for

Taylor Bend as for the Clinch River site. However, it is.

believed that, once conditions were reasonably determined,

estimates related to transport and diffusion patterns could be

made with more confidence than for the Clinch River site.

6. Buck Hollow

Buck Hollow has less population within 10 miles than the

Clinch River site. Except for the low-level irregularity of

hills and the pronounced meander of the Holston River, the

terrain near the site is not as complicated as the Clinch

River site. Larger scale ridges in the general area around

.the site are aligned in a upvalley-downvalley orientation.

Thus, diffusion and transport patterns are believed to be

rather straightforward and easy to determine. The task of

describing diffusion patterns should be less difficult than

for the Clinch River site and could be made with more

confidence.

7. Lee Valley

The Lee Valley site is about 10 miles from both Rogersville

and Morristown, to the northeast and to the southwest,
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respectively. The arrangement of substantial ridges in the

area is such that dilution of effluents transported in these

general directions would likely be equivalent to the Clinch

River site area. However, the population within 10 miles is

less for Lee Valley than for the Clinch River site. While the

terrain in the Lee Valley site area is in some ways less

complex than in the Clinch River site area, the difficulty of

evaluating transport and diffusion patterns would not be

substantially less. With the confinement and channeling

influences of the localridgeand valley topography within

this part of the Great Valley, the stagnation potential is

similar to that for the Clinch River site. The particular

ridge and valley pattern near Lee Valley is believed to be a

major factor that would affect confidence levels in transport

and diffusion estimates to an extent similar to that for the

Clinch River site.

8. Phipps Bend

Phipps Bend has less population within 10 miles than Clinch

River. Though the transport and diffusion patterns of

effluents for the.Phipps Bend site area may be slightly less

difficult to determine than for the Clinch River site due to

the river cuts through the local ridges, a substantial

difference does not appear to exist. At Phipps Bend, the

Holston River valley is aligned with the pronounced valley-

ridge terrain. The relatively narrow secondary topographic

variations within the valley markedly influence
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the low-level airflow under stable conditions. The overall

potential for stagnation is believed to be substantially

higher for the Phipps Bend site than the Clinch River site.

The narrowness of the valley, the steepness of the adjacent

ridges (especially on the southeast side), and the prevalence

of very light winds indicate a higher potential for local

stagnation. In general, slightly more confidence would be

expected in estimates of diffusion and transport of effluents

from the Phipps *Bend site. However, the difference is not

considered to be significant.

9. Yellow Creek

Yellow Creek has less population within 10 miles than the

Clinch River site. The terrain is more open at the Yellow

Creek site than at the Clinch River site resulting in less

uncertainty about transport and diffusion patterns for Yellow

Creek.

Generalized stagnation conditions are substantially less

frequent at the Yellow Creek site. However, under stable

conditions, the potential for "pockets" of higher

concentrations of effluents is considered to be comparable to

that in the vicinity of the Clinch River site. Since the

localized stagnation potential is considered more significant

than the generalized atmospheric stagnation potential, the

relative differences:between the Yellow Creek and Clinch River

sites are not believed to be appreciable.
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10. Hartsville

Hartsville has less population within 10 miles than does

Clinch River.

The diffusion and transport patterns are considered to be less

complicated and uncertain in the vicinity of the Hartsville

site since the site area is more open and is less subject to

generalized stagnation conditions.

11. Murphy Hill

Murphy Hill has lower population .within 10 miles than does

Clinch River. Although Murphy Hill is in a pronounced valley-

ridge area, the Tennessee River valley in the vicinity of the

site is aligned with the ridge orientation. Though the

transport and diffusion patterns are believed to be more

straightforward than those at the Clinch River site,

especially for stable conditions, no substantial difference

exists between the sites. Generalized and local stagnation

potentials would be roughly equivalent, though at Murphy Hill

it would be somewhat more a consequence of topographical

channeling and confinement. The expected diffusion patterns

for Murphy Hill should be somewhat easier to describe than

those for the Clinch River site. However, the difference is

not considered to be substantial.

Expected differences in confidence levels for diffusion and

transport estimates slightly favor the Murphy Hill site due to

greater topographic regularity.
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CONCLUSION JULY 1982

Each of the above candidate sites could be considered as an acceptable

site for a LMFBR from the standpoint of meteorological concerns.

From the standpoint of dilution before released effluents would be

expected to reach communities within 10 miles, all of the sites-with

the exception of Caney Creek, where no appreciable difference was

noted, possess certain advantages over the Clinch River site.

Regarding the difficulty of determining the transport and diffusion

patterns of effluents, all of the sites with the exception of Phipps

Bend, Caney Creek, Taylor Bend, and Lee Valley, where no appreciable

difference was noted, possess certain advantages over the Clinch River

site.

With respect to local stagnation potential, the Hartsville, Spring

Creek, and Taylor Bend sites possess certain advantages over the

Clinch River site; no appreciable difference was noted with respect to

Murphy Hill, Yellow Creek, Blythe Ferry, Caney Creek, Buck Hollow, and

Lee.. Valley; and Clinch River possesses certain advantages over the,

Phipps Bend site.

Regarding the difficulty of describing expected diffusion patterns,

all of the sites with the exception of Murphy Hill, Phipps Bend, Caney

Creek, and Lee Valley, where no appreciable difference was identified,

possess certain advantages over the Clinch River site.
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With respect to safety factors (confidence levels) in transport and

diffusion estimates during radiological emergency planning support,

all of the sites with the exception of Murphy Hill, Phipps Bend,

Blythe Ferry, Caney Creek, and Lee Valley, where no appreciable

differences were identified, possess certain advantages over the

Clinch River site..

Thus, from the standpoint of overall site meteorological conditions,

the Hartsville, Yellow Creek, Spring Creek, Taylor Bend, Blythe Ferry,

Murphy Hill, and Buck Hollow sites possess certain advantages over the.

Clinch River site. No appreciable differences have been identified

for the Phipps Bend, Caney Creek, and Lee Valley sites.
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1. Clinch River

No species, designated as rare or endangered by any.

governmental agency, were collected or observed in the

baseline ecological survey performed from March 1974 through

January 1975. During ecological surveys conducted in May

1982, a single specimen of a listed endangered mussel was

discovered upstream from the'Clinch River site. A subsequent

freshwater mussel survey failed to discover any further

specimens near the site.

A waterfowl refuge is located 8 miles southwest of the site

along the Tennessee River. No significant impact to the

aquatic ecosystem will result from plant and transmission line

construction.

2. Spring Creek

A wetland habitat and migrant-wintering waterfowl habitat

exist on Spring Creek embayment. Toxolasma lividus

lividus, a mussel species listed as endangered in Alabama, is

present in the vicinity of the site.

Spring Creek is characterized by a biologically productive

embayment and adjacent reservoir shoreline, and the sensitive

trophic status and elevated thermal condition of Wheeler

Reservoir. Spring Creek's downstream location from TVA's
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Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant would require that special JULY 1982

consideration be given to the thermal effects of any

additional discharge.

3. Blythe Ferry

Much of the Blythe Ferry site would classify as wetland

habitat which supports many species of wetland wildlife

including ospreys and eagles. A portion of the site is

located within the Hiwassee Wildlife Refuge and is managed by

the Tennessee Wildlife.Resources Agency. for Canada geese and

migrant-wintering waterfowl.

The Blythe Ferry site is also characterized by areas of

biologically productive overbank surrounding the site.

One aquatic species Federally listed as endangered, Percina

tansi, snail darter, is potentially present in these overbank

areas.

4. Caney Creek

Caney Creek is characterized by a biologically productive

embayment. Wintering bald eagle habitat and natural osprey

nests are located within approximately 4 miles of Caney Creek

embayment. The site area includes wood duck and goose

habitat.
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5. Taylor Bend

The Taylor Bend site is characterized by' a migrant-wintering

*habitat that includes the support of wintering bald eagles and

ospreys. Taylor Bend *is a site for the osprey hacking project

and an integral part of the Tennessee Osprey Restoration

Project. The site is also a waterfowl concentration area.

6. Buck Hollow

The Holston River at the Buck Hollow site is characterized by.

stressed water quality and biological conditions. Since the

reach of *the Holston River at Buck Hollow is not impounded,

frequent and sometimes prolonged dewatering of the river

channel occurs.

A wood duck nesting and brood habitat is present in the

vicinity of the site. A number of migrant ospreys have been

reported on this section of the Holston River. The site

vicinity provides 'float hunting for many species of

waterfowl. The Buck Hollow section of the Holston River is

also a feeding area for the German Creek black crown night

heron colony.
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7. Lee Valley

The Lee Valley site is located on the headwaters of the

Cherokee'Reservoir which are characterized by complex thermal

hydrodynamic conditions resulting in the existence of high

biological productivity.

8. 'Phipps Bend

The Holston River in the vicinity of the Phipps Bend site is

small and has historically been identified as having limited

aquatic productivity with the exception of the occurrence of

large beds of aquatic macrophytes throughout the reach of the

Holston River near the site.

9. Yellow Creek

The Yellow Creek site is characterized by an aquatic nursery

area in the embayment, limited water interchange in the

upstream portion of the embayment near the site, and a diverse

population of waterfowl.

10. Hartsville

A small mussel bed containing a mussel species Federally

listed as endangered and a wetland habitat are adjacent to the

Hartsville site.

11. Murphy Hill

A biologically productive overbank area is immediately

downstream from the Murphy Hill site. Additionally, the site

contains waterfowl and wetland wildlife habitat.
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CONCLUSION

Each of the above candidate sites could be considered as acceptable

sites for an LMFBR from the standpoint of aquatic resources. However,

the Clinch River site possesses certain aquatic resource advantages

over the Spring Creek, Blythe Ferry, Buck Hollow, Hartsville, Lee

Valley, Phipps Bend, and Murphy Hill sites. The Clinch River site is

substantially equal to the Caney Creek, Taylor Bend, and Yellow Creek

sites.
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1. Clinch River

The site contains forest types which reflect previous

land uses and present forest management practices. Plant

species are largely those expected for land undergoing

secondary succession. Rare plant species include

Panax quinguefolium, ginseng; Cimicifuga rubifolia,

black snakeroot; and Saxifraga careyana, Carey's

saxifrage.

Three endangered mammalian species are potentially present:

tryotis sodalis, Indiana Bat; Myotis grisescens, Gray Bat;

and Lutra canadensis, River Otter. Two Federally listed

endangered birds have been observed on the site: Haliaeetus

leucocephalus leucocephalus, Southern Bald Eagle and Pandion

haliaetus, American Osprey. Other bird species observed on

the site that are listed as threatened by the State of

Tennessee are Accipiter striatus, Sharp-Shinned Hawk;

Accipiter cooperii, Cooper's Hawk; and Circus cyaneus,

Marsh Hawk.

2. Spring Creek

The Spring Creek site is characterized by open agricultural

lands and scattered pine forest.
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3. Blythe Ferry

Upland. wildlife habitat on the site is fair. Threatened or

endangered species potentially present at the site

include Myotis grisescens, Gray Bat, Federally listed as

endangered, and Gyrinophilus palleaucus, Tennessee cave

salamander, State-listed as threatened.

4. Caney Creek

The Caney Creek site is characterized by a fair to poor

habitat for small game and nongame wildlife.

5. Taylor Bend

The Taylor Bend site is characterized by populations of large

game wildlife species, particularly deer, with limited habitat

for small game.

6. Buck Hollow

Two Federally endangered species (Myotis grisescens, Gray

Bat; and Myotis sodalis, Indiana Bat) are potentially present

at the Buck Hollow site.

7. Lee Valley

The Lee Valley site is characterized by fair habitat for open

land wildlife including a deer population.
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8. Phipps Bend

The Phipps Bend site contains one plant species proposed for

Federal listing: Cimicifuga rubifolia, black snakeroot; and

one State-listed species: Ammodramus savanarrum, Grasshopper

Sparrow.

9. Yellow Creek

The Yellow Creek site is characterized by a large diverse

population of wildlife. Three reptiles, one avian, and two

mammalian species listed as "rare" in Mississippi, are present

in the vicinity of the site.

10. 1Hartsville

The Hartsville site is characterized by a fair habitat for

small game and nongame wildlife. The site contains two State-

listed threatened species: Thryumanes bewickii, Bewick's

wren, and Ammodramus savanarrum, Grasshopper Sparrow.

11. Murphy Hill

The Murphy Hill site supports a variety of biological

resources and is surrounded by waterfowl and wetlands

habitat. Small game habitats and white-tailed deer are

present. Two Federally endangered mammals are present in the

vicinity of the site.
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CONCLUSION

Each of the above candidate sites could be considered as acceptable

sites for an LMFBR from the standpoint of terrestrial resources.

However, the Clinch River site possesses certain terrestrial resource

advantages over the Spring Creek, Blythe Ferry, Taylor Bend, Buck

Hollow, Murphy Hill, and Yellow Creek sites. The Clinch River site is

substantially equal to the Caney Creek, Phipps Bend, Lee Valley, and

Hartsville sites.
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1. Clinch River

The Clinch River site has long been considered a potential

industrial location and is bordered by a partially developed

industrial park. Use of the Clinch River site would be

compatible with existing and future land uses in the

surrounding area.

A 100-unit campsite is on the Caney Creek embayment about one

mile SE of the site boundary and a 3 0-unit camping and day use

area is located about three miles SE of the site.

Four sites within 10 miles of the CRBRP site and proposed

transmission lines are listed on the National Register of

Historic Places, the Harriman City Hall, the. former County

Court.House at Kingston, Southwest Point on the Tennessee

River SW of Kingston, and the X-io Graphite Reactor at Oak

Ridge National Laboratories. The Tennessee Historical

Commission has recently determined that on the basis of

architectural, archaeological, and historic studies conducted

at the Clinch River site, construction of an LNFBR would not

affect any properties included in or eligible for inclusion in

the National Register of Historic*Places.

2. Spring Creek

The Spring Creek site is characterized by various agricultural

uses and forested lands. Residential development is taking
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place further up the Spring Creek embayment. Extensive

development has been restricted by a low bridge crossing the

embayment within the proposed site boundaries which severely

limits, access to the main reservoir. Public access sites

maintained by the Alabama Conservation Department are located

at the mouth.of Spring Creek (mile 283L) and Goldfield Branch

(mile 285L). National Register sites occur in the area;

however, the, site has not been surveyed and the status of

archaeological resources is'unknown. Use of the site for the

LMFBR would be compatible *with existing and future land uses.

3. Blythe Ferry

A shoreline residential development is present nearby the

Blythe Ferry site. The Blythe Ferry, a private ferry service

located at the site, provides passage across the river

between Cleveland and Dayton, Tennessee. Use of the site for

an LMFBR presents certain land use conflicts and would

require, for instance, the closing of the ferry service.

TVA public use areas are located at Armstrong Bend (mile 505L)

and Grasshopper Creek (mile 495L). Since the area has not

been surveyed for cultural resources, the status of these

resources is unknown. However, no properties listed in the

National Register exist on the site. Portions of the site lie

within the Hiwassee Wildlife Refuge.
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4. Caney Creek

Woodland and various agricultural uses are the predominant

land uses on and around the site. Some scattered residential

development is located near the boundary of the proposed

,exclusion area. Recreation features in the vicinity of the

site include Roane County Park on Caney Creek embayment (mile

262R) and three State maintained public access sites within

five miles of the site. The status of archaeological

resources is unknown. No National Register properties exist

on the site.

5. Taylor Bend

Work began in 1973 on a second home resort area located within

the proposed site area boundary. The long range plans for the

resort call for a golf course, pool, and 2,000 homes. After a

troubled beginning which included a change of ownership, only

200 lots have been developed and the golf course and 75 homes

constructed. Use of the site for the LMFBR would require the

purchase of this development.

Other recreation facilities within 10 miles of the site

.include a private campground and boat dock at mile 54.4-55L.

Three archaeological sites have been identified in the

vicinity, but no National Register of Historic Places

eligibility determination has been conducted.
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6. Buck Hollow

Land use in the vicinity of the site is a mixture of wooded

land and various agricultural uses. Future use of the site

would likely be pasture land. Recreation features include a

proposed TVA stream access site, Indian Cave, 'and a

commercial recreation area one mile from the site at mile

40R. Cultural resources on the site are unknown since there

has been no onsite archaeological survey conducted. Use of

the site for the LMFBR would not result in a significant land

use conflict.

7. Lee Valley

Most of the land on and in the vicinity of the site is

forested or in various agricultural uses. However, a Boy

Scouts of America camp encircles the nearby Dry Branch

embayment; and a portion of the camp may be within the site

boundaries.*

The status of cultural resources is unknown since a survey has

not been conducted.

8. Phipps Bend, Yellow Creek, Hartsville, and Murphy Hill

Three of the eleven alternative sites--Phipps Bend, Yellow

Creek, and Hartsville--have, until the recent deferrals, been

sites of active nuclear plant construction. A fourth site,

Murphy Hill, has been selected as a suitable site for a coal

gasification project and site preparation activities are
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currently underway. The closest development to the Murphy.

Hill site is. a residential area across the reservoir from the

site. Use of any of these sites for the LMFBR project would

be compatible with.the existing surrounding land use. Land

use in the vicinity of these sites is unlikely to change to

any degree in the near future to alter this assessment.

The Phipps Bend site contains known archaeological resources,

but none are presently listed on the National Register. There

would be no preemption or likely adverse impacts to areas

listed or potentially eligible for listing on the National

Register of Historic Places.

An archaeological district is associated with the Yellow Creek

site area.

The town of Dixon Springs and the Dixona historic district are

located nearby Hartsville. Several small commercial

recreation facilities are also located in the general site

vicinity of Hartsville.

CONCLUSION

Each of the above candidate sites could be considered as acceptable

sites for an LIMFBR from the standpoint of land use.. However, the

Clinch River site possesses certain land use advantages over the

Taylor Bend, Blythe Ferry, and Lee Valley sites. The Clinch River

site. is considered substantially equal to each of the other seven

alternative candidate sites.
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Construction employment in support of the LMFBR project is

expected to peak at about 5,400. The socioeconomic effects depend

primarily on the fraction of the work force which inmigrates and

the ability of nearby communities to accommodate the inmigrants.

1. Clinch River

Proximity to Knoxville's large labor market would result in a

relatively low projected inmigration rate (25 percent or

less). The Knoxville metropolitan area can accommodate this

size of influx with no significant impact. No'highway

segments would have traffic levels exceeding their capacities.

2. Blythe Ferry

The Blythe Ferry site is located in proximity to Chattanooga's

labor market, thus socioeconomic impacts would likely be

similar in magnitude to those of the Clinch River site. The

inmigration which would occur would locate largely in

Cleveland and the Chattanooga area. These cities (populations

of 26,000 and 170,000 respectively) could accommodate the

influx with no significant impact.

Transportation impacts due to commuting should be relatively

small with the exception of the last highway link from Route

58 to the site.
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3. Caney Creek

The Caney Creek site is located in close proximity to the

Clinch River site, thus the magnitude .of the socioeconomic

impacts would be expected to be essentially the same.

However, the distribution of those impacts would be

considerably different. Since the site is closer to the

Rockwood, Kingston, and Harriman areas, most of the inmigrants

would be expected to locate in the vicinity of these three

communities rather than Knoxville and some significant impacts

may occur.

Access is available to the site from three road segments which

would tend to reduce the impacts of commuting traffic.

However, there would still be a large increase in traffic in

the vicinity of the site. The degree of impact has not been

determined.

4. Taylor Bend

The magnitude of the socioeconomic impacts would likely be

about the same at the Taylor Bend site as at the Clinch River

site. However, since most inmigrants would locate in and

around Morristown and Newport some minor impacts may occur.

5. Buck Hollow

The Buck Hollow site has about the same relationship to the

Knoxville labor market as the Clinch River site. Therefore,

the magnitude of the socioeconomic impacts would likely be
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about the same. Most of the inmigrants would locate in east

and northeast Knox County, the Jefferson City area and west

Jefferson County. The magnitude of the projected inmigrants

to an urbanized area of this size would not be expected to

result insignificant adverse impacts.

Transportation impacts would likely be small except for Route

92 connecting Jefferson City and Rutledge. The degree of

impact has not been determined.

6. Lee Valley

The magnitude of the impacts would likely be the same at the

Lee Valley site as at the Clinch River site. However, since

most of the inmigrants would locate in and around. Morristown,

some significant impacts may occur.

Commuting traffic could result in impacts at certain points

(e.g., downtown Morristown) and on certain highway segments

(e.g., county road connecting llE with the site). The degree

of these traffic impacts has not beeen determined.

7. Yellow Creek, Hartsville, and Phipps Bend

The magnitude of the socioeconomic impacts would likely be

larger at these sites than• at the Clinch River site, and some

significant impacts may occur.
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Transportation impacts vary widely among these sites. No

significant impacts are likely at Phipps Bend. At Yellow

Creek and Hartsville minor to moderate impacts would be

expected.

8. Murphy Hill and Spring Creek

The magnitude of the socioeconomic impacts would likely be

larger on these sites than those projected for the Clinch

River site. Given the capabilities of communities in the

surrounding areas, some significant impacts may occur.

Transportation impacts constitute the most significant

difference between these two sites. At Murphy Hill,

significant transportation impacts would be expected. Also,

the State was considering a $19 million road improvement

program in the area due to existing traffic problems. No

traffic impacts due to commuting would be expected at Spring

Creek, but it appears that a county road and bridge would have

to be closed.
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AMENDMENT XV

CONCLUSION JULY 1982

Each of the above candidate sites could be considered as acceptable

sites for an LMFBR from the standpoint of socioeconomics. However,

the Clinch River site is either substantially equal to or possesses

certain socioeconomic advantages over the ten alternative candidate

sites.
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AMENDMENT XV
G. POPULATION JULY 1982

10 CFR, Part 100 specifies that "sites having a cumulative

population density projected at the. time of initial operation of a

nuclear power station which exceeds 500 persons per square mile

averaged over any radial distance out to 30 miles, or the

projected population density over the lifetime of the facility

exceeds 1,000 persons per square mile averaged over any radial

distance out to 30 miles, special attention should be given to the

consideration of alternative sites with lower population

densities."

Based on current information, though the Clinch River site is the

most urbanized of all 11 sites, it still conforms with

appropriate NRC population*density criteria. It is therefore

concluded that all of the alternative sites are in conformance

with applicable regulations. Basic site population

characteristics have been identified and are included in

table I-1.



AMENDMENT XV
JULY 1982

II. OVERALL SITE ENVIRONMENTAL PREFERABILITY

As shown in table I-i, each alternative site has its own unique set of

site-specific considerations which project relative advantages and

disadvantages to locating, an LMtFBR at any particular site. From the

standpoint of the environmental parameters discussed above with the

exception of meteorology, the Clinch River site is.advantageous or

substantially equal to each of the alternative sites evaluated. The

fact that some alternative sites possess a meteorological advantage

over the Clinch River site does not outweigh, however, other

environmental parameters that demonstrate Clinch River's equivalence

to or advantage over the alternative sites.

Thus, based on an overall comparison of environmental characteristics

and the relative advantages and disadvantages of each site, it is

concluded that none of the 10 alternatives is environmentally

preferable to the Clinch River site for location of the LMFBR.
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TABLE 1-1

'SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

METEOROLOGY

LMFBR CANDIDATE SITES AMENDMENT XV
JULY 1982

1980 POPULATION - NEAREST TOWN (within 50 miles) OF
5,000- 25,000- 100,000.

Oak Ridge, TN Oak Ridge, TN Knoxville, TN
9 mi., NE 9 mi., NE 22 mi., ENE
pop. 27,662 pop. 27,662 pop. 183,139

1. Clinch River

2. Spring Creek

3. Blythe Ferry

Poor atmospheric dispersion condi-
tions. Topographic channeling and
confinement could result in
recirculation.

Fair atmospheric dispersion. Light
to moderate wind speeds. Little
potential for low-level atmospheric
recirculation.

Poor atmospheric dispersion conditions.
Potential for confinement which could
result in low-level atmospheric recircu-
laton.

Poor atmospheric dispersion conditions.
Topographic channeling and confinement
could result in low-level atmospheric
recirculation.

Poor atmospheric dispersion conditions.
Topographic channeling and confinement
could result in low-level atmospheric
circulation.

Athens, AL
18 mi., ENE
pop. 14,558

Decatur, AL Huntsville, AL
19 mi., ESE 38 mi., E
pop. 42,002 pop. 142,513

4. Caney Creek

5. Taylor Bend

Soddy Daisy, TN
15 mi., SW
pop. 8,388

Rockwood, TN
5 mi., S
pop. 5,767

Newport, TN
6 mi., SE
pop. 7,580

Cleveland,, TN Chattanooga, T1
18 mi., SSE 29 mi., SSW
pop. 26,415 pop. 169,565

Oak Ridge, TN Knoxville, TN
25 mi., NE 39 mi., ENE
pop. 27,662 pop. 183,139

Knoxville, TN Knoxville., TN
37 mi., W 37 mi., W
pop. 183,139 pop. 183,139

6. Buck Hollow

7. Lee Valley

Poor atmospheric dispersion conditions.
Topographic channeling and confinement
could result in low-level atmospheric
recirculation.

Poor atmospheric dispersion conditions.
Topographic channeling and confinement
could result in low-level atmospheric
recirculation.

Poor atmospheric dispersion conditions.
Topographic channeling and confinement
could result in low-level atmospheric
recirculation.

Fair atmospheric dispersion conditions.
There is little potential for low-level
atmospheric recirculation.

Jefferson City, TN
6mi., E
pop. 5,612

Morristown, TN
11 mi., SW
pop. 19,683

Knoxville, TN Knoxville, TN
22 mi., SW 22 mi., SW
pop. 183,139 pop. 183,139

Kingsport, TN Knoxville., TN.
38 mi., ENE 49 mi., SW
pop. 32,017 pop. 183,139

8. Phipps Bend Kingsport, TN Kingsport, TN
15 mi., ENE 15 mi., ENE
pop. 32,027 pop. 32,027

Greater than
50 mi.

Greater than
50 mi.

9. Yellow Creek Savannah, TN
9 mi., N
pop. 6,992

Florence, AL
35 mi., ESE
37,029

10. Hartsville Fair atmospheric dispersion conditions.
There is little potential for low-level
atmospheric recirculation.

Lebanon, TN
15 mi., SW
pop. 11,892

Hends'ville, TN Nashville, TN
30 mi., w 43 mi., WSW
pop. 26,561 pop. 455,651

11. Murphy Hill Poor atmospheric dispersion conditions.
Topographic channeling and confinement
could result in low-level atmospheric
recirculation.

Guntersville, AL Huntsville, AL
12 mi., SW 30 mi., NW
pop. 7,041 pop. 142,513

Huntsville, AL
30 mi., NW
pop.. 142,513

i
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TABLE I-i (CONT.) AMENDMENT XV
JULY 1982

HYDROLOGY WATEIIQUALITY

1. Clinch River

.2. Spring Creek

3. Blythe Ferry

4. Caney Creek

5. Taylor Bend

6. Buck Hollow

7. Lee Valley

8. Phipps Bend

9. Yellow Creek

10. Hartsvilie

None identified.

Karst terrain makes predic-
tion of ground water movement
difficult.

Karat terrain make. predic-
tion of ground water movement
difficult. Large portion of
site is below PKF6

Karst topography makes predic-
tion of ground water movement
difficult.

Douglas Reservoir strongly
stratified during summer with
DO depletion in hypolimnion.
Annual reservoir fluctuation of
about 62'.

Extended periods of low or no
streamflow resulting from peaking
operation upstream at Cherokee Dam.
Large portion of site is below PMF.

Strong thermal stratification with
DO depletion in the hypolimnion.
Annual reservoir fluctuation of
about 52'.

Potential for macrophitic
intake clogging. Large part
of site is below PMF.

Limnited interchange of water in
the embayment.

None identified.

None identified.

Water temperature in
site vicinity approaches
or exceeds 86 F criteria
during July-September.

None identified.

None identified.

None identified.

Low dissolved oxygen concentra-
tions occur in vicinity of site.

Historic poor water quality al-
though improvements are occurring.

Historic poor water quality al-
though improvements are occurring.

Limited interchange of water in
the enbayment.

None identified.

11. Musrphy Hill Large portion of the site is below None identified.
the PMF.

Gi
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TABLE I-1 (CONT.) AMENDMENT XV
JULY 1982

AQUATIC RESGORCES TERRESTRIAL RESOURCES

I. Clinch River

2. Spring Creek

3. Blythe Perry

4. Caney Creek

5. Taylor Bend

6. Buck Hollow

Single specimen of endangered
mussel species identified upstream.
Additional studies failed to
discover any other specimen.

Presence of endangered mussel
species in the vicinity of the
site. Spring Creek embayment
is a high biologically produc-
tive area. Waterfowl and wetland
habitat.

Spawning and nursery area in
overbank. Wetland wildlife
habitat. Potential presence of
three endangered species. Portion
located within State wildlife
refuge.

No significant waterfowl
habitat. No endangered
species. Biologically
productive Caney Creek
embayment.

Waterfowl and migrant-wintering
habitat. No endangered species.
Site is part of State Osprey
Restoration project.

Limited biological co~muni-
ities in site vicinity.
Waterfowl and shorebird habitat.
Potential presence of two
endangered species.

Three mammals listed as endangered occur in
the vicinity of the site; Gray Bat, Indiana
Bat, and Eastern cougar. Two plant species
promoted for federal listing as threatened:
Cimicifuga rubifolia, black snakeroot, and
Saxifraga careyana, Carey's saxifrage occur
on the site.

None identified.

One federally listed endangered species,
Myotis grisescens, Gray Bat; one State
listed threatened species, Gyrinophilus
palleaucus, Tennessee cave salamander.

None identified.

Population of large game wildlife.

Potential presence of two federally listed
endangered species.

7. Lee Valley High biological productivity

in the epilimnion. No endangered

species or important waterfowl or

wetland habitat.

Deer habitat.

8. Phipps Bend

9. Yellow Creek

10. Rartsville

11. Murphy Hill

Wood duck habitat. Wetland onsite
that supports a variety of water-
fowl and wetland bird life.
Intake entrainment of aquatic
organisms.

Aquatic nursery area in Yellow
Creek embayment. Wintering
waterfowl habitat near State Line
Island on main reservoir. Shore-
line bird use habitat at head of
Yellow Creek embayment. Wintering
habitat for bald eagle on main
reservoir.

Small mussel bed containing a
listed endangered mussel
species adjacent to the site.
Wetlands border the site along
Dixon Creek and Old Hickory
Reservoir. Wetland habitat on
Dixon Island adjacent to site.
Wood duck nesting and breeding
habitat on Dixon Creek.

Shallow, productive overbank
adjacent to and downstream
from the site. Wetlands
surround the site along
Guntersville Reservoir.
Wintering waterfowl habitat.
Wintering habitat for bald
eagles,. Wood duck breeding and
nesting habitat.

Whitetailed deer arepresent on the site. One
plant proposed for federally listing: Cimicifuga
rubifolia, black snakeroot; and one State-listed
threatened species: Anmodramus savanarrum,
Grasshopper Sparrow.

No federally listed endangered or threatened
species present onsite. Three reptile, one
avian, and two mammalian species listed as "rare"
in Mississippi occur in the vicinity of the site.

Two State-listed threatened species: Thryumanes
bewicki, Bewick's Wren, and Amodramus savanarrum,
Grasshopper Sparrow.

Whitetailed deer present onsite. No threatened or
endangered species onsite. Two federally endangered
ma als, the Gray Bat and Indians Bat, occur within
7 miles of the site.

iii
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TABLE I-i (COUT.)

WATER AND LAND USE SOCIOECONOMICS
AMENDMENT XV.
JULY 1982

1. Clinch River

2. Spring Creek

3. Blythe Ferry

4. Caney Creek

5. Taylor Bend

6. Buck Hollow

7. Lee Valley

8. Phipps Bend

9. Yellow Creek

10. Hartsville

11. Murphy Hill

Compatible with projected
industrial use of the site
area. Several recreational
facilities occur within 10
miles of the site including
Melton Hill Dam reservation
and Atomic Speedway.

Compatible with projected
forest and agricultural
use of the site area. Two
recreational public access
areas in vicinity. No national
register historical sites.
Archaeological resources unknown.

Potential for significant
impact to nearby residential
development. Two recreational
public access sites in vicinity.
No national register historic sites.
Archaeological resources unknown.

Compatible with projected
site area land use. County
park and three access areas
in vicinity. No national register
historic sites* Archaeological
resources unknown.

Resort development within site
area.. Use of site would result in
relocation of existing resort
development. Private campground
and boat dock in vicinity. No
national register historic sites.
Three archaeological sites (eligi-
bility undetermined).

Compatible with projected
forest and agricultural use
of the site area. Commercial
recreation area and proposed
stream access point in vicinity.
Cultural resources unknown.

Potentially significant
impact to Boy Scout camp
located in Dry Branch
embsyment. Two commercial
recreation areas in vicinity.
Cultural resources unknown.

Current use as an. energy
facility site. Compatible
with site area development.

Current use as an energy
facility site. Compatible
with site area development.

Current use as an energy
facility site. Compatible
with site area development.
Comercial boat docks and
private country club approx-
imately 3 miles from site.
Dixon Springs and Dixona historic
district are located nearby.
Numerous areas of prehistoric
habitation. One potentially
significant archaeological site.

Current use as an energy
facility site. minimal impact
to residential development.
major State park on Guntersville
Lake nearby; two local park*;
one wildlife management area;
and lake and home development
comunity. One historically
significant structure, Walker
Jordan cabin. One archaeological
site.

None identified.

Potential for som
significant impacts.

None identified.

Potential for some
significant impacts.,

Potential for minor impacts.

None identified.

Potential for some
significant impacts.

Potential for some
significant impacts.

Potential for some
significant impacts.

Potential for some
significant impacts.

Potential for some
significant impacts.
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AMENDMENT XV
JULY 1982

Attachment I I

PROPOSED SURVEY OF FRESHWATER MUSSELS

IN THE VICINITY OF THE CRBRP SITE
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AMENDMENT XV
JULY 1982

PROPOSED SURVEY OF FRESHWATER MUSSELS

IN THE VICINITY OF THE CRBRP SITE

At stations located every 0.2 mile between Clinch River Mile

(CRM) '14.0 and CRM 18.0, scuba divers will, search for mussels

along ropes laid across the full width of the river. At each

station, data col lected wil l include the number of each mussel

species found In each 20-foot interval, observations on

sUbstrate composition, and a depth profile.

If more than five mussel $ are found In a 40-foot survey

segment (ttwo adjacent 20-foot intervals) or if one or more

pg.nes of an endangered species is found in a 20-foot

survley I n.terval, the following, more intensive technique will

be initiated. This detailed search phase is expected to be

I.nit tafed rather rarely in the CRBRP.reach of the Clinch River

Jand, if more than four such investigations are warranted, the

. I nltiiatiig- criteria will be evaluated In light of the dafa

ýbeIng acq qbIed.

Scu bba divers will conduct a 15-minute search for mussels

paral lel to river flow starting 0.1 mile downstream from the

general survey Interval that initiated this assessment. If

f ve or- more mussel _ are found during this dive, a

second 15-minute dive will be made within the same substrate

habitat type at the site. If the second dive yields one or

more additional species, a third and, If similarly Indicated,

a fourth dive will be made In the suitable habitat at the

site. The minimum search effort for this Intensive phase at

one. site would be one 15-minute dive. The maximum effort for

one site which could be indicated would be four 15-minute

dives.
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AMENDMENT XV
JULY 1982

Data from each dive will be maintained separately and will

Include the location of the dive, the number of each mussel

species found, comments on substrate conditions, and depth

prof II e.

Field notes., narrative, and tabular summaries of all data will

be supplied to the assessment staff for review and tabulation.

A full report covering the survey and its evaluation will be

prepared and provided to the CRBRP staff for possible

transmittal to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and other

appropriate regulatory agencies.
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